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Abstract

The formation, evolution, and detailed structure of accretion disks remain poorly understood, with

wide implications across a variety of astrophysical disciplines. While the most pressing question

– what causes the high angular momentum fluxes that are necessary to explain observations? – is

nicely answered by the idea that the disk is turbulent, a more complete grasp of the fundamental

processes is necessary to capture the wide variety of behaviors observed in the night sky. This

thesis studies the turbulence in ionized accretion disks from a theoretical standpoint, in particular

focusing on the generation of magnetic fields in these processes, known as dynamo. Such fields are

expected to be enormously important, both by enabling the magnetorotational instability (which

evolves into virulent turbulence), and through large-scale structure formation, which may transport

angular momentum in different ways and be fundamental for the formation of jets.

The central result of this thesis is the suggestion of a new large-scale dynamo mechanism in

shear flows – the “magnetic shear-current effect” – which relies on a positive feedback from small-

scale magnetic fields. As well as being a very promising candidate for driving field generation in

the central regions of accretion disks, this effect is interesting because small-scale magnetic fields

have historically been considered to have a negative effect on the large-scale dynamo, damping

growth and leading to dire predictions for final saturation amplitudes. Given that small-scale fields

are ubiquitous in plasma turbulence above moderate Reynolds numbers, the finding that they could

instead have a positive effect in some situations is interesting from a theoretical and practical

standpoint. The effect is studied using direct numerical simulation, analytic techniques, and novel

statistical simulation methods.

In addition to the dynamo, much attention is given to the linear physics of disks and its rele-

vance to turbulence. This is studied using nonmodal stability theory, which both provides a highly

intuitive connection between global domains and the commonly studied shearing box, and suggests

that transient linear growth can often be more important than spectral instability. These realizations
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motivate the use of the quasi-linear models that are applied extensively throughout the turbulence

and dynamo studies later in the thesis.
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Chapter 1

Introduction: Disks and dynamos

The paradigm of an accretion disk is ubiquitous in modern astrophysics, forming the basis for

our understanding of a wide variety of astrophysical systems. The general idea is that matter

with even a small amount of rotation cannot directly gravitationally accrete into a central mass,

due to conservation of its angular momentum. Thus a disk forms around the mass and much of

the accretion is dominated by the dynamics and structure of this object. Since relatively high

angular momentum transport is required to explain observed accretion rates, the central question

of accretion disk theory arises: how and why does the matter accrete as fast as it does? Certainly

the answer is not the molecular viscosity, since Reynolds numbers in disks are usually immense

and the corresponding angular momentum transport would be far too low. An obvious panacea

is turbulence, which could enhance transport by many orders of magnitude and possibly lead to

accretion rates that are somewhat independent of Reynolds number. Of course, such an explanation

is hardly complete and poses more questions than it answers: what is the origin of this turbulence,

how does it saturate, and what is the transport in the saturated state?

Very broadly, these questions have formed the basis for the majority of the work that makes

up this thesis. Because all indications are that hydrodynamic Keplerian motion is stable (Ji et al.,

2006; Lesur and Longaretti, 2005), I have focused on turbulence in ionized disks, as described
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approximately by magnetohydrodynamics (MHD). Importantly, as realized by Balbus and Hawley

(1991), the addition of even a very weak magnetic field in such a system can be dramatically im-

portant due to the magneto-rotational instability (MRI). This virulent instability can lead directly

from quiescent laminar flow to a highly turbulent saturated state with rather high momentum trans-

port (Balbus and Hawley, 1998). Over the past two decades this turbulence has been the subject

of intense study, primarily through numerical simulation. While the basic existence of MRI tur-

bulence in numerically realizable regimes is well-established, many controversies remain in the

community, particularly relating to the scaling of transport as the Reynolds numbers (kinetic and

magnetic) are increased to astrophysically relevant values. Another issue that may be of profound

importance concerns the role of large-scale magnetic fields and flows in mediating transport, as

well as how and why these might be generated by the MRI turbulence (Blackman, 2012). This is

essentially a large-scale dynamo, and its study has made up a substantial portion of this thesis.

Our general approach to understanding these problems has been to focus on models that are as

simple and parsimonious as possible. With this in mind, most of the work presented here studies

homogeneous turbulence without the complicating factors of radial or vertical stratification – the

so-called unstratified shearing box. While this model misses many important physical effects,

the hope is that its study can point the way to physical interpretation and quantitative analysis

techniques in more physically complete numerical setups. The unstratified shearing box has also

been a common tool in theoretical studies of mean-field dynamos, and MRI turbulence is very

closely related to a variety of works studying nonhelical shear dynamos (e.g., Brandenburg et al.

2008a; Yousef et al. 2008a). While the numerical setups for such studies have been very similar

to those in the MRI turbulence literature, there is a difference in perspective that comes primarily

from forcing the flow field. This can allow improved control over aspects of the turbulence (for

example, by studying low Reynolds numbers, changing rotation, or forcing at small scales), and

can be particularly helpful for studying the dynamo. A variety of the chapters in this thesis study
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the dynamo in such a manner, and while the direct application to accretion disks may be lost, this

has proved very helpful for isolating the fundamental field generation mechanisms at play.

In this introduction, I start by giving a very basic overview of the fundamental physics of

accretion disks and some of the astrophysical objects in which they are observed. This then leads

to a discussion of the basics of momentum transport in disks, the MRI, and a brief description of

various local approximations for studying MRI turbulence and dynamo. Given that a reasonable

portion of this work emphasizes the dynamo, I follow with an outline of formal dynamo theory,

focusing particularly on mean-field theory. Finally, I shall give a detailed overview of what I

consider to be the most important results presented in this thesis, explaining the work covered in

each chapter and how these are related.

1.1 Accretion disks

Accretion disks form around a wide variety of astrophysical objects, from cool, mostly neutral

disks around young stars, to enormously energetic active galactic nuclei. Fundamentally, we are

able to study such a wide variety of systems using similar theoretical frameworks due to the enor-

mous difficulty of removing angular momentum from the infalling matter. While the energy (e.g.,

gravitational binding energy, or kinetic energy) can usually be easily radiated away, there is no such

mechanism for the release of angular momentum. This forces the formation of disk-like structures,

the dynamics of which will govern the accretion process without necessarily being substantially

influenced by their detailed origins.

It is useful to have some idea of where disks are observed in the night sky, and here I give

a very basic overview of some of the main classes of objects. More information can be found

in Alexander 2008 (protoplanetary disks), Remillard and McClintock 2006 (binary systems), and

Krolik 1999 (active galactic nucleii).
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Figure 1.1: Image of the young HL Tauri star, taken at 1.28mm wavelength. The concentric rings
are potentially the sites of planet formation (image credit http://www.eso.org)

Protoplanetary disks As a gaseous cloud condenses to form a young star, conservation of mo-

mentum causes the formation of an accretion disk. This disk will generally be relatively

poorly ionized due to its coolish temperatures, and is best seen in the infrared. As the

name suggests, protoplanetary disks form the environment in which planets are born and

are of fundamental interest in a wide variety of subfields. With the recent completion of

the Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA), some stunning images at un-

precedented resolutions have been produced, most notably of HL Tauri (ALMA Partnership

et al. 2015, see Fig. 1.1). The very low ionization fraction in protoplanetary disks makes

explaining observed angular momentum transport rates rather troublesome, and there exist

“dead zones” where it is unlikely that the MRI is active. In addition, a variety of other MHD

models (e.g., the Hall effect, ambipolar diffusion) are more applicable than standard MHD

in most regions of the disk (Kunz and Lesur, 2013; Bai and Stone, 2013; Lesur et al., 2014).

The study of these models in the context of disks is in its infancy, but a variety of different

behaviors are seen, much of which could not be considered turbulence in the usual sense.
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Binary systems Binary disks consist of a (secondary) main-sequence star orbiting with a (pri-

mary) white dwarf, neutron star, or black hole. The star loses matter to the primary object,

which subsequently forms an accretion disk as it spirals in. Emission of radiation is powered

by this accretion process, and while these disks are too small to be directly imaged, a variety

of spectral signatures exist that provide compelling evidence for their existence (Balbus and

Hawley, 1998). Cataclysmic variables form an interesting subclass of binary disk systems in

which the primary is a white dwarf, emission is mostly in the ultraviolet, and the brightness

can increase enormously over a short timescale (perhaps due to instabilities of the accretion

disk). X-ray binaries occur when the primary is a neutron star or black hole, which allows

for hotter temperatures (due to the smaller disk radii) and correspondingly more emission

in the X-ray range. Disks in binary systems are expected to be very well ionized and thus

unstable to the MRI in the presence of even minute magnetic fields.

Active galactic nucleii At the center of galaxies, an accretion disk often forms around a supermas-

sive black hole, forming an active galactic nucleus (AGN). So much energy can be released

in the, often super-Eddington,1 accretion process that the AGNs can outshine their galaxy.

While general relativistic effects definitely become important very close to the event hori-

zon, much of the physics of accretion outside of this can be studied with Newtonian gravity.

These disks are very well ionized due to their high temperatures and would be expected to

be unstable to the MRI. The Event Horizon Telescope project aims to image Sagitarius A*,

the supermassive black hole at the center of the milky way, with unprecedented precision. A

better understanding of the physics of its accretion disk will be critical for interpreting such

images.

1The Eddington luminosity is the limit at which (outwards) radiation pressure balances the (inwards) gravitational
force, forming a theoretical upper bound on the maximum mass accretion rate. However, the limit is calculated for
a spherical object and, because of their different geometry, disks can sometimes surpass this limit, thus becoming a
super-Eddington accretor.
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In each of the systems discussed above, it is common to observe astrophysical jets. These highly

collimated beams emanate from the central object, perpendicular to the plane of the disk. While

disks and jets are often examined together, I shall not discuss jets further in this thesis.

1.1.1 Basic physics of accretion

In this section I give a basic overview of the physics of momentum balance and transport in disks.

More detailed information and derivations can be found in Shakura and Sunyaev (1973), Balbus

and Hawley (1998), and Blaes (2004).

As mentioned previously, I shall be using fluid models – specifically magnetohydrodynamics

(MHD) – exclusively in this work and these equations are a good starting point to discuss the basic

processes and balances in disks. Most generally the compressible MHD equations have the form

∂ρ

∂t
+∇ · (ρu) = 0, (1.1a)

ρ

(
∂u

∂t
+ u · ∇u

)
= −∇p− ρ∇Φ +B ×∇×B+

∇ ·
[
ρ ν(∇u+ (∇u)T ) + ρ ζδij∇ · u

]
, (1.1b)

∂B

∂t
= ∇× (u×B) + η∇2B, (1.1c)

along with some equation of state for the pressure as a function of density (e.g., isothermal, adia-

batic). Here ρ is the density, u is the fluid velocity, B is the magnetic field, Φ is the gravitational

potential, ν is the kinematic viscosity, ζ is the bulk viscosity, and η is the resistivity (spatial varia-

tion of ν, ζ , and η is ignored). I have given the magnetic field units of
√
ρu for simplicity (i.e., B

is reallyB/
√
µ0) and neglected the Hall and Ambipolar terms in the induction equation. The fluid

and magnetic Reynolds numbers (Re and Rm respectively) measure the range of dynamically im-

portant scales in a turbulent situation, and are defined through the ratio of inertial forces to viscous
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(or resistive) forces

Re =
ūL

ν
, Rm =

ūL

η
, (1.2)

where ū is a characteristic velocity and L is a characteristic length scale of the system. Their ratio,

Pm = Rm/Re = ν/η, is the magnetic Prandtl number. In small Pm magnetofluids, velocity

structures can reach smaller scales than magnetic structures, while the opposite is true at high Pm.

Consider a disk whose mass can be neglected in comparison to that of the central object (M ),

such that Φ = −GM/R. The zeroth-order motion of the gas in this case (neglecting radial pressure

in comparison to gravity) is simply Keplerian: u2
φ = R2Ω2 = GM/R. We are primarily interested

in thin disks, in which the vertical scale height H is less than the radius, H/R � 1. The pressure

supports the gas against gravity in the vertical direction ∂zP = −GMρz/R3 = −ρΩ2z, which

leads to ρ(z) = exp (−Ω2z2/2c2
s) assuming an isothermal gas with sound speed cs, P = c2

sρ. Thus

we see that the ratio H/R scales as the ratio of the sound speed to rotation velocity, cs/Ω, and the

disk will be thin if this is small. Many of the analytical approximations in accretion disk theory

arise from an expansion in H/R, including the local shearing box approximations used later in this

work.

The equation for the angular momentum of the fluid is obtained by multiplying the φ compo-

nent of the momentum equation by R (Balbus and Hawley, 1998; Blaes, 2004),

∂

∂t
(ρRuφ) +∇ ·F = 0, (1.3a)

F = ρRuφu−RBφBp +R

(
p+

B2
p

2

)
φ̂− ν

(
R

3
φ̂∇ · u+R2∇uφ

R

)
, (1.3b)

where Bp ≡ BRR̂ + Bzẑ. F is angular momentum flux and it is worth noting that there are no

sources and sinks in this (exact) equation – angular momentum can only be redistributed.2 We

2Note that magnetocentrifugal winds, which may play a very important role in some accretion processes, are
ignored in the ensuing discussion by neglecting the vertical component of F . Such winds enable angular momentum
transport in the central regions of a disk by means of a flux of matter or magnetic fields through its top and bottom;
see, for example, Bai and Stone (2013).
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are most interested in the radial component of the flux in steady-state conditions, since this will

determine the flow of matter into the central object. To proceed, it is useful to average the R

component of F [Eq. (1.3b)] over z, φ, and a region ∆R in R (to smooth over rapid fluctuations)

using the average

〈f〉 =
1

2πρ̄R̄∆R

ˆ 2π

0

dφ

ˆ ∞
−∞

dz

ˆ R̄+∆R

R̄

dRRρf, (1.4)

where ρ̄ ≡
´∞
−∞ dz ρ. Considering the fluctuation velocity ũ ≡ u−UKep = u−RΩφ̂, this gives

FR = Rρ̄

(
RΩ 〈ũR〉+

〈
ũRũφ −

1

ρ
BRBφ

〉)
+ νR

(
3

2
Ω +

ρ̄

R

〈
ũφ
ρ

〉
− ρ̄

〈
1

ρ

∂ũφ
∂R

〉)
. (1.5)

The infall of matter is governed directly by the first term, R2ρ̄Ω 〈ũR〉, since the mass accretion rate

is simply

Ṁ = −2πRρ̄〈ũR〉. (1.6)

The final terms govern transfer of angular momentum directly through the viscosity, and since

ũφ � ΩR (ũφ is limited by the sound speed due to shock formation), we would expect 3
2
νΩR to

dominate over νρ̄ 〈ũφ/ρ〉 and −νRρ̄ 〈∂Rũφ/ρ〉. Even so, due to the enormously large Reynolds

numbers in real disks (small ν), this direct transfer is far too small to account for measured accre-

tion rates and can be neglected entirely. Thus we see that in steady state, ∂t (ρRuφ) = 0, a positive

WRφ ≡ 〈ũRũφ − BRBφ/ρ〉 is required to balance 〈ũR〉, which is necessary for mass accretion

onto the central object. Importantly, since the origin of WRφ is turbulence in the disk, it could

be expected to reach a nonzero limit as the viscosity is decreased to zero (Re → ∞), in contrast

to the viscous transfer term 3νΩR/2. Through similar manipulations of the energy conservation

equation, one can relate the disk surface emissivity Q to Ṁ , and thus to WRφ (Balbus and Hawley,

1998), giving

Q =
3

4
ρ̄Ω

〈
ũRũφ −

1

ρ
BRBφ

〉
, (1.7)
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where the viscous contribution has been neglected. Thus we have reduced the problem of explain-

ing the high observed luminosities of disks (and by implication high angular momentum transport),

to understanding how the excitation of turbulence can lead to nonzero correlations between ũR and

ũφ, and/or BR and Bφ.

From where does the turbulence arise? Is it possible to have a purely hydrodynamic disk tran-

sition to turbulence, or do we really require MHD? This question is not so simple as it may seem at

first glance. While the local linear stability of a Keplerian shear flow is easy to calculate, illustrat-

ing that the system is linearly stable (see below), this does not prove that the system is nonlinearly

stable to finite-amplitude disturbances. The obvious counterexample is a nonrotating shear flow,

or Couette flow, which is linearly stable at all Reynolds numbers but will readily transition to self-

sustaining turbulence.3 Importantly, this transition only occurs above a certain Reynolds number

that is related to the nonlinear physics of the fluid, and thus is very difficult to determine theoret-

ically. This leaves one in the awkward situation of easily being able to show that moderate Re

hydrodynamic Keplerian flows are stable, but having no straightforward way to extrapolate this

result to astrophysically relevant values. It was partly the analogy with turbulence in nonrotat-

ing shear flows that led many early authors (e.g., Shakura and Sunyaev 1973) to conclude that

turbulence in disks should exist and be responsible for momentum transport, without any known

mechanism for its production.

It is still controversial whether the problem of turbulence in Keplerian disks has been satisfac-

torily solved. Some of the best evidence against its existence comes from rotating Couette flow

experiments (in particular Ji et al. 2006), which have shown that turbulence will not self-sustain

in flows up to Re ≈ 106. While high, this is still a long way from astrophysically relevant values

(Re ∼ 1014). Careful computational studies (Lesur and Longaretti, 2005; Shen et al., 2006) and a

variety of heuristic arguments (e.g., Balbus and Hawley 1998, 2006) have also come to the same

3This behavior is strongly related to nonmodal linear physics, which will be discussed in the context of the MRI in
Chapter 2.
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conclusion, but these are limited to substantially smaller Re still. More studies, and perhaps com-

pletely new theoretical methods, are needed to satisfactorily solve this problem. As we shall see

in the next section, consideration of an ionized gas completely changes this problem, bringing in

the magnetorotational instability (MRI). This instability develops into turbulence with the required

correlations between fluctuations, 〈ũRũφ − BRBφ/ρ〉 > 0, to cause significant outward flux of

angular momentum.

1.1.2 Magnetorotational instability

Here I give a brief outline of the linear behavior of the simplest axisymmetric magnetorotational

instability. Although the basic instability was derived very early in the context of liquid metals

(Velikhov, 1959; Chandrasekhar, 1960), the possible consequence for turbulence in accretion disks

was not realized until much later by Balbus and Hawley (1991). Subsequently, a wide variety of

linear analyses of various forms have been published (e.g., Balbus and Hawley 1992; Curry et al.

1994; Kersalé et al. 2004). As part of the work in this thesis, we have also considered the linear

development of the MRI, using the machinery of nonmodal stability theory. This is discussed in

Chapter 2.

For the sake of simplicity, I shall make various approximations to the full MHD system

[Eqs. (1.1)]. These are not entirely justified without knowing the properties of the instability a

priori, but turn out to make little difference to the growth rate, while significantly reducing the

algebraic complexity. The starting point is an application of the Boussinesq approximation to the

MHD equations [Eq. (1.1)] , which is valid for nearly incompressible disturbances (essentially

when the disturbance velocity is substantially less than the sound speed). I shall also go further and

neglect vertical variation of the disk profile and density perturbations, which removes the effects

of radial and vertical stratification from the instability (this approximation changes the growth

rate slightly but does not fundamentally alter in the instability). Essentially, these approximations
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amount to considering an incompressible fluid with a varying density (the final dispersion relation

will contain background density just as a parameter). Finally I assume that perturbations vary only

in the z direction (this leads to the simplest version of the MRI), inserting the ansatz f ∼ eikz−iωt

for perturbations in each variable. One then linearizes against the background flow uφ = RΩ, and

the background magnetic field is Bz = Bz0. After simple manipulations, one arrives at

ikδuz = ikδbz = 0, (1.8a)

−iωδvR − 2Ωδvφ =
1

ρ
Bz0ikδbR, (1.8b)

−iωδvφ + 2ΩδvR +R
∂Ω

∂R
δvR =

1

ρ
Bz0ikδbφ, (1.8c)

−iωδbR = Bz0ikδvR, (1.8d)

−iωδbφ −R
∂Ω

∂R
δbR = Bz0ikδvφ, (1.8e)

where δvR, δbR etc. are the perturbations and I have neglected dissipation terms for simplicity.

Upon rescaling time by Ω and the magnetic field perturbations by ρ, one finds that stability of the

system is determined by the eigenvalues of the matrix

i



0 2 ikBz0 0

q − 2 0 0 ikBz0

ikBz0 0 0 0

0 ikBz0 −q 0


, (1.9)

where q ≡ −d ln Ω/d lnR = −R/Ω ∂RΩ (a definition that leads to Ω (R) ∼ R−q, with q = 3/2

for a Keplerian disk).

Let us first examine the hydrodynamic limit [the 2 × 2 sub-matrix in the upper left corner of

the MRI matrix, Eq. (1.9)]. In this case, the system is entirely determined by the parameter q, and
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eigenvalues of the system are simply

ω = ±
√

2 (2− q), (1.10)

showing that the system is unstable for q > 2 and stable otherwise. This is the well-known

Rayleigh criterion,4 and we see that the Keplerian disk with q = 3/2 is decidedly stable. Including

again the magnetic field variables, the eigenvalues are

ω = ±
[
2− q + k2B2

0z ± (4k2B2
0z + (2− q)2)1/2

]1/2
. (1.11)

From this, it is evident that stability requires 2 − q + k2B2
0z > [4k2B2

0z + (2 − q)2]1/2, which is

guaranteed only if q < 0. Thus we see that addition of any magnetic field changes the stability

criterion from q < 2 to q < 0 and Keplerian rotation (q = 3/2) will be unstable. The growth rate

of the MRI can be found by maximizing the imaginary part of Eq. (1.11) over B2
0zk

2, giving

ω = iq/2, (1.12)

which occurs when B2
0zk

2 = (q − q2/4)1/2.

What is happening here? While the MRI certainly requires a magnetic field to be unstable, its

growth rate is completely independent of magnetic field. Physically, the resolution of this apparent

conundrum arises from the fact that the energy source of the MRI is the velocity shear. That is,

rather than driving the instability itself, the magnetic field acts as a mediator that allows the energy

to be unlocked from the rotating shear flow. While it appears from Eq. (1.11) that B0z can be as

small as desired without affecting the growth rate, this is only true in the nonphysical limit of zero

4Note that the Rayleigh criterion is often given in terms of RΩ = 2Ω/S as −1 < RΩ < 0, where S is the local
velocity shear and Ω is the rotation. In terms of q, RΩ = −2/q, and the upper stability limit of the Rayleigh criterion,
RΩ = 0, now occurs at q = ∞. This singular limit has come about because in defining q, we have assumed that our
velocity shear arises from a rotation.
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dissipation. Any real system will always have some nonzero η, however small,5 and this will place

a limit on the allowable k such that the MRI is eventually stabilized at sufficiently low B0z. Of

course, in astrophysics, dissipation coefficients are vanishingly small in comparison to the scales of

the disk and the MRI should be unstable at very small wavelengths with even the smallest wisp of

an imposed magnetic field, making it a particularly attractive instability for explaining turbulence

in disks. On the side of large B0z, the MRI can be stabilized because its required wavelength

becomes too large to fit inside the physical structure of the disk.

Finally, it is worth noting that for the sake of turbulence, it is not necessarily the presence of

unstable linear modes that is important, but the addition of magnetic perturbations into the system.

Specifically, it is possible to excite self-sustaining turbulence with no net magnetic field, and thus

no linear instability whatsoever (Hawley et al., 1996). The turbulence is subcritical in a way similar

to turbulence in nonrotating shear flows, and arises if the Reynolds numbers are high enough

and the initial perturbation large enough. Interestingly, it seems that such turbulence will always

eventually decay back to the laminar state (Rempel et al., 2010), as is the case for hydrodynamic

pipe flows (Hof et al., 2006). Nonetheless, because the lifetime (or more accurately, the probability

of decay after a given time) is an exponential function of Reynolds number, for reasonably large

Reynolds numbers the turbulence is effectively self-sustaining.6 To quote an amusing example

from hydrodynamic pipe flow (Hof et al., 2006), to make an observation of the decay of pipe flow

turbulence in a garden hose at a flow rate of 1 L min−1 (Re ≈ 2400), one would require a hose of

length 40 000 km and 5 years before the turbulence eventually decayed! Self-sustaining turbulence

in the shearing box will be discussed in much more detail in the following section, as well as

chapter 3.

5Note that viscosity, by itself, cannot prevent instability, although it does reduce the MRI growth rate.
6The size of the perturbation required to cause transition also decreases as the Reynolds numbers increase. Since

there will always be some background level of perturbations in any physical or numerical system (e.g., inaccuracies in
the MHD model, round-off error), there is presumably some point above which turbulence will self-sustain indefinitely,
since if it ever decays it will be instantly re-excited.
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Experimental efforts

There have been a variety of experimental efforts to observe the MRI (see, for example, Ji et al.

2001; Sisan et al. 2004; Stefani et al. 2006; Collins et al. 2014), but at the present time it has not

been convincingly identified. The primary difficulty is that most experiments utilize liquid metals

as their conducting fluid, and these have very high resistivities in comparison to their viscosities.

This implies enormously high Re is needed to obtain even Rm ∼ 1, which is required for the

MRI to be excited (Ji et al., 2001). In addition, hard wall boundaries in these experiments can

create significant difficulties since a variety of other flows and instabilities are excited, and these

have probably led to false claims (Sisan et al., 2004; Gissinger et al., 2011, 2012). Nonetheless,

variants of the MRI (“Helical” and “Azimuthal” MRI, see Hollerbach and Rüdiger 2005; Liu et al.

2006; Hollerbach et al. 2010; Kirillov and Stefani 2013) have been observed (Stefani et al., 2006;

Seilmayer et al., 2014). These are “induction-less” instabilities and thus have less stringent re-

quirements on Rm for their observation. Finally, it is worth noting that a plasma experiment has

recently been completed (Collins et al., 2014) and results will presumably be forthcoming in the

near future.

1.1.3 Local approximation and the shearing box

It is generally inconvenient to work with the full compressible MHD equations using global accre-

tion disk profiles. This is particularly true for numerical simulations of turbulence due to a variety

of factors such as numerical resolution constraints, boundary conditions, and the analysis of data.

Indeed, although a variety of global turbulence studies have come out in recent years (e.g., Flock

et al. 2011; Sorathia et al. 2012; Hawley et al. 2013), most of the numerical work on MRI turbu-

lence has been carried out in the shearing box. Due to our focus on the basic theory of shearing

turbulence, this has also been the case throughout this thesis (the one exception being the nonmodal
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Figure 1.2: Illustration of the concept of the shearing box (figure constructed using the image of a
global accretion disk from https://www.astro.virginia.edu/~jh8h/).

linear studies in Chapter 2). Here, I outline these approximations, including some discussion of

important physical effects that might be lost in the reduction.

The basic idea of the shearing box is illustrated in Fig. 1.2. Consider a small patch of fluid

that is co-rotating with the Keplerian background flow. Expanding about this patch in a Carte-

sian coordinate frame, one obtains a linear background velocity shear with the effects of rotation

taken into account through a mean Coriolis force. Conforming to standard astrophysical conven-

tions, we set (x, y, z) to correspond to the radial, azimuthal, and vertical directions respectively.7

Boundary conditions are set to be periodic in the y direction and periodic in the frame in which the

background velocity vanishes – or shearing periodic – in the x direction; that is,

f (x, y, z) = f (x, y + Ly, z) , (1.13a)

f (x, y, z) = f (x+ Lx, y − qΩLxt, z) . (1.13b)

7 Note that most fluid dynamics literature uses the convention (y,−x, z) instead of (x, y, z), denoting these the
shearwise, streamwise and spanwise directions.
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These boundary conditions are designed to represent a series of tiled domains, each moving in

a background linear shear flow and containing identical patches of turbulent flow (Balbus and

Hawley, 1998).

There are two common variants on the shearing box. The first is the stratified shearing box,

in which the vertical density profile is included along with the vertical component of gravity, with

the simulation covering the entire vertical extent of the disk. Compressibility effects must be

retained within the equation of motion (at least within the anelastic approximation) to account for

the vertical variation. The second variant is the unstratified shearing box in which the background

is completely homogenous and periodic boundary conditions are used in the vertical direction.

This is designed to represent a small vertical patch near the center of the disk, and within this

approximation it is appropriate to use incompressible fluid equations, essentially because a sound

wave will necessarily cross a small domain faster than flow dynamics in the system (Umurhan and

Regev, 2004). It is unclear what quantitative conclusions can be drawn from unstratified shearing

box results, since there is no physically motivated outer scale to the turbulence; nonetheless, a

variety of interesting dynamics can be seen, which definitely share qualitative features with more

complete models. Due to its simplicity, we shall primarily consider the unstratified shearing box

for the remainder of this thesis. The appropriate incompressible MHD equations, including the

background shear (U0 = −qΩxŷ) and rotation Ωẑ, are

∂u

∂t
− qΩx∂u

∂y
+ (u · ∇)u+ 2Ωẑ × u = −∇p+B · ∇B + qΩuxŷ + ν̄∇2u, (1.14a)

∂B

∂t
− qΩx∂B

∂y
= −qΩBxŷ +∇× (u×B) + η̄∇2B, (1.14b)

∇ · u = 0, ∇ ·B = 0. (1.14c)

Here u = usi/u0, B = Bsi/
(
u0
√
µ0ρ0

)
, p = psi/ (u2

0ρ0), where usi, Bsi, psi are respectively

the fluid velocity, magnetic field, and pressure in SI units, and ρ0, µ0 are the density (considered
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constant) and the vacuum permeability. Lengths have been scaled by characteristic scale L0 in

Eq. (1.14), time is scaled by 1/Ω, and the velocity scale u0 is L0Ω. As such, Ω = 1 in Eq. (1.14);

I have kept Ω explicitly to show more clearly how the basic MHD equations have been altered by

the Coriolis force. As a reminder, the parameter q = −d ln Ω/d ln r embodies the radial velocity

shear, with q = 3/2 for Keplerian rotation. The fluid and magnetic diffusivities, ν̄ and η̄, are

defined as ν̄ = ν/ (ΩL2
0), η̄ = η/ (ΩL2

0), where ν and η are the kinematic viscosity and resistivity

of the plasma. Since parameters in the unstratified shearing box are all of order one, ν̄ and η̄ are

approximately the inverses of Re and Rm respectively (as defined with respect to the large-scale

shear flow).

The shearing box in its various guises has generated significant controversy. Most notable was

the discovery of Fromang and Papaloizou (2007) that turbulence in unstratified shearing boxes

without net magnetic flux is not converged – a doubling of the resolution leads to a decrease in the

level of angular momentum transport. Given the enormous Reynolds numbers of real disks, this is

a particularly troubling result. The problem has later been shown to disappear so long as explicit

values of the viscosity and resistivity are used and their ratio is kept fixed8 (Fromang, 2010);

however, far from solving the problem, this result is perhaps even more confusing since it implies

that MRI turbulence depends strongly on details of the microscopic dissipation, in particular the

magnetic Prandtl number (Fromang et al., 2007). While these problems are possibly alleviated

somewhat by the addition of net flux or vertical stratification (Bodo et al., 2008; Shi et al., 2010;

Davis et al., 2010; Longaretti and Lesur, 2010; Simon et al., 2011; Oishi and Mac Low, 2011;

Simon et al., 2012; Flock et al., 2012; Bodo et al., 2014), the physical origin of the Pm dependence

remains unclear. Very recently, in one of the few encouraging results about unstratified shearing

box turbulence since Fromang and Papaloizou (2007), Meheut et al. (2015) have shown that net-

flux MRI turbulence does eventually converge in the low Pm limit for Pm . 1/40 at fixed Rm

8 I have also tested this convergence using the spectral code snoopy (Lesur and Longaretti 2007, see also chapter 3),
and found results essentially in agreement with Fromang (2010) (who used a finite difference scheme) for the case
Pm = 8. These results are unpublished and not included in this thesis.
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(bear in mind that this value is almost certainly specific to their chosen magnetic flux and Rm).

Finally, I note that shearing box turbulence also depends significantly on the chosen aspect ratio

of the box. This is true in both unstratified setups with (Bodo et al., 2008) or without net flux, and

when vertical stratification is included (Johansen et al., 2009; Simon et al., 2012).

Based on the results described in the previous paragraph, it may strike the reader that the

prospects of understanding MRI turbulence using the shearing box are somewhat bleak. If one is

looking for quantitative answers regarding the level of turbulent angular momentum transport, this

is probably true. After all, if changing the dimensions of a system that is designed to represent

a “patch” of turbulence will significantly change the answer, it is difficult to convincingly ascribe

importance to one particular result. A variety of other objections have been given to the shearing

box (Kersalé et al., 2004, 2006; Regev and Umurhan, 2008) and local disk approximations in

general (Knobloch, 1992), which often center around their inability to capture global instabilities.9

Nonetheless, it is my view that we still have a lot to gain from studying the shearing box, even the

unstratified variety. This primarily centers around understanding the basic turbulence and dynamo

mechanisms, which become much more difficult to analyze as the number of physical effects

included in a simulation is increased. For instance, there have been a variety of suggestions that the

accretion disk dynamo requires two separate mechanisms: one for the central unstratified region,

and one for the stratified areas away from the mid-plane (Blackman and Tan, 2004; Gressel, 2010).

The central mechanism should be perfectly well captured by unstratified simulations and indeed

is regularly observed (Lesur and Ogilvie, 2008b; Käpylä and Korpi, 2011), although it is not so

coherent as its stratified cousin. As one of the major results of this thesis, I suggest that the

magnetic shear-current effect (see Sec. 1.2 and chapters 4–6) is likely to be the primary driver of

this dynamo.

9See Sec. 2 on nonmodal instability for more discussion of this. I will argue that shearing waves, which are well
captured by the shearing box, are probably much more relevant to global dynamics than global spectral instabilities.
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While it may at first seem troublesome that the behavior of unstratified simulations depends so

strongly on the details of the computational domain, after more thought this is hardly surprising;

the presence of a large-scale dynamo suggests that structures will always reach scales comparable

to the domain size, and any change in box dimensions will therefore effect the saturation of these

structures as well as their influence on smaller scale turbulence. Similar ideas are often discussed

in terms of parasitic modes (Goodman and Xu, 1994) for net-flux simulations (Bodo et al., 2008).

It follows that the unstratified shearing box should never be considered as a “patch” of turbulence,

but more as a simplified setup in which to study the fundamentals of the turbulence and dynamo

process. The dependence of unstratified simulations on numerical resolution is perhaps more trou-

blesome and remains an outstanding unsolved issue in the community. Since the most worrisome

aspect of the effect (the decrease in turbulence level with increasing grid resolution) occurs only

when the grid itself is used to dissipate small-scale turbulence,10 it seems likely that the effect is

numerical in origin (although this is not a viewpoint shared by all). The dependence on magnetic

Prandtl number is certainly physical, however, and is also observed in global simulations (Flock

et al., 2011). Understanding the cause of this effect in sufficient detail to extrapolate results to

astrophysically relevant regimes with Rm � 1, Pm � 1 is probably one of the most important

unsolved problems related to accretion disk turbulence.

1.2 Dynamo

Magnetic fields pervade the universe. From the scales of planets up to galaxy clusters and beyond,

they are not only ubiquitous but have also proven surprisingly dynamically important in a wide

variety of astrophysical and geophysical processes. Our understanding of their generation and

sustenance is based primarily on the concept of a magnetic dynamo. In a dynamo, magnetic fields

10 It is probable that the non-convergence also exists when hyper-viscosity (i.e., dissipation terms ∼ ν∇nu with
n ≥ 4) is used in a Fourier code (G. Lesur, personal communication, 2015).
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are stretched and folded by fluid motions in such a way as to make themselves stronger, causing

exponential growth of the magnetic energy. Through this process, very small seed fields – arising,

for example, from the Biermann battery or kinetic instabilities – might be amplified enormously

by plasma motions to the levels seen throughout the universe today.

While there are a wide variety of known laminar dynamos, or specified velocity fields that

will lead to magnetic field amplification, we shall be solely concerned with the turbulent dynamo.

Here, the fluid is considered to be turbulent, with chaotic motion across a large range of length

and time scales, and its flow properties are known only in the statistical sense. Of course, this

situation is far more directly applicable than laminar dynamos, which are studied mostly for the

theoretical insights they can bring through simplifying the problem. I shall further break down the

turbulent dynamo into the large-scale and small-scale varieties, distinguished by the length (and

time) scales of the generated magnetic field, in comparison to that of the underlying turbulence.

As the nomenclature suggests, for a small-scale dynamo, the scales of the amplified field will

be smaller than (or comparable to) the scales in the fluid turbulence. In contrast, in a large-scale

dynamo, magnetic fields are generated with scales larger than those of the fluid motions. Of course,

in real turbulence this distinction may not be quite so clear-cut, and real dynamos will generally

be a mix of the two. Robust large-scale mechanisms can be harder to understand than the small-

scale dynamo, but are of vital importance for explaining astrophysical fields. Most prominently,

the solar magnetic field is a beautiful example of a large-scale dynamo – its dipolar field, which

reverses sign every 11 years, is correlated over length scales far exceeding that of the convective

motions inside the sun’s interior (see Fig. 1.3).

Most studies of large-scale dynamos use the formalism of mean-field dynamo theory (Moffatt,

1978; Krause and Rädler, 1980). Fundamentally, this involves assuming a separation of scales

between small-scale turbulence and a mean field, and calculating the average influence of the

small scales on the large. This scale separation is formalized through the use of a mean-field

average 〈f〉, which encodes the difference between mean fields and fluctuations; the average of a
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Figure 1.3: The famous “butterfly diagram” showing the 11-year period of solar activity (as mea-
sured by sunspots). Sunspot activity increases when the global dipolar field changes direction, due
to the corresponding decrease in magnetic field. This 22-year cycle is highly coherent over long
time periods, and is one of nature’s best known examples of large-scale dynamo action.

mean field is itself, 〈B〉 = B, while the average of a fluctuating field vanishes 〈b〉 = 0 (where

mean and fluctuating fields are denoted by capital and lower case letters respectively). The mean-

field average should also satisfy the Reynolds averaging rules: linearity, commutativity with spatial

and temporal derivatives, and that the average of a product between an average and a function is

the product of the averages (i.e., 〈〈f〉g〉 = 〈f〉〈g〉).

The theory proceeds by averaging the induction equation [Eq. (1.1)], giving

∂B

∂t
= ∇× (U ×B) +∇× E + η∇2B, (1.15)

where U is the mean-field flow. The all-important electromotive force (EMF) E = 〈u× b〉 is

nonzero due to the correlation between u and b and is responsible for dynamo action. The dif-

ficulty of actually solving Eq. (1.15) is belied by its simple appearance – in general one must

understand how the turbulent u and b respond to an applied B and U before computing E . This

essentially amounts to a statistical closure for MHD that is inhomogenous in both space and time,

a tremendously difficult problem that is far from being solved with any semblance of accuracy.

To study the idea of a dynamo instability let us consider B and U as a small perturbation to

some pre-existing small-scale turbulence, specified by u0 and b0. This allows us to assume the
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linearity of E in B and U (so long as E0 = 〈u0 × b0〉 = 0). Combined with the assumption of

scale separation, which permits the neglect of higher order mean-field derivatives in comparison to

low orders, one can expand E in a Taylor series in U and B

E = αB + β∇B + Γ∇U + · · · , (1.16)

where α, β and γ are the tensorial dynamo transport coefficients.11 These coefficients must be

calculated by solving for the statistics of the small-scale fields in some way and will depend on

general properties of the pre-existing turbulence such as stratification, a mean rotation, or its sym-

metry properties. To simplify matters somewhat, much of dynamo theory has historically focused

on the kinematic dynamo, in which one assumes the presence of small-scale velocity fluctuations,

while magnetic fluctuations arise purely from the small-scale induction equation. This is motivated

by situations where fluid turbulence may exist independently of any magnetic field, for instance

due to convective instability in the sun. However, it transpires that the small-scale dynamo is al-

ways active in turbulence above even moderate Reynolds numbers and grows much faster than the

large-scale dynamo (Boldyrev et al., 2005), implying that kinetic fluctuations are probably always

accompanied by magnetic fluctuations to some degree. Since much of the new work in this thesis

concerns the effects of magnetic fluctuations on large-scale dynamo, I shall consider this more

general situation and include magnetic fluctuations in the simple outline given here.

The α effect is the most well-studied of dynamo instabilities. A scalar α implies that a pertur-

bation of the turbulence by a (small) constant mean field B will cause the turbulence to respond

in such a way such that the generated EMF is proportional to this B. If we insert this into the

induction equation [Eq. (1.15)] ignoring U , exponential growth of the mean field is possible with

the spatial form B ∝ ∇ × B. From where does such an α arise? It turns out that the helicity

〈u · ∇ × u〉 of the flow or magnetic field is fundamental to the α effect in isotropic homogenous

11Note that there is no U term in Eq. (1.16) because the spatially independent part of a mean flow can be removed
through a Galilean transformation.
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turbulence, and various closure approximations lead to (Pouquet et al., 1976; Moffatt, 1978; Bran-

denburg and Subramanian, 2005)

α ≈ −1

3
τcor 〈u · ∇ × u〉+

1

3
τcor 〈b · ∇ × b〉 , (1.17)

where τcor is a correlation time of the turbulence. Let us now examine the β term. Again consid-

ering the simplified case of homogenous isotropic small-scale turbulence, the symmetries of the

problem dictate that the general tensorial expression in Eq. (1.16), β∇B = βijkBj,k, reduces to

−β0∇ ×B, for the scalar β0. Inserting this form into Eq. (1.15) to join the α parameter leads to

the simple replacement of η with η + β0; that is, the β effect acts as a turbulent resistivity. As for

the α effect, closure calculations lead to

β0 ≈
1

3
τcor

〈
u2
〉
, (1.18)

showing that the turbulence enhances the standard resistivity for the large-scale field. This il-

lustrates that dynamo instability is impossible from the β effect alone, and that any α dynamo

must have sufficiently helical small-scale turbulence (i.e., have a large 〈u · ∇ × u〉 in comparison

to 〈u2〉), with some imbalance between kinetic and magnetic fluctuations, to be unstable. It is

also worth noting that magnetic fluctuations do not contribute at lowest order to β0. Finally, the

lesser-known Γ term (Yokoi, 2013; Yoshizawa and Yokoi, 1993), is proportional (in isotropic ho-

mogenous turbulence) to the small-scale cross-helicity, 〈u0 · b0〉. This is fundamentally different

from the α and β effects, since it relies on a mean correlation between the kinetic and magnetic

fluctuations, and has no kinematic equivalent.

The simplicity of the discussion in the previous paragraph hides a fundamental difficulty that

has plagued mean-field dynamo theory for the past 20 years. This is the issue of α quenching (Kul-

srud and Anderson, 1992; Gruzinov and Diamond, 1994). The fundamental problem is related to
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the build-up of current helicity 〈b · ∇ × b〉 on small scales faster than the dynamo develops on large

scales (Boldyrev et al., 2005). As this small-scale b field develops, it generates a magnetic α effect

[the final term in Eq. (1.17)], which has the tendency to oppose further large-scale field generation.

Importantly, because of the larger range of scales at low dissipation, this effect has a greater im-

pact at higher Reynolds numbers, and by the most extreme estimates, the saturated large-scale field

strength varies as 1/Rm (Brandenburg and Subramanian, 2005; Hubbard and Brandenburg, 2012).

Extrapolating to astrophysically relevant values, Rm ∼ 1010 → 1015, such scaling is problematic,

leading to the nomenclature “catastrophic quenching.” The standard theory to describe this process

is derived from the conservation of small-scale magnetic helicity12 hf = 〈a · b〉 (where a is the

small-scale magnetic helicity, ∇ × a = b; see Blackman and Brandenburg 2002; Blackman and

Field 2002), and leads to an equation for hf of the form

∂hf
∂t

= −2E ·B − 2η∇2hf −∇ ·F , (1.19)

where F represents a flux term. Relating hf to the α effect, one can then form a coupled set

of equations for the growth of the dynamo field. Without the flux term in Eq. (1.19) one arrives

at the previously discussed 1/Rm scaling of the saturated B field; however, it is now generally

thought that F is of fundamental importance,13 allowing helicity to be removed from the active

dynamo region (Vishniac and Cho, 2001; Hubbard and Brandenburg, 2012). Nonetheless, despite

some confidence in the community that quenching may not be quite so catastrophic as originally

thought, there are a wide variety of open issues and the physics of high Rm dynamos is far from

being convincingly understood.

12Issues of gauge invariance certainly arise in defining a density of magnetic helicity. Since one really cares about
the current helicity 〈b · j〉 it can be reasonable to simply specify the Coulomb gauge, but a variety of other possibilities
may be more useful and cleanly defined (Subramanian and Brandenburg, 2004, 2006; Candelaresi et al., 2011).

13Interestingly, these fluxes were first studied (using the terminology “hyper-resistivity”) in the context of magnetic
fields in reversed-field pinch fusion devices (Bhattacharjee and Hameiri, 1986; Boozer, 1986), where they were found
to be crucial in the approach to the self-organized state and have been experimentally measured (Ji, 1999). While not
explored extensively in this thesis, such connections may prove very useful for future studies of the accretion disk
dynamo (Ebrahimi and Bhattacharjee, 2014).
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If we relax the assumptions of isotropy and homogeneity of the background turbulence, a wide

variety of other dynamo effects are possible. In particular, one loses the requirements that α and

β be representable by scalar quantities. For example, one of the more commonly studied additions

is that of stratification with rotation – important due to its relevance to the solar dynamo – which

leads to an α effect proportional to u2
rmsΩ · ∇ ln(ρ urms) in addition to off-diagonal contributions

(Brandenburg and Subramanian 2005; ρ is a background density and urms is the turbulence inten-

sity). Note that this arises without net helicity being explicitly added to the system (although one

can also consider the effect to arise through helicity created by the combination of rotation and

stratification). It is also possible to have a growing dynamo without any α effect at all. This is

important because α is constrained to be zero by symmetries of the system in homogeneous and

mirror symmetric turbulence, such as is found in the central regions of accretion disks. The most

prominent of these effects, which will be the subject of a large amount of the work presented in

this thesis, is the so-called “shear-current” effect. This can arise in the presence of mean shear

flow, which exists in a wide variety of astrophysical objects, if a particular off-diagonal component

of βijk has the correct sign. The combination of the stretching of the mean field by the flow shear

(the “Ω effect”) with this component of βijk can lead to dynamo instability even though α = 0. In

what is probably the most significant result presented in this thesis, I will argue in chapters 4–6 that

magnetic fluctuations are crucial for this effect, and can be responsible for large-scale mean field

generation. The significance of this result lies in the fact that it is the first example (of which we

are aware) of a large-scale dynamo being driven by the saturated state of the small-scale dynamo.

1.3 Overview of the work presented in this thesis

In this section I give a detailed outline of the most important results presented in this thesis. This

is intended to both highlight those results that I consider to be the most important, and to explain

how the different chapters fit into the overall coherent structure of the research program. My
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outline is a little unconventional, as it is presented in near reverse order from the thesis chapters

themselves. The primary reason for this is to emphasize the more important results, which are

presented towards the end of the thesis. This notwithstanding, given that an overarching theme

of the research presented here is the importance of linear physics in understanding the turbulent

situation, it is helpful to start in chapter 2 with work on the nonmodal linear stability of the MRI.

This, in turn, motivates the use of the quasi-linear models presented later in the thesis.

1.3.1 The magnetic shear-current effect

I consider the most important results of this thesis to be those presented in chapters 3-6, propos-

ing the “magnetic shear-current effect” as a mechanism for generating large-scale magnetic fields

in shear flows. The suggestion is that a bath of homogeneous nonhelical magnetic fluctuations,

influenced by the velocity shear, can cause a dynamo instability through an off-diagonal turbu-

lent resistivity. More specifically, in response to a large-scale azimuthal magnetic field By, a bath

of magnetic fluctuations will produce an azimuthal electromotive force Ey, proportional to ∂zBy.

This Ey causes the generation of a radial magnetic field, which in turn amplifies the azimuthal field

through stretching by the mean flow (the Ω effect), resulting in a dynamo instability. The effect

rests crucially on the sign of the proportionality between Ey and ∂zBy (termed ηyx throughout this

thesis14) – if the product ηyx(∇×U )z is negative, the induced radial field will act to damp, rather

than amplify, the azimuthal field.

Why is this dynamo mechanism interesting? I would like to give two answers to this question:

the first relates to the specific case of the MRI dynamo in accretion disks, the second more generally

to dynamo theory.

The MRI dynamo The central regions of accretion disks are both unstratified and lack a source

of net kinetic or magnetic helicity, implying that an α effect is not possible. In addition, a

14 This is simply a component of βijk. The reason for the difference in notation will be explained in chapter 4.
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variety of authors have found from simulation and theory15 that the crucial ηyx is of the wrong

sign for a kinematic nonhelical dynamo. What then is the cause of the apparent large-scale

dynamo seen in simulations? While there is the possibility that it is driven by fluctuations

in the α coefficients, I would argue that the magnetic shear-current effect is a more likely

candidate: MRI simulations exhibit stronger magnetic than kinetic fluctuations, the velocity

shear is obviously important, and the nonlinear behavior of the effect bears strong similarities

to mean-field dynamics in unstratified MRI simulations. In addition, the basic importance of

ηyx in the MRI dynamo has been concluded from nonlinear simulation (Lesur and Ogilvie,

2008b) and perturbative calculations of the evolution of MRI modes (Lesur and Ogilvie,

2008a). The suggestion in this thesis that small-scale magnetic fields are in fact the primary

driver thus ties together formal mean-field dynamo theory with these studies and explains

the special importance of strong magnetic fluctuations in MRI turbulence and dynamo.

General mean-field dynamo theory As discussed in Sec. 1.2, much of mean-field dynamo the-

ory in recent years has focused on the issue of α-quenching. This is specifically related to

the adverse influence of small-scale magnetic fields on large-scale dynamo action. Since

small-scale dynamos grow faster than large-scale fields above moderate Reynolds numbers,

large-scale dynamos may always have to grow on a bath of small-scale magnetic fluctuations

(Cattaneo and Hughes 2009, but see also Tobias and Cattaneo 2014). With this in mind, the

magnetic shear-current effect is the first suggestion (that I know of) for a large-scale dy-

namo driven by small-scale magnetic fluctuations.16 Thus, in some sense, the effect is the

15The subject has been somewhat controversial. Following initial studies that found ηyx had the correct sign for
a dynamo (Urpin, 1999, 2002; Rogachevskii and Kleeorin, 2003, 2004; Rogachevskii et al., 2006; Kleeorin and
Rogachevskii, 2007), others found the opposite result, both analytically (Rädler and Stepanov, 2006; Rüdiger and
Kitchatinov, 2006; Sridhar and Subramanian, 2009; Sridhar and Singh, 2010; Singh and Sridhar, 2011) and numeri-
cally (Brandenburg et al., 2008a; Singh and Jingade, 2015), as well as finding growth rate scalings that were inconsis-
tent with a coherent dynamo effect (Yousef et al., 2008a,b).

16 The magnetic α effect can certainly drive a mean field in isolation. The key point is that its sign is opposite to
that of the kinetic effect, and the small-scale dynamo grows such that the two effects cancel. While it may be possible
that instabilities (for instance, the MRI in the presence of stratification, Gressel 2010; Park and Blackman 2012) would
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inverse of dynamo quenching; rather than magnetic fluctuations overwhelming a desirable

kinematic effect, mean field growth starts after small-scale dynamo saturation, driven by the

small-scale field itself. Of course, more work is needed to better assess regimes where the

effect might be dominant, or even if it continues to operate at very high Reynolds numbers;

nonetheless, it is an interesting possibility that may find application across a wide variety of

astrophysical objects.

Having broadly outlined why the magnetic shear-current effect might be interesting, I now

explain the evidence for existence, as presented in chapters 3–6. Proving the existence and impor-

tance of a dynamo instability is tricky: numerical simulations of turbulence are necessarily noisy,

one is limited in available Reynolds numbers (and thus the ability to prove a dynamo will remain

active at high values), and when large-scale field growth is observed it can be difficult to show

convincingly that it is not some other (possibly unknown) mechanism that is responsible. These

problems are exacerbated in the magnetically driven case. In particular, due to the finite size of any

numerically realizable mean-field average, the mean field will quickly come into equipartition with

the turbulent bath of fluctuations, robbing the researcher of the ability to study the dynamo during

a long period of exponential growth. For these reasons, we have attempted to tackle the prob-

lem from a variety of different angles, including analytically with the second-order correlation

approximation, through quasi-linear theory and statistical simulation, and using direct numerical

simulations. We also introduce the novel technique of using an ensemble of simulations to study

the statistics of the mean field without taking time averages. As is standard in dynamo theory, these

studies have all considered the forced problem, in which the turbulence is driven by small-scale

noise, rather than the self-sustaining turbulence more directly relevant to accretion disks. This

allows a more systematic study of the dynamo for a number of reasons, including the ability to

cause a magnetic α effect to overwhelm the kinematic one, this remains unclear. In contrast, the magnetic shear-current
effect has a fixed sign, arising from the nonhelical part of the fluctuations.
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examine lower Reynolds numbers, an increased control over the levels of magnetic and kinetic

fluctuations, and the ability to straightforwardly calculate transport coefficients in some cases.

The presentation of results on the magnetic shear-current effect is organized as follows. Chap-

ter 4 studies mean field generation at low Rm, where the small-scale dynamo is not active. While

such a regime is certainly less interesting (of course, we wish to examine mean field generation due

to the saturated small-scale dynamo itself), it is very helpful to fully understand the low-Rm case

before moving on to less controllable situations where the small-scale field arises self-consistently

through small-scale dynamo. The primary difficulty in these low-Rm studies originates from the

separation of coherent and incoherent dynamo mechanisms. Here, by “coherent” mechanism I

simply refer to standard mean-field dynamos, as previously discussed. In contrast, an “incoherent”

mechanism results from temporal fluctuations in the transport coefficients about zero, which must

occur to some degree due to the finite domain size. The aforementioned quasi-linear and statistical

simulations are very helpful in separating these effects; in statistical simulation only the coherent

mechanism is possible, and a comparison with simulation of an individual realization allows for

a direct probe of the incoherency of the dynamo. So far as we are aware, this thesis presents the

first use of such statistical simulation techniques for the study of mean-field dynamo. I shall first

present kinematic results, in particular examining the effects of rotation, which nicely explain some

of the numerical scalings presented in Yousef et al. (2008a). Following this, the magnetic effect

is analyzed, using direct numerical simulation (with forcing of the induction equation) and statis-

tical calculations to illustrate the potency of magnetic fluctuations in driving a coherent nonhelical

dynamo.

With the basic existence of the effect confirmed, chapter 5 examines the important question of

whether the source of magnetic fluctuations can be the small-scale dynamo itself. With the aim

of showing such an effect is possible, I present ensembles of 100 kinematically driven simulations

in the shearing box at higher Reynolds numbers, such that the small-scale dynamo is unstable.

This use of an ensemble of simulations to study the statistics of a large-scale dynamo is without
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precedent in previous dynamo literature (to my knowledge), but proved crucial for accurate mea-

surement of transport coefficients and qualitative understanding. After saturation of the small-scale

magnetic field, relatively strong, large-scale fields are seen to develop in most realizations, with

some qualitative similarities to the dynamos observed at lower Rm in chapter 4. The difficulty, of

course, is to show that this dynamo arises through a coherent shear-current mechanism, and that

it is not possible kinematically. We argue that this is indeed the case by measuring the mean-field

transport coefficients both before and after the saturation of the small-scale dynamo, illustrating

that the crucial ηyx component decreases. Further arguments for the coherency of the dynamo are

given through solution of the mean-field equations using the measured coefficients. The methods

used to determine the transport coefficients after saturation are somewhat novel, and their accuracy

is verified (before discussion of the magnetic shear-current effect) through application to lower

Reynolds number kinematic dynamos.

The final piece of evidence for the magnetic shear-current effect comes from the analytic stud-

ies presented in chapter 6. This chapter describes general calculations of the dynamo transport

coefficients using the second-order correlation approximation, including the effects of rotation,

velocity gradients, magnetic fluctuations, and density and turbulence stratification. The primary

finding is that the velocity shear contribution to ηyx from magnetic fluctuations is generally larger

than other contributions, and is always of the correct sign to promote mean-field dynamo. Rather

than seeing this as good evidence in itself (the second-order correlation approximation is decidedly

approximate), the result acts as a complement to previous studies, which have each found the same

sign and a similar magnitude for the effect. These studies have used a variety of techniques, in-

cluding the spectral τ -approximation (Rogachevskii and Kleeorin, 2004), shear quasi-linear theory

(chapter 4), and inhomogenous shearing wave calculations (Lesur and Ogilvie 2008a; this shows

the same sign, but magnetic and velocity fluctuations are not separated). Such agreement is in

stark contrast to the kinematic effect, where the sign disagrees between the τ approximation (Ro-

gachevskii and Kleeorin 2003; dynamo), the second-order correlation approximation (Rädler and
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Stepanov 2006; Rüdiger and Kitchatinov 2006; no dynamo), shear quasi-linear theory (Singh and

Sridhar 2011; no dynamo), and other quasi-linear theories (Urpin 2002; dynamo). This disagree-

ment may be related to a change in sign with Reynolds number (Brandenburg et al., 2008a), but

this remains unclear. In any case, the hope is that the agreement between calculation methods for

the magnetic effect speaks to a greater robustness in its sign and magnitude in comparison to its

kinematic cousin.

Finally, it is worth mentioning the relationship of chapter 3 to the studies in the subsequent

chapters outlined above. This chapter serves as motivation for study of the magnetic shear-current

effect, as an introduction to the statistical and quasi-linear methods, and as a study of the dy-

namo instability specifically in the context of MRI turbulence. Using novel statistical simulation

techniques – one solves for the statistics, rather than an individual realization of turbulence – the

chapter’s primary results are that MRI turbulence (or the quasi-linear approximation thereof) is

unstable to mean-field dynamo, and that the saturation characteristics of this dynamo bear a strong

resemblance to MRI turbulence. This is somewhat surprising given the rather drastic approxima-

tions made in deriving the statistical evolution equations. Most interesting is the strong increase

in the saturated turbulence level with Pm = Rm/Re, which is counter to naive expectations but

pervasive in nonlinear simulation of MRI turbulence. Importantly, incoherent dynamos are impos-

sible within statistical simulation, thus the mere existence of the dynamo motivates study of the

magnetic shear-current effect (since the kinematic effect is too weak). More subtly, by combin-

ing the conclusions that the observed dynamo is necessarily driven by a coherent effect, with the

resemblance of the saturated state to nonlinear MRI turbulence, we find compelling evidence that

the mechanism for the unstratified MRI dynamo is indeed the magnetic shear-current effect.
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1.3.2 Linear MRI and nonmodal growth

Our exploration of magnetorotational turbulence started with consideration of the linear system.

Specifically, we wished to interpret the relationship between the global system and the shearing

box, with the goal of understanding what was missing from local models and whether better alter-

natives might exist. These investigations led to the idea that nonmodal (or transient) linear physics

is important for the MRI, despite the existence of unstable eigenmodes in many cases, and in turn

the notion that linear physics could be an important driver of MRI turbulence across a wide range

of wavenumbers. This turbulence drive is not predicated on the idea that eigenmodes are spectrally

unstable, but rather that non-eigenmode structures may be important due to their transient growth

over shorter timescales. Such ideas proved foundational for interpretation of results in subsequent

work on quasi-linear turbulence and dynamo (described above). In addition, nonmodal linear the-

ory provides a natural and intuitive connection between global linear modes and the shearing box

(thus fulfilling the original aim), suggesting that, from the linear standpoint, one can expect the

shearing box to capture the fundamental physics of both the axisymmetric and non-axisymmetric

MRI.

Nonmodal stability theory, discussed in detail in chapter 2, studies the linear stability of sys-

tems over finite timescales. The theory is based around the basic question, what set of initial

conditions will be most amplified by time t? In the case of a system with a self-adjoint operator,17

the answer is simply the least-stable eigenmode. But, if this is not the case (as occurs more often

than not), a variety of other physically meaningful structures can emerge, often with growth rates

and physical characteristics far removed from the eigenmodes. Most dramatic is when a system is

spectrally stable, but non-eigenmode structures can grow transiently, sometimes by many orders

of magnitude. If initializing from random initial conditions, these structures can emerge out of the

17 One must specify a norm. This should be chosen as being a physically motivated measure of the size of a solution;
see chapter 2 for more information.
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random bath, thus becoming at least as physically meaningful as the eigenmodes even though they

must eventually decay.

The primary result presented in chapter 2 is that such nonmodal growth is almost always im-

portant for the MRI, especially for non-axisymmetric modes. The structures that emerge invariably

resemble shearing waves – time-dependent waves entrained in the background flow – in both local

and global domains, independently of the imposed boundary conditions. This illustrates that, even

in global domains, local stability results will most often be more relevant than unstable global

eigenmodes for non-axisymmetric MRI modes, since the nonmodal structures can grow many or-

ders of magnitude before the eigenmode eventually takes over. This in turn justifies the use of

the shearing box (from the linear standpoint), since shearing waves are naturally compatible with

shearing box boundary conditions. In addition, the nonmodal viewpoint cleanly illustrates the

relationship between previous studies of global eigenmodes (which have strong dependence on

boundaries, see for example, Curry and Pudritz 1996; Ogilvie and Pringle 1996) and studies of

time-dependent shearing waves (e.g., Balbus and Hawley 1992; Johnson 2007), for both axisym-

metric and non-axisymmetric modes.

The persistent emergence of shearing waves from spatially dependent nonmodal calculations

justifies the insertion of this ansatz into the MHD equations to obtain a set of ordinary differential

equations for a given wavenumber (kx(0), ky, kz) – the “shearing wave equations” (Balbus and

Hawley, 1992). Noting that these fundamentally arise from nonmodal physics, it is helpful to again

apply the nonmodal toolbox, with the view that transient growth is possible due to the system’s

non self-adjointness rather than the time dependence of the shearing wave ODEs. Simple analytic

calculations show that over short timescales, modes of all wavenumbers (ky, kz) can grow at the

same rate, that of the least stable MRI mode (γ = q/2, see Sec. 1.1.2). This result, which is very

different from eigenmode growth rates, suggests that turbulence could be fed through such linear

growth over a wide range of scales and mode numbers, with the spectrally unstable MRI modes

perhaps not so much more important than transiently growing non-axisymmetric modes. With this
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in mind, I present a simple illustration of how a change in the choice of timescale affects the relative

dominance of different modes, illustrating reasonable agreement with trends observed in nonlinear

turbulence with changing vertical field (Longaretti and Lesur, 2010). Such compatibility between

linear and nonlinear trends, which is contrary to some previous claims, motivated the exploration

of a more complete statistical quasi-linear theory for the MRI dynamo, as studied in chapter 3.

1.3.3 Outline

Following this introduction, the five research chapters are organized as discussed above. Chapter 2

examines linear nonmodal theory for the MRI, which then motivates the statistical study of tur-

bulence introduced in chapter 3. The finding that a strong coherent MRI dynamo is excited leads

to the study of its linear phase in chapters 4–6, which focus on magnetic shear-current effect in

the low-Rm regime (chapter 4), its excitation through small-scale dynamo (chapter 5), and its ana-

lytic study with the second-order correlation approximation (chapter 6). Each chapter has its own

introduction and discussion section to reiterate the primary results and conclusions. In addition,

most chapters are accompanied by an appendix, which present subsidiary results and derivations.

In App. E, I include a description of the symbolic vector calculus Mathematica package VEST

(Squire et al., 2014), which has been used extensively for the calculations in chapter 6.



Chapter 2

Nonmodal stability of the MRI and the

relationship between local and global modes

This chapter focuses on the linear behavior of the MRI, utilizing nonmodal stability theory to

examine this well-studied subject from a somewhat different standpoint. While linear results ob-

viously cannot be applied directly to study MRI turbulence, several of these results are suggestive

that linear dynamics might play a fundamental role in the nonlinear dynamics, motivating models

and techniques used throughout the remainder of the thesis. The work presented here has been

published in Squire and Bhattacharjee (2014a,b).

2.1 Introduction

The linear behavior of the MRI has been extensively studied over the past 20 years. With the basic

character of the axisymmetric MRI in a vertical field well established (Balbus and Hawley, 1991),

these studies have both considered how more complex physical effects might change MRI growth

(e.g., Kersalé et al. 2004; Pessah and Psaltis 2005; Hollerbach and Rüdiger 2005), and studied the

variety of other MRI modes (e.g., Balbus and Hawley 1992; Curry and Pudritz 1996; Terquem and

35
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Papaloizou 1996). Since the basic axisymmetric MRI mode is so virulent, the motivation behind

the latter class of studies is that linear results might tell us something useful about the nonlinear

turbulence, and a number of nonlinear scenarios have been advanced in this regard (Goodman and

Xu, 1994; Lesur and Ogilvie, 2008b; Latter et al., 2009; Pessah and Goodman, 2009; Kitchatinov

and Rüdiger, 2010). Despite their lower growth rates, the influence of non-axisymmetric modes is

very important for such theories, since Cowling’s anti-dynamo theorem precludes the possibility

of sustained turbulence in an axisymmetric system (Balbus and Hawley, 1998). Whether linear

ideas can be useful in explaining the more complex aspects of MRI turbulence remains to be

seen. While some studies have discounted the importance of linear eigenmodes in fully developed

turbulence (Longaretti and Lesur, 2010), there have also been hints that linear shearing waves1

may have substantial dynamical importance (Lesur and Ogilvie, 2008a; Heinemann et al., 2011),

in particular in relation to the MRI dynamo (Rincon et al., 2007; Riols et al., 2013).

The study of linear stability is often synonymous with the study of eigenmodes, those pertur-

bations that grow, oscillate or decay in an exponential manner with no change in their structure

over time. The motivation behind this is that over long time periods, the least stable eigenmode

will emerge from general initial conditions and thus be important for any subsequent development

of the system (particularly if it is unstable). However, there are many linear systems, in particular

those that are not self-adjoint, that can exhibit growth that is substantially faster than that predicted

by eigenvalues over intermediate timescales. This is the concept behind nonmodal stability theory

(Trefethen and Embree, 2005), which studies the maximum possible growth (under a chosen norm)

of any initial perturbation over a given time frame. Why might such information be useful? The

most obvious reason is that even in a spectrally stable system, nonmodal effects can sometimes

lead to sufficient linear growth for nonlinearities of the system to become important. This can be

profoundly relevant, explaining for instance the transition to turbulence in pipe flow at relatively

1These are linear waves that shear with the background flow, also known as Kelvin waves or spatial Fourier har-
monics.
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moderate Reynolds numbers, despite the lack of unstable eigenmodes (Schmid, 2007). Aside from

this, there are other somewhat more subtle reasons nonmodal growth may be significant. For in-

stance, in attempting to understand the transition from a linear regime to one where nonlinear

effects are important, one may wish to anticipate the relative significance of different mode num-

bers. Depending on the important timescales, estimates based on eigenmode growth rates may

be incorrect. Such considerations will be especially important in any linear or quasi-linear inter-

pretation of turbulence characteristics (Farrell and Ioannou, 1994), since with strong fluctuations,

growth rates over short times are almost certain to be more relevant than the t→∞ limit explored

by eigenmode analyses (Friedman and Carter, 2014).

Despite the spectral instability of the MRI, this is a fruitful and natural approach, in particu-

lar illustrating that simple local shearing wave approaches (Balbus and Hawley, 1992) often have

greater relevance to global models than the global eigenmodes. While the general applicability

of local approximations has been noted in previous works (Terquem and Papaloizou, 1996; Pa-

paloizou and Terquem, 1997), so far as I am aware, this work is the first to explicitly explain the

connection between global and local approaches for general modes. In addition to the qualitative

connection that is evident upon observing the spatial structures that appear in non-axisymmetric

nonmodal calculations (e.g., Figs. 2.3 and 2.5), there is very good quantitative agreement, as ev-

idenced by comparison of global calculations to solutions of the shearing wave equations. This

connection illustrates that nonmodal techniques are also particularly natural for analysis of the

shearing wave equations themselves; such methods are straightforward and easy to interpret, and

are useful in considering turbulence from a quasi-linear perspective. We shall see that an appro-

priate choice of timescale is of enormous importance in the consideration of MRI growth rates,

changing the relative importance of different modes and how this varies with parameters (e.g.,

background magnetic field).

Given the large number of studies of the local and global linear MRI, as well as many works

on the nonmodal stability of hydrodynamic disks (e.g., Ioannou and Kakouris 2001; Yecko 2004;
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Mukhopadhyay et al. 2005; Tevzadze et al. 2008; Zhuravlev and Razdoburdin 2014), it is some-

what surprising that the MRI has not been previously investigated using formal nonmodal tech-

niques. Most studies using global domains have focused on eigenmodes for both axisymmetric

(e.g., Curry et al. 1994; Kersalé et al. 2004; Mahajan and Krishan 2008) and more general non-

axisymmetric (e.g., Curry and Pudritz 1996; Ogilvie and Pringle 1996; Bonanno and Urpin 2008;

Goedbloed et al. 2010; Rüdiger et al. 2013) modes, usually solving for eigenmodes directly using

a suitable numerical discretization. In contrast, there have also been a number of local studies (e.g.,

Balbus and Hawley 1992; Johnson 2007; Salhi et al. 2012; Mamatsashvili et al. 2013) that have

approached the stability problem by considering the shearing wave equations. These equations cer-

tainly exhibit nonmodal growth, although this is often attributed to the explicit time dependence

in the shearing wave equations, rather than an inherent property of the original local MHD model.

The approach here bridges the two aforementioned methods. We shall solve the full equations on

the global domain numerically, focusing on the nonmodal structures rather than the eigenmodes

of the system. Since these structures resemble shearing waves, this gives an obvious justifica-

tion for the use of the shearing wave equations and illustrates that they are more relevant than

the global eigenmodes in many situations. In addition, this interpretation implies that the shear-

ing wave equations, including the time-independent axisymmetric case, are most naturally studied

using nonmodal techniques also. I give simple analytic explanation of these ideas in Sec. 2.5,

where a comparison of the short-time growth rates of shearing and static structures illustrates why

nonmodal structures should always resemble shearing waves.

2.1.1 A simple motivational example

To introduce ideas used in the remainder of this chapter, here I give a very simple example showing

the physical origins of nonmodal growth of the simplest axisymmetric MRI. While the general idea

(which is nothing but the standard Ω effect) has been discussed in previous works in a somewhat
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different context (see, for example, Rincon et al. 2007, 2008), its presentation as a linear insta-

bility provides a useful starting point for the examination of more complicated non-axisymmetric

situations later in the chapter.

Consider a magnetohydrodynamic system with a background linear shear flow and impose an

initial perturbation to the magnetic field (the lack of a velocity perturbation renders the presence

of a background magnetic field irrelevant). For perturbations that depend on only the vertical

coordinate asB(z, t) = B exp(ikzz), the induction equation,

∂B

∂t
= ∇× (U ×B) + η̄∇2B, (2.1)

with U = (0,−qx, 0) becomes

∂

∂t

 Bx

By

 =

 −η̄k2
z 0

−q −η̄k2
z


 Bx

By

 . (2.2)

This system is perhaps the simplest paradigmatic example in nonmodal stability theory, appearing

in many introductory treatments due to its tendency to exhibit strong transient growth at small

η̄k2
z (Trefethen and Embree, 2005). More precisely, although the eigenvalues of the system (−η̄k2

z

repeated) indicate it is stable, in the limit η̄k2
z → 0 the system can grow many orders of magnitude

before eventually decaying exponentially, as illustrated in Figure 2.1. Indeed, with η̄k2
z = 0 the

solution,Bx(t) = Bx(0), By(t) = By(0)−qtBx(0), can grow indefinitely, the physical mechanism

being simple advection of the initial perturbation by the shear (Ω effect). Of course, over long

timescales this algebraic growth is dwarfed by the standard MRI (if there is a vertical background

field), which can grow as |B(t)|2 ∼ exp (qt) in these units. Nonetheless, it is interesting to note

that with the initial conditions Bx(0) = −By(0) the magnetic energy growth ∂t ln(B2
x + B2

y) for

Eq. (2.2) at t = 0 is q, the same as for the standard MRI. This result – over short timescales the
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Figure 2.1: Evolution of the magnetic energy for the system Eq. (2.2) at η̄k2
z = 10−3, q = 3/2,

comparing the solution with initial conditionBx(0) = −By(0) (solid) and the eigenmode (dashed).
Even at this somewhat modest value of η̄k2

z the magnetic energy can grow by a factor of more than
105 before eventually decaying exponentially.

MRI energy growth rate is q – holds for all axisymmetric and non-axisymmetric MRI modes given

an appropriate choice of initial conditions.

What is the significance of this transient growth if such perturbations eventually decay? In

the case of perturbations on top of a quiescent (non-turbulent) disk, one could imagine that some

nonlinear effect might become important as the azimuthal magnetic field increased in magnitude,

particularly since such a field would have the radial and vertical structure of the initial perturbation

if dissipation were sufficiently low. However, the question of what nonlinear mechanisms might

be at work to allow for the sustenance of a turbulent state are subtle and very difficult to answer

conclusively (Rincon et al., 2008; Riols et al., 2013, 2015) and we do not speculate on such ideas

in this work. Another, less obvious, situation where the shorter time behavior of such perturbations

may be of interest is if the plasma is already turbulent. If we neglect the issue of why the turbulence

is sustaining in the first place, it is of note that this very simple nonmodal growth mechanism

could be injecting energy into the turbulence at a rate similar to the most unstable MRI modes,

since both have the same growth rate over short times. To explore these ideas more rigorously,

in chapter 3 I examine the interaction of the linear MRI system with space- and time- dependent

mean fields in a self-consistent quasi-linear theory (Farrell and Ioannou, 2003). The nonmodal
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growth of the MRI is critical in this endeavor, and a more traditional analytic quasi-linear approach

(see, for example, Sagdeev and Galeev 1969) based on eigenmode growth rates would be quite

unsuitable for this problem. Finally, note that simple applications of linear nonmodal ideas to wall-

bounded hydrodynamic flows (using parameterized versions of the turbulence induced viscosity)

have shown that the fastest growing structures are remarkably similar to many of the large-scale

structures observed in full nonlinear turbulence simulations (Butler and Farrell, 1993; Cossu et al.,

2008).

2.1.2 Outline

Rather than examining a particular case in detail, I have structured the chapter to survey several

different ways that nonmodal methods can be useful for the analysis of the MRI. This choice was

made because the techniques are useful in understanding both global (i.e., r-dependent) and sim-

plified local versions of the MRI, as well as the connection between them. After describing the

fundamentals of nonmodal stability theory and detailing the models used (Secs. 2.2 and 2.3 re-

spectively), I give a basic explanation of the relationship between MRI eigenmodes and nonmodal

structures in Sec. 2.4. This is done for non-axisymmetric modes in both local and global mod-

els with hard-wall boundary conditions, to illustrate the origins and fundamental importance of

structures that shear with the background flow (shear waves). With such ubiquitous appearance

of shearing wave structures, it is nice to explore in more detail why this should be the case and

in Sec. 2.5 I prove within a WKB-like approximation that shearing waves grow faster than eigen-

modes over short timescales. This is followed by a discussion of shearing wave equations in more

general settings, including other global effects not usually captured by the local approximation.

I then illustrate the utility of the local model in Sec. 2.6 by directly comparing global nonmodal

structures to the shearing wave equations (see Sec. 2.3.2). This relationship between the global

and local pictures implies that the shearing wave equations should themselves be interpreted from
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the nonmodal standpoint and this is the purpose of Sec. 2.7. I illustrate how such an interpretation

of the equations can be fruitful by showing that nonmodal linear predictions qualitatively match

aspects of MRI turbulence (Longaretti and Lesur, 2010), in stark contrast to the eigenmodes.

2.2 Nonmodal stability methods

The general idea of nonmodal stability methods is to compute the maximum possible linear ampli-

fication of disturbances under some chosen norm at finite times. If the system is self-adjoint, the

choice of the time is unimportant, since the most strongly amplified perturbation is always the most

unstable eigenmode, with the growth rate given by its corresponding eigenvalue. If the system is

not self-adjoint, the non-orthogonality of the eigenmodes allows for the possibility of transient

growth, where the perturbations can grow substantially faster than the most unstable eigenmode

over intermediate timescales (Trefethen and Embree, 2005; Schmid, 2007). This effect is most

commonly studied in spectrally stable systems, since the consequences of transient growth can be

especially profound in this case.

Here I give a brief overview of the methods used to calculate nonmodal growth, introducing

some notation and important concepts. Unlike standard treatments, I shall allow for time depen-

dence of the operator and norm (Farrell and Ioannou, 1996), which is necessary for application

to the shearing wave equations. Note that the nonmodal approach encompasses standard normal

mode analysis as a special case. Indeed, in the t → ∞ limit, the fastest growing structures neces-

sarily become the least stable eigenmodes, growing or decaying at the rate dictated by the corre-

sponding eigenvalues.2 More information and references to applications in many areas of physics

2This is of course not true if a spatial form of the disturbance is specified before carrying out the nonmodal analysis,
as is the case for the shearing wave equations Eq. (2.22). Insertion of an ansatz in this way restricts analysis to the
nonmodal growth of disturbances of the chosen form. If this chosen spatial structure is never observed in the full
spatially dependent calculation, such a computation will be meaningless.
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and engineering can be found in Trefethen and Embree (2005), Schmid (2007), and Camporeale

(2012).

For the sake of clarity, consider the general linear system,

∂U

∂t
= L(t)U(t). (2.3)

This system can either represent a set of spatially discretized partial differential equations (PDEs)

[e.g., Eq. (2.20)], or a set of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) [e.g., Eq. (2.22)]. Eq. (2.3)

has the solution U(t) = K(t)U(0), where K(t) is the propagator, and in the case that L is time-

independent K(t) = exp (Lt). The maximum possible amplification of the energy of U by time t

is given by

G(t) = max
U(0)

‖K(t)U(0)‖2
E

‖U(0)‖2
E

, (2.4)

where ‖·‖2
E denotes the energy norm, which is calculated using ‖U‖2

E = U † ·ME(t) · U for the

energy matrix ME(t) [see Eq. (2.10) below]. With a change from the energy norm to the standard

2-norm (‖·‖2
2) using the Cholesky decomposition

‖U‖2
E = U † ·ME(t) · U = U † · F †(t)F (t) · U = ‖F (t)U‖2

2 , (2.5)

Eq. (2.4) can be calculated as the largest singular value of the matrix

F (t)K(t)F−1(0). (2.6)

The initial conditions that achieve this growth are given by F−1(0)κ, where κ is the right singular

vector corresponding to the largest singular value. I have allowed for time dependence of the inner

product since this is necessary for shearing waves in the variable choice [Eqs. (2.17) and (2.19)

below]. Note that if L represents the discretization of a spatially continuous operator, the matrices
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ME (t) and its Cholesky decomposition F (t) must be calculated using the basis functions chosen

for the discretization.

For some of the analytic results presented in this chapter, we compute the growth rate at t = 0+,

G+
max = max

U(0)
‖U(t)‖−2

E

d

dt
‖U(t)‖2

E

∣∣∣∣
t=0+

. (2.7)

This may be considered as a simple approximation to the maximum growth rate of structures over

short times (although the definition of “short times” will depend on the problem in question).

Note that for a self-adjoint system G+
max is simply (twice) the most unstable eigenvalue growth.

Differentiating K(t) and changing to the 2-norm, one obtains the result

G+
max = λmax

(
Λ + Λ†

)
, (2.8)

where Λ = FLF−1 + ∂tFF
−1|t=0, and λmax(A) denotes the largest eigenvalue of the matrix A.

Computationally, the most challenging step in the above procedures is the calculation of the

propagator K(t). For time-independent systems [i.e., spatial discretizations of Eqs. (2.20) and

(A.1)] this is most easily calculated through the eigenspectrum by noting that in the eigenmode

basis

K(t) = exp (Lt) = exp (Λt) , (2.9)

where Λ is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues. The Chebyshev-Tau method is used to calculate

the spectrum, since this generally has very good numerical properties for fluid eigenvalue prob-

lems (Dongarra et al., 1996). After truncating the spectrum to the top K most unstable modes and

removing spurious eigenvalues, one computes the inner product matrix ME (t) in the Chebyshev

spectral basis (Reddy et al., 1993) to allow application of the singular value decomposition [see

Eq. (2.4)]. The number of modes K should be chosen such that the results are unchanged if this

is increased; usually K ≈ 120 is sufficient. The calculation of the spectrum can be rather com-
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putationally challenging due to numerical errors caused by round off in the Chebyshev matrices,

a problem that is exacerbated as the number of polynomials is increased (Dongarra et al., 1996).

Because of this I have generally restricted Reynolds numbers to less than ∼104, ensuring that the

smallest scales in the solution can be well represented by the chosen number of modes. In addition,

results can be very sensitive to errors in the Cholesky decomposition used to calculate F (especially

for high K) and use high-precision arithmetic for this part of the calculation. I have scrutinized the

numerical quality of the eigenmodes and nonmodal results using several separate methods: com-

parison to previous hydrodynamic results (Yecko, 2004; Mukhopadhyay et al., 2005), comparison

with a finite difference eigenmode solver, and regular checks that pseudo-modes were insensitive

to an increase in K and the number of Chebyshev modes used for the eigenvalue solver. The above

process is implemented numerically using Mathematica. This has the advantage of allowing the

derivation of the equations to be seamlessly integrated into the eigenvalue solver3 and nonmodal

machinery, reducing the chances of mistakes and enabling very straightforward changes for the

study of other problems.

In the case that L is time dependent [i.e., the shearing wave equations, Eq. (2.22)] K(t) cannot

be calculated using the eigen-decomposition, since K(t) 6= exp (Lt). If we consider the discrete

system ∂tUi(t) =
∑N

j=1 LijUj(t) (where N is the dimension of the system), a simple way to

calculateK(t) is to evolve the system for each initial condition {Un (0) = 1, Ui (0) = 0 for i 6= n},

for all n = 1 → N . For the shearing wave equations [Eq. (2.22)] N = 4, so it is computationally

straightforward to calculate the propagator using this technique. While the method can in principle

be used for nonmodal calculations of space- and time-dependent systems (with a suitable spatial

discretization), computation of K(t) can become prohibitively expensive and more sophisticated

variational techniques have been developed (Schmid, 2007; Zhuravlev and Razdoburdin, 2014).

3 The eigenvalue solver EigenNDSolve, is implemented in a way similar to Mathematica’s native NDSolve
function. One simply specifies symbolic equations and boundary conditions and identifies the eigenvalue parameter;
the function handles all numerical details.
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Throughout this work I use the total energy of the perturbation as the norm,

E =

ˆ
dx
(
|u|2 + |B|2

)
, (2.10)

since it has been the standard choice for hydrodynamic studies (Reddy et al., 1993). Of course, due

to the background velocity, this norm does not represent the full (background plus perturbation)

energy, and other choices can be well justified. Thus, I prefer to consider the norm Eq. (2.10)

to be a useful measure of the size of a disturbance, rather than a physical energy. I relegate an

investigation of the effects of changing norms to future work (see Zhuravlev and Razdoburdin

2014 for a more thorough discussion of this issue for hydrodynamic disks, including the effects of

using a different norm).

For ease of presentation, I denote the linear solution that maximizes the energy at time t0,

evaluated at time t as Γ (t, t0) and call this the pseudo-mode. I shall represent the norm of the

pseudo-mode, ‖Γ (t, t0)‖2
E , as GΓ(t, t0). Thus G(t), the maximum possible growth of any initial

conditions by time t [see Eq. (2.4)], is given by G(t) = GΓ(t, t), and GΓ(t, t0) < G(t)∀ t 6= t0.

2.3 Equations and physical models

In order to present ideas in a clear and concise manner, models are chosen to be as simple as

possible while retaining the features necessary to illustrate the importance of nonmodal growth.

In particular, I neglect compressibility, vertical stratification, radial density stratification and ver-

tical gravity in both local and global calculations, and consider a rather restricted set of global

field profiles for illustrative purposes. While there are many physical effects excluded by such

simplifications (e.g., magnetic buoyancy, density waves), the results are not intended to provide

an accurate description of a real accretion disk. Very similar conclusions about the importance of

transient effects would almost certainly hold in a more general model. In any case, many previous
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studies (e.g., Pessah and Psaltis 2005; Rosin and Mestel 2012; Mamatsashvili et al. 2013) have

shown that MRI growth is generally weakly affected by the introduction of more complex physical

models, probably because the MRI itself is so virulent an instability.

2.3.1 Global model

The starting point is the incompressible, resistive magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) model,

∂u

∂t
+ (u · ∇)u = −∇p+∇×B ×B −∇Φ + ν̄∇2u, (2.11a)

∂B

∂t
+ (u · ∇)B = (B · ∇)u+ η̄∇2B, (2.11b)

∇ · u = 0, ∇ ·B = 0, (2.11c)

which is the incompressible version of the MHD disk equations given in Eq. (1.1). In Eq. (2.11),

as for the remainder of the thesis, we use dimensionless variables; u = usi/u0, B =

Bsi/
(
u0
√
µ0ρ0

)
, p = psi/ (u2

0ρ0) , Φ = Φsi/ (u2
0ρ0), where usi, Bsi, psi, Φsi are respec-

tively the fluid velocity, magnetic field, pressure, and gravitational potential in SI units, and u0,

ρ0, and µ0 are a characteristic velocity, the density (considered constant for simplicity), and the

vacuum permeability. Lengths have been scaled by characteristic scale L0 in Eq. (2.11), and time

is scaled by L0/u0. The fluid and magnetic diffusivities, ν̄ and η̄, are defined as ν̄ = ν/ (u0L0),

η̄ = η/ (u0L0), where ν and η are the kinematic viscosity and resistivity of the plasma. Since most

parameters in our problem are of order one, ν̄ and η̄ are approximately the inverses of the fluid and

magnetic Reynolds numbers respectively. Because Eq. (2.11) is incompressible and lacks radial

density stratification, the model is better suited for study of liquid metal laboratory experiments

than a real accretion disk.

For all global calculations, I consider a simplified version of the equilibrium in cylindrical

coordinates proposed by Kersalé et al. (2004). This model includes a very small radial inflow
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velocity,

Ur = α/r, (2.12)

driven by the viscosity acting on the azimuthal component of the velocity,

Uθ = U0r
1+α/ν̄ . (2.13)

I take α to be −3/2 ν̄ to give a Keplerian rotation profile and set U0 = 1 in keeping with our

normalization. For simplicity, I use the magnetic field

B0 = (0, rB0θ, B0z) , (2.14)

with B0θ, B0z constant. The pressure is determined through the equilibrium equation, and Φ =

−1/r. Note that the equilibrium is determined by only four free parameters B0θ, B0z, ν̄ and η̄. For

all calculations presented here, I use the domain (0.25, 2.25) in r. While details are not given here,

I have also carried out calculations with more general profiles; the results seem to be quite similar.

The global linear equations are obtained by linearizing Eqs. (2.11) about the background pro-

file; i.e., substituting

u = u0 + u′, B = B0 +B′,

p = p0 + p′, (2.15)

and inserting the ansatz

f (r, θ, z, t) = f (r, t) eimθ+ikzz, (2.16)
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for each of the variables u′, B′, p′. Finally, one rewrites the equations in terms of the Orr-

Sommerfeld like variables,

ur = u′r, Br = B′r,

ζ = ikzu
′
θ − i

m

r
u′z, η = ikzB

′
θ − i

m

r
B′z, (2.17)

and rearranges the equations to eliminate as many derivatives as possible. This choice of variables

eliminates the pressure and reduces the eight equations to four, at the cost of causing fourth-order

derivatives of ur to appear in the equations. Because of the length of the equations resulting from

this variable choice, I present them in Appendix A.1.

2.3.2 Local model

I utilize the incompressible shearing-box (SB) equations [Eq. (1.14)] for the local studies presented

here, as discussed in Sec. 1.1.3. Again, since most parameters in the problem are of order one, ν̄

and η̄ are approximately the inverses of the fluid and magnetic Reynolds numbers respectively.

The background velocity is azimuthal with linear shear in the radial direction, U0 = −qΩx and

the background magnetic field is taken to be constant, B0 = (0, B0y, B0z). As for the global case

one linearizes the equations about the background, u = u0 +u′, B = B0 +B′, p = p0 + p′, and

Fourier analyzes in y and z through insertion of

f (x, y, z, t) = f (x, t) eikyy+ikzz (2.18)
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for each dependent variable. Changing into the variables,

u = u′x, B = B′x,

ζ = ikzu
′
y − ikyu′z, η = ikzB

′
y − ikyB′z, (2.19)

which have the advantage of eliminating the pressure, and simplifying, one obtains the four linear

partial differential equations in x and t,

∂

∂t



∇2u

ζ

B

η



=



ν̄∇4 + iqxky∇2 2ikz iF∇2 0

i(q − 2)kz ν̄∇2 + iqxky 0 iF

iF 0 η̄∇2 + iqxky 0

0 iF iqkz η̄∇2 + iqxky


·



u

ζ

B

η


, (2.20)

where F ≡ kyB0y + kzB0z and ∇2 ≡ −k2
y − k2

z + ∂2/∂x2. Since these equations have no time

dependence they can be Fourier analyzed in time using ∂/∂t → −iω to obtain a set of linear

eigenvalue ODEs; however, since much of this work focuses on nonmodal stability methods, I

prefer to keep the time dependence general even though they have been solved computationally

from the eigenvalue standpoint (see Sec. 2.2).

Shearing wave equations A common way to study the local non-axisymmetric linear MRI has

been using a decomposition in terms of shearing waves. Shearing waves are simply sinusoidal

waves that are static in the frame of the background flow (they have also been termed spatial
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Fourier harmonics or Kelvin waves by various authors). As part of this work, I shall compare the

solutions obtained from assuming such a decomposition with global nonmodal stability calcula-

tions, showing excellent agreement.

The shearing wave equations are straightforwardly derived by inserting the ansatz

f(x, t) = f(t)eiqky(t−tSW )x, (2.21)

for each dependent variable in Eqs. (2.20), where the initial orientation of the wave is determined

by the parameter tSW through kx(0) = −qky(0− tSW ). This yields the set of ordinary differential

equations in time,

∂

∂t
U(t) =



−ν̄k2 − 2qkxky/k
2 −2ikz/k

2 iF 0

i(q − 2)kz −ν̄k2 0 iF

iF 0 −η̄k2 0

0 iF −iqkz −η̄k2


· U(t) , (2.22)

with U(t) = (u, ζ, B, η) and k2 = (k2
x + k2

y + k2
z)

1/2. Due to the time dependence of kx and k,

Eqs. (2.22) cannot be usefully Fourier analyzed in time and must be solved numerically in general,

although various analytic results have been obtained in previous works (Balbus and Hawley, 1992;

Terquem and Papaloizou, 1996; Johnson, 2007; Mamatsashvili et al., 2013). It so happens that

Eqs. (2.22) are nonlinearly valid due to rather fortuitous cancellations of nonlinear terms, if the

initial conditions include only one Fourier mode (Goodman and Xu, 1994; Balbus and Hawley,

2006). As such, they can be derived by simply inserting the shearing wave ansatz directly into the

nonlinear equations [Eqs. (1.14)] and changing variables [Eqs. (2.19)], skipping the linearization

step entirely.
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2.3.3 Energy

The local energy norm, as required for application of nonmodal stability theory, is

E =
2π2

k2
y + k2

z

ˆ
dx
[
|ζ|2 + |η|2 +

(
k2
y + k2

z

) (
|u|2 + |B|2

)
+ |∂xu|2 + |∂xB|2

]
(2.23)

in the local Orr-Sommerfeld variables [Eq. (2.19)] choosing the y and z domains to stretch from 0

to 2π. Similarly, in the global variables [Eq. (2.17)]

E =2π2

ˆ
dr
[
|ur|2 + |Br|2

+
1

m2 + k2
zr

2

(
|∂r (r ur)|2 + |∂r (r Br)|2 + |r ζ|2 + |r η|2

)]
. (2.24)

Note that for the shearing wave equations [Eq. (2.22)], the inner product is time dependent due to

∂xu and ∂xB.

2.4 General properties

In this section I outline some basic properties of MRI pseudo-modes through examples, in both the

local and global cases. We see that non-axisymmetric modes invariably resemble shearing waves

and in general look very different from the most unstable eigenmodes. For the global case in

particular, the pseudo-modes are often localized in a completely different region of space than the

most unstable eigenmodes. In the final subsection I give an example of initializing using random

initial conditions, illustrating the much greater relevance of pseudo-mode growth compared to that

of the unstable eigenmodes.
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Figure 2.2: GΓ (t, 10) (solid), G(t) (dashed) and the most unstable eigenmode growth (dotted) for
the local model with hard wall boundary conditions and ky = 1, kz = 4, B0z = 1/10, B0y =
0, ν̄ = η̄ = 10−4. The dots on the solid curve correspond to the spatial structures illustrated in
Figure 2.3.

2.4.1 Local computations

Let us start by considering a non-axisymmetric mode in the simplest possible background field

configuration in the local box, a constant magnetic field in the z direction. However, in contrast to

standard local stability approaches, the full local differential equations [Eqs. (2.20)] are solved with

hard wall (perfectly conducting) boundary conditions. The reason for this choice is to illustrate the

general irrelevance of the eigenmode at intermediate times; shearing wave structures are strongly

apparent in the pseudo-mode, despite their incompatibility with the boundary conditions.

The transient and eigenmode growths for a weakly non-axisymmetric (ky = 1) mode4 are

illustrated in Fig. 2.2 at B0z = 1/10. To demonstrate the importance of the shearing wave, I also

illustrate the time evolution of the pseudo-mode spatial structure (for t0 = 10) in Fig. 2.3. There

are several important insights that can be gained from Figs. 2.2 and 2.3:

4In this domain at the chosen magnetic field (B0z = 1/10, B0y = 0), the fastest growing eigenmode in the ideal
limit with (shearing) periodic boundary conditions is a channel mode (kx = ky = 0), with vertical wavenumber kz =√

15/16/B0z and growth rate q/2 = 0.75. The hard wall boundary conditions and dissipation change this growth
rate very little (the growth rate of the mode that fills the box radially is numerically calculated as 0.730479). Since we
have specified that the solutions be non-axisymmetric (ky = 1, kz = 4), this channel mode grows substantially faster
than the both the eigenmode and the pseudo-mode presented in Figs. 2.2 and 2.3, as is to be expected.
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Figure 2.3: Time evolution of the spatial structure of the magnetic field component Bx of pseudo-
mode Γ (t, 10) for the same parameters as Figure 2.2. White and black shaded regions show posi-
tive and negative values respectively.
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1. The maximum linear growth rate achievable [G(t) and GΓ (t, 10) in Fig. 2.2] is approxi-

mately twice as large as that of the eigenmode. In addition, this fast growth rate continues

until the perturbation has been amplified by a factor of nearly 105. In a system with relatively

strong initial perturbations, this amplification is presumably sufficient for various nonlinear

effects or secondary instabilities to become significant, while in the case of small initial per-

turbations the most unstable channel mode would be many orders of magnitude larger than

non-axisymmetric modes by the time such nonlinear effects took over (e.g., by t = 30 the

energy of most unstable channel mode would be 1013 times larger than that of the eigen-

mode in Fig. 2.2). Thus, one can surmise that the non-axisymmetric eigenvalue growth rate

is largely irrelevant at these parameters. This important conclusion carries over to the global

case (Fig. 2.4).

2. The pseudo-mode is a shearing wave, despite the presence of the hard wall boundary condi-

tions. Considering that the most unstable eigenmodes are localized near the boundaries of

the domain, it is perhaps initially surprising that the pseudo-mode is localized in the mid-

dle of the domain, at least until the transient growth subsides (around t = 20). Note that

a very similar effect is seen in the hydrodynamic case; see, for example, Mukhopadhyay

et al. (2005). The general dominance of the shearing wave is nicely justified by the proof in

Sec. 2.5 that shearing wave growth rates are always larger over short timescales than those

of static structures.

3. Unlike the (spectrally stable) hydrodynamic case, the time at which kx ≈ 0 (i.e., the shear-

ing wave is horizontal) does not correspond to any obvious change in the growth (in the

hydrodynamic case kx ≈ 0 when G(t) is maximum; see Mukhopadhyay et al. 2005). In

addition, there is little change in the initial shearing wave orientation [kx(0)] with changes

in dissipation, ν̄ and η̄, in stark contrast to the hydrodynamic case. In fact, in all pseudo-

mode calculations I have carried out for non-axisymmetric modes, the initial conditions
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satisfy kx(0) ≈ ky. This is partially explained by the calculations in Sec. 2.5, where it is

seen that the strongest growth over very short timescales (t = 0+) is for a shear wave with

kx(0) = ±ky.

4. At intermediate timescales the boundaries of the domain seem largely irrelevant. Indeed, it

is a general feature of nonmodal stability that the transient growth is much less sensitive to

modifications of the system than the eigenmode growth (Trefethen et al., 1993; Trefethen

and Embree, 2005). In this case, the modification is the change of boundary conditions from

those that naturally accept shearing waves (e.g., shearing-box boundary conditions) to those

that do not (hard-wall conditions).

5. At late times the pseudo-mode starts to more closely resemble the most unstable eigen-

modes (as might be expected) becoming more localized near the wall. As an interesting

corollary of this, note that the eventual decay of shearing waves due to the increasing kx

(Balbus and Hawley, 1992; Brandenburg and Dintrans, 2006) is not necessarily physically

important, even discounting nonlinear effects. The reason is that the eigenmode growth can

"take over" at large times, with the shearing structure transitioning into a non-shearing struc-

ture. I conjecture that this could also be true when shearing-box boundary conditions are

utilized, with the very late time structure starting to resemble some type of time-periodic

Floquet eigenmode, an idea which is discussed in more detail in App. A.3. Of course, such

a (time-periodic) eigenmode could be stable and decay, although perhaps more slowly than

a shearing wave.

6. As the dissipation parameters (ν̄ and η̄) are decreased, the period over which the pseudo-

mode resembles the shearing wave increases in time, thus leading to a larger total ampli-

fication of the disturbance. This is in spite of the fact that the non-axisymmetric spectral

instability can disappear as the dissipation is decreased (Kitchatinov and Rüdiger, 2010).

This is essentially implying that nonmodal effects become more important as ν̄, η̄ → 0.
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Note that the shearing wave growth will not continue forever even if ν̄ = η̄ = 0, as can be

seen by solving the shearing wave equations [Eqs. (2.22)] in the dissipation-less limit (e.g.,

Brandenburg and Dintrans 2006).

The structure of the pseudo-mode in time does depend on the choice of when to maximize the

growth, t0. For instance, for large t0 the structure is more localized near the boundaries at all times,

but is still strongly shearing with the background flow. Note that the other variables (u, ζ, η) have

very similar time evolution (not shown). The illustrated transient growth is not simple stretching of

the initial perturbation by the background flow (as in Sec. 2.1.1), which can be confirmed by noting

that all three components ofB′ grow at similar rates (not shown). I have also run calculations with

different boundary conditions in x, including standard periodic conditions and the local equivalent

of those advocated in Kersalé et al. (2004). These show that the structures observed in the pseudo-

modes are always shearing waves in support of Item 4 above, so long as there are no strongly

unphysical energy sources or sinks in the chosen boundary conditions.

Finally, note that transient growth is not limited to non-axisymmetric modes, but can also be

significant for the axisymmetric channel mode (ky = kx = 0) in the chosen energy norm. To be

precise, some transient growth is possible even with periodic boundary conditions, whenever the

vertical wavenumber is different from the wavenumber that gives maximum eigenmode growth,

kz = 1/B0z

√
15/16. In the local case, there is no substantial difference in spatial structure be-

tween the eigenmodes and pseudo-modes with hard-wall boundary conditions, but the ratios of

components (u, ζ, B, η) is different. Note that one can straightforwardly choose a simple energy-

like norm that removes the transient growth of axisymmetric modes, at least in the 2-D hydro-

dynamic case5 (Zhuravlev and Razdoburdin, 2014). However, as illustrated by the introductory

5Note that one can choose a norm for which there is no transient growth for any chosen mode (ky, kz) in the time-
independent system, simply by choosing the norm matrix F to be the inverse of the matrix of eigenvectors. Of course,
such a norm will be physically meaningless in the majority of cases, and the notion of using a norm with physical
significance is central to nonmodal stability theory.
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Figure 2.4: GΓ (t, 10) (solid), G(t) (dashed) and the most unstable eigenmode growth (dotted) for
the global model with hard wall boundary conditions and m = 2, kz = 15, B0z = 1/30, B0θ =
0, ν̄ = η̄ = 10−4. The dots on the solid curve correspond to the spatial structures illustrated in
Figure 2.5.

example (Sec. 2.1.1), transient growth of the axisymmetric instability is a very real physical effect.

I give an example of global axisymmetric pseudo-mode growth in Sec. 2.6.

2.4.2 Global computations

To illustrate that the prevalence of shearing wave structures is by no means unique to the local

model, in Figures 2.4 and 2.5 I display the pseudo-mode growth and structure for a weakly non-

axisymmetric mode in a weak purely vertical field. Note that the chosen kz is around the lower

limit of what might be physically relevant in a thin accretion disk (Kersalé et al., 2004). We see

that all of the same conclusions that held in the local computation carry over to the global case. In

fact, generally one observes a greater prominence of transient effects in the global equations than

the local equations, probably due to a greater propensity for pseudo-modes and eigenmodes to be

localized in very different regions. This is certainly the case here, as evidenced by comparison

of Figs. 2.5 and 2.6 (the most unstable eigenmode) – while the eigenmode is strongly localized

near the outer boundary, the pseudo-mode is far removed from this. Of course, at very large

times (not shown) the pseudo-mode moves out in radius and starts to more closely resemble the

eigenmode. Terquem and Papaloizou (1996) noted a similar difference between the localization
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Figure 2.5: Time evolution of the spatial structure of the magnetic field component of the global
pseudo-mode Γ (t, 10) for the same parameters as Figure 2.4. White and black shaded regions
show positive and negative values respectively. The small-scale oscillations in the outer regions
at small times is caused by numerical errors in the Chebyshev method of calculating eigenmodes
(these are then added to create the pseudo-mode), but these only affect regions of low amplitude.

of eigenmodes and that of structures emerging from random noise (in a toroidal field with no

nonlinear effects). They explain these findings in terms of the local growth rates, a connection

that is made in Sec. 2.6. Finally, note the extreme difference in growth rate between the nonmodal

structures and eigenmodes (Fig. 2.4). The pseudo-mode grows approximately six times faster than

the least stable eigenmodes and reaches an amplification of 105 before this fast growth shows any

sign of slowing.
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Figure 2.6: The structure of the most unstable eigenmode for the same parameters as Figure 2.4.
Comparison with the structures in Figure 2.5 demonstrates the completely different spatial local-
ization of the pseudo-mode.

2.4.3 Evolution from random initial conditions

As a final example to illustrate the greater relevance of pseudo-modes over eigenmodes, I initialize

with random realizations of Gaussian noise and examine growth rates and prominent structures.

This calculation can mitigate fears that the pseudo-mode structures might be less likely to be ex-

cited for some reason, and that total growth may not always be a good indicator of dynamical

importance in a physical situation. I present an example of this calculation in Fig. 2.7, for local

parameters very similar to those of Fig. 2.2. After an initial dip due to damped modes in the initial

conditions,6 the growth curve follows that of G(t) very closely. In fact, for these parameters, even

the minimum growth seen out of 100 realizations has overtaken that of the most unstable eigen-

mode by late times; i.e., the most unstable eigenmode is statistically an exceptionally bad choice of

initial condition for the total amplification of the disturbance. Observing the structure of random

realizations (not shown) one sees a strong dominance of shearing waves at later times.

6Note that this dip and subsequent offset of the mean from the maximum growth curve (in Fig. 2.6 a factor of
approximately 10) is also seen in normal systems and is unrelated to the transient nature of the growth.
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Figure 2.7: Linear evolution of the energy from 100 random initial conditions for ky = 1, kz = 4,
B0z = 1/10, B0y = 0, ν̄ = η̄ = 2× 10−4. The solid line is the the mean of 100 random (Gaussian
noise) initial conditions, the darker and lighter shaded regions show the standard deviation and total
range of all data respectively. The dashed line shows G (t) and the dotted line the most unstable
eigenmode growth.

2.5 The dynamical importance of shearing waves

Noting the ubiquitous occurrence of shearing waves in simulations and the nonmodal calculations

in the previous section, we were motivated to compare the growth of shearing structures with

eigenmodes. In this section, I prove that shearing wave structures (I include the axisymmetric

mode as a special case of this) always grow faster over short timescales than static (eigenmode-

like) structures so long as dissipation is not too large. Interestingly, the local ideal short-time energy

growth rate has the same maximum value, −dΩ/d ln r, regardless of the vertical and azimuthal

wavelengths. I also show how such calculations can be extended to more general situations with a

weakly spatially dependent shearing wave expansion.

I shall compare growth of shearing waves and eigenmodes in the t = 0+ limit, at a chosen

x using a WKB approximation. Noting that the defining characteristic of an eigenmode is that

its wavenumber is constant in time, I term the local approximation of eigenmodes static waves to

distinguish from the shearing counterpart. While caution is advised in attempting to predict sta-

bility using such methods (Knobloch, 1992), here I simply compare static and shearing growth at

a given kx. Thus, subtle issues regarding the choice of kx relevant to an eigenmode are alleviated
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and I make no claim that these approximations are a substitute for the solution of the x-dependent

problem (but see Blokland et al. 2005). Note that in both cases, static and shearing, the growth

calculation is nonmodal; I insert an ansatz for the spatial form of the disturbance to better under-

stand the structures that will appear in an x dependent nonmodal solution, such as those presented

in Sec. 2.4.

The static equations can be derived straightforwardly to lowest order by inserting the WKB

ansatz f(x, t) ∼ f(t) eikxx, and substituting ∂/∂t → ∂/∂t − iU0ky = ∂/∂t + iqxky (this simply

shifts the spectrum without changing growth rates). The shearing wave equations were derived in

sec. 2.3.2. The static and shearing wave equations are

∂

∂t
U(t) =



−ν̄k2 − 2Ξqkxky/k
2 −2ikz/k

2 iF 0

i(q − 2)kz −k2ν̄ 0 iF

iF 0 −k2η̄ 0

0 iF −iqkz −k2η̄


· U(t) . (2.25)

where Ξ = 0 or 1 for static and shearing waves respectively. Recall that for the shearing waves, the

equations are time dependent since kx = qky (t− t0). Solving for the eigenvalues of Eqs. (2.25)

with kx = ky = 0 leads to the standard MRI dispersion relation (Balbus and Hawley, 1991).

The local energy norm [Eq. (2.23)] leads to

F =
[
2π2

(
k2
y + k2

z

)−1
]1/2



k 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 k 0

0 0 0 1


(2.26)
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Figure 2.8: G+
max as a function of kx(0) for shearing waves (solid) and static solutions (dashed).

The parameters are q = 3/2, kz = 5, ky = 5, ν̄ = 10−4, η̄ = 2 × 10−3, with the large value of η̄
chosen to illustrate the dominance of static structures in for large kx (0). Also shown is twice the
imaginary part of most unstable eigenvalue (dotted) for a vertical field B0z = 1/20. In the ideal
limit, the eigenvalue will match G+

max for wavenumbers ky = kx = 0, kz = 20
√

15/16.

for the Cholesky decomposition of the energy norm, for both shearing and static waves. Then,

using Eq. (2.8) one obtains the remarkably simple results:

G+
max = max

{
q
kz
k
− 2ν̄k2, q

kz
k
− 2η̄k2

}
(2.27)

for the static waves (with max{ : denoting the maximum of the two functions), and

G+
max = max

{
q

[
1

k

(
k2
z +

k2
xk

2
y

k2

)1/2

− kxky
k2

]
− 2ν̄k2 ,

q

[
1

k

(
k2
z +

k2
xk

2
y

k2

)1/2

+
kxky
k2

]
− 2η̄k2

}
(2.28)

for the shearing wave solutions, with k, kx evaluated at t = 0.

Consider first the ideal limit of Eqs. (2.27) and (2.28), ν̄ = η̄ = 0. We see that at all wavenum-

bers the shearing wave can grow faster than a static structure (or as fast at kx = 0 where they

are identical). In addition, the shearing wave growth rate has maxima at kx(0) = ±ky, at which

the growth is qΩ, i.e., the maximum eigenvalue of the MRI, reached when ky = kx = 0, kz =
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1/B0z

√
15/16. Thus, in the ideal limit, the MRI can have the same growth rate, qΩ, for any choice

of ky, kz, so long as the shearing wave initial condition satisfies kx(0) = ±ky. Note that all channel

mode perturbations (kx = ky = 0) grow at the same rate qΩ, showing that even this most basic of

MRI modes can grow transiently when kz 6= 1/B0z

√
15/16. This transient growth is a real phys-

ical effect; as discussed in Sec. 2.1.1, in the ideal limit any axisymmetric perturbation involving

Bx can grow arbitrarily large through simple advection. At all wavenumbers, the initial conditions

to obtain G+
max are either purely hydrodynamic or purely magnetic. Of course, these pure modes

will quickly become mixed under time evolution due to coupling terms in Eqs. (2.25). Unsurpris-

ingly, adding dissipation alters this result. In particular, static waves can grow faster than shearing

waves at sufficiently high wavenumbers when Pm = ν̄/η̄ 6= 1, with Pm > 1 (Pm < 1) causing

static structures to dominate for kx(0) < 0 (kx(0) > 0). In essence, this behavior is seen in our

spatially dependent pseudocode calculations (e.g, Fig. 2.3, t = 25) – at late times, the dissipation

becomes more important and the shearing structure transitions into a static (eigenmode) structure.

A graphical illustration of the previous discussion is given in Fig. 2.8, which shows the functions

Eqs. (2.27) and (2.28), as well as the eigenmode growth rates.

Inclusion of global effects. As presented in Sec. 2.3.2, the shearing wave equations are derived

through first applying a local expansion about the global equilibrium (App. A.2, also Umurhan

and Regev 2004), then inserting the shearing wave ansatz. However, a more general way to obtain

such equations is by directly inserting a shearing wave ansatz into the global equations, and only

then applying the local expansion. For axisymmetric modes, the first step (insertion of a shear

wave ansatz) is essentially a standard WKB expansion and has been used in many previous works.

For example, in Blokland et al. (2005) the full WKB expansion (without a local approximation) is

compared directly to r-dependent eigenmode solutions, showing excellent agreement.

One can extend the results in Eqs. (2.27) and (2.28) to situations in which aspects of the local

approximation may not hold (see, for example, Pessah and Psaltis 2005; Kirillov and Stefani 2013)
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by starting the analysis from the standard MHD equations in cylindrical coordinates (Bondeson

et al., 1987) and considering shearing and static waves with weak dependence on the radial coor-

dinate. Motivated by liquid metal experiments (Rüdiger et al., 2013; Kirillov and Stefani, 2013),

here I consider the incompressible MHD equations at constant density with the velocity profile

U0 = U0θr
−q+1θ̂ and the magnetic field profile B0 = B0θr

2Rb+1θ̂ + B0zẑ. This is essentially the

global model described earlier (Sec. 2.3.1), with the addition of a spatially dependent magnetic

field for illustrative purposes. The extension of the technique to more complex stratifications and

compressibility (Pessah and Psaltis, 2005; Salhi et al., 2012) is straightforward.

The static wave equations are obtained in much the same way as for the local case, by inserting

the ansatz f(r, t) ∼ f(t) eikrr and assuming (krr, kzr, m) ∼ 1/ε, (ν̄, η̄) ∼ ε2 to obtain a set

of ODEs in time.7 Similarly, the shearing wave equations are obtained by assuming a shearing

wave envelope that varies slowly in the r direction. To lowest order, they can be straightforwardly

derived by inserting the ansatz f(r, t) ∼ f(t) exp (−im/r U0r
−q+1(t− t0)) and making the same

ordering assumptions as for the static case. After non-dimensionalizing variables using the length-

scale r and the timescale 1/Ω(r), one obtains

∂tU =

−k2ν̄ − 2qΞmkr/k
2 −2ikz/k

2 iF (r) 2ikzBaz/k
2

i(q − 2)kz −k2ν̄ 2i(Rb + 1)kzBaz iF (r)

iF (r) 0 −k2η̄ 0

−2iRbkzBaz iF (r) −iqkz −k2η̄


· U. (2.29)

Here U = (u, ζ, B, η), Ξ = 1 or 0 for shearing waves and static waves respectively, Baz ≡

B0θr
2Rb+1, F (r) ≡ kzB0z + mBaz, wavenumbers (kr, kz) have been scaled by r and (ν̄, η̄) have

7These ordering assumptions arise from assuming the solution varies faster than the background equilibrium. If
either ν̄ or η̄ are very large one may wish to alter these, which is straightforward and leads to slightly different shearing
wave equations.
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been scaled by r2Ω(r). For the static equations, I have substituted ∂/∂t → ∂/∂t − iu0m/r (as

in the local calculation) and for the shearing waves, kr ≡ qU0mr
−q(t − t0). While all variables

in Eqs. (2.29) technically depend on both r and t, the dependence on r is parametric. The static

version (Ξ = 0) of Eqs. (2.29) is very similar to the dispersion relation given in Kirillov and

Stefani (2013), aside from slight differences in how the azimuthal wavenumber m appears in the

dissipation terms. Note that Eqs. (2.29) reduce to Eqs. (2.25) in the "local" limit (Umurhan and

Regev, 2004).

Applying the same procedure as earlier to calculate the t = 0+ growth rates leads to

G+
max =±

[(
k2 (η̄ − ν̄)− Ξq

krm

k2

)2

+ 4Baz (1 + Rb)2 k
2
z

k2

] 1
2

+
q

k

√
k2
z + Ξ

m2k2
r

k2
− k2 (η̄ + ν̄) , (2.30)

with the ± chosen to obtain the maximum value of G+
max. Note that |r ∂rf |2 ≈ r2 |∂rf |2 has

been applied in the energy norm used to calculate Eq. (2.30), in keeping with approximations used

earlier. Eq. (2.30) demonstrates that the fundamental results presented earlier are essentially un-

changed by the addition of field curvature effects, as well as illustrating the importance of shearing

waves in flows with more complex shear profiles. The extra terms in the global equations change

the maximum of G+
max with respect to kx(0), and the MRI can grow faster than qΩ for strong B0θ.

It is interesting that for the very large η̄ characteristic of liquid metal experiments there is a large

regime (for kx(0) > 0) where static structures grow faster than shearing waves (see Fig. 2.8).

This more global way of considering the problem may have several advantages. Firstly, it is

straightforward to extend the shearing wave equations to much more complicated domains and

physical models. For example, strong magnetic fields, compressibility, stratification, or more com-

plex diffusion operators (see, for example, Pessah and Psaltis 2005; Heinemann and Papaloizou

2009; Salhi et al. 2012; Rosin and Mestel 2012) could easily be accounted for in the shearing
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wave equations.8 Secondly, the approach elucidates the connection between previous results that

illustrate the quality of WKB methods for axisymmetric modes, and results (presented in Sec. 2.6

below) that show the accuracy of the shearing wave equations over moderate timescales. We have

primarily explored global models in which the local approximation (App. A.2) is accurate. In fu-

ture work it would be interesting to study global models that include more complex physical effects,

comparing global pseudo-modes to nonmodal solutions of the extended shearing wave equations

derived directly from the chosen global equations. It seems likely that a general condition for the

validity of extended shearing wave equations will be related to the existence of an intermediate

scale between the dissipation and global curvature scales. Such scale separation will allow terms

associated with the velocity shear to dominate, leading to the growth of shearing structures over

intermediate time scales.

Finally, it is worth clarifying that shearing wave equations can only ever give a good approxi-

mation to the global pseudo-mode behavior over moderate timescales. The reason is that eventually

the eigenmode will take over, since the structures in a shearing wave necessarily move to smaller

scales in time. This causes dissipative effects to dominate and the shearing wave to damp, even

when the global system has one or more unstable eigenmodes. This effect is clearly seen in the

last pane of Fig. 2.3, where the pseudo-mode eventually starts to resemble the least stable eigen-

modes. From a practical standpoint, the shearing wave equations accurately represent the global

pseudo-mode up until their solution starts to decrease in time.

In the next section, much of the above discussion is explored from a computational standpoint,

directly comparing the local and global shearing wave evolutions.

8Of course, such effects can also be accounted for in local equations using other methods, a potential advantage of
the shearing wave method is its conceptual simplicity.
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2.6 The relationship between the shearing wave equations and

global structures

The appearance of shearing structures in the global pseudo-modes, as well as the discussions in

the previous section, lead naturally to the question: How well do the shearing wave equations ap-

proximate global linear behavior? As far as I know, this question has not been previously explored

for general non-axisymmetric modes, with most authors focusing on eigenmodes in global studies

and shearing waves in local studies. In this section, I directly compare the global pseudo-mode

evolution with the shearing wave equations [Eq. (2.22)] finding excellent agreement in a variety

of parameter regimes. This seems to be the first explicit demonstration of the connection between

global eigenmodes (through their connection to the pseudo-modes) and local shearing wave ap-

proximations for both axisymmetric and non-axisymmetric modes.

Our method to compare global pseudo-modes with the local equations uses the following se-

quence of steps:

1. Calculate the global pseudo-mode that maximizes the energy amplification at t0, Γ (t, t0),

for some chosen global parameters.

2. Choose a radial point in the global domain, r0, at which to compare the global and local

solutions. This should be chosen where the global pseudo-mode is relatively large to mitigate

numerical errors in the pseudo-mode.

3. Calculate the local parameters that correspond to the global parameters at r0. This procedure

is outlined in App. A.2.

4. From the pseudo-mode structure at r0, determine the initial kx value for the shearing wave.

This is most easily carried out by observing when kx ≈ 0 in the pseudo-mode evolution to

obtain tSW [Eq. (2.21)].
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Figure 2.9: Comparison of the energy growth of the global pseudo-mode (thick, dashed) and local
shearing wave (solid) at a) r0 = 1, tSW = 4.7 and b) r0 = 0.75, tSW = 4.5. The dotted line
illustrates the most unstable eigenmode growth for comparison. The parameters are m = 2, kz =
15, B0z = 1/30, B0θ = 0, ν̄ = η̄ = 10−4, the same as Fig. 2.5. Both the global and shearing wave
amplification are maximized at t0 = 10 as in Fig. 2.5.

5. Determine the shearing wave initial conditions (u(0), ζ(0), B(0), η(0)) that maximize the

energy amplification at the chosen t0 using the nonmodal stability method, Eq. 2.6. Stated in

another way, one compares the global pseudo-mode with the shearing wave pseudo-mode.

6. Solve the shearing wave equations in time.

7. Calculate the shearing wave energy growth and compare this to the energy growth of the

global solution at r0.

Once the global parameters and r0 have been chosen, the only free parameter is the initial shearing

wave orientation kx(0). Since this is set by the global structure, I wish to emphasize that I am not

adjusting any free parameters to improve the energy growth agreement. In the axisymmetric case

(Fig. 2.10) there are no free parameters.

2.6.1 Non-axisymmetric modes

In Figure 2.9 I illustrate the comparison of shearing waves with global pseudo-mode energy

growth using the procedure outlined above. The parameters chosen are those for a weakly non-
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axisymmetric mode in a vertical field (the same as Fig. 2.5), with two values of r0 chosen for com-

parison. We see excellent agreement, although unsurprisingly the growth is most similar where it is

strongest, around the maximum of the pseudo-mode (r0 = 1). Moving very far from the maximum

(e.g., r0 = 2, not shown), ones sees rather poor agreement, presumably due to noise and errors in

the numerical result. Many other similar computations have been run, with excellent agreement

seen across a wide range of parameters.

As an interesting corollary of such results, one can approximately predict the structure of the

global pseudo-mode using the shearing wave equations. The basic idea is to solve the shearing

wave equations at each point in the global domain, maximizing the growth at a chosen t0 using the

nonmodal technique. Examining the amplification as a function of radius gives an approximation

of the structure of the global pseudo-mode. While an exact comparison is tricky due to the choice

of t0 in the shearing wave equations, I have considered a range of parameters (not shown here) and

the agreement generally appears rather good. In particular, the prediction of the spatial location of

the pseudo-mode maximum is quite accurate. Such computations present further evidence that the

local shear wave approximation is accurate in many cases (Papaloizou and Terquem, 1997), and

will be more meaningful than global eigenmodes over moderate timescales.

2.6.2 Axisymmetric modes

Figure 2.10 presents a similar comparison for the case of an axisymmetric mode in a purely az-

imuthal field (the behavior is very similar to the case with no magnetic field). While such a case

could be argued to be somewhat pathological due to the importance of even a wisp of vertical field

(at least without dissipation, I discuss this point more in Sec. 2.7.1; see also Balbus and Haw-

ley 1998), it provides an interesting example. Despite the eigenmode being stable, there is rather

strong growth, with the pseudo-mode amplified by ∼ 103 by t = 7. The agreement with the

shearing wave – in this case a simple channel mode with ky = kx = 0 – is remarkably good. Of
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Figure 2.10: Comparison of the energy growth of the global pseudo-mode (thick, dashed) and
local shearing wave (solid) for a kz = 10 axisymmetric mode in a purely azimuthal field
(B0y = 0.2, B0z = 0, ν̄ = η̄ = 10−4). The dotted line illustrates the eigenmode least sta-
ble growth for comparison. The growth of the global and local pseudo-modes are maximized at
t0 = 10 and the local shearing wave parameters are taken from r0 = 0.5. Inset: radial structure
of the radial magnetic field component of the pseudo-mode (solid) at t = 5 (the structure is nearly
time-independent) and the least stable eigenmode (dotted). (Values are normalized for illustrative
purposes.)

course, as discussed in Sec. 2.1.1, we are seeing simple advection of an initial field by the flow;

nonetheless, it is comforting to see that the global pseudo-mode is locally behaving in the same

way with very similar optimal initial conditions. For comparison, the inset to Fig. 2.10 illustrates

the radial structure of the pseudo-mode and least-stable eigenmode for the radial magnetic field. In

this case the two are rather different; however, in the case of axisymmetric modes in a pure vertical

field (not shown) the pseudo-mode generally closely resembles the eigenmode and the nonmodal

growth is less significant due to the strong exponential growth of the standard MRI.

2.7 Nonmodal growth of the shearing wave equations

As discussed in the previous sections, since the shearing wave equations themselves are motivated

by nonmodal ideas, it is most natural to consider their solutions from the nonmodal standpoint,

solving for those initial conditions that give the maximum amplification for some chosen time. An

important notion here is that the non-modality does not arise purely from the time dependence of
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Figure 2.11: Maximum amplification by t = π as a function of ky, kz for B0y = 1/5, ν̄ = η̄ =
1/3000 and (a) B0z = 1/10, (b) B0z = 1/30, (c) B0z = 1/100, (d) B0z = 0. At each (ky, kz) the
data shows the maximum growth obtained over all choices of initial conditions and initial shearing
wave orientation (i.e., each point is maximized over kx(0)). All plots use the color scale shown on
the right-hand side. For reference, the maximum possible growth of the ideal MRI corresponds to
an amplification of exp (qΩ× π) ≈ 111 in these units.
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Figure 2.12: Same as Fig. 2.11 but showing maximum amplification by t = 10π. Due to the
large time and relatively high dissipation, these plots are much closer to the eigenmode structure
and thus are entirely dominated by axisymmetric modes. A separate color scale is used for each
plot since the amplification changes substantially as B0z is altered. For reference, the maximum
possible growth of the ideal MRI corresponds to an amplification of exp (qΩ× 10π) ≈ 2.9× 1020

in these units.
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the equations (i.e., the original ansatz for the spatial form of the solution), but is a consequence

of the original time-independent system. Indeed, nonmodal effects can be important even in the

axisymmetric case, when the shear wave equations are time-independent.

In this section I focus on how nonmodal techniques can be useful in studying the local MRI, in

particular the relative importance of different mode numbers as external parameters are changed.

In addition, I consider a rather unconventional view of the MRI as a general nonmodal instability

brought about by the addition of MHD effects, but rather separate from the presence of a back-

ground magnetic field.

2.7.1 The dependence of the MRI on azimuthal field

As a useful example, here I present a simple study of how the local MRI changes with imposed

vertical field while in a strong background azimuthal field. There are two primary motivations

behind this choice of problem:

1. Using analyses based on eigenmodes (or similar ideas for time-dependent shear waves e.g.,

Balbus and Hawley 1992; Johnson 2007) the MRI behaves a little unusually in an azimuthal

field in the limit B0z → 0 (Balbus and Hawley, 1998). In particular, the growth rate is very

sensitive to even a minute vertical field and enormous changes in the mode structure are

seen for tiny changes in vertical field. Here I show that this problem is, unsurprisingly, very

strongly dependent on the timescale considered: over shorter timescales the behavior is quite

smooth as B0z → 0.

2. This system is the simplest choice of problem with some relevance to unstratified shearing-

box turbulence simulations. In particular, the strong azimuthal field could be generated by an

MRI dynamo (see, for example, Käpylä and Korpi 2011; Lesur and Ogilvie 2008a), while the

vertical field comes from a net flux threading the domain.9 Of particular relevance may be the
9Note that the character, or even existence, of the unstratified MRI dynamo is not particularly well understood.

In zero-net-flux shearing boxes there is good evidence that a strong, self-generated azimuthal magnetic field plays an
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work of Longaretti and Lesur (2010), where the authors study how various characteristics

shearing-box turbulence with net magnetic flux (i.e., mean B0z) change with parameters.

Here I illustrate that trends in their turbulent simulations seem to be well matched by the

linear physics, so long as one studies the growth of finite timescales.

I illustrate these ideas in Figs. 2.11 (short time growth) and 2.12 (long time growth). These

each show the maximum amplification of a disturbance as a function of (ky, kz), at fixed azimuthal

magnetic field, as the vertical field is decreased from left to right. At each point (ky, kz) the

amplification is also maximized over the initial orientation of the shearing wave, kx(0); thus, the

contours represent the maximum growth possible at the chosen (ky, kz). This is really for ease of

presentation and there could certainly be interesting information in the kx(0) structure that could

be studied in future work. (Such plots are similar in spirit to hydrodynamic results given in Yecko

2004 and Mukhopadhyay et al. 2005.) I use a rather large dissipation (ν̄ = η̄ = 1/3000) to

have some relevance to nonlinear simulations. Of course, in a shearing box the (kx(0), ky, kz) is

necessarily discretized based on the box size; nonetheless, the continuous k results presented here

can either be considered as pertaining to a continuous range of box sizes or, more usefully, to

different dissipation values and magnetic fields through a rescaling of the shearing-box equations

as outlined in App. A.2.

The enormous difference between Figs. 2.11 and 2.12 is a stark illustration of the importance of

correctly choosing the relevant timescale for a given situation. Over the long timescales illustrated

in Fig. 2.12 we are essentially observing eigenmode behavior, with very little contribution from

non-axisymmetric modes (this is more severe than it would be at lower dissipation). In addition,

the change in behavior with B0z is extreme; a change in amplification by 14 orders of magnitude

with a 1 order of magnitude change in B0z. In contrast, over moderate timescales t = 0 → π

(Fig. 2.11) the change withB0z is rather smooth, even as it vanishes completely [Fig. 2.11(d)]. The

important role in the turbulence (see Lesur and Ogilvie 2008b); however, I know of no work that explores this dynamo
explicitly for the case with net vertical flux.
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growth in the case of B0z = 0 is still substantial, with non-axisymmetric modes being amplified

by a factor of 40, around a third of the amplification of the fastest growing channel mode. Note

that the general trend of increasing non-axisymmetry with decreasing vertical field10 matches the

characteristics of nonlinear turbulence (e.g., Fig. 9 from Longaretti and Lesur 2010) rather well. I

have also considered the change in the mode structure with dissipation parameters (not shown) and

do not see the contradictions between linear and nonlinear results that are discussed in Longaretti

and Lesur (2010). Also of interest are the results of Lesur and Longaretti (2011), where it is shown

numerically that the energy injection spectrum in net-flux MRI turbulence is broadly distributed

across a wide range of wavenumbers . With these results in mind, it seems likely that nonmodal

analyses could be useful in studying aspects of MRI turbulence from a linear standpoint, since

growth over short timescales is almost certainly more relevant to turbulent situations than the t→

∞ limit explored by eigenmode analyses (Friedman and Carter, 2014). Note that, as shown in

Sec. 2.5, for t→ 0 amplification plots such as Figs. 2.11 and 2.12 become completely homogenous

(aside from the effects of dissipation), with no preference for one wavenumber over any other.

2.7.2 The MRI with zero background field

Another interesting case that is simple to analyze using nonmodal techniques is the MRI with no

background magnetic field at all. In this case the system is spectrally stable; nevertheless, there

can be significant growth over a wide range of wavenumbers , which can be sufficient to cause

a transition to turbulence given large enough initial conditions (Rempel et al., 2010; Riols et al.,

2013). Figure 2.13 illustrates the maximum amplification of perturbations with no background

field in (a) the magnetohydrodynamic case and, (b) the well-studied hydrodynamic (HD) case with

Keplerian shear. It is interesting to note the enormous change afforded by adding in magnetic per-

turbations, not in the magnitude of the maximum amplification, but in the range of wavenumbers

10This trend has of course been discussed previously by other authors (Terquem and Papaloizou, 1996; Ogilvie and
Pringle, 1996), especially for the ideal MRI at zero resistivity
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Figure 2.13: (a) Maximum amplification by t = π as a function of ky, kz at ν = η = 1/3000 but
with no background magnetic field,B0y = B0z = 0. (b) Same as (a) but without allowing magnetic
perturbations, i.e., for the hydrodynamic shearing box. The addition of magnetic perturbations
allows reasonable growth over a much larger range of wavenumbers.

that can be strongly amplified. In particular, while vertical perturbations (non-zero kz) are strongly

suppressed in the HD case, these can grow rather strongly in the MHD system. The MHD growth

mechanism is simple advection of the initial perturbation, as in the introductory example Sec. 2.1.1

(with some added dissipation for non-axisymmetric modes due to shearing). Because of this, the

time dependence of the perturbation growth strongly resembles Fig. 2.1.

Of course, one can never hope to understand the transition to turbulence with purely linear

physics, and the addition of nonlinear interactions increases the complexity of the problem enor-

mously (see, for example, Shen et al. 2006; Lithwick 2007). Nonetheless, knowing a priori that

the zero-net-flux MHD system readily transitions to turbulence, while the hydrodynamic system

appears to stay laminar even at high Reynolds numbers (Lesur and Longaretti, 2005; Balbus and

Hawley, 2006), it is interesting to note their differences from the purely linear perspective.

2.8 Summary and discussion

In this chapter, I have explored aspects of the magnetorotational instability using nonmodal stabil-

ity techniques. In fluids, these techniques have primarily been applied to systems that are spectrally
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stable, presumably due to the dramatic failure of eigenmode predictions when a subcritical transi-

tion to turbulence is possible. However, despite the fact many configurations of the axisymmetric

and non-axisymmetric MRI have unstable eigenmodes, nonmodal methods have proven to be very

fruitful. In particular, nonmodal structures will be more physically meaningful than eigenmodes

in many cases, leading to an intuitive connection between global results and the local shearing

wave picture, as well as being far more robust with respect to slight changes to the system (e.g.,

boundary conditions).

I consider the main conclusions of this work, which have been used to motivate the examples

and discussions throughout the chapter, to be as follows:

• For non-axisymmetric modes at low dissipation, eigenmodes will often be irrelevant to the

linear dynamics of the system in both local and global domains. We have seen that the

fastest growing structures (pseudo-modes) invariably resemble shearing waves, even when

the boundary conditions of the model are incompatible with the shear wave’s time-dependent

structure. Similar behavior is seen for the hydrodynamic case (see for example, Ioannou and

Kakouris 2001; Yecko 2004). In addition, the growth of the pseudo-mode is generally much

faster than that of the eigenmode and this fast growth can persist until the disturbance has

grown by many orders of magnitude (see Figs. 2.2 and 2.4).

• In global domains, the fact that the pseudo-mode structure resembles shearing waves pro-

vides a very natural connection between the global (radially stratified) MRI and the local

shearing-box picture, which (to my knowledge) has not been previously discussed. A direct

comparison of global pseudo-mode growth to the local shearing wave equations [Eqs. (2.22)]

in Sec. 2.6 shows very good agreement, for both axisymmetric and non-axisymmetric modes.

• The possibility of algebraic (transient) growth of the MRI has often been framed as being

a consequence of the time dependence of the shearing wave ansatz (e.g., Johnson 2007;

Tevzadze et al. 2008). In fact, the shearing wave ansatz and resulting equations are use-
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ful for predicting MRI growth because shear wave disturbances are strongly amplified by

the underlying spatially dependent equations; the time dependence of the equations is of

subsidiary importance. Thus, it is most natural to analyze the local shearing wave system

[Eq. (2.22)] using nonmodal techniques also. In addition, the axisymmetric case, though

time-independent, can be analyzed using exactly the same framework and transient growth

is also important for such modes. This growth is simply advection of the initial perturbation

by the flow, which continues indefinitely in the dissipationless limit even when no unstable

eigenmodes are present.

• Nonmodal ideas are particularly important if one wishes to consider linear or quasi-linear

explanations for MRI turbulence and dynamo. The reason for this is straightforward; any

perturbation that grows in a turbulent system will be quickly destroyed by the underlying

randomness. Thus, short-time growth rates will be much more relevant and correspondingly,

nonmodal analysis techniques must be utilized (Farrell and Ioannou, 2003; Friedman and

Carter, 2014). As an example, a quick comparison of Figs. 2.11 and 2.12 illustrates the

enormous difference in mode structure that arises from considering the instability over a

longer timescale. Evidently, one must be very careful in applying eigenmode ideas to an

analysis of MRI turbulence.

Given the large number of works studying hydrodynamic nonmodal growth, as well as previous

studies of transient growth in the MRI shearing wave equations, it is curious that these ideas have

not been formally explored previously. Nevertheless, like its hydrodynamic cousin, the MRI sys-

tem is strongly non-normal and an over-reliance on eigenmode analyses can lead to seemingly

contradictory and confusing results.

My presentation here has been rather perfunctory due to the desire to include a variety of non-

modal MRI analyses, from both global and local perspectives. Of course, there is much room for

future work. For simplicity, I have entirely neglected the effects of compressibility and density
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stratification in the global model, which certainly limits its relevance to a real accretion disk. Ex-

amination of the effects of vertical stratification in a fully 2-D model could also be interesting,

although the non-modality would almost certainly not be nearly so extreme as that arising from

radial stratification and the physics of the linear MRI has generally been seen to be relatively in-

sensitive to the addition of more complex physical effects (see, for example, Latter et al. 2010;

Mamatsashvili et al. 2013). Along these lines, it would also be prudent to consider in more detail

the general shearing wave expansions discussed in Sec. 2.5, examining the agreement between

global pseudo-modes and various local approximations.

Of course, there are situations where the nonmodality brought about by the shear may not be

so important. Most obviously, the most unstable MRI mode with eigenvalue q/2 is not self-adjoint

in the energy norm [see Eq. (2.22) with kz =
√
q(1− q/4)/B0z, ky = 0], yet there is no transient

growth.11 Another possible example is the Rossby wave instability (Papaloizou and Pringle, 1985)

– essentially the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability in a rotating disk – where the normal mode picture

seems to work well in comparison to nonlinear simulation (Meheut et al., 2010). Of course, the

nonmodal approach subsumes the modal approach; nevertheless, the added complexity involved in

the nonmodal analysis means the application of modal results is desirable where possible. Some

advances have been made in understanding the physical origins of modal instabilities in this regard

(Bakas and Ioannou, 2009; Guha and Lawrence, 2014), and similar methods may prove useful for

gaining physical insight into when MRI-like instabilities can be treated using modal techniques.

Finally, what conclusions can we draw about the character of MRI turbulence using nonmodal

ideas? As an example, the existence of strong linear growth at all scales seems to support the notion

that MRI turbulence does not exhibit a well-defined inertial range (Fromang and Papaloizou, 2007;

Bratanov et al., 2013), at least at larger scales (Schumacher, 2004). Methods such as that used

to create Fig. 2.11 may assist in quantifying such ideas; for instance, an examination of mode

11This particular situation is rather specific, occurs only at the kz required for the fastest MRI growth rate, and is
related to the magnetic part of the MRI eigenfunctions being orthogonal.
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structure as a function of dissipation parameters (in particular magnetic Prandtl number) could be

helpful in understanding aspects of shearing-box turbulence.

Extending such general ideas into a more formal setting, in the next chapter I study the self-

consistent interaction of the linear MRI with space- and time-dependent mean fields in a driven

quasi-linear system. Nonmodal linear growth is inherently built into this method, and the concept

of shearing waves has been fundamental in gaining a conceptual understanding of some of the

important processes. Of course, linear ideas alone can never hope to fully explain the enormous

complexity of a self-sustaining turbulent system and I do not wish to make such a claim. Nonethe-

less, it seems imprudent to discount the importance of linear physics without using a method of

analysis that appropriately handles the relevant timescales of the problem.



Chapter 3

Statistical simulation of the MRI dynamo

This chapter, some of which was published in Squire and Bhattacharjee (2015a), serves as a lead-

in to the more systematic study of the MRI dynamo in the later parts of the thesis. Having seen

the likely importance of linear modes in MRI turbulence (see Chapter 2), we were motivated to

apply such ideas in a more systematic fashion towards the study of the turbulent state. This led

to the idea of studying MRI turbulence and dynamo in the zero-net-flux unstratified shearing box

using quasi-linear statistical simulation methods [from hereon I shall use the term second-order

cumulant expansion (CE2; Marston et al. 2008), although the term stochastic structural stability

theory (S3T; Farrell and Ioannou 2003) is also common and pertains to similar ideas]. This in-

volves considering an ensemble of linear fluctuations evolving in mean fields that depend only

on the vertical co-ordinate (z). The nonlinear stresses of these fluctuations self-consistently drive

evolution of the mean fields. The motivation for this method is two-fold. Firstly, despite being a

rather recent subject, direct statistical simulation – the method of simulating flow statistics rather

than an individual realization – has proven to be a useful computational technique in understanding

large-scale structure generation across a variety of applications in geophysics, fluid dynamics and

81
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plasma physics.1 An equilibrium of the system is in general a turbulent state, and analysis of its

stability properties and bifurcations can be very rewarding. This idea of studying the stability of

turbulence to large-scale perturbations is very similar to those developed in mean-field dynamo

theory, a connection that will be explored further in later chapters. Secondly, fully developed MRI

turbulence is incredibly complex and there may be much useful insight to be gained by selectively

removing important physical effects in the hope of discovering underlying principles. Based on

the idea that nonmodal linear growth can be an important turbulence driver at all scales, the quasi-

linear model involves neglecting almost all of the nonlinear interactions in the system and can

easily be systematically reduced further for the study of specific effects.

Remarkably, despite the strongly reduced nonlinearity, the qualitative dependence of saturated

CE2 states on magnetic Prandtl number (Pm) is the same as nonlinear MRI turbulence. In par-

ticular, at fixed magnetic Reynolds number (Rm), an increase in Pm causes an increase in the

intensity of the turbulence (as measured by the angular momentum transport), despite the fact that

the system is becoming more dissipative. This illustrates that the strong Pm dependence of MRI

turbulence (Fromang et al., 2007) is (at least partially) due to increased large-scale dynamo action

at higher Pm; this is the only physical effect retained in the CE2 model beyond simple excitation

of linear waves (which show the opposite trend). As discussed, CE2 is well suited to the study

of bifurcations between turbulent states of the system. We shall see two important bifurcations –

the first marking the onset of a dynamo instability of homogenous turbulence, the second a transi-

tion to a time-dependent state – and the Pm dependence of several aspects of these transitions is

strongly suggestive. The hope is that gaining insight into the cause of such behavior will allow ex-

trapolation to the most astrophysically relevant low/high Pm regimes. The basic idea of the model

is similar to the inhomogenous shearing waves studied in Lesur and Ogilvie (2008a) and Lesur and

Ogilvie (2008b), extended to include self-consistent nonlinear saturation and the effects of Bx and

1See, for example, Farrell and Ioannou (2003), Srinivasan and Young (2012), and Tobias and Marston (2013) for
geophysical applications; Farrell and Ioannou (2012) for application to shear flows; Farrell and Ioannou (2009) and
Parker and Krommes (2013) for application to plasma physics; Tobias et al. (2011) for other astrophysical applications.
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the large-scale velocity fields. Note that the approach is quite distinct from, and complementary

to, other nonlinear dynamics work on MRI dynamo (Rincon et al., 2007; Riols et al., 2013), which

has focused on searching for cycles in the full nonlinear system at low Rm. Strong similarities can

be drawn between the nonlinear cycles identified in these works and magnetic field generation in

our CE2 model (Farrell and Ioannou, 2012).

The chapter proceeds as follows. I shall first outline the model, giving a very basic overview of

the CE2 method, before describing our computational implementation and the CE2 MRI equations

in more detail. I then discuss the MRI dynamo instability as seen in self-consistent statistical sim-

ulations of MRI turbulence (published in Squire and Bhattacharjee 2015a). Finally, I shall briefly

explore the saturation mechanism of the instability through calculation of the electromotive force

(EMF) as a function of mean fields in the nonlinear regime. This discussion, while incomplete,

can serve as a basic extension to the model of Lesur and Ogilvie (2008a) and Lesur and Ogilvie

(2008b).

3.1 The CE2 method and numerical implementation

The starting point of our study is the local incompressible MHD equations in a shearing back-

ground in the rotating frame, repeated here for convenience,

∂u

∂t
− Sx∂u

∂y
+ (u · ∇)u+ 2Ωẑ × u = −∇p+B · ∇B + Suxŷ + ν̄∇2u+ σu, (3.1a)

∂B

∂t
− Sx∂B

∂y
= −SBxŷ +∇× (u×B) + η̄∇2B + σB, (3.1b)

∇ · u = 0, ∇ ·B = 0, (3.1c)

where σu and σb describe a driving noise, which is needed in CE2 but would not be included in

a self-sustaining nonlinear simulation. A description of the derivation of Eq. (3.1) can be found

in Sec. 1.1.3. Equation (3.1) has been written explicitly in terms of Ω and S, with S/Ω = q, for
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compatibility with studies of rotation in the following chapters2; however, in this chapter I focus

exclusively on Keplerian rotation with Ω = 1, S = 1.5. Throughout this chapter I consider a

homogenous background (no vertical stratification), with zero net magnetic flux, and use an aspect

ratio (Lx, Ly, Lz) = (1, π, 1). Despite its linear stability, this system can undergo subcritical

transition to a turbulent state and seems to be the simplest system with application to turbulence in

disks (Hawley et al., 1995; Balbus and Hawley, 1998).

The cornerstone of our application of CE2 to MRI turbulence is a splitting of Eq. (3.1) into its

mean and fluctuating parts, defined by the horizontal average, f (x) (z) ≡ (LxLy)
−1
´
dx dy f (x).

This averaging is chosen because it is the simplest possible that allows for the strong z-dependent

By observed in nonlinear simulations (Brandenburg et al., 1995; Hawley et al., 1996; Lesur and

Ogilvie, 2008b). Before giving details of MRI CE2 and the computational implementation, it is

useful to describe the CE2 system schematically. Let us represent the state of the system (u,B, P )

as U , and decompose of Eq. (3.1) into equations for Ū and u′ = U − Ū , in a similar way to mean-

field theory (see Sec. 1.2). This gives

∂tŪ = Amean · Ū +R (u′, u′), (3.2a)

∂tu
′ = Afluct

(
Ū
)
· u′ +

{
R (u′, u′)−R (u′, u′)

}
+ ξt, (3.2b)

where Amean and Afluct

(
Ū
)

are the linear operators for the mean and fluctuating parts, R (u′, u′)

represents the nonlinear stresses, and ξt is an additional white-in-time driving noise term. Note

that there is no nonlinear term in the mean equation [Eq. (3.2a)] because of the chosen averaging

operation, which kills terms of the form Ū · ∇Ū . The principle approximation, which is key to

CE2 and leads to the quasi-linear system, is to neglect the eddy-eddy nonlinearity {R(u′, u′) −

R(u′, u′)} in Eq. (3.2b), causing the only nonlinearity to arise from the coupling to Eq. (3.2a).

2As defined here (to comply with astrophysical conventions), S is the negative of the large-scale vorticity, S =
−(∇×U0)z .
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As a side note, it is worth briefly discussing the role of the driving noise ξt in the quasi-linear

system Eq. (3.2). Two different philosophies exist in the literature. The first – which is followed in

the work of Marston, Tobias, and coworkers – is that the noise arises from some physical source,

which would also be present in the nonlinear system. This could be some linear instability not

included in a simplified model, mechanical stirring, or another more complex physical effect that

is more easily modeled using a white-noise source. The second – which is followed in works by

Farrell, Ioannou, and coworkers – is that the noise acts as a simple closure term, representing (in

a very crude way) the effects of the neglected nonlinear terms {R (u′, u′)−R (u′, u′)}. This idea

is based on the hypothesis that the exact form of the nonlinear interactions should not be vitally

important, but rather their effect in populating the full range of scales. The most obvious problem

with this is that the noise cannot be chosen to retain energy conservation in the model. In particular,

in real turbulence, some modes must act as sources of energy for others, which cannot be taken into

account by such a simple closure. In this work, the two philosophies are mixed, with this chapter

primarily following the second, while the dynamo studies in chapter 4 are more aligned with the

first. In particular, throughout this chapter, the noise will be kept at a fixed level and extend across

all scales, to create a bath of turbulent fluctuations. Of course, there is no fundamental difference

in practical implementation between the two philosophies, except perhaps in the chosen spatial

correlation of the driving noise.

Rather than evolving the non-deterministic Eq. (3.2b), the idea of CE2 is to consider the single-

time correlation matrix of an ensemble of fluctuations Cij (x1,x2, t) =
〈
u′i (x1, t)u

′
j (x2, t)

〉
,

where 〈·〉 denotes the average over realizations of ξt. Multiplying Eq. (3.2b) by ∂tu (x2) followed

by an ensemble average leads to (see App. B),

∂tC = Afluct

(
Ū
)
· C + C · Afluct

(
Ū
)†

+Q, (3.3)
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where 〈ξt (x1, t) ξt (x2, t)〉 = Q (x1 − x2) δ (t− t′) specifies the spatial correlation of the noise.3

As written Eq. (3.3) is six-dimensional, but by using homogeneity in x and y it can be reduced

to four dimensions with the change of variables x = x1 − x2, y = y1 − y2. In addition, by

assuming ergodicity – the equivalence of the horizontal and ensemble averages – the nonlinear

stresses R (u′, u′) in the mean-field equations [Eq. (3.2a)] can be calculated directly from C. We

thus arrive at

∂tŪ = Amean · Ū +R (C), (3.4a)

∂tC(x, y, z1, z2; t) = Afluct

(
Ū
)
· C + C · Afluct

(
Ū
)†

+Q, (3.4b)

which is a schematic representation of the CE2 system solved throughout this work. The complex-

ity of the system is hidden in the linear operator Afluct, which contains all details of the evolution

of a shearing wave in inhomogenous U andB fields. Aside from the noise, conservation laws are

inherited from the nonlinear system (e.g., energy, magnetic helicity).

Before continuing, let me note an important, but somewhat subtle, point regarding the dif-

ferences between the CE2 and quasi-linear system. This difference arises when we equate the

horizontal and ergodic averages to enable the insertion of nonlinear stresses into the mean-field

equations. This is not the same as taking an ensemble average of individual realizations of the

quasi-linear system [Eqs. (3.2a) and (3.2b)], since such an average also includes realizations of

the mean field itself. In fact, there does not seem to be any exact correspondence between the

dynamics of the two except in certain cases, for instance, when the mean field is zero. For this

reason, one should be careful with equating CE2 dynamics to the dynamics of the quasi-linear

system, particularly when a CE2 calculation does not reach a time-independent steady state. The

3 Equation (3.3), the basis for the CE2 system, can also be derived as a truncation of the cumulant expansion (in
an inhomogenous background) at second order (Tobias et al., 2011). This can be generalized to yield higher-order
statistical equations that are often similar to inhomogenous versions of well known closure models, e.g., the eddy-
damped quasi-normal Markovian approximation (Marston, 2012).
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quasi-periodic oscillations seen in the saturated state of MRI will thus be considered an indication

that the time-independent saturated state is unstable, or that no simple turbulent equilibrium exists

(Farrell and Ioannou, 2012). Alternatively, if similar dynamics are observed in the quasi-linear

and CE2 evolution, this is an indication that fluctuations in the nonlinear stress R(u′, u′) about its

mean are not of fundamental importance for the dynamics of the system. More information and

discussion can be found in Farrell and Ioannou (2014), as well as in Bouchet et al. (2013), where

the authors consider more explicitly how fluctuations in R(u′, u′) can be added into the dynam-

ics of U . In chapter 4 I shall give examples in which there is a marked difference between the

quasi-linear and CE2 evolutions. This arises because the large-scale dynamo is primarily driven

by fluctuations in the nonlinear stresses.

3.1.1 Details and computational implementation

In this section I describe details of the CE2 scheme for the unstratified shearing box, including

the computational implementation. In addition, looking forward to the studies in chapters 4-6, I

will describe the direct quasi-linear simulation (DQLS) code, since the implementation is similar

to CE2 and it is sensible to describe both together. I shall start by giving the basic mean-field

and fluctuation equations, then describe the reduced variable set and the implementation in Fourier

space using Fast Fourier Transforms (FFTs). Finally I shall give details of the c++ class structure,

parallelization, and use of Mathematica for automatic code generation.

For the MRI problem of interest here, the mean-field equations become

(∂t − Sx∂y)U =− 2Ωẑ ×U + SUxŷ

+ ν̄∂2
zU − 〈u · ∇u〉+ 〈b · ∇b〉, (3.5a)

(∂t − Sx∂y)B =− SBxŷ + η̄∂2
zB +∇× 〈u× b〉, (3.5b)

∂zBz = ∂zUz = 0, (3.5c)
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and the fluctuating equations are

(∂t − Sx∂y)u = − 2Ωẑ × u+ Suxŷ + ν̄∇2u−∇p

− (u · ∇U +U · ∇u) + (B · ∇b+ b · ∇B) + σu, (3.6a)

(∂t − Sx∂y) b =Sbxŷ + η̄∇2b+∇× (u×B) +∇× (U × b) + σb, (3.6b)

∇ · u = 0, ∇ · b = 0. (3.6c)

Note that from hereon, for simplicity of notation, I shall use bare capital letters for the mean field

(i.e., dispense with the overbar), and lower-case letters for the fluctuating fields.

The CE2 equations will not be written out explicitly due to their complexity. They can be

straightforwardly (if tediously) derived by multiplying Eq. (3.6) by u(t) and b(t) before taking the

ensemble average. Following the reduction in dimensionality due to the homogeneity, and removal

of the pressure using the divergence constraint in x and y, this leads to an equation for

∂

∂t
C(x, y, z1, z2) =

∂

∂t

 〈uiuj〉 〈uibj〉
〈biuj〉 〈bibj〉

 , (3.7)

for i, j = 1 → 3. In general, it has been more convenient to consider the operator form of the

equations for C [see Eq. (3.3), as well as Eq. (3.11) below] and utilize the reduced variable set

(described below).

I shall work exclusively in the shearing frame for both CE2 and DQLS, in which the x depen-

dence of Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6) disappears and the shearing periodic boundary conditions become

periodic boundary conditions. The sheared variables (X, Y, Z, T ) are defined by

X = x, Y = y + Stx, Z = z, T = t

=⇒ ∂x → ∂X + ST∂Y , ∂y → ∂Y , ∂z → ∂Z , ∂t → ∂T + SX∂Y , (3.8)
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which, when substituted into the sheared MHD equations [Eq. (3.1)] or the quasi-linear equations

[Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6)], lead to the cancelation of the x dependence. The price of this simplification is

an explicit wavevector, which is introduced through ∂x → ∂X+ST∂Y . While this is easily handled

by defining the operator ∂x = ∂X + ST∂Y , which in Fourier space becomes kx = kx + STky,

a remapping procedure (described below) is necessary to keep the radial wavenumbers near the

range π/Lx(−Nx, Nx). If this is not done, dissipation will quickly overwhelm the simulation as

k2 increases in time.

Reduced variables

Since it is necessary to solve for correlations between all variables, any CE2 algorithm will nec-

essarily scale with m2, where m is the number of variables. Because of this, and due to the

convenience of eliminating the pressure, the equations for C are cast in terms of the variables4

u ≡ uX , b ≡ bX , ζ ≡ ∂ZuY − ∂Y uZ , η ≡ ∂ZbY − ∂Y bZ . These variables were also utilized in

various forms in the linear studies in chapter 2 and have become standard in hydrodynamic shear

flow simulation (Kim et al., 1987; Lee et al., 2013), although they are not commonly used in the

astrophysics community.

The primary downside of the reduced variable set is that the equations become significantly

more complex, particularly in real space. Their derivation proceeds by noting the relationship

42uY = −∂x∂Y u+ ∂Zζ, 42uZ = −∂x∂Zu− ∂Y ζ,

42bY = −∂x∂Y b+ ∂Zη, 42bZ = −∂x∂Zb− ∂Y η, (3.9)

where42 ≡ ∂2
Y +∂2

Z . Inverting42, one inserts these definitions into Eq. (3.6) and forms ∂Z∂Tuy−

∂Y ∂Tuz (and ∂Z∂T by − ∂Y ∂T bz), before applying the operator ∇2 −∇∇ · () to the u equation to

4 Note that η is used as a variable here, distinguished from the resistivity by the lack of an overbar.
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eliminate the pressure.5 As a test that no spurious effects are introduced through the use of this

variable set, I have written a nonlinear shearing box MHD code and compared directly to evolution

with the SNOOPY code (Lesur and Longaretti, 2007).

For the sake of example, I shall give the full equations for the simplified case in which only

the mean By can affect the fluctuations (i.e., neglecting Bx and U in the fluctuation evolution

operator). In this case, Eq. 3.6 becomes

∂Tφ = Afluct,By · φ+ ξ (3.10)

where φ = (u, ζ, b, η)T , ξ = (ξu, ξζ , ξb, ξη) is the noise each variable, and

Afluct,By =

−2S4̄−1∂x∂Y + ν̄4̄ 2Ω4̄−1∂Z

(S − 2Ω) ∂Z ν̄4̄

BY ∂Y 0

2B′y4−1
2 ∂x∂

2
Z +B′′y4−1

2 ∂x∂Z −B′y∂x By∂Y + 2B′y4−1
2 ∂Y ∂Z +B′y4−1

2 ∂Y

. . .

By∂Y + 24̄−1B′y4−1
2 ∂

2

x∂Y ∂Z 24̄−1B′y4−1
2 ∂x∂

2
Y

−B′′y4−1
2 ∂x∂Z −B′y∂x BY ∂Y −B′′y4−1

2 ∂Y

η̄4̄ 0

−S∂Z η̄4̄


. (3.11)

Here 4̄ = ∂
2

x + ∂2
Y + ∂2

Z is the Laplacian, and B′y denotes ∂ZBy. The CE2 equation is

∂tC(x, y, z1, z2; t) = Afluct,By · C + C · A†fluct,By
+Q, (3.12)

5 The inversion of the 42 operator is ill-defined for modes that depend only on x, since k2
y + k2

z = 0. These are
excluded from the initial conditions to avoid infinities.
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where C = φφ† is now a 4× 4 matrix in the reduced variable set.

Equation (3.12) is already formidable in length, and the inclusion of other mean-field variables

in addition toBy rendersAfluct significantly more complex. Thus to save work and mitigate human

error, automatic code generation is used in the CE2 implementation, which will be described below.

For DQLS it is simpler to first calculate (ux, uy, uz, bx, by, bz) using Eq. (3.9), and then form the

products U · ∇u, u · ∇U , B · ∇u, . . . directly, converting back to (u, ζ, b, η) before advancing

in time. The reduced variable set still has significant advantages in reducing memory usage and

interprocessor communication.

Using Eq. (3.9) it is straightforward to calculate the fluctuation energy as

E =
1

2

ˆ
dx (u2 + b2) =

1

2

ˆ
dx
[
4̄4−1

2 (u2 + b2) +4−1
2 (ζ2 + η2)

]
. (3.13)

The angular momentum transport and energy dissipation can easily be calculated from similar

expressions. For CE2, these are calculated by applying appropriate operators to the C matrix

(described below).

Fourier space implementation

As with nonlinear fluid equations, the CE2 and DQLS equations are particularly convenient to

solve in Fourier space, since derivatives involve simple multiplication and FFT algorithms can be

used. Further, noting the linear operator Afluct has no x or y dependence, one can split Eq. (3.10)

into Nx × Ny separate equations for each Fourier mode, with the replacements ∂Y → iky, ∂x →

ikx = ikx+ iSTky. This is particularly convenient both conceptually and computationally, since it

renders the system very easily parallelizable. It is then necessary to calculate the operator matrices

Afluct(kx, ky, U) (where U represents all mean fields), which can be achieved with O(4Nz) one-

dimensional Fourier transforms, each of length O(4Nz), for each (kx, ky) pair.6 Thus the equation

6Note that as described, this is the spectral method, rather than the pseudo-spectral method.
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for C becomes

∂tCkx,ky = Afluct(kx, ky, U) · Ckx,ky + Ckx,ky · Afluct(kx, ky, U)† +Qkx,ky , (3.14)

where Ckx,ky is now a 4Nz × 4Nz matrix in Fourier space. The matrix Afluct(kx, ky, U) must be

recalculated at every time step due to its dependence on the mean fields.

Throughout this thesis, the noise is chosen such that each mode with wavenumber k = |k| in

some chosen range, kc,lower < k < kc,upper, is driven equally in energy. More precisely (Farrell and

Ioannou, 2012), I chooseQkx,ky such that in equilibrium all modes are in equipartition if the linear

operator is chosen to cause constant damping across all wavenumbers, Afluct = I/(2r). Noting

that the derivative operators in the fluctuation energy [Eq. 3.13] become diagonal in the Fourier

basis, which implies

E =
1

N2
xN

2
yN

2
z

∑
kx,ky

Tr(MkxkyCkxky) (3.15)

for

Mkxky =



4̄4−1
2 0 0 0

0 4−1
2 0 0

0 0 4̄4−1
2 0

0 0 0 4−1
2


, (3.16)

we see that the diagonal matrix Qkxky = f 2
ξM

−1
kxky

is the required driving “noise.” Here fξ is

simply a constant to control the driving strength, and it is easy to enforce kc,lower < k < kc,upper

by simply zeroing out elements ofQkxky . The noise in DQLS is generated using a random number

generator with the relative strengths of various wavenumbers controlled by Qkxky . Since the noise

is generated in Fourier space, it is important to ensure its inverse transform is real by enforcing

appropriate symmetries.
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The final remaining step in solving the CE2 or DQLS equations involves the mean-field equa-

tions, which should be solved simultaneously with the fluctuation equations. Solving these in 1-D

Fourier space, the only step of any difficulty is the calculation of the nonlinear stresses arising from

the fluctuations, −〈u · ∇u〉+ 〈b · ∇b〉 and∇× 〈u× b〉. In the case of DQLS these can be easily

calculated by forming u and b to give −u · ∇u + b · ∇b and ∇ × u× b. Despite appearances,

these products do not require Fourier transforms in the x and y directions, since the kx = ky = 0

component of the Fourier transform of the product (i.e., the Fourier transform in the z direction of

the mean over x and y) can be simply related to the sum of the products calculated for each Fourier

mode separately. This is very important for reducing communication between processes and also

removes the necessity of dealiasing operations in the kx and ky dimensions (since no transforms

are ever performed along these directions).

For CE2, calculation of the nonlinear stresses is less intuitive, but can be achieved through

application of matrix operators to the C matrix. For example, to compute 〈bx∂xux〉, one forms the

operators

Lbxkxky = (0, 0, INz , 0)T , L∂xuxkxky
= (ikxINz , 0, 0, 0)T , (3.17)

(where INz is the Nz ×Nz identity matrix) and uses

〈bx∂xux〉kxky =
1

2
diag

{
(bx)kxky(∂xux)

†
kxky

}
=

1

2
diag

{
〈(Lbxkxkyφkxky)(L∂xuxkxky

φkxky)†〉
}

=
1

2
diag

{
Lbxkxky〈φkxky(φkxky)†〉(L∂xuxkxky

)†
}

=
1

2
diag

{
LbxkxkyCkxky(L∂xuxkxky

)†
}
. (3.18)

Here diag {·} represents the diagonal components of the matrix. Only diagonal components

needed because the nonlinear stresses involve correlations between variables at the same points

in space [i.e., u(x) · ∇u(x) rather than u(x) · ∇u(x′)]. To form the full set of nonlinear stresses,

one first converts all quadratic products (e.g., u · ∇b) into equivalent forms in the (u, ζ, b, η) vari-
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ables, then converts this into the sum of operators on C. Again, it is possible to calculate each kx,

ky separately and sum the result, avoiding global Fourier transforms.

I have so far neglected to discuss the consequences of the shearing frame, simply replacing any

mention of kx with kx = kx + STky. In practice, little more than this replacement is required ex-

cept for a remapping procedure, which is necessary to keep radial wavenumbers from continuously

growing in time (as would be the case if kx = kx + STky were naively applied with no modifica-

tion). I use a very simple method, similar to that proposed in Lithwick (2007), which relies on the

idea that in a finite domain (of length Lx, discretized by Nx Fourier modes), the wavenumbers kx

and kx + pNx(2π/Lx), p ∈ Z describe the same mode due to aliasing. Thus, when a kx(t) grows

sufficiently that it falls outside the range 2π/Lx(−Nx/2, Nx/2), one simply subtracts Nx(2π/Lx)

to remap it back into the correct range, then sets the amplitude of the mode to zero.7 This procedure

is done at every time step and does not require moving data in any way, but simply a relabeling of

the wavenumber attached to a given mode. The ability to carry out the remapping in such a simple

manner relies on not having to take Fourier transforms in the x direction (otherwise it would be

necessary to move modes in memory). In addition, the method requires an odd number of Fourier

modes to be used in the x direction, since there can be no Nyquist mode. This requirement makes

no difference for the quasi-linear system (in fact it is better to exclude the Nyquist mode), but is

inconvenient for a fully nonlinear code where transforms must be taken in three directions.

Numerical implementation

In this section I will briefly describe aspects of the numerical implementation for the DQLS and

CE2 codes. The codes are written in c++ and based on the Eigen (Guennebaud et al., 2010) and

FFTW (Frigo and Johnson, 2005) libraries. Rather than storing the data as a large contiguous 3-D

array (or some distributed generalization of this) as would be standard in a nonlinear code, it is

more convenient to store fluctuation data as an Nx × Ny array of (4Nz)
2 matrices (for CE2), or

7Without setting the mode to zero, trailing waves would be unphysically converted into leading waves.
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4Nz vectors (for DQLS). The wavenumber pairs (kx, ky) are then stored in separate arrays for each

element. Both codes are organized into class structures that make it very easy to change the time

integrators or solve different systems of equations. In both the CE2 and DQLS codes, the standard

time integrator is a third-order Runga-Kutta scheme (Lundbladh et al., 1992) with a variable time

step calculated from the Courant condition. Dissipation terms are treated implicitly so as to reduce

the time-step restriction that arises through terms with k2 dependence.

It is worth briefly explaining some optimizations that together have led to relatively significant

gains in computational speed. Firstly, as noted previously, dealiasing is unnecessary in the x and y

directions, which leads to gains of (3/2)2 in storage and computation for CE2. Similarly, since the

real-space equations have no imaginary part, only half of the Fourier modes must be considered.

In practice, this is most easily achieved by only considering modes for which ky > 0, ensuring that

this is correctly accounted for in reductions (e.g., nonlinear stresses) by counting modes twice if

ky 6= 0. Although I described the Fourier space implementation in the discussion above in terms of

the spectral method (explicit calculation of the operatorsAfluct), in practice it is somewhat faster to

use the pseudo-spectral method. Here, Fourier transforms are used directly on the C matrix, rather

than forming Afluct and using matrix multiplication.8

One disadvantage of the pseudo-spectral method is that the code for the CE2 time advance

becomes more complex, and this motivated the use of Mathematica to automatically generate c++

code. This allowed the very complex CE2 equations9 to be easily input into a “Model” class struc-

ture in c++, greatly reducing the possibility of human error. In addition, through enabling the

use of a more direct calculation of C evolution (the pseudo-spectral rather than spectral method),

automatic code generation resulted in substantial speed improvements. Finally, an obvious ben-

8 As is well known, the gain of the pseudo-spectral method over the spectral method is enormous for direct nu-
merical simulation, and it is an obvious choice for DQLS. However, the difference is much less substantial in CE2,
the reason being that fewer Fourier transforms are required to form Afluct than to calculate directly its operation on C
(only 1-D transforms are required to formAfluct, while 2-D transforms are required for pseudo-spectral evolution). In
practice, use of the pseudo-spectral method reduced computation time by approximately a factor of 2.

9Consider Eq. (3.11), with the addition of three other mean fields and z derivatives up to third order!
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efit is the ease with which new models may be studied, by simply generating a new equation set

and copying this directly to the existing class structure. The method, coded as a Mathematica

notebook, starts from the nonlinear MHD equations in standard variables [Eq. (3.1)], calculates

the quasi-linear equations, converts to the reduced variable set, and then explicitly forms the ma-

trix operator Afluct. It then calculates the operator product AfluctC + CA†fluct, determining which

operations must be performed using Fourier transforms (i.e., products of fluctuations with mean

fields) and automatically creating sets of temporary variables for necessary intermediate calcula-

tions. A c++ pseudo-code is then generated, which involves only operations that are able to be

performed numerically. Finally, this is converted into a string of text using replacement rules, and

this can be copied directly into the c++ file. As a measure of the labor saved through this proce-

dure, AfluctC + CA†fluct amounts to over 600 lines of c++ code when the effect of all mean fields is

included.

The parallelization of both the CE2 and DQLS codes, which is achieved using the Message

Passing Interface (MPI), is straightforward. At each time step, a single sum across processors is

needed to form the nonlinear stresses required for mean-field evolution. These stresses contain

mMFNz real elements (where mMF is the number of mean fields), so the amount of data move-

ment is almost always minimal in comparison to the total stored on each process (particularly

for CE2). This reduction is achieved using a single call to the MPI function MPI_Allreduce,

which passes the result of the summation across processes to all processes (this is necessary since

the mean fields must be stored on all processes). Similarly, global quantities such as energy, angu-

lar momentum, and dissipation, can be calculated through single scalar reduction after calculating

quantities separately on each process. In fact, the trickiest aspect of parallelization was the gener-

ation of DQLS noise, which is complex but must have the correct symmetries in Fourier space.10

This is carried out by having modes store a “partner’s” location using c++ iterators and only gen-

erating a random number once for each pair. Global input/output operations (e.g., dumping of the

10Generating noise in real space and converting back would be very harmful to the parallelization.
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full solution) are carried out in parallel, using the HDF5 library (The HDF Group, 2010) for the

DQLS code, and through the creation of separate files for each process for the CE2 code. In the

work presented in this thesis, I have run the CE2 code on up to 256 processors with no obvious

degradation from linear scaling with processor number. This has allowed calculations with reso-

lutions up to 80 × 160 × (4 × 128)2 (∼ 3.4 × 109 elements) to be completed without excessively

long computations.

Throughout the writing of the quasi-linear codes, I have verified their correctness, to the ex-

tent possible. Most straightforwardly, I have tested energy conservation in both codes through

calculation of

∂tET = S〈UTxUTy〉 − S〈BTxBTy〉 − ν̄〈(∇×UT )2〉 − η̄〈(∇×BT )2〉, (3.19)

for evolution in the absence of driving. In addition, the comparison between DQLS and CE2

evolution provides a relatively thorough check of the codes correctness, since each implements the

equations quite differently. The most stringent check comes from initializing Ckxky as a product

state

Ckxky = φkxky(φkxky)†, (3.20)

in which case its evolution under CE2 is the same as that of φkxky(φkxky)†, with φkxky calculated

from the quasi-linear equations. The correctness of the driving noise has been checked by taking

long time averages (with fixed mean fields) of the DQLS equations and comparing to the statistics

obtained from the equivalent CE2 run, as well as through extensive calculation of EMFs in fixed

mean fields (see chapter 4). Finally, I have also compared results to those of Lesur and Ogilvie

(2008a) and Lesur and Ogilvie (2008b), although this comparison was necessarily of a somewhat

qualitative nature.
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3.2 The MRI dynamo instability

In contrast to the original MHD equations [Eq. (3.1)], a general stable equilibrium of the CE2

system [Eq. (3.4)] corresponds to a statistically stationary turbulent state (within the quasi-linear

approximation). If such an equilibrium is rendered unstable by a change in system parameters, this

turbulent state is no longer possible and a rearrangement of the mean fields and flow statistics will

occur. This type of instability has no counterpart in standard MHD stability theory; it pertains to

the idea that the collective effect of the ensemble of fluctuating fields is to re-enforce perturbations

to the mean fields through the nonlinear stresses, causing instability. Of course, such ideas are

familiar in mean-field electrodynamics (Moffatt, 1978), and the method is very helpful for the

more formal dynamo studies presented later in the thesis. When the mean fields are sufficiently

small to be a linear perturbation to the fluctuations, our CE2 approximation is similar to the quasi-

linear kinematic theory of Sridhar and Subramanian (2009) and Sridhar and Singh (2010), as well

as the second-order correlation approximation of dynamo theory (see chapter 6 and Brandenburg

and Subramanian 2005).

All calculations presented here are initialized with C = 0, with the noise chosen to drive all

modes equally in energy (kc,lower = 0, kc,upper =∞), multiplied by the amplitude factor fξ. While

I have explored the dependence on fξ, for simplicity all calculations in this chapter use the same

value (fξ = 4 in the normalization used for the code) and the physical parameters Rm and Pm are

varied to illustrate bifurcations of the system. For reference, this noise level drives homogenous

turbulence at Rm = 12000, Pm = 1 to a mean total energy of ∼0.05. Rm = 12000 computations

use the resolution11 40 × 80 × (4 × 64)2. To ensure convergence, I have verified that doubling

the resolution (to 80 × 160 × (4 × 128)2) does not change results, for the Pm = 1 and Pm = 4

calculations.
11Recall that dealiasing is not required in the x and y directions, so 40 grid points is equivalent to 60 with dealiasing.
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Figure 3.1: Growth rate γDyn of the mean field, B̄y = B̄y0 (z) eγDynt, as a function of magnetic
Reynolds number at Pm = 1, 2, 4 and 8.

Homogenous turbulence, with (U ,B) = 0, is the simplest nontrivial equilibrium of the CE2

MRI system, with all nonlinear stresses vanishing identically. However, at fixed noise, as Re and

Rm are increased from zero this equilibrium becomes unstable around Rm ≈ 1500 (this value

depends on fξ). Such behavior is illustrated in Fig. 3.1, which shows the growth rate γDyn of the

dynamo instability (γDyn is real for all cases studied here). This is calculated by first evolving

Eq. (3.3) to the homogenous equilibrium by artificially removing the nonlinear feedback, then

introducing a very small (∼ 10−15) random mean field (with the amplitudes of U and Bx 1/10

that of By). (While theoretically possible to solve for the Floquet eigenspectrum directly,12 this

is challenging due to the grid size.) Following the introduction of mean-field feedback there is

a sustained period of exponential growth in B̄ for Rm & 1500. The observed eigenmodes are

sinusoidal in z (as is necessary due to spatial homogeneity) although not generally the largest

mode in the box, satisfy Bx � By, and appear to have no mean velocity component,13 (i.e.,

U = 0). While it is certainly expected that γDyn increase strongly with Rm – fluctuations grow

12 It would be necessary to calculate the Floquet spectrum because the system is not time independent due to the
shearing boundary conditions, increasing the computational difficulty substantially.

13This may not be the case at the highest Rm studied, since U grows slowly but does not ever get small enough
relative to B to say for sure whether the eigenmode satisfies U = 0 or just U � B. In either case, it is far too small
to be of dynamical importance in the linear growth phase.
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Figure 3.2: Evolution ofBy as a function of (z, t) at Pm = 4 for (a) Rm = 4500, time-independent
saturated state, and (b) Rm = 12000, time-dependent saturated state.

to a higher amplitude and there is less B dissipation – its dependence on Pm is more interesting

and suggestive. An increase in Pm implies more dissipation (through increasing ν̄), yet Fig. 3.1

shows that γDyn can increase, particularly at higher Rm. In addition, ∂γDyn/∂Rm increases with

Pm, with potentially interesting consequences for the very high Rm limit. The instability is driven

by the radial stress (∇× 〈u× b〉)x causing an increase in Bx, which in turn drives By through the

Ω effect, −qBy [see Eq. (3.5)]. The effect of the azimuthal stress (∇ × 〈u × b〉)y is to damp the

dynamo. This is the "shear-current effect" (Rogachevskii and Kleeorin, 2003; Brandenburg et al.,

2008a), which has been analyzed previously in the context of dynamo cycles in nonlinear MRI

turbulence (Lesur and Ogilvie, 2008a,b), and has similarities to exact nonlinear dynamo solutions

at low Rm (Rincon et al., 2007; Riols et al., 2013). An in-depth analysis of the shear-current effect

from the standpoint of dynamo theory is the subject of chapters 4-6.

Of more relevance to fully developed turbulence are the saturation characteristics of the dy-

namo instability. For computational convenience, moderately strong random14 mean fields are

used to initialize simulations (amplitude of B̄y ≈ 0.01, Bx and U initialized at 1/10 that of By).

14 The largest mode of the box has also been used for initialization, leading to similar results.
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Figure 3.3: Magnitude of By as measured by (By)rms = (L−1
z

´
dz |By|2)1/2 at saturation, as a

function of Rm and Pm. The shaded regions illustrate the approximate maxima and minima of the
time-dependent By when the system did not reach a time-independent statistical equilibrium. Gray
points (point styles as for CE2 results) illustrate the mean values of equivalent driven nonlinear
simulations, with error bars illustrating the approximate maxima and minima. The slight horizontal
offset of Pm = 1, 4 points is for clarity and the same Rm is used for all Pm.

As Rm is increased and the homogenous equilibrium is rendered unstable, the system saturates to

a new CE2 equilibrium with a strong background By that varies on the largest scale in the box, as

illustrated by the example in Fig. 3.2(a). As one increases Rm further, a second bifurcation occurs,

at which the inhomogenous equilibrium appears to become unstable and the system transitions to a

quasi-periodic time-dependent state. An example of this state, which occurs more readily at higher

Pm, is shown in Fig. 3.2(b). These two bifurcations – first to an inhomogenous state dominated

by mean fields, then the loss of equilibrium of this state – bear a strong resemblance to the transi-

tions seen in hydrodynamic plane Couette flow (Farrell and Ioannou, 2012), in which the second

transition is associated with self-sustaining behavior. Such a self-sustaining process is not possible

within our model due to the choice of 1-D mean fields (as opposed to 2-D in Farrell and Ioannou

2012), but the similarity as well as its Pm dependence is striking. Understanding physical mecha-
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nisms behind the loss of equilibrium may give useful insights into the self-sustaining dynamo that

is so fundamental to zero-net-flux turbulence.

This information is presented more compactly in Fig. 3.3, which illustrates the saturated By

amplitude over a range of Rm, Pm. The dependence of the saturated amplitude on Pm is enormous

[contrary to previous results on the large-scale dynamo (Brandenburg, 2009)], and can be well

understood at low Rm using the linear properties of inhomogenous shearing waves (see Sec. 3.3

below). Also shown is the mean azimuthal field By (x) (z) ≡ (LxLy)
−1
´
dx dy By (x) (where

By here is the full turbulent field) in driven nonlinear simulations (using noise that is statistically

equivalent to that for the CE2 calculations), which shows the same trends although amplitudes

are somewhat smaller. These simulations are run at a resolution 64 × 128 × 64 (Rm ≤ 9000)

and 128 × 256 × 128 (Rm = 12000) using the SNOOPY code (Lesur and Longaretti, 2007), and

mean values are obtained through time averages from t = 200 → 400. The large error bars on

these results illustrate how statistical simulation can be very profitable for observing such trends in

data. Note that in contrast to most nonlinear simulation, the driving noise extends to the smallest

scales available. Interestingly, there is a marked decrease in the saturated amplitudes at all Pm as

Rm is increased. This depends critically on the interaction of the fluctuating fields with B̄x, and

seems to have a relationship to radial MRI modes contributing to the azimuthal EMF (see Sec. 3.3

below). This illustrates that some important physical effects are absent from the dynamo saturation

mechanism proposed in Lesur and Ogilvie (2008b) and Lesur and Ogilvie (2008a), which only

includes the effect of By fields on saturation.

In Fig. 3.4 I show the angular momentum transport as a function of time for the highest Rm cal-

culations presented in Fig. 3.3. The increase in transport with Pm despite the increased dissipation

is evident, suggesting a relationship between the enormous dependence of MRI turbulence on Pm

(Fromang et al., 2007; Fromang, 2010) and the large-scale dynamo (since this is the only physical

effect included in the CE2 model beyond linear waves). While the scaling is not so pronounced

as self-sustained nonlinear turbulence [see for example, Fromang et al. (2007) figure 7], this is to
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Figure 3.4: Angular momentum transport 〈uxuy〉 − 〈bxby〉 (including mean and fluctuating vari-
ables) as a function of time for Rm = 12000, Pm = 1→ 16.

be expected since the CE2 calculations are driven. The scaling in our driven nonlinear simulations

(see Fig. 3.3, not shown in Fig. 3.4) is similar, although the overall transport level is a factor of

∼1.5 smaller. Note that the increase in transport is not primarily from the mean fields directly (that

is, through
〈
B̄xB̄y

〉
), but rather due to the fluctuations becoming more intense as a consequence of

the stronger mean fields, despite the higher dissipation.

3.3 The saturation mechanism of the dynamo instability

In this section I give a basic explanation for the saturation of the dynamo, including aspects of its

dependence on Pm. The fundamental saturation mechanism involves a nonlinear change to the

dependence of the azimuthal EMF on the magnetic field, such that it damps rather than drives the

dynamo. This is similar to the mechanism proposed by Lesur and Ogilvie (2008a) and Lesur and

Ogilvie (2008b), but we shall see that the radial magnetic field is critical. While far from complete,

this discussion serves two purposes. The first is to show that the basic saturation mechanism

(including its Pm dependence) can be roughly understood through study of the EMFs calculated
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from time-independent B fields.15 While not unexpected, this knowledge is important for further

study, in particular from analytic or semi-analytic standpoints. The second purpose is to illustrate

the fundamental importance of the radial magnetic field and the radial MRI, which was neglected

in Lesur and Ogilvie (2008a) and Lesur and Ogilvie (2008b). Again, this is not wholly surprising

(indeed, this is essentially a turbulent resistivity); however, its effect, especially at low Pm, is

dramatic. In fact, if the CE2 system is modified to include only the effects of the By field on the

fluctuations, the system fails to saturate above Rm∼4000, a property that is more severe at lower

Pm. Instead, Bx grows to unphysically large values, causing either wild oscillations in the mean

fields or a complete crash of the code. The discussion in this section addresses the interesting

transition to the time-dependent equilibrium (see Fig. 3.3) only from a very qualitative standpoint.

We have been unable to find a simple physical explanation for the cause of the transition, but it is

likely associated with a saddle-node bifurcation (Farrell and Ioannou, 2012), implying there may

be no equilibrium state above this second bifurcation.

3.3.1 Method

The method involves specifying CE2 mean fields and calculating C (from C = 0), thus finding a

set of fluctuation statistics associated with the chosen mean fields. These statistics are then used

to calculate the resulting EMF. Such a process is akin to calculation of the transport coefficients

in standard mean-field dynamo theory, but in the nonlinear regime where the ansatz E = αB +

β∇B + · · · is far from valid. Ideally, one would be able to evolve C until it was time independent,

thus solving

Afluct(U) C + C Afluct(U)† +Q = 0. (3.21)

15 The amplitude of U is substantially less than that of By in the growth phase and saturated state. Because of this,
and since it does not influence By directly (like Bx), U seems to be playing a subsidiary role, and I have not observed
substantial qualitative changes when its effect is removed from CE2 simulation altogether.
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However, there is a fundamental problem with this approach; the chosen mean fields can support

spectral instability when a radial magnetic field is included, in particular a generalization of the

radial MRI. This implies that Eq. (3.21) can never be solved, since C grows continuously in time.

As a particularly simple way to get around this, I instead evolve C until t = 20, and take the

statistics at this time. The reported results do not depend significantly on this choice of time over

a reasonable range of values (approximately t ∼ 5 to t ∼ 30). A better method, which I leave to

future work due to its increased complexity, would be to specify a harmonic time dependence in

the mean fields, thus allowing the time response of the EMFs to be measured in a systematic way.

Following Lesur and Ogilvie (2008b), let us consider the action of E on the mean fields through

∂tBx = −∂zEy + η̄4Bx, (3.22a)

∂tBy = −SBx + ∂zEx + η̄4By, (3.22b)

and study the behavior using the correlation integrals,

Γx =
1

〈By〉
〈By∂zEy〉 and Γy =

1

〈By〉
〈By∂zEx〉, (3.23)

where 〈f(z)〉 ≡ L−1
z

´
dzf(z). From Eq. (3.22) it is straightforward to see that Γy measures the

capacity of Ex to amplify or damp By directly (with a positive value for amplification), while Γx

measures the effect of Ey on By, acting through the shear term −SBx (again, a positive value

indicates Ey amplifiesBy). Since I shall include a smallBx in some calculations, which always has

the same spatial form asBy, Γx can contain similar magnitude contributions fromBx (the turbulent

resistivity),By (an off-diagonal turbulent resistivity), and possibly some nonlinear function of both.

(For Γy, the Bx contribution will be much smaller than the By contribution, see chapters 4–6 for

more information.) As discussed in the previous section, the dynamo instability is driven by Γx > 0
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(i.e., through Bx), while Γy < 0, due to the turbulent resistivity from By. For smallB (andU ), the

spatial form of E must be the same as that ofB, shifted by π/2 in phase, since the mean fields are

a small perturbation to the turbulence. However, this is not true for large mean fields and in general

E can have a somewhat complicated structure even for sinusoidal mean fields (one requirement is

〈EB〉 = 0, since there can be no α effect, see chapter 6).

Calculations are run with sinusoidal mean fields, By = By0 cos(k1z), Bx = −Bx0 cos(k1z),

where k1 = 2π/Lz. I consider both Bx0 = 0 and Bx0 = By0/10 to ascertain the importance of

the radial field on the saturation characteristics (note that By0 does not evolve in time for nonzero

Bx0). This form of the mean fields is chosen to approximate the saturated state of the dynamo

[see Fig. 3.3(a)], although the ratio of Bx0 to By0 is itself set by the saturation dynamics (and

could be time dependent) and 1/10 is chosen as an order-of-magnitude value for what is seen

in the self-consistent CE2 simulations. Note that this approach, calculating the EMF with both

nonzero Bx and By, is somewhat nonstandard in dynamo literature. However, for this problem in

which we are explicitly studying the nonlinear saturation behavior, it is more natural to specify

B in a form that might be found in the saturated state of a CE2 simulation. The driving noise

is identical to that discussed in Sec. 3.2, with resolution (Nx, Ny, Nz) = (32, 32, 48) at an aspect

ratio (Lx, Ly, Lz) = (1, 2, 1). In plotting results, Γ is normalized by the energy Efluct such that

results become independent of the driving noise level.16

A note on the spectral instability As mentioned, the chosen mean fields can be spectrally un-

stable for the higher values of B and Rm studied. The instability acts on ky = 0, kx 6= 0 modes

(as must be the case, since ky 6= 0 modes shear in time) and is essentially a generalization of the

radial MRI to a spatially dependent Bx. This can be seen by examining the spectrum of modes

after longer evolution times, and verifying that the scaling kxBx ∼ constant is approximately sat-

16 This normalization also implies that a steady-state value can be obtained, even when the system is spectrally
unstable. However, since this takes some time to reach, and such a steady state includes only the most unstable mode,
it seems more physically meaningful to consider the t = 20 values in any case.
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isfied for the most unstable mode at relatively large Bx (such that the dissipation is unimportant).

Note that these modes would not be a true spectral instability in reality, since with nonzero Bx,

By is necessarily time dependent and would eventually become important (see Balbus and Hawley

1991 for further discussion). These modes contribute most significantly to the turbulent diagonal

resistivity; thus, through Bx their influence significantly decreases Γx, enhancing the saturation of

the dynamo. This means that in a self-consistent simulation, as Bx grows such that the mean fields

are nearly unstable, the resulting EMFs will act to reduce Bx thus removing the spectral instabil-

ity. Such a process could feasibly lead to the time-dependent saturated state seen in Fig. 3.2(b),

with the change in the prevalence of the state with Pm having some relation to the steepness of

the Ey = 0 crossing or a time delay in the response of the fluctuations (although this is entirely

speculation).

3.3.2 Results

Results in the range By0 = 0.02 → 0.2 (Bx0 = 0.002 → 0.02 ) for Pm = 1 and Pm = 8

are illustrated in Figs. 3.5 and 3.6 respectively. Let us first discuss the behavior of Γy, the direct

contribution of the EMF to the generation of By. As expected, this is always negative, indicating

a standard turbulent resistivity. Γy is approximately linear in By, at least below By ≈ 0.1, which

implies the turbulent resistivity (β0, see Sec. 1.2) is constant. The difference between the case with

and without radial field is minor at low fields, but significant at high fields where the radial MRI

causes a sharp increase in the turbulent resistivity due to strong growth of ky = 0, kx 6= 0 modes.

The behavior of Γx is more interesting. As expected, at very low field strengths, Γx > 0 both

with and without the inclusion of Bx, at all Pm and Rm. This shows (as is already known) that

dynamo instability is possible. We are most interested in the By at which Γx becomes negative.

This gives some indication of the level of saturation, since Γx < 0 implies the dynamo is damped
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Figure 3.5: Γx/Efluct (left) and Γy/Efluct (right) as a function of By0 for Pm = 1 and (a-b) Rm =
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fluctuations (i.e., mean fields By = By0 cos(k1z), Bx = 0), while the red (dashed) line shows Γ
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Figure 3.6: Same as Fig. 3.5 but for Pm = 8.
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by the EMFs.17 Considering for the moment those results obtained with Bx (i.e., dashed curves

in Figs. 3.5 and 3.6), the most obvious feature is the very strong dependence of this zero crossing

on Pm; while relatively small for Pm = 1 (By0 ≈ 0.04) much larger values are seen for Pm = 8

(By0 ≈ 0.15). In addition, there is a decrease in the saturation point with Rm. These trends

nicely match the self-consistent saturation behavior shown in Fig. 3.3, and the inferred values

of By are similar. Nonetheless, caution is advised in assuming we have predictive power here:

firstly because the ratio of Bx to By is not a-priori known, and secondly because I have somewhat

arbitrarily chosen t = 20 for evaluation of C.

Turning to the behavior with Bx = 0, we see immediately why the effect of Bx on C is so

important for obtaining a saturated state in self-consistent CE2 calculations – Γx does not become

negative sufficiently fast with By if Bx = 0. Its behavior at Pm = 1, Rm = 7500 is particularly

interesting, staying positive for the entire range of By0 tested (it does eventually become negative

at Bx ≈ 0.3). This peculiar drop in Γx followed by a rise, seems to become more prominent at

higher Rm, and I currently lack physical intuition for what is causing such behavior. The effect of

Bx is more straightforward to understand, essentially as a turbulent resistivity of a similar form as

theBy contribution to Γy. At lowerBy0 this is nearly linear inBx, while at higher values, the radial

MRI becomes important causing a large negative contribution to Γx [e.g., this effect counteracts

the rise in Γx in Fig. 3.5(c)].

Finally, it is worth comparing this discussion to the model proposed in Lesur and Ogilvie

(2008a) and Lesur and Ogilvie (2008b). These works suggest a dynamo cycle can arise through the

nonlinear change in sign of Γx through the action of By alone, and find the dissipation coefficients

and Pm to be of subsidiary importance unless the dissipation is quite large. What is this sign

change and how does it relate to Figs. 3.5 and 3.6? For the higher dissipation cases presented here,

one can see the sign change [e.g., Fig. 3.5(a) at By0 ≈ 0.1]; however for the Pm = 1,Rm = 7500

17Although, the dynamo does not necessarily grow if Γx > 0, the positive effect must overwhelm the negative effect
due to Γy .
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case, this occurs at higher By0 (approximately By0 = 0.3). It seems likely that this second drop

in Γx will become independent of dissipation when for sufficiently high Rm, Re, and that this is

the transition studied analytically in Lesur and Ogilvie (2008a). I would thus propose the addition

of Bx to their model as a vital component of dynamo saturation. Recently, Donnelly (2013) has

presented an extension of the analytic work in Lesur and Ogilvie (2008a) to include dissipation

explicitly, some effects from Bx, and stratification. While they conclude that the model cannot

explain the Pm dependence of shearing box simulations, extensions to capture the effects seen in

Figs. 3.5 and 3.6 may be feasible, and this would be worth pursuing in future work.

Overall, we see that this basic exploration of the nonlinear stresses for fixed mean fields ex-

plains aspects the saturation behavior seen in Fig. 3.3, so long as one includes the effect of a mean

Bx on the fluctuations. Nonetheless, the above discussion could hardly be considered complete,

leaving entirely open the question of why the EMFs (in particular Ey) show such strong Pm de-

pendence. The answer appears to be related in some way to a stronger turbulent resistivity in

comparison to off-diagonal terms at lower Pm, which is perhaps related to the radial MRI, since

this causes a more significant decrease in Γx for a given Bx. It seems worth noting that ky = 0

modes can be completely excluded from self-consistent CE2 simulations, and one obtains similar

results. This is not surprising in light of the nonmodal analysis from chapter 2 – other modes that

are “near” the unstable ones can probably grow transiently to significant amplitudes, thus having a

similar effect to modes that are truly unstable.

3.4 Discussion

The primary motivation for this work has been to disentangle the important processes involved

in MRI turbulence and the associated dynamo. With this aim, we have enormously reduced the

nonlinearity of the unstratified shearing box system, keeping only those interactions that involve

the kx = ky = 0 modes (the mean fields). This removes the usual turbulent cascade, although
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fluctuations are still swept to the smallest scales by the mean shear. The primary result is that

despite this huge simplification – the only nonlinearity is due to the mean-field dynamo – the CE2

system displays qualitatively similar trends to fully developed MRI turbulence. In particular, a

decrease in Re at fixed Rm (i.e., an increase in Pm), causes an increase in angular momentum

transport – the reverse of the linear behavior. This illustrates the relationship of this trend to the

large-scale dynamo and facilitates future analytic studies to understand the primary causes for such

behavior. The hope is that such understanding would allow extrapolation into the high and low Pm

regimes that are so computationally challenging. In addition, statistical simulation (i.e., CE2,

Farrell and Ioannou 2003; Marston et al. 2008) provides very clear information on the bifurcations

between turbulent states of the system. We see two important bifurcations as Rm is increased:

the first is the transition from stable homogenous turbulence to a stable inhomogenous equilibrium

with strong mean fields (the dynamo instability), the second a loss of stability of the inhomogenous

equilibrium and transition to a near-periodic time-dependent state. Given the strong dependence

of both the saturated states and the second bifurcation on Pm, as well as the marked similarity to

studies of plane Couette flow (Farrell and Ioannou, 2012), it seems likely that further study of this

dynamo instability will yield important insights into the fundamental nature of the MRI system.

In the next three chapters, I shall analyze the linear behavior of observed dynamo instability,

arriving at the interesting conclusion that it is driven primarily by the magnetic fluctuations. The

novel nature of this dynamo makes it appealing for other applications outside of the context of the

MRI. Of course, for the sake of understanding MRI turbulence, the dynamo’s nonlinear behavior is

more significant. The examination of this saturation through direct calculation of EMFs in Sec. 3.3

was unsatisfyingly cursory, and may be seen as a starting point for more complete studies. (It is

at least comforting to see such strong Pm dependence in the EMFs, given that this is absent in

the model of Lesur and Ogilvie 2008b.) In particular, while the basic idea that the radial MRI

causes an increased turbulent dissipation of Bx seems reasonable, more work is needed to assess

exactly why this shows such strong Pm dependence, and what the fate of such a mechanism would
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be at high Reynolds numbers. In addition, helicity conservation and transport have historically

been of particular importance in dynamo saturation (Bhattacharjee and Hameiri, 1986; Blackman

and Field, 2002), and understanding how these effects interact with the nonlinear changes to the

transport coefficients discussed above may be crucial in obtaining a complete theory of the dy-

namo saturation. Given the strong helicity fluxes observed in global unstratified disk simulations

(Ebrahimi and Bhattacharjee, 2014), there is reason to expect these effects will be significant.

While such studies may prove be very fruitful, due to time constraints, these interesting subjects

are not explored further in this thesis.



Chapter 4

Nonhelical shear dynamos: the effect of

rotation and small-scale magnetic

fluctuations

4.1 Introduction to the magnetic shear-current effect

We have seen in the previous chapter that a large-scale dynamo is excited in CE2 computations

of MRI turbulence in the unstratified shearing box. The saturated state of this dynamo bears a

strong resemblance to aspects of self-sustaining zero-net-flux turbulence, in particular the increase

in turbulence intensity with a decrease in Re (increase in Pm). Far from being obvious, the mere

existence of this dynamo is rather surprising when one compares with previous dynamo literature.

As discussed in the introduction (Sec. 1.2), most dynamo studies focus on the α effect, which

is impossible in the unstratified shearing box due to the mirror symmetry and homogeneity. How,

then, is the dynamo excited? The large-scale shear is certainly fundamental to the mechanism, most

obviously strengthening the dynamo through simple stretching of the mean field (the Ω effect),

although a variety of other more subtle effects may also enhance growth (see, for example, Vishniac

113
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and Cho 2001; Brandenburg 2008; Tobias and Cattaneo 2014). While large-scale homogenous

nonhelical dynamos have been studied previously in shear flows (Brandenburg et al., 2008a; Yousef

et al., 2008b; Singh and Jingade, 2015), we shall see in this chapter that the dynamo observed in

our CE2 calculations is of a fundamentally different character from the mechanism studied in

most previous literature (e.g., Brandenburg et al. 2008a; Heinemann et al. 2011). In particular,

it is a coherent dynamo in which the crucial transport coefficient is primarily determined by the

small-scale magnetic fluctuations. The work presented in this chapter is currently under review for

publication in The Astrophysical Journal (Squire and Bhattacharjee, 2015c).

Nonhelical shear dynamos have been an object of fascination in the dynamo literature for some

years. Two fundamentally different explanations have been proposed for how large-scale fields can

be generated without any symmetry-breaking process. The first – the so-called “shear-current ef-

fect” – is in essence an off-diagonal turbulent resistivity (Rogachevskii and Kleeorin, 2003, 2004).

When coupled with the shear, even rather small values of this transport coefficient can overcome

the standard (diagonal) turbulent resistivity and cause growth of a mean-field dynamo. The second

explanation – the stochastic-α effect – relies on the idea that even if the mean α coefficients van-

ish, sufficiently strong fluctuations can lead to large-scale field growth (Vishniac and Brandenburg,

1997; Silant’ev, 2000; Heinemann et al., 2011). This dynamo is not mean-field in the usual sense

since it relies on the finite size of the system to cause mean-field growth; nonetheless, given that

the universe is sampling a single realization of turbulence, not the ensemble average, such effects

could be entirely physical. At the present time, much of the community appears to have converged

on the idea that nonhelical shear dynamos are incoherent in nature; i.e., the stochastic-α effect is

more important than the shear-current effect. The primary reasoning is that the crucial transport

coefficient required for the shear-current effect appears to have the incorrect sign, at least at moder-

ate Reynolds numbers (Rädler and Stepanov, 2006; Rüdiger and Kitchatinov, 2006; Brandenburg

et al., 2008a). At the same time, given the variety of different, but related, incoherent dynamo

mechanisms that have been suggested (Silant’ev, 2000; Heinemann et al., 2011; Mitra and Bran-
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denburg, 2012; Richardson and Proctor, 2012; Sridhar and Singh, 2014), one is led to the idea that

such effects should be relatively generic and operate across a wide range of parameters.

Here, and in Chapters 5 and 6, I re-examine the possibility of large-scale coherent nonhelical

shear dynamos. Motivated primarily by understanding the MRI dynamo observed in the previous

chapter, we propose a fundamentally different mechanism to those discussed above – that a coher-

ent large-scale magnetic field can be excited by small-scale magnetic fluctuations. In addition to

the MRI dynamo, such a mechanism may prove important in a wide variety of other astrophysi-

cal scenarios. In particular, any MHD system above low magnetic Reynolds numbers is unstable

to the small-scale (or fluctuation) dynamo (Schekochihin et al., 2007), and the magnetic field at

the smallest scales of the turbulent spectrum will grow very rapidly. Such growth is sufficiently

fast that it always eclipses large-scale field growth, and thus a mean-field dynamo must be able to

grow on top of both velocity and magnetic fluctuations (Kulsrud and Anderson, 1992; Boldyrev

et al., 2005; Cattaneo and Hughes, 2009). This idea is fundamentally related to α-quenching, in

which the small-scale magnetic fluctuations quench the growth of the large-scale field before it

has a chance to reach significant amplitude. As discussed in Sec. 1.2, such considerations have

caused many in the field to question whether the α effect really can explain observed large-scale

fields. Our proposal is in some sense the opposite to quenching: for nonhelical shear-dynamos,

the back-reaction from the small-scale dynamo may be a positive effect, enhancing the large-scale

dynamo growth rate.

In this chapter, I focus on understanding such a magnetic dynamo in the regime of low Reynolds

numbers. In this regime the problem becomes substantially simpler, due to the greater applicability

of quasi-linear approximations and the lack of a small-scale dynamo (Yousef et al., 2008a). This

enables the effects of velocity and magnetic fluctuations to be studied separately (e.g., through

driving the induction equation) even in nonlinear direct numerical simulation (DNS), as well as

allowing simple calculation of transport coefficients and fluctuation statistics. We shall see that

with sufficiently strong small-scale magnetic fluctuations, the character of the observed large-scale
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dynamo changes, becoming more coherent in time and saturating at higher field strengths. That

this is a coherent dynamo effect is confirmed through numerical evaluation of the relevant transport

coefficients. In Chapter 5, I consider the more interesting and relevant case where the magnetic

fluctuations are self-consistently excited by the small-scale dynamo at higher Reynolds numbers,

driving a large-scale dynamo once they reach saturation.

In addition to studying the magnetic dynamo, I re-examine the kinematic dynamos presented in

Yousef et al. (2008a) and Yousef et al. (2008b), since it is necessary to understand the intricacies

of the kinematic dynamo before moving on to the magnetically driven case. It is found that in

their non-rotating examples, the dynamo seen by Yousef et al. (2008a) is indeed a stochastic-α

effect, of the type suggested by Heinemann et al. (2011). However, anti-cyclonic (e.g., Keplerian)

rotation can substantially alter the picture, causing a coherent dynamo to become possible by

changing the sign of the off-diagonal resistivity. This behavior is well explained by the Ω × J ,

or Rädler, effect (Krause and Rädler, 1980; Moffatt and Proctor, 1982). Although not commented

on by Yousef et al. (2008a), these conclusions are entirely compatible with their results, nicely

explaining observed trends in growth rates.

In chapter 6, I confirm the main conclusions of this chapter analytically using the second-

order correlation approximation (SOCA). In particular, I show that magnetic fluctuations cause an

off-diagonal resistivity (of the required sign) that is of substantially larger magnitude than the kine-

matic effect. Importantly, this agrees with previous calculations using the τ -approximation (Ro-

gachevskii and Kleeorin, 2004), as well as calculations using shear quasi-linear theory with mag-

netic fluctuations (this is simply CE2 but is very similar to Sridhar and Subramanian 2009; Singh

and Sridhar 2011), and perturbative calculations of inhomogenous MRI shearing waves (Lesur

and Ogilvie, 2008a). Such agreement is in contrast to the originally proposed kinematic shear-

current effect, in which sign of the off-diagonal resistivity disagrees between the τ -approximation

(Rogachevskii and Kleeorin, 2003), SOCA (Rädler and Stepanov, 2006; Rüdiger and Kitchati-

nov, 2006) and shear quasi-linear theory (Singh and Sridhar, 2011). In addition, all three closure
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methods agree that the magnetic effect is substantially larger than the kinematic effect (for sim-

ilar fluctuation levels brms ∼ urms). Our hope is that this agreement speaks to the robustness of

the effect at both high and low Reynolds numbers. Regarding the kinematic dynamo, the analytic

SOCA results also confirm the qualitative change to the dynamo that results from the addition of

Keplerian rotation.

Since self-sustaining MRI turbulence is highly nonlinear and linear dynamo results will be

generally inapplicable, what does this theoretical dynamo study add to the discussion? Rather than

expecting quantitative application for dynamo growth rates, one can consider the presence of a

large-scale dynamo instability to be an indication that the turbulence will always be accompanied

by large-scale structures. Specifically, since the primary results of this chapter are that both anti-

cyclonic rotation and magnetic fluctuations have a positive influence on the coherent dynamo, it

seems reasonable to surmise that this mechanism should play an important role in MRI turbulence.

It is also worth noting that the conclusion that the MRI dynamo arises through an off-diagonal

resistivity has been reached computationally from basic measurements of E in unstratified MRI

simulations (Lesur and Ogilvie, 2008b). Of course, for the purposes of understanding MRI turbu-

lence, the nonlinear behavior of the dynamo will be important, but aside from the brief discussions

in chapter 3, I leave this complex topic to future work (Rogachevskii and Kleeorin, 2004; Ro-

gachevskii et al., 2006; Lesur and Ogilvie, 2008a).

4.1.1 Outline

Since results on both the magnetically driven and kinematic dynamo are presented, I feel it helpful

to provide a “roadmap” for chapter’s structure. This is intended to outline how central results relate

to each other, and provide motivation for the structure of the chapter.

As discussed, the most important results of this chapter are those regarding the “magnetic shear-

current effect,” which act as a prelude to chapter 5, but in the simpler low-Rm regime. However,
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to be able to convincingly interpret results – in particular, observations of the magnetic dynamo

in nonlinear simulation – it is necessary to first explore the kinematic dynamo, its primary driving

mechanisms, and its dependence on physical parameters. Thus, I first present results (Sec. 4.4)

on the dynamo mechanism in the simulations of Yousef et al. (2008a) and Yousef et al. (2008b),

which show that this kinematic dynamo is primarily incoherent (although coherent effects become

important with rotation) and provides a comparison point for later results on the magnetic dynamo.

This section also acts to illustrate the effectiveness of the quasi-linear and statistical simulation

methods in disentangling incoherent and coherent dynamo mechanisms, and demonstrates that the

direct measurement of transport coefficients yields results in agreement with other methods.

The magnetic shear-current effect dynamo is then studied in Sec. 4.5. To argue for its exis-

tence, I use the same tools as for the kinematic dynamo: qualitative examination of the dynamo

from direct numerical simulation, statistical simulations at the same physical parameters as in the

kinematic case, and direct measurement of transport coefficients. I hope that together these meth-

ods provide a strong argument for the existence of the effect and its potential importance in dynamo

theory.

These sections on the kinematic and magnetic shear dynamos are preceded by a theoretical

discussion of the different dynamo mechanisms that are possible in this geometry (Sec. 4.2), and an

explanation of the numerical methods (Sec. 4.3). The primary purpose of the theoretical discussion

is to explain the differences between incoherent and coherent dynamos, and what properties might

be used to distinguish these. A different stochastic dynamo mechanism (Silant’ev, 2000; Sridhar

and Singh, 2014), based on the work of Kraichnan (1976), is discussed in App. C.1, where I come

to the conclusion that this dynamo is unlikely to be causing observed field generation due to the

effects of off-diagonal α fluctuations. I finish the chapter in Sec. 4.6 with conclusions, including a

detailed comparison with previous works.
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Throughout this chapter, nonlinear simulations will utilize a similar numerical setup to that of

Yousef et al. (2008a), with tall boxes (Lz � Lx = Ly) to enhance scale separation, and relatively

small Reynolds numbers (Re = Rm = 100) to avoid the complications of the small-scale dynamo.

4.2 Shear dynamos

In this section I conceptually examine the possibilities of incoherent (stochastic-α), and coherent

(shear-current) dynamos, arising from nonhelical turbulence in a Cartesian shearing box. Specif-

ically, I consider an imposed linear velocity shear, U0 = −Sxŷ, and mean fields are defined by

simple averaging over the horizontal (x and y) directions. (Note that S is defined in the same way

as the rest of the thesis using the conventions of astrophysical literature, and that this is the reverse

of that used in most previous shear dynamo works). A more comprehensive exploration of possible

dynamo mechanisms in this geometry can be found in Mitra and Brandenburg (2012).

In the conventional way, I start by defining mean and fluctuating fields through the relation

BT = BT + b = B + b, whereBT is the full turbulent magnetic field and an overbar denotes the

mean-field average (simply a spatial average over x and y). I shall also make use of the ensemble

mean, denoted 〈·〉, which is the average over an ensemble of realizations at the same physical

parameters (see the discussion in Sec. 3.1). Averaging the induction equation leads to the standard

mean-field dynamo equations for the mean magnetic field B (Moffatt, 1978; Krause and Rädler,

1980)

∂tB = ∇× (U0 ×B) +∇× E +
1

Rm
4B. (4.1)

Here E = u× b is the electromotive force, assumed to be of the form Ei = αijBj +βijkBj,k + · · ·

due to scale separation (more discussion is given in Sec. 1.2). Due to the simplicity of the average

B is a function only of z, implying Bz = 0, and there are only 4 nonzero components of the

βijktensor1 (see Brandenburg and Sokoloff 2002; Rädler and Stepanov 2006). Expanding Eq. (4.1)
1Specifically βi3k = 0 since Bz = 0, and βijk = 0 if k 6= 3 since ∂xB = ∂yB = 0.
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one obtains

∂tBx = −αyx∂zBx − αyy∂zBy − ηyx∂2
zBy + (ηyy + η̄)∂2

zBx (4.2a)

∂tBy = −SBx + αxx∂zBx + αxy∂zBy − ηxy∂2
zBx + (ηxx + η̄)∂2

zBy, (4.2b)

where the ηij are defined nonzero components of βijk; ηxx = βxyz, ηxy = −βxxz, ηyy =

−βyxz, ηyx = βyyz (these definitions are more natural when the current is used in E instead of

Bi,j; i.e., Ei = αijBj − ηijJj). At this stage, the α and η coefficients are not assumed constant

in time, space, or over realizations (i.e., αij 6= 〈αij〉) – indeed with the mean-field average taken

over a finite sized domain, they can fluctuate strongly. General symmetry arguments (Rädler

and Stepanov, 2006; Brandenburg et al., 2008a) show that 〈αij〉 = 0, while there are no such

constraints on the form of ηij when effects are present that break the isotropy of the turbulence

(e.g., shear, rotation). I shall assume that the diagonal components of the resistivity, ηyy and ηxx,

are positive, since the scale separation assumptions of mean-field theory will presumably become

invalid if this is not the case.

In the following sections I discuss the two fundamental dynamo mechanisms that are examined

in this work.

Coherent shear dynamo

This dynamo arises primarily from the coupling between the off-diagonal resistivity ηyx and the

shear term −SBx. Specifically, for Eq. (4.2) with αij = 0 and ηyy = ηxx = ηt for simplicity,2 it is

straightforward to show that an eigenmode with the spatial structure Bi = Bi0e
ikz has the growth

rate

γη = k
√
ηyx (−S + k2ηxy)− k2ηt. (4.3)

2A relaxation of this assumption does not qualitatively change the dynamo mechanism.
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Neglecting ηxy by assuming |k2ηxy| � S for all k for which scale separation holds, positive

dynamo growth is possible if −Sηyx > 0 and k
√
−ηyxS > k2ηt. The maximum growth rate is

γη = |Sηyx| /4ηt, obtained at k =
√
|Sηyx|/2ηt (if this wavenumber fits in the box). For a single

mode of this dynamo, Bx and By are π out of phase, Bx = −k
√
|ηyx/S|By, and their phases are

constant in time, meaningRe
〈
BxB

∗
y

〉
= −(〈BxB

∗
x〉
〈
ByB

∗
y

〉
)1/2. A nonzero ηyx can arise from the

effect of shear through the shear-current effect (Rogachevskii and Kleeorin, 2003), from rotation

through the Ω × J (or Rädler) effect (Krause and Rädler, 1980; Rädler et al., 2003), or from a

combination of both. Since ηyx ∝ S if ηyx arises through the shear-current effect, the maximum

growth rate of the coherent dynamo should scale as γ ∼ S2 (this also holds with rotation if Ω/S is

held fixed).

Stochastic-α effect

This dynamo arises from the combination of zero-mean αyy fluctuations and the mean shear S.

Consider Eq. (4.2) with ηxy = ηyx = 0, 〈αij〉 = 0, and again take ηyy = ηxx = ηt. For simplicity,3

I set αxy (t) = αyx (t) = αxx (t) = 0, assume white noise fluctuations in αyy,

〈αyy (t)αyy (t′)〉 = Dyyδ (t− t′) , (4.4)

and again take Bi = Bi0e
ikz. One can show using standard techniques of stochastic calculus

(Gardiner, 2004) that while 〈Bi (t)〉 decays due to turbulent resistivity, it is possible for
〈
BiB

∗
j

〉
to

grow at the rate

γα =

(
k2S2Dyy

2

)1/3

− k2ηt. (4.5)

Thus, positive dynamo growth is possible if fluctuations in α are sufficiently large. The maximum

growth rate of this dynamo is γ = 0.074S
√
Dyy/ηt , obtained at k =

√
S (Dyy/54η3

t )
1/4. Note

3When the shear is larger than fluctuations in α, {αxy, αyx, αxx} are each subdominant to αyy in their effect on
the growth rate; see Mitra and Brandenburg (2012).
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that in any single realization of this dynamo, as observed in simulation, Bx and By will grow ap-

proximately exponentially; the fact that 〈Bi〉 = 0 would only become apparent if a large ensemble

of simulations were carried out at the same physical parameters (with the same initial conditions

for the mean field). Importantly, initial conditions must be forgotten over the timescale associated

with the turbulent resistivity, t ∼ (k2ηt)
−1 (since 〈Bi(t)〉 simply decays exponentially), which

implies that the dynamo cannot have a constant phase as it grows in time. For a single mode of

the dynamo, Bx and By are on average π/4 out of phase (as for the coherent α shear dynamo),

Re
〈
BxB

∗
y

〉
= −2−1/2(〈BxB

∗
x〉〈ByB

∗
y〉)1/2. The stochastic-α dynamo will also have a dependence

on the horizontal domain size, since averaging over a larger domain will decrease the size of the

fluctuations in α, thus decreasing the magnitude of the growth rate. More information, including

the effects of other nonzero α coefficients and correlations between different αij , can be found

in Mitra and Brandenburg (2012). This type of stochastic-α dynamo has also been derived from

the MHD equations directly by quasi-linearly considering a collection of forced shearing waves

(Heinemann et al., 2011; McWilliams, 2012).

It is interesting to note that the growth rate of a stochastic-α dynamo can be arbitrarily increased

or decreased by changing the volume of the mean-field average. In particular, an increase in the

volume of the average by a factor a must lead to a reduction in the magnitude of 〈α2〉 by a also,

assuming the turbulence in each sub-volume is statistically independent. With smaller 〈α2〉, a

reduction in the dynamo growth rate would result. In fact, we see this effect explicitly in the

simulations presented in Sec. 4.4 by simply doubling the horizontal dimensions of our domain,

keeping all other parameters fixed.

A fundamentally different type of stochastic-α shear dynamo has also been proposed and stud-

ied in Silant’ev (2000) and Sridhar and Singh (2014). This dynamo is essentially the same as that

proposed by Kraichnan (1976), arising from sufficiently strong fluctuations in α with a correlation

between diagonal components 〈αxx(t)αyy(t)〉 6= 0. Importantly, there is also an opposing contri-

bution to this effect that arises from fluctuations in the off-diagonal components of α, the potential
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significance of which has not been discussed in previous literature (of which I am aware). For this

reason, this effect is unlikely to be the mechanism driving the large-scale dynamos studied in this

thesis. Further details are given in App. C.1.

Of course, in a real turbulent situation, the coherent and incoherent dynamo mechanisms can

be mixed, and distinguishing the two may be rather difficult. In particular, the ηij coefficients dis-

cussed for the coherent shear dynamo will also fluctuate in time and the mean fields will generally

be noisy, even if the stochastic-α effect is not the dominant dynamo driver. In this work I use a

variety of methods to compare the two in different physical situations, from directly calculating

transport coefficients, to simply observing mean-field temporal evolution. In the case of magnetic

fluctuations, one might also include an additive noise into Eq. (4.2) which arises from ∂z(u× b)

of the background (spatially homogenous) fluctuations.

4.3 Equations and numerical method

In this section I outline the equations solved and discuss the numerical methods, including the non-

linear MHD code SNOOPY (Lesur and Longaretti, 2007) and my implementation of the test-field

method within this framework. The fundamental equations are the nonlinear magnetohydrody-

namic equations with a background shear flow U0 = −Sxŷ as outlined in chapter 3 [Eq. 3.1].

Throughout this chapter, the driving noise (σu and σb) is nonhelical and white in time, localized

in wavenumber around k = 6π (in the dimensions of the box) with width 6π/5 (i.e., kc,lower =

6π − 6π/5, kc,upper = 6π + 6π/5) and is used to generate an homogenous bath of small-scale

velocity and/or magnetic fluctuations.4 Note that unlike in the previous chapter, I shall study

the case of pure shear without rotation, Ω = 0, as well as those with rotation. Throughout this

work I consider initially homogenous turbulence with zero average helicity. I use a Cartesian box

4This forcing is of the same form as Yousef et al. (2008a).
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of dimensions (Lx, Ly, Lz) with periodic boundary conditions in z and y, and shearing periodic

boundary conditions in x.

As the primary tool for solving the shearing box MHD equations [Eq. (3.1)], I will utilize the

SNOOPY code (Lesur and Longaretti, 2007). SNOOPY uses a standard Fourier pseudo-spectral

method in the shearing frame, with a third-order variable time step Runga-Kutta integrator and

3/2 dealiasing. It is written in the c programming language and is primarily based on the standard

FFTW library (Frigo and Johnson, 2005), parallelized with MPI and OpenMP. The remapping pro-

cedure in SNOOPY, necessary to ensure kx values do not constantly grow during the simulation,

differs from that used in the quasi-linear and CE2 codes (see Sec. 3.1). In particular, rather than

remapping a radial wavenumber kx(t) = kx(0) + Stky as soon as its value is outside the spec-

ified range 2πNx/Lx(−1/2, 1/2), remapping is carried out on all wavenumbers simultaneously

every TSB = Ly/SLx (this period, TSB, is the period with which the lowest ky wavenumbers are

remapped in the CE2 method). While this method, which has historically been the standard ap-

proach, leads to high wavenumbers reaching larger values and thus a more “choppy” simulation,

it has the advantage of allowing an even sized grid, which is highly beneficial for speed if Fourier

transforms are taken across all three dimensions. Recently, a method that utilizes a slight modifica-

tion to the Fourier transform has been proposed (Brucker et al., 2007), dispensing with remapping

entirely. This seems to have a number of advantages and would probably be the ideal choice for a

future Fourier shearing box code.

4.3.1 Measurement of the transport coefficients

At a variety of points throughout this work it has been invaluable to measure the transport co-

efficients directly. This has been done both in nonlinear simulation, using the test-field method

as well as other approaches (see chapter 5), and within the quasi-linear approximation (primarily

with CE2). The latter (quasi-linear measurement) is quite straightforward, since the equations are
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already defined in terms of the mean and fluctuating fields. In particular, as outlined in chapter 3,

it is simply necessary to solve the fluctuation equations [Eq. (3.6)] alone, with some chosen (fixed

in time) U and B. One then simply calculates Ei from the fluctuations. Of course, this process is

rendered particularly convenient within CE2, since the statistics are solved for directly, and thus Ei

is calculated exactly. I have thoroughly checked the consistency between these CE2 calculations

and the values obtained by taking very long time averages in direct quasi-linear simulation with

fixed mean fields. Within the quasi-linear model, kinetic and magnetic fluctuations are treated in

the same way, and the transport coefficients arising from each can be calculated separately and

summed to obtain the coefficients arising from a turbulent bath with both u0 and b0.

The test-field method5 allows the calculation of transport coefficients without the quasi-linear

approximation and has become a common tool in dynamo studies over the past decade (Branden-

burg et al., 2008a). The method involves solving for a set of “test fields” in addition to the standard

“base” MHD equations. The test fields bq are simply additional sets of magnetic fluctuations,

which satisfy the equation

∂tb
q = ∇× (u×Bq) +∇× (U × bq) +∇×

(
u× bq − u× bq

)
+ η̄∇2bq. (4.6)

Here u and U are the fluctuating and mean velocity fields taken from the base MHD simulation.

The mean magnetic fields Bq are fixed (specified at the start of a simulation), with one Bq for

each bq. By computing the EMF that results from bq in the mean field Bq, one can calculate

the transport coefficients. Note that Eq. (4.6) is almost the same as the fluctuating quasi-linear

induction equation [Eq. (3.6b)], except for the inclusion of the fluctuating EMF E ′ = u × bq −

u× bq. This term can render the test fields unstable to the small-scale dynamo above moderate

Reynolds numbers, and for this reason it can be necessary to reset test fields to zero periodically,

where the period Treset is chosen such that b(q) does not grow larger than the small-scale velocity

5Note that there is a similarly named, but unrelated, method due to Kraichnan in statistical turbulence literature;
see, for example, Kraichnan (1971).
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field.6 The implementation of the method in SNOOPY involved adding test fields into the basic

framework of the code. Any number of extra test fields (specified through the preprocessor macro

NUM_TEST_FIELDS), with arbitrary specified mean fields can be used for a given run with either

the hydrodynamic or MHD equations (see below). The resulting spatiotemporal EMFs, Eq =

〈u× bq〉, are saved to file for post-processing.

The test-field method can used in different ways, depending on the needs for a given simulation.

In each case, one usually specifies harmonic functions for Bq, with sufficiently small amplitudes

such that E is linear in Bq, ideally defining one test field for each two transport coefficients.7

Its simplest – and most obviously meaningful – use, is to run a hydrodynamic simulation for u,

thus calculating kinematic transport coefficients. Most of the studies presented in this thesis have

utilized the test-field method in this fashion. A simple extension is the “quasi-kinematic” method

(Brandenburg et al., 2008b; Hubbard et al., 2009), for which one runs an MHD simulation in

which u is influenced by self-consistent magnetic fields, and extracts the u to insert into the test-

field equations. This can most obviously be used to understand how the kinematic coefficients are

modified by a mean field B, or the small-scale dynamo field, but transport coefficients that arise

directly through b are not included. A variety of subtleties exist, however, and care must be used

in interpreting results, see Hubbard et al. (2009). The method has been used to study the accretion

disk dynamo in Gressel (2010), with nice, although somewhat inconclusive, results.

Note that unlike with quasi-linear simulation, the extension of the test-field method to explicitly

include background b0 fluctuations is nontrivial (here “background” specifically refers to those

fluctuations that exist independently of a mean field). In particular, without linearization (as in

6 This process possibly introduces systematic errors in the transport coefficients, especially at higher Reynolds
numbers where the small-scale dynamo growth is faster, requiring a smaller Treset. In higher Rm calculations I have
checked that results are independent of Treset over a moderate range; however, this empirical approach does not seem
entirely satisfactory and it would be interesting to study this issue more thoroughly.

7 If the system is homogenous, one test field is sufficient to calculate four transport coefficients (for our horizontal
mean-field average); e.g.,Bq = (0, By0 cos(k1z), 0) can be used to calculate ηyx, ηxx, αyy , and αxy . The use of more
test fields allows calculation of the spatial variation of coefficients, for instance if stratification is used or a strong U
is seen to develop.
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the quasi-linear method), it is difficult to ensure that the test fields bq and uq are linear in the test

mean fields. In addition, it is no longer the case that transport coefficients in MHD turbulence

(i.e., with both u0 and b0) are the sum of the kinetic and magnetic contributions. A method has

been proposed and explored in Rheinhardt and Brandenburg (2010), but it is rather complex and,

in certain cases, it can involve four different versions that may give different results. Of course,

with our interest in magnetic fluctuations in this thesis, the use of such a method would in principle

be highly rewarding. Nonetheless, given that the experimental nature of the method would have

necessitated a thorough exploration of a variety of dynamos to have confidence in results, due

to time constraints I have opted to employ other methods to measure transport coefficients in the

presence of the small-scale dynamo. These are described in chapter 5.

In all test-field method calculations, error in the transport coefficients is estimated by dividing

the time-series into N segments and calculating the standard deviation of the mean. I shall gen-

erally take N = 100, but results are quite insensitive to this choice, so long as the segments are

statistically independent and sufficiently many are used (in practice N & 20).

A note on the utility of quasi-linear approximation for the studies in this chapter The quasi-

linear model involves a rather drastic approximation to the full nonlinear equations: what has been

gained by utilizing the quasi-linear system for these dynamo studies? Most simply, the methods

provide a straightforward way to calculate transport coefficients by fixing mean fields in both the

magnetically driven and kinematic cases, followed by a clear check of whether a mean-field dy-

namo is observed at the same physical parameters. Given the importance of incoherent dynamo

mechanisms, this connection between transport coefficients and mean-field growth is not always so

obvious as it might seem. Related to this, one of the most important benefits of these methods is af-

forded by the comparison between CE2 and direct quasi-linear simulation (DQLS). This provides

an unambiguous test of whether the dynamo is coherent or incoherent, since statistical averages

are inserted directly into the CE2 mean-field equations and an incoherent dynamo is not possible.
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Thus, if similar results are observed between CE2 and DQLS, we can be sure that the dynamo

arises through ηij transport coefficients. Another beneficial aspect of CE2 is that long periods of

exponential mean-field growth can be observed, even when strong small-scale magnetic fluctua-

tions are present (e.g., due to magnetic driving). Contrast this to DNS or DQLS, for which it is

nearly impossible to observe exponential dynamo growth in the presence of strong magnetic fluc-

tuations, since the finite size of the domain causes the mean field to come into near equipartition

with the fluctuations almost instantaneously, and nonlinear saturation effects become important

relatively early on.

Finally, I note that CE2 calculations in fixed mean fields are in essence the same calculation

as the semi-analytic results presented in Sridhar and Singh (2010); Singh and Sridhar (2011).

The only substantial difference is the forcing – a singular forcing σu ∼ δ (k − kf ) is used in

Singh and Sridhar (2011), while I use the same forcing as detailed above for the self-consistent

simulations. Our results agree with their findings in the zero-rotation case with only momentum

equation forcing, but are much more easily extendable to arbitrary rotation8 and strong magnetic

fluctuations.

4.3.2 Simulation setup

The standard simulation setup is to seed from random Gaussian initial conditions in u and B at a

very small amplitude and reasonably large scales (wavelengths greater than∼0.2). The forcing, σu

(and sometimes σb), causes a small-scale turbulent bath of fluctuations, and growth of the dynamo

is studied on scales larger than the forcing (i.e., k < 15). As in Yousef et al. (2008a), the separation

of scales between mean fields and fluctuations is aided by choosing a box that is very elongated in

the z direction, Lz > Lx, Ly. The development of the dynamo is studied by numerically averaging

BT over x and y to obtain the mean magnetic fields,B (see Sec. 4.2). Overall, the numerical setup

8Rotation complicates the analytic problem substantially, although perturbative methods may be feasible; see Lep-
rovost and Kim (2008).
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of our nonlinear runs is nearly identical to that of Yousef et al. (2008a), aside from the addition of

forcing in the induction equations in some simulations. As defined (see chapter 3), the Reynolds

numbers as defined are with respect to the large-scale shear. It is also useful to keep in mind a

more standard definitions of these using the small-scale velocity, denoted Rmf and Ref . Since I

use the same forcing spectrum throughout this work, these are related to Rm and Re through

Rmf =
urms

kf
Rm = 0.053urmsRm (4.7)

with the similar definition for Ref . Most of the calculations presented in this chapter have Ref =

Rmf ∼ 5.

4.4 Kinematic dynamo

Before exploring the dynamo with magnetic fluctuations it is important to fully understand the

kinematic dynamos presented in Yousef et al. (2008a). With this aim, I have reproduced many of

their simulations across a variety of S, Ω and Lz, to better understand the fundamental dynamo

mechanisms. I present the most relevant of these results here.

For the kinematic dynamo, only the momentum equation is driven (i.e., σb = 0), and at these

Reynolds numbers the small-scale field arises purely from tangling of the mean field by velocity,

∇ × (u×B), an effect that is quite distinct from the small-scale dynamo (Schekochihin et al.,

2007). In both the rotating and non-rotating cases, there is a mean-field dynamo above some

threshold in Lz and 〈σ2
u〉 i.e., the dynamo is only excited in a sufficiently tall box if driven hard

enough. Given the scaling of the growth rates in Eqs. 4.3 and 4.5 and the fact that ηt is the sum

of a turbulent and physical resistivity, this behavior is expected for both incoherent and coherent
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dynamos.9 The main finding is that the non-rotating case is a stochastic-α dynamo (essentially

that explored analytically in Heinemann et al. 2011, but including nonzero kz) but that rotation

qualitatively changes the mechanism, decreasing ηyx to negative values and causing the dynamo to

be more coherent.

In both the non-rotating and rotating cases, I present DNS, DQLS, and CE2 calculations at

identical parameters. The primary purpose of this comparison is to illustrate the difference between

CE2 and DQLS, which arises due to the incoherent mean-field dynamo, while also showing that

DNS and DQLS exhibit a qualitatively similar dynamo. Although the spatiotemporal evolution of

the mean field is similar in each case, we shall see that the DNS and DQLS runs exhibit slightly

different growth rates. This can be attributed to inaccuracies in the quasi-linear approximation at

these Reynolds numbers.

Non-rotating dynamo Fig. 4.1 illustrates the growth of the nonrotating dynamo using DNS,

DQLS and CE2, at S = 2 and Lz = 16, Lx = Ly = 1. As in Yousef et al. (2008a), I use

a resolution (32, 32, 512) for DNS and DQLS, but use (32, 32, 256) for the CE2 run due to its

computational scaling with N2
z (see Sec. 3.1.1). I have verified that identical results are obtained

at half this resolution and are confident that Nz = 256 is sufficient to resolve all important scales.

Firstly, it is worth noting that the mean field, as plotted in Fig. 4.1(a-b), is truly a “large-scale”

dynamo. One can estimate the wavenumber of By as approximately 3× 2π/Lz ≈ 1.2, far smaller

than the forcing scale, kf = 6π. Next, let us compare the CE2 with the the nonlinear and quasi-

linear DNS. It is evident that the dynamo in this case is purely incoherent – while slow mean-field

growth is observed in DNS and DQLS, the magnetic field simply decays in the CE2 simulation in

exactly the way that would be expected due to a positive ηyx coefficient. It is also worth noting the

qualitative appearance of the mean fields in DQLS and DNS, which appear to wander randomly,

9One might expect the dynamo to disappear again if
〈
σ2
u

〉
is increased further, due to the increase in ηt causing

the dynamo to become stable. This behavior is seen in the quasi-linear case, but it seems that at these parameters in
the nonlinear runs, a small-scale dynamo is excited before this occurs.
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Figure 4.1: (a-c) Illustration of By (z, t) from non-rotating turbulence with S = 2, Lz = 16,
urms = 0.8, for DNS, DQLS, and CE2 from (a)-(c). In the two direct runs (a) and (b), I remove
the exponential growth [i.e., plot e−γtBy (z, t) where γ is the measured growth rate] so that the full
time evolution can be observed. (d) Growth in time of the mean field for (solid, blue) the nonlinear
equations; (dashed, red) quasi-linear DNS; and (dash-dot, yellow) CE2, each at the same physical
parameters as in (a-c). While both nonlinear and quasi-linear DNS exhibit a positive mean-field
dynamo, the CE2 calculation does not, illustrating the dynamo must be incoherent. The dotted
black line shows the energy of u fluctuations.
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as expected due to a stochastic-α effect. A final piece of evidence for the incoherency of this

non-rotating dynamo comes from doubling the box size in the x and y dimensions, keeping all

other parameters fixed10 (not shown). This causes the growth rate of the mean-field dynamo to

change from γ = 0.062 [for the dynamo in Fig. 4.1(a)] to being almost stable, γ = 0.0096,

and since a coherent dynamo should be mostly unaffected by such a change (unless the added

wavenumbers significantly affect the transport coefficients), this constitutes a simple check of the

dynamo’s incoherency without using the quasi-linear approximation.

Rotating dynamo Figure 4.2 illustrates the same calculations as Fig. 4.1, but with a Keplerian

Coriolis force added [Ω = 2/3S in Eq. (3.1)]. While the dynamo in the quasi-linear and nonlinear

direct simulations are similar to the non-rotating case (with a slightly higher growth rate) , the

CE2 dynamo is markedly different, exhibiting mean-field growth. This illustrates that in adding

net rotation to the system one enables a coherent dynamo, which can be understood as arising

from a change in sign of ηyx (see also Figs. 4.5-4.6 below). The cause of this change is simply

the well-known Rädler, or Ω × J , effect (Krause and Rädler, 1980; Moffatt and Proctor, 1982).

This idea seems to have been missed in Yousef et al. (2008a), who state “There does not appear

to be much difference, qualitative or quantitative, between the rotating and nonrotating cases.” As

shown in chapter 6, the contributions to the ηyx transport coefficient from rotation and the shear

have identical forms, and together give ηyx ∝ S − 2Ω. For Keplerian rotation this is slightly

negative, leading to the possibility of coherent dynamo growth if ηyx overwhelms the diagonal

turbulent resistivity. Finally, I have again doubled the horizontal dimensions of the box for this

rotating case (not shown), which causes the dynamo growth rate to drop from γ = 0.067 [in

Fig. 4.2(a)] to γ = 0.041. A comparison with the results in the previous paragraph (γ = 0.062

and γ = 0.0096 in the narrow and wide boxes respectively) shows that while in the narrow box

(Lx = Ly = 1) rotation causes only a minor difference to the growth rate (because the stochastic-α

10I would like to thank A. Schekochichin for suggesting this numerical experiment.
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Figure 4.2: Same as Fig. 4.1 but for Keplerian rotating turbulence, urms = 0.75 (velocity flucu-
tations are suppressed slightly by the rotation). In contrast to Fig. 4.1, the CE2 calculation also
shows a growing dynamo, albeit at a much smaller growth rate, illustrating that the dynamo is
partially coherent.
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Figure 4.3: Spatiotemporal evolution of log10 (|By (z, t)|) at S = 1, L = 32, for (a) nonrotating
case (urms ≈ 0.47), (b) Keplerian rotation (urms ≈ 0.43; again velocity fluctuations are slightly
suppressed by rotation). The log color scale is chosen so as to easily see the mean-field phase
evolution. The difference in the two dynamos is evident from the evolution of the phase of By

as the dynamo grows. While in the non-rotating case the phase wanders somewhat randomly, as
is characteristic of an incoherent dynamo mechanism (see Sec. 4.2), we see a relatively constant
phase of By in the case with rotation. Note also the faster growth rate of the rotating dynamo.

effect significantly overwhelms the coherent dynamo), in the wider box (where fluctuations in α

have been significantly reduced), the difference in growth rates is much more substantial. This

behavior is consistent with the rotating dynamo being driven through a combination of stochastic-

α and coherent effects [see Eq. 4.8 below], with the coherent effect being mostly unmodified by

the change in box dimensions.

While theBy(z, t) evolution pictured in Figs. 4.1(a) and 4.2(a) looks qualitatively rather similar

between the rotating and non-rotating runs (although perhaps structures are slightly longer lived in

Fig. 4.2), this is not always the case. In Fig. 4.3 I compare spatiotemporal evolutions ofBy(z, t), in

a longer box (Lz = 32) with less driving noise, which causes a lower growth rate and a decrease in

the relative important of the stochastic-α effect compared to the coherent dynamo. As is evident,

the two dynamos are qualitatively different, with the phase of By wandering quasi-randomly in the

non-rotating case, while in the rotating case it is approximately constant in time. This constant

phase is not consistent with a dynamo driven purely by the stochastic-α effect (see Sec. 4.2)
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Figure 4.4: Growth rate of Brms as a function of 2Ω/S, for fixed shear S = 2, and velocity driving
u2

rms ≈ 1 (except for the point Ω = 0, for which u2
rms ≈ 1.5). The shaded region shows where

the flow is hydrodynamically unstable (neglecting dissipation), and the dashed vertical line shows
the SOCA prediction for where the coherent dynamo growth rate vanishes. Of course, due to the
strong stochastic-α effect, the dynamo can still grow even when the predicted coherent growth rate
is zero or negative. The dotted line is an approximate fit of predicted growth rate, Eq. (4.8), to the
data, using ηt = urms/3kf = 0.018, ηyx = 0.0007× (2Ω−S), and 〈α2

yy〉 = 6.2× 10−5. Error bars
are estimated by fitting the growth rate to half of the time-series data for each run.

From Figs. 4.2 and 4.3, we can interpret the Keplerian rotating shear dynamo around these

parameters as being driven by both incoherent and coherent mechanisms. This interpretation is en-

tirely consistent with all numerical results given in Yousef et al. (2008b) and Yousef et al. (2008a).

In particular, their Fig. 5 illustrates that the addition of rotation enhances the growth of the dynamo

in all cases. Furthermore, while γ ∼ S for the non-rotating dynamo, with rotation it is evident that

the growth of γ is somewhat faster than linear in S. Since one expects γ ∼ S2 for a coherent dy-

namo (since ηyx itself must scale linearly with S for small S), their observed trends are consistent

with the dynamo being driven through a mix of incoherent and coherent mechanisms.

Varying the rotation As one final test of the importance of net rotation in this system, I have

run a series of simulations, increasing the rotation from Ω = −1 (cyclonic rotation) to Ω =

4 (anticyclonic rotation). Results from this series of simulations are illustrated in Fig. 4.4. As

expected, we see a substantial increase in dynamo growth rate as the rotation becomes anticyclonic,
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in broad agreement with the SOCA prediction ηyx ∝ S−2Ω. Due to the presence of the stochastic-

α effect, one would not expect a linear scaling of γ with Ω. Instead, the growth rate (including an

ηyx and fluctuating αyy) is the most positive root of11

− 4Dyyk
2S2 − 4ηyxk

2Sξ + ξ3 = 0, (4.8)

where ξ = 2ηtk
2 + γ (Mitra and Brandenburg, 2012). I plot a fit of Eq. (4.8) to the data in Fig. 4.4

[with ηt = urms/3kf , ηyx = ηyx0(2Ω − S)], illustrating good agreement away from the instability

boundaries (Ω = 0 and Ω = S/2). Close to the boundary, it seems that some other nonlinear

effect may be important, increasing the growth rate on the cyclonic side and decreasing it on the

anticyclonic side.12

4.4.1 Direct calculation of transport coefficients

To validate and quantify the conclusions discussed above, in this section I directly calculate the

transport coefficients, comparing results from CE213 and the test-field method (Brandenburg and

Subramanian, 2005). There is no small-scale dynamo at these parameters, which simplifies the

test-field calculations since bq arises purely due to the presence of Bq (see Sec. 4.3.1 for more

information). Test-field calculations are run from t = 0 → 1000 to obtain accurate results. For

future reference, it is worth noting that at low Rm, a very small time step must be utilized in

any direct calculation of the transport coefficients (i.e., with the test-field method or DQLS). The

reason is that the convergence of stochastic portion of the time integrator is of quite low order

(t1/2), and at low Rm the statistical equilibrium is primarily a balance between the driving noise

and the dissipation term, ν̄k2u.

11In reality, one will also see a change in growth rate due to ηxy and fluctuations in the other α coefficients, but
these effects seem minor and are ignored here.

12This should not be entirely unexpected. Of course, inside the instability boundaries, SOCA predictions fail spec-
tacularly.

13DQLS gives identical results to CE2, albeit with errors due to the random noise.
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Figure 4.5: Transport coefficients for the kinematic non-rotating dynamo as a function of Re (at
Pm=1), for S = 2; solid line and circle markers (blue), ηxx; dashed line and square markers
(red), ηyx. The curves show the quasi-linear results, calculated using CE2, while the markers
show the nonlinear test-field calculations with error bars (see text). As is common, coefficients
are normalized by the “high-conductivity” SOCA turbulent resistivity η0 = urms/(3kf ). Across all
simulations, the absolute level of the forcing (i.e., σu) is kept constant at the same level as Fig. 4.1,
which means that the lower-Re simulations have somewhat lower urms.
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Figure 4.6: Same as for Fig. 4.6 but with Keplerian rotation. Note that ηyx < 0 in this case, so I
plot −ηyx so as to utilize a log scale.
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Results are illustrated in Figs. 4.5 and 4.6. We see that in both cases the quasi-linear and nonlin-

ear coefficients agree at lower Rm as expected, diverging somewhat past Rm & 70. In agreement

with the conclusions from simulations earlier in the section, ηyx > 0 in the non-rotating case,

while ηyx < 0 with rotation, showing that a coherent dynamo is possible at sufficiently small kz.

It is also worth noting that the magnitude of ηyx is less in the rotating case, as known from SOCA

calculations (see chapter 6, also Rädler and Stepanov 2006). For Rm = 100, as used in Figs. 4.1

to 4.4, there are some differences between quasi-linear and nonlinear results due to inaccuracies

in the quasi-linear approximation, which explains the discrepancy in dynamo growth rates14 ob-

served in Fig. 4.2. Interestingly, given the controversies surrounding the kinematic “shear-current”

effect (Rogachevskii and Kleeorin, 2003), nonlinear corrections appear to be particularly important

for ηyx without rotation (this coefficient shows the largest discrepancy between the nonlinear and

quasi-linear calculations).

In addition to the results for ηyx and ηxx shown, I have also calculated ηxy and ηyy by setting

Bx = Bx0 cos (k1z), By = 0. It is found that ηxx = ηyy to a high degree of accuracy, while

ηxy, which is positive, is mostly unaffected by rotation. Its magnitude (compared to the other η)

depends strongly on the shear and Reynolds number. Due to the dominance of the shear, such

an ηxy has little effect on the growth rate, even though its magnitude is larger than that of ηyx.

In addition to the results illustrated and discussed above, I have also verified the expected linear

dependence of ηyx on S at low Rm and confirmed that the transport coefficients change very little

with Lz over the range Lz = 1→ 8.

14 It seems that for Fig. 4.1, the lower values of ηxx and ηyx in comparison to the quasi-linear runs cancel each
other, leading to the same growth rate.
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4.5 Magnetically driven dynamo

Having now broadly understood the shear dynamos of Yousef et al. (2008a) and Yousef et al.

(2008b), I examine the effect of small-scale magnetic fluctuations. Before presenting numerical

results, I shall explain in more detail exactly what is meant by a magnetically driven linear dy-

namo. Similar ideas have been considered before (see, for example, Rädler et al. 2003; Park and

Blackman 2012, and Rheinhardt and Brandenburg 2010 for a particularly thorough analysis).

As is obvious from Eq. (4.1), an unstable dynamo requires inhomogeneity in the fluctuations

u and b, such that ∇ × E 6= 0. Since fluctuations (termed u0 and b0) are assumed to be initially

homogenous, this inhomogeneity must be introduced by B, which is assumed small. Considering

the linearized fluctuation equations for simplicity (this is just the quasi-linear dynamo, which we

know works in any case),15 it is evident that the kinematic dynamo arises from inhomogeneity

induced in b fluctuations through the term ∇ × (u0 ×B) in the fluctuation induction equation

[Eq. (3.6b)]. This leads to an inhomogenous contribution to E through u0 × binhom. In contrast,

in the presence of b0, an inhomogenous part of u will arise from the Lorentz force b0 · ∇B +

B · ∇b0 [see Eq. (3.6a)], giving a contribution to E through uinhom × b0. Without a mean-field

flow, such a contribution is not possible from the induction equation alone. In calculating the

transport coefficients (Secs. 4.4.1 and 4.5.2) I have verified that artificial removal of the Lorentz

force causes the transport coefficients to return to their kinematic values. It may be interesting in

future work to examine in the vorticity dynamo (i.e., generation of U ) in more detail, in particular

its interaction with the magnetic dynamo. These effects are almost certainly much more important

in the non-rotating case.

Before proceeding it is worth commenting on an important difference between the magnetic

shear-current effect discussed below and the standard magnetic α effect. This difference stems

from the fact that the magnetic α effect can have either sign, since it is related to the small-scale

15Inclusion of nonlinear terms introduces several additional complexities, see Rheinhardt and Brandenburg (2010).
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Figure 4.7: Low-Rm driven DNS at S = 1, Lz = 8, and no rotation, with σu + σb = σ chosen
to be constant in each simulation (the level is such that urms ≈ 0.2 when only velocity forcing
is used). The proportion of magnetic forcing is (a) σb = 0, (b) σb = 0.1σ, (c) σb = 0.2σ (d)
σb = 0.5σ. The top row of each subfigure illustrates the time development of By (z, t), the bottom
row illustrates the kinetic energy (dashed, blue) and magnetic energy (solid, red).
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current helicity, αM ∼ 〈b · ∇ × b〉. In practice, as the small-scale dynamo grows in the presence

of helical velocity fluctuations, αM grows with the opposite sign to the kinematic α effect16 –

the origin of catastrophic quenching (Blackman and Field, 2002; Brandenburg and Subramanian,

2005). In contrast, since the magnetic shear-current effect drives the dynamo through a resistivity,

η ∼ 〈b2〉, its sign is fixed. This implies that the the source of magnetic fluctuations can be the

small-scale dynamo, in some sense the inverse of quenching. In chapter 5, we shall see a marked

decrease in ηyx after saturation of the small-scale dynamo, which can in turn drive a coherent

large-scale dynamo.

4.5.1 Numerical experiments on the magnetic dynamo

Here, I argue for the existence of the magnetic dynamo through numerical experiments. I shall first

consider nonlinear DNS, forcing the induction equation to excite b0, then illustrate the quasi-linear

dynamo with CE2 calculations including magnetic forcing. CE2 is convenient for examining the

magnetic dynamo since a sustained period of exponential mean-field growth is observable, while

in direct simulations the mean field quickly reaches equipartition with velocity fluctuations.

Nonlinear DNS

Since there is no small-scale dynamo due to the low Rm, homogenous magnetic fluctuations (b0)

are excited in DNS through forcing the induction equation with σb (the statistical properties of

which are chosen to be the same as σu). As a simple numerical experiment to test the effects

of small-scale magnetic noise, I start from pure velocity forcing and increase the forcing in the

induction equation, while keeping the total forcing σu + σb = σ fixed. (While I have carried out

these experiments both with and without Keplerian rotation, I present only the non-rotating cases

16 One possible exception to this that may be very important could occur in the presence of magnetic instabilities,
for instance the MRI. In this case it seems more likely that the magnetic α effect might overwhelm the kinematic
effect, since b fluctuations do not arise purely as a consequence of small-scale dynamo action (Gressel, 2010; Park and
Blackman, 2012).
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here as the rotating results are similar but with a somewhat stronger coherent dynamo. This is

expected since a kinematic coherent dynamo is possible with Keplerian rotation.)

Results in the range σb = 0 → 0.5σ are illustrated in Fig. 4.7. At σb = 0, one sees a

dynamo of a similar type to that in Fig. 4.1, although it is a little weaker due to the lower urms

and choice S = 1. This is a stochastic-α effect, as seen by the slowly growing mean fields that

wander significantly in phase. Let us now consider the more interesting behavior of the other

cases, σb = 0.1σ, σb = 0.2σ and σb = 0.5σ. Firstly, it is worth noting that the stronger

mean-field in the presence of magnetic fluctuations is unsurprising; this simply results from the

approximate equipartition of B with b due to the finite size of the domain. The main result is

instead the substantial qualitative difference in the appearance of the mean-field evolution between

σb = 0.1σ and the cases with higher magnetic forcing. Specifically, at σb = 0.1σ we see some

wandering of the field as well as possibly a slow growth, behavior I interpret as a stochastic-α

effect near its saturated state. In contrast, at σb = 0.2σ and σb = 0.5σ, a relatively fast growth of

B is observed until saturation at substantially larger values than seen at σb = 0.1σ. In addition,

the profile of By (z, t) for σb & 0.2σ is relatively constant in phase, suggesting that the dynamo is

coherent.

This behavior suggests that a coherent dynamo can be driven by small-scale magnetic fluc-

tuations – the magnetic analogue of the shear-current effect. This magnetic dynamo saturates at

larger field strengths than the stochastic-α dynamo, with the saturation amplitude being roughly

independent of the level of magnetic fluctuations [as seen by comparison of Figs. 4.7(c) and (d)].

Note also that this dynamo field appears to show quasi-cyclic behavior of some sort in its nonlinear

regime (in Fig. 4.7(d) the large-scale field reappears again at later times). The reason for this inter-

esting behavior and its relevance to the cycles seen in MRI turbulence (Lesur and Ogilvie, 2008b)

remains unclear.

To ensure the observed behavior is robust, I have rerun each of the simulations in Fig. 4.7

several times, varying the initial conditions and random number seed. These (not shown) have
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Figure 4.8: Mean-field energy evolution in CE2 calculations at the same parameters (Re = 100,
S = 2, Lz = 16) as Figs. 4.1 and 4.2, but with magnetic fluctuations driven at the same level as
velocity fluctuations (such that the total forcing is the same as Figs. 4.1-4.2). Solid (blue), non-
rotating Ω = 0; dashed (red), Keplerian rotation Ω = 4/3; the dotted (black) curve gives the sum
of velocity and magnetic fluctuation energies (this is similar for the two cases). The inset illustrates
the spatial form of By (z, t = 400) for Ω = 0, which is exactly sinusoidal as expected.

illustrated that the σb = 0.1σ simulations occasionally excite the coherent dynamo similar to that

in Fig. 4.7(c-d), and will eventually do so if evolved for a sufficiently long time. In addition, the

σb = 0.2σ occasionally fails to excite the coherent dynamo as quickly as observed in Fig. 4.7(c).

This brings us to the conclusion that the coherent dynamo can be excited for σb & 0.1→ 0.2 and

the simulation outcome depends on properties of an individual realization around this boundary. I

have failed to find coherent dynamo excitation at σb = 0.05σ, having tested a number of realiza-

tions over very long time periods. This dependence on realization is very similar to the behavior

observed in shear-dynamos at higher Rm, where the small-scale dynamo acts as the source of b0

fluctuations (see chapter 5).

CE2 dynamo

The magnetically driven dynamo is also seen ubiquitously in quasi-linear and CE2 simulations.

Conveniently, in CE2 calculations, it is possible to observe exponential dynamo growth over long
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Figure 4.9: Mean-field energy in CE2 at Rm = 500, Pm = 1, urms ≈ 0.2 (at σb = 0) S = 2,
Ω = 0 and box dimensions (Lx, Ly, Lz) = (1, 1, 4) with resolution (28, 28, 128). Total forcing is
kept constant in each simulation, but the proportion of magnetic forcing is increased from 0 to 0.8.
As this is done, the growth rate of the mean field increases enormously due to the magnetically
driven dynamo.

time periods, in contrast to direct simulations [e.g., Fig. 4.7(b)-(d)]. For example, in Fig. 4.8 I

illustrate the the magnetically driven coherent dynamo, using statistical simulation at the same

parameters as Figs. 4.1 and 4.2. Specifically, I keep the same forcing (σu + σb) as Figs. 4.1-

4.2, but set σb = σu. As is evident (c.f. Figs. 4.1 and 4.2), magnetic fluctuations enormously

enhance the growth rate of the dynamo. In addition, there is now fast coherent growth both with

and without rotation, which demonstrates that the magnetic effect significantly overwhelms the

kinematic effect. To illustrate the continuous change as magnetic forcing is increased, another

example is given in Fig. 4.9. Here, I keep the total forcing constant, changing the proportion

driving the induction equation from 0 to 0.8 of the total. The presence of the magnetically driven

dynamo is evident, becoming slightly unstable when magnetic forcing accounts for 0.4 of the total

and increasing the growth rate thereafter. Since only coherent dynamos are possible within the

CE2 formalism, we again arrive at the conclusion that small-scale magnetic fluctuations drive a

strong coherent shear dynamo.
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Figure 4.10: Transport coefficients for the magnetic dynamo as a function of Re (at Pm = 1), for
S = 2 and Ω = 0; solid (blue),−ηxx; dashed (red)−ηyx. (Note that both ηxx and ηyx are negative.)
The calculations are carried out at Lz = 4 using CE2 (as for the kinematic case, there is very little
dependence of Lz). Coefficients are normalized by the urms values from Figs. 4.5 and 4.6, such
that the values of the u and b transport coefficients can be directly compared.

4.5.2 Direct calculation of transport coefficients

As in Sec. 4.4.1, one can directly calculate the transport coefficients of the magnetic dynamo

by fixing the mean fields and driving magnetic fluctuations. Within quasi-linear theory, this is

a straightforward generalization of kinematic calculations, and the transport coefficients in the

presence of both magnetic and velocity fluctuations will be the sum of those calculated with one or

the other, η = ηu + ηb. However, because of the complexity of including magnetic fluctuations in

the test-field method (Rheinhardt and Brandenburg 2010, see Sec. 4.3.1) I leave magnetic test-field

method studies to future work.

Figure 4.10 illustrates ηyx and ηxx when only magnetic fluctuations are present, as calculated

by setting σu = 0 and fixing By in CE2, with the same technique as detailed in Sec. 4.4.1. Most

notably, we see both that ηyx and ηxx are negative, both with and without rotation, and are of

similar magnitudes. Importantly, a comparison of Fig. 4.10 with Figs. 4.5 and 4.6 shows that ηyx

is substantially larger in magnitude than the kinematic value, which implies that when brms ∼

urms the magnetic contribution should dominate. For example, without rotation, the quasi-linear
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Figure 4.11: As for Fig. 4.10 but with Keplerian rotation Ω = 4/3. (Note that both ηxx and ηyx are
negative.)

magnetically driven ηyx is larger than the kinematic ηyx by approximately a factor of 2 at Rm =

100, implying the presence of magnetic fluctuations could change the sign of ηyx and excite a

coherent large-scale dynamo once brms & urms/2. This prediction is not far off the observed

transition at σb ≈ 0.2σ in Fig. 4.7, with the discrepancy presumably arising due to inaccuracies

in the quasi-linear approximation, as well as the additional presence of an incoherent dynamo

mechanism. Note that ηxx in the magnetic case is much smaller than the kinematic value and

will cause only a very small (probably unnoticeable) change to ηxx unless urms � brms. This is

basically in agreement with the well-known result that magnetic fluctuations do not significantly

quench the turbulent resistivity. (In our analytic SOCA calculations in chapter 6, for which the

shear is added perturbatively, the contribution of brms to ηxx is exactly zero.)

Overall, we see that results of Figs. 4.10 and 4.11 agree well with conclusions from earlier

in the section. Magnetic fluctuations in the presence of shear cause a non-negligible negative

contribution to ηyx, which can overwhelm (or enhance in the presence of anticyclonic rotation) the

kinematic coefficient. Thus, with sufficiently strong magnetic fluctuations, a nonhelical coherent

large-scale dynamo is possible through the magnetic shear-current effect.
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4.6 Discussion and conclusions

The main purpose of this chapter has been to propose and explore numerically a novel possibility

for large-scale magnetic field generation in turbulent plasmas – the magnetic shear-current effect.

The basic idea is that in the presence of large-scale velocity shear, small-scale magnetic fluctua-

tions produce an off-diagonal turbulent resistivity (ηyx) with the correct sign to cause mean-field

dynamo instability when coupled with the shear. This is the magnetic analogue of the controversial

shear-current effect (Rogachevskii and Kleeorin, 2003, 2004) and the Ω× J (or Rädler) effect (in

the presence of shear). Importantly, this effect opens the possibility of the saturated small-scale

dynamo driving the large-scale dynamo, in stark contrast to standard α quenching ideas where

the small-scale dynamo is harmful to mean-field growth. Contrary to the kinematic shear-current

effect, the sign of the magnetic effect agrees between analytic SOCA calculations (chapter 6),

the τ approximation (Rogachevskii and Kleeorin, 2004), and shear quasi-linear theory (Singh and

Sridhar 2011; magnetic results presented here) improving our confidence in its robustness.

In addition to the magnetic dynamo, I have presented results concerning the kinematic shear

dynamo, as studied previously by a number of authors (e.g., Rogachevskii and Kleeorin 2003;

Yousef et al. 2008a; Brandenburg et al. 2008a; Singh and Jingade 2015). The primary result is the

qualitative (and quantitative) change in the mean-field dynamo that occurs due to the addition of

rotation. This is caused by the well-known Ω × J (or Rädler) effect (Krause and Rädler, 1980),

which for anticyclonic rotation will cause the off-diagonal resistivity ηyx to have the required sign

for a mean-field dynamo (Moffatt and Proctor, 1982). We have seen in a variety of examples how

this can cause a change in the mean-field dynamo from being completely driven by fluctuations

in α (the stochastic-α effect), to being driven (at least partially) by the off-diagonal turbulent

resistivity. The change is observable both qualitatively, in the spatiotemporal evolution of By,

and quantitatively, through an increase in the dynamo growth rate.
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This chapter has focused on the dynamo at low Reynolds numbers, similar to that studied by

Yousef et al. (2008a) and Yousef et al. (2008b). This choice has the advantage of both removing the

complications of small-scale dynamo from the problem, and enabling the use of the quasi-linear

approximation (chapter 3, also Sridhar and Subramanian 2009) with some degree of accuracy. The

former advantage allows clean and straightforward separation of kinematic and magnetic effects,

while the latter enables the use of statistical simulation techniques (CE2) that make the differences

between incoherent and coherent dynamos particularly transparent. Nonetheless, precisely by en-

abling these simplifications, the low Reynolds number case is also less interesting. In particular,

the magnetic fluctuations cannot arise self-consistently through the small-scale dynamo, which is

far more natural than a direct forcing of the induction equation (except perhaps in the presence of

magnetic instabilities such as the MRI). To rectify this, in the following chapter I give numerical

results that illustrate that the magnetic fluctuations arising from the small-scale dynamo can indeed

cause a coherent large-scale dynamo through ηyx.

Given the historical controversy surrounding some aspects of the shear dynamo, I feel it helpful

to give a brief survey of the relationship to several previous works. As mentioned throughout the

chapter, results here on the kinematic dynamo agree very nicely with numerical results in Yousef

et al. (2008a) and Yousef et al. (2008b). In particular, the conclusion that rotation fundamentally

changes the shear dynamo is nicely supported by Yousef et al. (2008a) Fig. 5 (although they state

the opposite conclusion early on in the manuscript), and can even be observed in the spatiotemporal

plots of their Fig. 4. I also find basic agreement with the quantitative results of Brandenburg et al.

(2008a) – for instance, the transport coefficient calculations showing ηyx > 0 – since these are

carried out kinematically (neglecting the Lorentz force). However, I tentatively propose a different

interpretation of their Fig. 8 (and possibly Fig. 7), whereby the magnetic shear-current effect is

acting to drive the observed mean-field dynamo coherently (note the high Pm, which should lead to

strong magnetic fluctuations). In support of this I note the very coherent appearance of the dynamo,

as well as the near cyclic behavior in the saturation phase (cf. Fig. 4.7). Of course, more work is
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needed to assess this possibility more thoroughly. Similarly, the Rm > 1 simulations of Singh and

Jingade (2015) (Figs. 6-8) may permit a similar explanation, although it is unclear whether there

is truly a small-scale dynamo at their parameters. Finally, I mention again the analytic work of

Rogachevskii and Kleeorin (2004), where the magnetic shear-current effect is derived within the

τ approximation, although the authors do not comment on the result extensively. Specifically, it is

clear from their Fig. 3 that the magnetic effect is far stronger than the kinematic effect (when the

mean field is zero), in broad agreement with our results here and in chapter 6.

Of course, since this work has explored only regimes of low Reynolds numbers, a variety of

future studies will be important. Of particular interest will be the interaction of the effect with

magnetic helicity conservation arguments. This has been explored analytically and using quench-

ing models in Rogachevskii et al. (2006) (see also the appendix of Brandenburg et al. 2008a), but

more numerical studies would be needed before any definite conclusions can be drawn. It would

also be interesting to explore the relevance of the magnetic shear-current effect in flows with he-

licity and a deterministic α effect. Is it possible that the effect could be present, perhaps after

saturation of the αΩ dynamo? This may also be complicated by recent results showing that shear

may help to enhance helical dynamos by reducing the small-scale field generation (Cattaneo and

Tobias, 2014; Tobias and Cattaneo, 2014).



Chapter 5

Generation of large-scale magnetic fields by

the small-scale dynamo in shear flows – the

magnetic shear-current effect

In this chapter, which contains what I consider to be the most important results of this thesis, I

illustrate that a large-scale dynamo can be excited by the saturated state of the small-scale dy-

namo. The mechanism is the “magnetic shear-current effect,” introduced in the previous chapter.

As discussed previously, above even moderate Rm numbers, the small-scale dynamo will always

be unstable (Schekochihin et al., 2007), growing and saturating much faster than any large-scale

mechanism (Boldyrev et al., 2005; Cattaneo and Hughes, 2009). In the case of dynamos driven by

the α effect, because of the opposite signs of the kinematic and magnetic α effects, this small-scale

field significantly hinders large-scale growth in a way that most likely scales very unfavorably

to astronomically relevant Reynolds numbers (Gruzinov and Diamond, 1994; Bhattacharjee and

Yuan, 1995; Blackman and Field, 2002; Hotta et al., 2015). Here, I show using direct numerical

simulation that it is possible and realizable to have the small-scale dynamo enhance the growth

of the large-scale dynamo instead. So far as we are aware, this is the first demonstration of this

150
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interesting behavior. Although the primary motivation for these studies has been the MRI dynamo,

the necessary ingredients for the mechanism – velocity shear and magnetic fluctuations – are ubiq-

uitous in astrophysical objects. We thus hope that the magnetic shear-current dynamo mechanism

may find application outside of accretion disks, although more study is needed to thoroughly as-

sess such possibilities. The main results in this chapter, reformatted as a letter, are currently under

review for Physical Review Letters (Squire and Bhattacharjee, 2015b).

As discussed more thoroughly in Sec. 4.2, for the horizontal mean-field average, the mean

magnetic fields evolve according to

∂tBx = −αyx∂zBx − αyy∂zBy − ηyx∂2
zBy + (ηyy + η̄)∂2

zBx, (5.1a)

∂tBy = −SBx + αxx∂zBx + αxy∂zBy − ηxy∂2
zBx + (ηxx + η̄)∂2

zBy, (5.1b)

using velocity shear U0 = −Sxŷ but neglecting other mean velocities. Due to homogeneity and

reflectional symmetry (vanishing net helicity), αij must vanish when averaged over a suitably large

time or number of realizations (Brandenburg and Subramanian, 2005). There is no such constraint

on ηij , and a negative value for the crucial ηyx coefficient can lead to the “shear-current” effect,

with growth rate

γ = k
√
ηyx (−S + k2ηxy)− k2ηt. (5.2)

(Here, I have neglected temporal fluctuations in α and set ηyy + η̄ = ηxx + η̄ = ηt.) Subsequent

to early analytic work (Rogachevskii and Kleeorin, 2003), it was found that kinematically ηyx > 0

(at least at low Rm), and several authors have concluded that this coherent shear dynamo cannot

explain observed field generation (Rädler and Stepanov, 2006; Brandenburg et al., 2008a; Singh

and Sridhar, 2011). Instead, a popular theory is that temporal fluctuations in αij cause an inco-

herent mean-field dynamo. While such incoherent dynamos are certainly possible in a variety of

situations, following on from chapter 4 I argue for a different situation – magnetic fluctuations ex-
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cited by the small-scale dynamo act to substantially decrease ηyx, causing the onset of a coherent

large-scale dynamo that overwhelms the incoherent dynamo in some situations.

The methods used to illustrate this effect in numerical simulation are somewhat nonstandard

in the dynamo literature. In particular, at each set of physical parameters I carry out an ensemble

of simulations, each with different noise realizations. Measurement of the transport coefficients in

each of these, followed by an ensemble average, shows a statistically significant decrease in ηyx

after saturation of the small-scale dynamo. That this can drive a coherent dynamo is illustrated by

qualitative observation of the mean-field pattern, as well as solution of the mean-field equations

[Eq. (5.1)] using the measured transport coefficients. The reason we require an ensemble of simu-

lations is that only a relatively short period of large-scale dynamo growth can be observed before

nonlinear saturation. This is because the large-scale magnetic field starts its growth (when the

small-scale dynamo saturates) at relatively large amplitudes, being in approximate equipartition

with the small-scale fluctuations due to the finite size of the mean-field average. We shall see that

in many cases, the growth of the mean field lasts little more than 20 → 30 shearing times before

saturating in some way, and that its behavior can vary substantially between realizations. Because

of this, the ensemble average over simulations is highly advantageous for accurate determination

of the transport coefficients.

The method for measuring the transport coefficients from simulation data after small-scale

dynamo saturation is also nonstandard, and will be explained in some detail. As discussed in

Sec. 4.3.1, test-field methods that explicitly include the magnetic fluctuations are rather complex

and in the earlier stages of development (Rheinhardt and Brandenburg, 2010), and I instead choose

to measure transport coefficients directly from mean-field and EMF data taken from simulations.

The method, which is a modified version of that proposed in Brandenburg and Sokoloff (2002),

involves approximately solving Ei = αijBj − ηijJj at each time-step and taking spatiotemporal

averages to obtain transport coefficients. To ensure that one obtains correct results, it is applied to

compute transport coefficients for the low-Rm kinematic shear dynamos discussed in chapter 4,
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comparing directly to the test-field method. In addition, mean-field evolution will be compared to

that expected from the measured transport coefficients, illustrating nice agreement.

Similar to the studies presented in the previous chapter, calculations are carried out using the

nonlinear MHD equations within the shearing box formalism [Eq. (3.1)], with homogenous Carte-

sian geometry and periodic boundary conditions in the shearing frame. Using the SNOOPY code

(Lesur and Longaretti, 2007), I utilize nonhelical forcing of the momentum equation at small scales

and study the generation of larger scale magnetic fields (Yousef et al. 2008a; Brandenburg et al.

2008a; see also chapter 4). As in chapters 3 and 4, system rotation is included through a mean

Coriolis force.

I shall first discuss the method for measurement of transport coefficients, including its applica-

tion to low-Rm kinematic dynamos and direct comparison to the test-field method. I then present

the main set of results, which include two sets of 100 simulations at Rm = 2000, with and without

rotation. After a qualitative discussion of the observed large-scale dynamo, I give detailed mea-

surements of the resistive transport coefficients before and after small-scale dynamo saturation.

Finally, as a second confirmation that the measurement method is returning useful results, I solve

the mean-field equations using the measured transport coefficients. As well as acting as a consis-

tency check on the transport coefficients, this illustrates that the dynamo is indeed being driven

through the coherent mechanism in most realizations.

5.1 Measuring the transport coefficients

In this section I describe the method, based on that in Brandenburg and Sokoloff (2002), for obtain-

ing the transport coefficients from simulation data. In addition, I verify its accuracy through direct

comparison to test-field method calculations at low Rm. While the test-field method gives unam-

biguous answers for kinematic transport coefficients (before the small-scale dynamo saturation),

results can become more difficult to interpret in the presence of magnetic fluctuations (Cattaneo
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and Hughes, 2009; Hubbard et al., 2009; Rheinhardt and Brandenburg, 2010). In contrast, the

method detailed here does not rely on any assumptions regarding the importance of small-scale

magnetic fields, operating purely from the mean-field data from a given simulation. In addition

to this method, I have also applied a weighted least-squares method, fitting simulation data for a

single mode (Kowal et al., 2005). This has led to almost identical results for both the simulations

presented in Sec. 5.2 the manuscript and the low-Rm example here. However, the least-squares

method was generally found to be somewhat less reliable and rather delicate, and I do not discuss

the details.

The starting point of the method is the standard Taylor expansion of E in terms of B. In

coordinates this is [cf. Eq. (5.1)]

Ex = αxxBx + αxyBy − ηxy∂zBx + ηxx∂zBy, (5.3a)

Ey = αyxBx + αyyBy − ηyy∂zBx + ηyx∂zBy. (5.3b)

Note that I have not necessarily assumed linearity inB, since αij and ηij are not assumed constant.

The basic idea of the fitting method, proposed in Brandenburg and Sokoloff (2002), is to extract

time-series data for Ei and Bi from nonlinear simulation, solving for the transport coefficients in

Eq. (5.3) at each time point. In principle, all coefficients can be solved for directly, given mean-

field and E data that consists of at least 2 Fourier modes. One calculates

E(i) = (〈BxEi〉 , 〈ByEi〉 , 〈∂zBxEi〉 , 〈∂zBxEi〉)T (5.4)
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and the matrix

M =



〈BxBx〉 〈BxBy〉 〈Bx∂zBx〉 〈Bx∂zBx〉

〈ByBx〉 〈ByBy〉 〈By∂zBx〉 〈By∂zBy〉

〈∂zBxBx〉 〈∂zBxBy〉 〈∂zBx∂zBx〉 〈∂zBx∂zBy〉

〈∂zByBx〉 〈∂zByBy〉 〈∂zBy∂zBx〉 〈∂zBy∂zBy〉


, (5.5)

where 〈·〉 here denotes an average over z and possibly time (the studied systems are all homogenous

in z). Then, solving

E(i) = MC(i), (5.6)

for C(1) = (αxx, αxy,−ηxy, ηxx), C(2) = (αyx, αyy,−ηyy, ηyx), one obtains the full set of transport

coefficients.

The data for E andB are generally quite noisy and care is required to avoid spurious effects that

lead to incorrect results. In particular, while pure white noise in each variable might be expected

to average out over time, there are correlations between components that can significantly pollute

the data. These correlations arise from the fact that Eq. (5.3) is not the only expected relationship

between components ofB and E;B is also directly driven by E and itself through

∂tB = −SBxŷ +∇× E + η̄4B. (5.7)

From Eq. (5.7) and by examining data, it is found that the most harmful of the correlations are a

correlation between Bx and By [as expected due to −SBx in Eq. (5.7)] and a correlation between

fluctuations in Ey and Bx (Bx is directly driven by ∂zEy). Note that this correlation of Ey and Bx

is not the same as a nonzero αyx or ηyy coefficient.1 (The correlation between By and Ex is not

1For example, a change in the imaginary part of Ey by ε will cause a change in Bx of ∼ kε∆t after some time
∆t, related to the correlation time of the fluctuations. If the fluctuations are of similar or larger magnitude than the
range of (Bx, Ey) explored in the course of the entire simulation, this correlation can cause a negative value for the fit
parameter ηyy, since the data scatter has a preferred slope.
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so damaging due to the −SBx term in the By equation and larger range of By values explored

throughout a simulation.) The most prominent spurious effect that results from these correlations

is a consistently negative value for ηyy, which was also noted in Brandenburg and Sokoloff (2002).

That this is unphysical can be seen by comparison to test-field calculations (see below). Impor-

tantly, the value of ηyy is coupled to that of αiy and ηyx, implying one cannot simply ignore this

effect since the average values of other coefficients will become polluted.

The basic approach to overcoming these issues is to minimize the influence of Bx on the cal-

culation, to the extent possible. This is motivated by the fact that Bx is very noisy in comparison

to By and is involved in both of the aforementioned damaging correlations. The approach works

very well for shear dynamos because Bx is much smaller than By (e.g., in the simulations pre-

sented in the Sec. 5.2, Bx is usually between 25 and 150 times smaller than By depending on the

realization). In addition, those transport coefficients that require Bx for their calculation (e.g., ηxy)

are substantially less interesting, since they do not significantly effect the dynamo growth rate.

To enable this reduction in the influence of Bx two approximations are made to Eq. (5.3). The

first and most important is to assume that diagonal transport coefficients are equal, ηyy = ηxx and

αyy = αxx. This is not strictly required by the symmetries of the turbulence with shear (Rädler

and Stepanov, 2006), but a variety of test-field calculations, including those after saturation of the

small-scale dynamo (i.e., quasi-kinematic calculations, Hubbard et al. 2009; Gressel 2010), have

shown this to be the case to a high degree of accuracy. The second approximation is to neglect ηxy

and αyx. This is justified by the fact that Bx � By and ηxy < ηxx on average, thus its effect on the

mean value of ηxx should be very small.2

It is useful to briefly consider the proportional error in ηxx and ηyx that might arise from these

approximations. First, in considering the neglect of ηxy, one starts with the conservative estimate

25Bx ≈ By. Noting that test-field calculations give ηxy ∼ 0.25ηxx for the simulations given in the

2 ηxy and αyx coefficients can actually be included and similar results obtained; however they fluctuate wildly in
time, far more than ηxx for example, and cause increased fluctuations in the values of the other transport coefficients.
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manuscript (see also Brandenburg et al. 2008a), we see that this approximation should cause less

than a 1% systematic error in ηxx. Second, since we are primarily interested in determining ηyx,

let us consider the error in ηyx that results from an error in ηyy (caused by either the neglect of ηxy

or the assumption ηxx = ηyy). Noting that Bx ∼ −k
√
ηyx/SBy for a coherent shear dynamo, we

can estimate that ikηyxBy & ikηyyBx when kηyy .
√
|Sηyx|. This inequality is satisfied if the

coherent dynamo has a positive growth rate; thus, very approximately, at marginality one would

expect the proportional errors in ηyx and ηyy to be similar. Combining these two conclusions, one

should expect the two approximations to cause very little systematic error in the determination of

ηyx, despite the coefficient’s small values.

Summarizing the previous paragraphs, I shall fit

Ex = αyyBx + αxyBy + ηxx∂zBy, (5.8a)

Ey = αyyBy − ηxx∂zBx + ηyx∂zBy, (5.8b)

to simulation data at each time point. Since there are now fewer coefficients than rows of E(i),

the matrix equations are solved in the least-squares sense. One final difference from the method as

utilized in Brandenburg and Sokoloff (2002) is a filtering of the data to include only the first two

Fourier modes. This is done to improve scale separation, since the small scales of the mean field

will be dominated by fluctuations due to the finite size of the horizontal average, and cannot be

expected to conform to the ansatz in Eq. (5.3).

Finally, note that α coefficients can be excluded from these calculations altogether, and since

their average over long times vanishes, this does not affect the results for ηij . I have chosen

to permit nonzero α in all calculations presented below and in Sec. 5.2, both as a consistency

check and because over shorter time-windows α may not average to exactly zero. Nonetheless,

repeating all calculations presented here and in Sec. 5.2 with αij = 0 imposed artificially, one

obtains the same results (to within the margin of error). This illustrates that in the neglect of
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transport coefficients considered above (e.g., αyx), it is only necessary to consider the errors arising

from neglect of η coefficients, since those due to neglect of α coefficients average to zero.

5.1.1 Verification: low-Rm shear dynamo

Here, I verify that the method recovers the correct transport coefficients for low-Rm shear dy-

namos, similar to those studied in the previous chapter (Sec. 4.4) and Yousef et al. (2008a,b). The

primary advantage of testing the method in this parameter regime is that there is no small-scale

dynamo and simulations exhibit a very long kinematic growth period over which the small-scale

velocity field is unaffected by the magnetic field. It is thus straightforward to compare results ob-

tained with the fitting method to those using the test-field method, where the only the fluctuating

part of the induction equation is solved.

The simulations are carried out in the same numerical setup as that used in chapter 4, at Re =

Rm = 100 in shearing boxes of dimension (Lx, Ly, Lz) = (1, 1, 8). The velocity field is forced

at k = 6π to a level urms ≈ 0.8. Keeping S = 2, I present cases that are non-rotating, Ω = 0,

as well as Ω = 4/3 (Keplerian) and Ω = 4, with the rotation added through the mean Coriolis

force. As discussed in chapter 4, this change in Ω causes ηyx to change sign due to the Ω × J

(or Rädler) effect. I have run 10 simulations at each parameter set from t = 0 to t = 1000,

although the rotating cases saturate earlier (Ω = 4/3 at t ≈ 900, Ω = 4 at t ≈ 500) due to faster

dynamo growth. Note that the ratio of By to Bx in these simulations (∼ 10 → 30 during growth)

is somewhat higher than that for the magnetically driven dynamos studied later (Sec. 5.2); thus, if

anything, one might expect larger errors in these simulations than the estimate given above.

Test-field calculations are conducted as discussed in Sec. 4.3.1. Due to the lack of a small-

scale dynamo, the b fluctuations quickly reach a steady state, and an average of E is taken over

t = 0→ 1600 to obtain ηxx and ηyx. Errors are obtained through the standard deviation of the mean

after dividing the data set into 100 chunks (± values indicate the 95% confidence interval). Results
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Figure 5.1: Measured transport coefficients for Re = Rm = 100 shearing-box simulations (as
described in the text). (a) ηxx, (b) ηyx. Squares, circles and triangles show Ω = 0, Ω = 4/3
and Ω = 4 respectively, with the hollow markers illustrating those measured from each simula-
tion. The mean of these measurements is shown by the solid colored marker, with its error shown
with the shaded circle (calculated from the standard deviation). Test-field method results, against
which least-squares results should be compared, are illustrated by black markers, with the shaded
area showing the error in these measurements. (I have also included the measured α values here,
although in all cases these are zero to within error.)

from the test-field method, which I consider as the reference values against which to compare

coefficients obtained using the fitting method, are illustrated in Fig. 5.1 in black. These values are

comparable (in the ratio of ηxx to ηyx) to those obtained in previous work for the non-rotating case

(Brandenburg et al., 2008a), as well as exhibiting trends expected from chapter 4. In all cases the

test-field measured αij are zero to within error as expected (see Fig. 5.1).

Results obtaining by fitting the self-consistent dynamo simulations are also illustrated in

Fig. 5.1. The transport coefficients (αxy, αyy, ηxx, ηyx) are measured as described in the previous

section for the duration of each simulation, excluding times after which the dynamo has saturated.

Because of the long averaging time in comparison to the measurements presented in Sec. 5.2,

the spread of values between different simulations is quite small. It is seen that the measured

coefficients agree with the test-field calculations to within error margins in all cases. The largest

discrepancy is in ηxx at Ω = 0, which may be related to the vorticity dynamo that develops without

rotation (the difference is still only of the order of 1%). Note that a growing dynamo is observed

in all of the self-consistent simulations, and at Ω = 0 this is purely due to a stochastic-α effect, as
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discussed in chapter 4. We can thus be sure that the fitting method is not somehow measuring a

property of the dynamo growth rate rather than coherent transport coefficients.

5.2 Results – the magnetically driven dynamo

In this section I show that small-scale fields arising self-consistently through the small-scale dy-

namo can drive a coherent large-scale dynamo. To this end, I directly calculate transport coeffi-

cients from nonlinear simulations before (using the test-field method) and after (using the method

outlined in Sec. 5.1) the saturation of the small-scale dynamo. The simulations in this section use

moderate Reynolds numbers, Rm = 2000, Pm = 8 (similar to the final examples in Yousef et al.

2008a), small enough such that there is no transition to self-sustaining turbulence when the noise

is removed. Ensembles of 100 simulations are run, both with and without Keplerian rotation.

As shown in Fig. 5.2, at these parameters, the prevalence of a coherent large-scale dynamo

after saturation of the small-scale dynamo (at t ∼ 45) depends on the realization. Specifically,

it appears that the coherent effect cannot always overcome fluctuations in E immediately after

small-scale saturation, although the dynamo always develops after a sufficiently long time [e.g.,

Fig. 5.2(d) near t = 150]. This behavior seems generic when the coherent dynamo is close to its

threshold for excitation – similar structures were observed in chapter 4 at lower Rm with induction

equation driving (when the proportion of magnetic noise was in the range 0.1→ 0.2; see discussion

in Sec. 4.5). Notwithstanding this variability in the dynamo’s qualitative behavior, measurement of

the transport coefficients illustrates that the ηyx coefficient decreases after the magnetic fluctuations

reach approximate equipartition with velocity fluctuations at small scales.

At low times, the kinematic α and η are measured using the test-field method, fixing the mean

field and calculating E , with no Lorentz force (Brandenburg and Subramanian, 2005; Brandenburg

et al., 2008a). Calculations are run from t = 0 → 2000 with the errors estimated as described in

Sec. 4.3.1. Since the small-scale dynamo grows quickly, test fields are reset every t = 5. After
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Figure 5.2: Example spatiotemporal By evolutions for (a-b) non-rotating, and (c-d) Keplerian
rotating turbulence, at kf = 6π, Rm = 1/η̄ = 2000, Pm = 8, S = 1, in a box of dimension
(1, 4, 2) with resolution (64, 128, 128). The first examples in each case [(a) and (c)] show By when
a coherent dynamo develops, while the second examples [(b) and (d)] illustrate the case when it
is more incoherent. The main factors in distinguishing these are the coherency in phase of By

over some time period and the amplitude at saturation, which is larger in the coherent cases. In
general the rotating simulations are substantially more coherent. The hatched area illustrates the
region of small-scale dynamo growth. The fitting method used to compute transport coefficients
(see Fig. 5.3) is applied between the dashed lines (t = 50→ 100).
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small-scale saturation, I utilize the method described in Sec. 5.1 to measure coefficients directly

from the observed mean-field and EMF evolution.3 The time window of these measurements has

been limited to t = 50 → 100, since in some realizations the large-scale field is seen to saturate

around t = 100 [e.g., Figs. 5.2(a) and (c)]. Since this saturation presumably occurs due to a change

of sign of ηyx as B increases (see chapter 3), it is important to not include this saturation phase in

the measurement of ηyx. As should be expected from Fig. 5.2 and due to the short time window,

measurements of the transport coefficients after small-scale saturation vary significantly between

realization. Nonetheless, an average over the ensemble illustrates a statistically significant change

in ηyx that is consistent with observed behavior, in both the rotating and non-rotating simulation

ensembles.

Figure 5.3 illustrates the results. In the kinematic phase without rotation, we see ηyx =

(4.1± 1.6) × 10−4, in qualitative agreement with previous studies (Brandenburg et al., 2008a).

With rotation, we find ηyx = (0.6± 1.2)×10−4, consistent with a reduction in ηyx due to the Ω×J

effect (Krause and Rädler 1980, but note the deviation from the lower-Rm case and SOCA result,

which predicts negative ηyx). After saturation of the small-scale dynamo, ηyx = (−0.1±1.0)×10−4

for the non-rotating case, while ηyx ≈ − (2.0± 0.8)× 10−4 in the rotating case – the same reduc-

tion in each to within error. Values for the diagonal resistivity are smaller after saturation, as

expected since the velocity fluctuation energy decreases (by a factor ∼ 1.4).

The numerical values of (ηxx, ηyx) show that the coherent dynamo is slightly stable on av-

erage in the non-rotating case and marginal in the rotating case. However, the coefficients vary

significantly between realizations, sometimes yielding larger growth rates, and it is important to

check that the observed mean-field evolution has some relation to this variation. This serves two
3 While it would be ideal to measure coefficients before and after saturation using the same technique for consis-

tency, this is difficult. As discussed previously the magnetic test-field method (Rheinhardt and Brandenburg, 2010)
is rather complex, while the measurement of kinematic coefficients using the fitting method (Sec. 5.1) is hindered by
the small-scale dynamo causing the mean-field evolution to be completely overwhelmed by small-scale noise. While
I have experimented with seeding the initial conditions with large-scale fields to obtain a short period of kinematic
evolution, results were inconclusive due to very high levels of noise in the measurements.
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Figure 5.3: Measurements of the turbulent transport coefficients for 100 realizations of the sim-
ulations at the same parameters as those in Fig. 5.2; (a) ηxx coefficients, no rotation, (b) ηyx coef-
ficients, no rotation, (c) ηxx coefficients, rotating, (b) ηyx coefficients, rotating. Unfilled markers
in each plot (circles and squares for non-rotating and rotating runs respectively) show coefficients
measured from each of the individual realizations, with mean values displayed by solid markers
and the shaded regions indicating error in the mean (2 standard deviations). Black markers il-
lustrate the kinematic transport coefficients, with grey shaded regions indicating the error. After
saturation of the small-scale dynamo, ηij is calculated using the method detailed in Sec. 5.1, taking
the mean from t = 50 to t = 100. This limited time window is chosen to avoid capturing the
saturation phase of the large-scale dynamo, since ηij is presumably modified in this phase. In both
methods used to compute transport coefficients, the corresponding α coefficients are also calcu-
lated. In all cases these are zero to within error as expected, and the scatter between simulations
is of a similar magnitude to that of ηij if their different units are accounted for (it is necessary to
divide α by a characteristic k value).
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purposes. First, it acts as a check that the transport coefficients are being measured correctly. Sec-

ond, it illustrates that those realizations exhibiting the strongest growth are indeed being driven

by the shear-current mechanism; that is, they are driven by ηyx rather than residual variation of α

about mean zero. This corroborates the earlier conclusion that the approximately constant phase

of By(z, t) in the development of the dynamo (Fig. 5.2) is inconsistent with an α effect.

The method for checking this consistency is to use the measured transport coefficients to solve

for the expected evolution of the largest Fourier mode of Bi [using Eq. (5.1)], comparing this to

the observed evolution from the full simulation. This is carried out for each realization separately,

initializing using the mean-field data and filtering the transport coefficients in time with a Gaussian

filter of width 5 to remove the rapid fluctuations. Results from the first 12 realizations for rotating

and non-rotating runs are shown in Figs. 5.4 and 5.5 respectively. The agreement is good, with

qualitatively similar features between calculated and measured evolution in all realizations, and

many cases showing quantitative agreement. It seems that in most instances for which there is

a substantial divergence between the predicted and observed mean-field evolution, it is due to a

slight error building up in Bx that subsequently gets amplified enormously due to the −SBx term

in the By equation.

In addition to solving for expected evolution using both ηij and αij measurements, I present cal-

culations obtained in an identical way, but with αij coefficients artificially set to zero. The purpose

of this numerical experiment is to examine the degree to which the dynamo is driven by ηyx, rather

than variation in α about its mean of zero. Through a comparison of the curves with and without

αij it is clear that in many realizations of the rotating simulation set, the dynamo is primarily driven

by ηyx, as shown by the agreement between dashed and dotted curves. Furthermore, the mean of

ηyx over the time interval (printed on each subfigure; these are taken from Fig. 5.3) agrees nicely

with the observed behavior. That is, large negative values for ηyx correspond to those realizations

with both strong dynamo growth and good agreement between evolution with and without α. In

contrast, higher values of ηyx (for which the dynamo is stable) either grow very little or diverge
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Figure 5.4: Evolution of the mean-field magnitude for the first 12 of the ensemble of rotating
simulations discussed in the manuscript. Here B, the mean-field magnitude, is (|B̂1

x|2 + |B̂1
y |2)1/2

where B̂1
i is the largest scale Fourier mode ofBi. In each plot the solid blue curve shows data taken

from the simulation. The dashed red curve shows the corresponding expected evolution, using the
smoothed calculated values of the transport coefficients (see text). Finally, the dotted black curve
illustrates the expected evolution, artificially setting all α coefficients to zero. I list the measured
mean of ηyx in each plot to show that lower values do generally lead to substantially more growth
of the mean field as expected for a coherent dynamo. For reference, at the measured ηxx ≈ 0.006,
the coherent dynamo is unstable below ηyx = −0.00036.
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Figure 5.5: Same as figure 5.4, but for the non-rotating simulations. As expected, the mean-field
growth is not so substantial in this case. For reference, at the measured ηxx ≈ 0.007, the coherent
dynamo is unstable below ηyx = −0.00049, showing that in most cases illustrated here the coherent
dynamo is stable.

substantially between evolution with and without α. This shows that sometimes, for realizations

in which the magnetic shear-current effect is weaker, a stochastic α effect is the primary driver.

As expected, in the non-rotating case, coherent dynamo growth is much less prevalent. Since in

most realizations ηyx is larger than the threshold at which the dynamo becomes unstable, this is not

surprising.

We thus conclude that small-scale magnetic fluctuations act to decrease ηyx, and that in some

realizations (or after a sufficiently long time period) a coherent large-scale dynamo develops as a

result. This demonstrates that small-scale magnetic fluctuations, excited by small-scale dynamo

action, can drive large-scale magnetic field generation. The mechanism is a magnetic analogue

of the “shear-current” effect Rogachevskii and Kleeorin (2004, 2003), arising through the off-

diagonal turbulent resistivity in the presence of large-scale shear flow.
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The simulations presented in this chapter have been chosen to show that a magnetically forced

large-scale dynamo is possible, not necessarily that such effects should be important in all sit-

uations. More work is certainly needed to precisely assess regimes in which the magnetically

driven dynamo might dominate, in particular its behavior at higher Reynolds numbers. There are

two important effects that require study to assess this: the first is the behavior of the shear-current

transport coefficients with Rm for a given b0; the second, the behavior of small-scale dynamo satu-

ration at high Re and Rm. Each of these could play an important role in determining the viability of

the magnetic shear-current effect for generating large-scale fields, and both will be very challeng-

ing to answer definitively. There are also questions regarding the dynamo’s behavior in regimes

where self-sustained turbulence is possible, as for MRI turbulence (Lesur and Ogilvie, 2008b), and

whether differences arise due to a lack of scale separation. Given the results of chapter 3, this

seems unlikely to be especially important. Another interesting line of research regards whether a

magnetic dynamo can remain influential in the presence of net helicity and an α effect, particu-

larly as small-scale dynamo may be suppressed by shear (Tobias and Cattaneo, 2014). While such

questions may be difficult to answer definitively, the generic presence of magnetic fluctuations in

plasma turbulence gives us some confidence that the proposed mechanism could cause large-scale

dynamo growth in the wide variety of astrophysical systems with velocity shear.



Chapter 6

Analytic studies of the magnetic

shear-current effect and stratified disk

dynamos

In this chapter – much of which is currently under review for publication in Physical Review E

(Squire and Bhattacharjee, 2015d) – I present a very general examination of different mean-field

dynamo effects, within the theoretical framework of the second-order correlation approximation

(SOCA). In particular, I include the effects of specified large-scale velocity gradients, rotation,

density and turbulence stratification, helicity, and a bath of strong small-scale magnetic fluctua-

tions (treated in the same way as the velocity fluctuations). For the accretion-disk dynamo – our

primary inspiration in this thesis – each of these effects can be important in some way, and this

will also be the case in a wide variety of other astrophysical scenarios. Of particular note is the

presence of homogenous magnetic fluctuations, which have not been included in most previous

theoretical mean-field dynamo investigations (but see, for example, Vainshtein and Kichatinov

1983; Rogachevskii and Kleeorin 2004; Rädler et al. 2003; Pipin 2008). These are expected to

be generically present, at a level similar to velocity fluctuations, in magnetohydrodynamic (MHD)

168
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turbulence above moderate Reynolds numbers due to small-scale dynamo action. While SOCA it-

self cannot capture the small-scale dynamo, by assuming the presence of the magnetic fluctuations

one can compute expected changes to the EMF, in particular whether a small-scale magnetic field

might suppress, or enhance, kinematic dynamo effects.

The most important result presented here is an analytic confirmation of the numerical work

related to the “magnetic shear-current effect,” studied in chapters 4 and 5. Generically, this type

of dynamo is nonhelical, driven by the interaction of an off-diagonal turbulent resistivity with

a mean shear flow (Moffatt and Proctor, 1982; Urpin, 1999, 2002; Rogachevskii and Kleeorin,

2003). Some controversy has surrounded the kinematic version of this effect, since after early work

(Urpin, 1999; Rogachevskii and Kleeorin, 2003), others found that the crucial transport coefficient

ηyx had the incorrect sign to promote dynamo action (Rüdiger and Kitchatinov, 2006; Rädler and

Stepanov, 2006; Brandenburg et al., 2008a; Singh and Sridhar, 2011). Here, I show with SOCA

that the magnetic version of this effect is much more robust and of the correct sign. Not only is

its magnitude substantially larger than the kinematic effect, but a variety of calculation methods

agree on this: SOCA (presented here), the τ approximation (Rogachevskii and Kleeorin, 2004),

shear quasi-linear theory (chapter 4 and Singh and Sridhar 2011) and perturbative shearing wave

calculations (Lesur and Ogilvie, 2008a).

Turbulence and density stratification is invariably significant in astrophysical scenarios, includ-

ing in accretion disks away from the central plane of the disk. With this application in mind, I also

apply results to the case of stratified rotating turbulence with strong velocity shear, considering the

resulting α effects. This shows that for a Keplerian (or more generally, anticyclonic) rotation pro-

file, the contributions from shear and rotation, and those from kinetic and magnetic fluctuations, are

each of opposite signs. The dominant contribution will depend strongly on the magnetic Prandtl

number as well as the relative intensities of magnetic and kinetic turbulence. This is confusing in

light of the beautifully coherent “butterfly diagrams” that are often seen in stratified accretion disk

simulations (Brandenburg and Sokoloff, 2002; Brandenburg et al., 1995; Gressel, 2010; Simon
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et al., 2012), which would suggest a robust negative value for αyy. I note that the contributions

to these α effects from velocity shear are at least as strong as those from rotation and should not

generally be neglected.

The structure of the calculation almost identically follows that of Rädler and Stepanov (2006),

with the additional effects of magnetic fluctuations, density stratification (within an anelastic ap-

proximation) and net helicity. The inclusion of such a variety of physical effects leads to a rather

prodigious number of terms, and I have used the VEST package (Squire et al. 2014; described

briefly appendix E) in Mathematica to carry out the bulk of the calculations. I shall start, in

Sec. 6.1, by outlining the setup of the calculation, including the most general form of E allowed

by the symmetries of the problem, as well as the relation of the transport coefficients in Cartesian

domains with velocity shear (i.e., the shearing box) to this general form. I also give the pertur-

bation expansion used, which is a generalization of that in Rädler and Stepanov (2006) to include

magnetic turbulence at lowest order. Note that stratification, velocity gradients, rotation, and the

mean magnetic field are kept to linear order only.1 In Sec. 6.2, I outline the procedure used in the

calculation itself, skipping many details for the sake of brevity. Particular focus is placed on the

unstratified shear dynamo – especially the magnetic shear-current effect – in Sec. 6.3, while the

stratified α effect is examined in the same geometry in Sec. 6.4. Readers interested primarily in the

application of calculated coefficients to disk dynamos may wish to skip directly to these sections.

Due to the length of algebraic expressions, the full set of transport coefficients is given in App. D.2.

1Previous calculations that include nonlinear contributions from some of these effects include Rüdiger (1990);
Kichatinov and Rüdiger (1992); Rüdiger and Kichatinov (1993); Rädler et al. (2003); Rogachevskii and Kleeorin
(2004). In a very general calculation, Pipin (2008) includes nonlinearity due to all of these effects; however, the
calculation method, the “minimal τ approximation,” has a rather unknown range of validity.
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6.1 Fundamentals of mean-field electrodynamics

To enable the inclusion of density stratification, the starting point for work in this chapter is the

compressible MHD equations

∂ρ

∂t
+∇ · (ρUT ) = 0, (6.1a)

ρ
∂UT

∂t
+ ρ (UT · ∇)UT + 2ρΩ×UT +∇p = BT · ∇BT

+∇ · [ρ ν̄(∇UT + (∇UT )T ) + ρ ζ̄δij∇ ·UT ] + σu, (6.1b)

∂BT

∂t
= ∇× (UT ×Bt) + η̄∇2Bt + σb, (6.1c)

∇ ·UT = 0, ∇ ·Bt = 0. (6.1d)

Here UT and BT are the full velocity and magnetic fields, ν̄ is the kinematic viscosity, ζ̄ is the

bulk viscosity (this will not contribute), η̄ is the resistivity, and Ω is the rotation. Before calculating

transport coefficients from Eq. (6.1) the anelastic approximation will be utilized (Kichatinov and

Rüdiger, 1992; Rüdiger and Kichatinov, 1993), assuming nearly incompressible fluctuations with

∇ · (ρu) = 0 [see Eq. (6.2)]. This allows low-order effects due to a mean density gradient to be

retained, while still preserving most of the simplicity of an incompressible calculation.

As in earlier chapters, I split fields into a mean and fluctuating part;

UT = U + u, BT = B + b, (6.2)

with U = 〈UT 〉,B = 〈BT 〉. The averaging operation 〈·〉 should filter out small scales and satisfy

the Reynolds averaging rules.2 Applying 〈·〉 to the induction equation leads to the mean-field

2Note that I have chosen the different notation for the average here to clarify that for the majority of this chapter,
the mean-field average is kept entirely general (only in Secs. 6.3 and 6.4 is the horizontal average specified).
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induction equation (see Sec. 1.2)

∂tB = ∇× (U ×B) +∇× E + η̄4B. (6.3)

The goal of analytical mean-field theory is to calculate E as a function ofB and other parameters in

the problem (i.e.,U , Ω,∇ ln ρ, and the small-scale turbulence statistics), thereby closing Eq. (6.3).

If E (B) is such that a small magnetic field will be reinforced by the small-scale turbulence, one

has a dynamo instability.

Before commencing with a full calculation of E , it is worth examining the symmetries of the

problem. Assuming scale separation between the mean and fluctuating fields, one can Taylor

expand the EMF as

Ei = aijBj + bijkBj,k + · · · . (6.4)

(I shall use the Einstein summation convention throughout this chapter.) The tensors aij and bijk

are the transport coefficients determined by the turbulence. Note that in contrast to the Taylor

expansion of E given in Sec. 1.2, the velocity field Ui is not included. Instead, the dependence on

U is contained within aij and bijk, and U is considered fixed. In the astrophysically relevant case

where U arises through large-scale external forces (e.g., gravity), this seems to be a more natural

approach to the problem. In keeping with the separation of scales assumption, I consider linear B

fields (B)i = Bi + Bijxj , velocity fields (U )i = Uijxj and density ρ = ρ0 + ρ0 x · ∇ ln ρ (the

constant velocity part can be removed by Galilean transformation). As in Rädler and Stepanov

(2006) (hereafter RS06 ), to cleanly separate different dynamo effects it is helpful to split∇U and

∇B into symmetric and antisymmetric parts,

Uij = Dij − AUij = Dij −
1

2
εijkWk, (6.5a)

Bij = (∇B)(s)
ij − A

B
ij = (∇B)(s)

ij −
1

2
εijkJk, (6.5b)
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where Dij and (∇B)(s)
ij are the symmetric and antisymmetric parts of Uij and Bij , W = ∇×U

is the background vorticity and J = ∇×B is the mean current. Due to the assumption∇·U = 0

in Eq. (6.5), I have implicitly assumed U · ∇ρ = 0, a requirement that could easily be relaxed if

desired.

I shall allow for general inhomogenous background turbulence in both u and b, modified by

mean velocity gradients, rotation, and density stratification. The density stratification is assumed

to be aligned with the turbulence stratification in the direction ĝ, but their magnitudes and signs

are allowed to differ; that is, defining

∇ ln ρ = χρĝ, ∇ ln ū = χūĝ, ∇ ln b̄ = χb̄ĝ, (6.6)

I allow χρ 6= χū 6= χb̄ (where ū = 〈u2
0〉1/2, b̄ = 〈b2

0〉1/2). For completeness, I include both

nonhelical and helical contributions to the turbulence3 but neglect the effects of inhomogeneity

on the helical part.4 It is assumed that the EMF due to the background turbulence vanishes,

〈u× b〉0 = 0. Such a B-independent contribution could be important in some situations (see,

for example, Yoshizawa and Yokoi 1993) and the method applied here can be used to calculate

well-known effects of this type if desired, for instance the cross-helicity effect (Yokoi, 2013). In

addition, I do not calculate the components of the Reynolds stress, which would force a mean-field

velocity U . This is not justified for any particular reason other than our primary interest in the

magnetic field dynamics. While it is possible that there are important interactions between U and

B that lead to other instabilities (Courvoisier et al., 2010), their systematic study is left to future

work.
3The primary reasoning for including the helical part of the correlation here has been to check that standard results

are obtained using this method; for example, α(0) ∼ 〈u · ∇ × u〉 − 〈b · ∇ × b〉 (Pouquet et al., 1976).
4Stratification of helical turbulence would presumably provide a host of contributions to the resistivity tensor that

would likely be much smaller than contributions from the nonhelical fluctuations. Given the rather immense size of
the calculation without such effects, it seemed prudent to ignore these.
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A careful consideration of the symmetry properties of the system leads to the general represen-

tation of E in terms of a set of scalar transport transport coefficients,5

E = −α(0)
H B − α

(D)
H DijBj − γ(Ω)

H Ω×B − γ(W )
H W ×B

−α(Ω)
1 (ĝ ·Ω)B − α(Ω)

2 [(ĝ ·B)Ω + (B ·Ω)ĝ]

−α(W )
1 (ĝ ·W )B − α(W )

2 [(ĝ ·B)W + (B ·W )ĝ]

−α(D)(εilmDlj ĝm + εjlmDliĝm)Bj

−(γ(0) + γ(Ω)ĝ ×Ω + γ(W )ĝ ×W + γ(D)Dij ĝj)×B

−β(0)J − β(D)DijJj −
(
δ(W )W + δ(Ω)Ω

)
× J

−
(
κ(W )W + κ(Ω)Ω

)
j
(∇B)(s)

ji − 2κ(D)εijkDkr (∇B)(s)
jr (6.7)

Here I have conformed to the sign conventions in RS06. The subscript ·H denotes a coefficient that

is only allowed by the helical part of the turbulence, while all other coefficients arise only through

the nonhelical part. In addition, since I assume small-scale fluctuations in both u and b, I shall

further split each transport coefficient into these contributions; e.g., κ(W ) = (κ(W ))u + (κ(W ))b.

Since SOCA is utilized in the linear regime (where B is small), these are always additive and

transport coefficients in an MHD turbulent bath can be calculated separately from the u and b

turbulent contributions.

Cartesian geometry

In Sec. 6.3 I shall give specific results for the numerically convenient Cartesian shear dynamo

with nonhelical, unstratified background turbulence. This is essentially a generalization of the

5The derivation of Eq. (6.7) involves consideration of the elements from which E can be constructed. Some of
these are pseudo-tensors and change sign with a coordinate system reflection (e.g., B, εijk, and αH coefficients) and
some are true tensors, which do not (e.g., ĝ, Dij , and β coefficients). Since E is a true vector, it must not change
sign under reflection, and with the assumption of linearity in each of ĝ (really χρ), Ω, U and B, Eq. (6.7) is the most
general form possible. See RS06 for a full explanation.
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unstratified shearing box. In this case, mean fields depend only on z, U = −Sxŷ (giving W =

−Sẑ), Ω = Ωẑ, and the mean-field average is a horizontal average, 〈·〉 = (LxLy)
−1 ´ · dx dy. The

mean-field equations simplify to

∂tBx = −ηyx∂2
zBy + ηyy∂

2
zBx, (6.8a)

∂tBy = −SBx − ηxy∂2
zBx + ηxx∂

2
zBy, (6.8b)

where the ηij are defined to be the relevant components of bijk that are nonzero for the chosen

average and mean field (see chapter 4). For Bi = Bi0e
ikzeΓt a coherent dynamo is possible if

Γ = k

{
−Sηyx + k2

[
ηxyηyx +

1

2
(ηxx − ηyy)2

]}1/2

− k2(ηxx + ηyy) (6.9)

has a real part greater than 0. One can neglect the term multiplying k2 in the square root of Eq. (6.9)

since S is presumed to be large compared to all transport coefficients. This gives ηyxS < 0 as a

necessary condition for instability. Computing the relationship between Eq. (6.7) and Eq. (6.8),

one can show

ηyx = −S
[
δ(W ) − 1

2

(
κ(W ) − β(D) + κ(D)

)]
+ Ω

(
δ(Ω) − 1

2
κ(Ω)

)
, (6.10a)

ηxy = S

[
δ(W ) − 1

2

(
κ(W ) + β(D) − κ(D)

)]
− Ω

(
δ(Ω) − 1

2
κ(Ω)

)
, (6.10b)

and ηxx = ηyy = β(0). Note that Eq. (6.9) only describes the growth due to a coherent dynamo pro-

cess; fluctuations in α or η that arise in any finite system can cause a dynamo in and of themselves

(see chapter 4, also Heinemann et al. 2011; Mitra and Brandenburg 2012). I shall specialize to the

Cartesian case in Secs. 6.3 and 6.4, and keep U general for the calculation of the scalar transport

coefficients listed in Eq. (6.7).
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In Sec. 6.4 I give results specific to the case of stratified sheared rotating turbulence. This is

motivated by consideration of the upper (or lower) portions of an accretion disk. Again, mean

fields depend only on z, U = −Sxŷ, Ω = Ωẑ, and ĝ = ẑ. I neglect off-diagonal resistivity

contributions and use ηxx = ηyy = β(0). The mean-field equations simplify to

∂tBx = −ayx∂zBx − ayy∂zBy + β(0)∂2
zBx, (6.11a)

∂tBy = −SBx + axy∂zBx + axx∂zBy + β(0)∂2
zBy. (6.11b)

With axy = −ayx and considering Bi = Bi0e
ikzeΓt, one obtains the growth rate

Γ =
(
ikSayy/2 + k2ayyaxx

)1/2
+ ikaxy − k2β(0). (6.12)

Again, S is presumed large in comparison to all transport coefficients, so we see that any nonzero

ayy can lead to instability at sufficiently long wavelength. Of course, in practice there will be a

minimum k possible in the system, particularly since the turbulence is stratified, so a finite ayy

will be necessary to overcome the turbulent resistivity. The coefficients in Eq. (6.11) are related to

those in Eq. (6.7) through axy = −ayx = γ(0) and

ayy = S
(
α

(W )
1 − α(D)

)
− Ωα

(Ω)
1 , (6.13a)

axx = S
(
α

(W )
1 + α(D)

)
− Ωα

(Ω)
1 . (6.13b)

6.1.1 Perturbation expansion to describe the fluctuations

The second-order correlation approximation (SOCA), which involves solving linear equations for

the fluctuations by neglecting third-order and higher correlations, is rigorously valid only at low
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Reynolds numbers where dissipation dominates over nonlinearities for the fluctuations.6 In ad-

dition, the shear, rotation, and density stratification are included perturbatively in the calculation

(Rogachevskii and Kleeorin, 2003; Rädler and Stepanov, 2006); that is, I consider only the linear

response of transport coefficients to these effects. An analytic calculation with shear included at

zeroth order can be found in Singh and Sridhar (2011), while the computation of magnetic dynamo

transport coefficients with non-perturbative shear and rotation was presented in chapter 4.

Following Rüdiger (1990), Kichatinov and Rüdiger (1992), and Rüdiger and Kichatinov

(1993), I start by making an anelastic approximation to the full compressible equations,

∇ · (ρu) = 0. This should be valid for weakly compressible turbulence and allows the in-

clusion of a weak density stratification into the problem, which is important in a wide variety of

mean-field dynamos. I shall assume that the large-scale flow is incompressible, since our primary

application is to shear flows. It is then more convenient to work in terms of the small-scale

momentum (Rüdiger and Kichatinov, 1993; Kichatinov and Rüdiger, 1992), m ≡ ρu, since the

calculation form proceeds in a manner similar to the incompressible case.

In retaining both strong homogenous velocity and magnetic fluctuations, denoted u0 (or m0)

and b0 respectively, the momentum and induction equations must be treated on the same theoretical

footing. One starts from Eq. (6.1) by splitting into mean-field and fluctuation equations, applying

the anelastic approximation followed by the change of variables u0 = m0/ρ. One then linearizes

the small-scale equations and expandm = m0 +m(0) +m(1) + · · · , b = b0 +b(0) +b(1) + · · · , to

perturbatively find the change to the background turbulence caused by the shear, rotation and strat-

ification. This leads the SOCA equations that will be used to calculate all transport coefficients:

6SOCA can also be valid in the small Strouhal number limit [Eq. (6.32)]. See Brandenburg and Subramanian
(2005) for a more thorough discussion.
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(∂t − ν̄4)m(0) = − (m0 · ∇U +U · ∇m0 − (gρ ·U)m0)

−∇p(0) − 2Ω×m0 +
(
b0 · ∇B +B · ∇b(0)

)
− ν̄gρ · ∇m0, (6.14a)

(∂t − ν̄4)m(1) = −
(
m(0) · ∇U +U · ∇m(0) − (gρ ·U)m(0)

)
−∇p(1) − 2Ω×m(0) +

(
b(0) · ∇B +B · ∇b(0)

)
− ν̄gρ · ∇m(0), (6.14b)

(∂t − η̄4) b(0) = ρ−1 [(gρ ·m0)B −m0 · ∇B +B · ∇m0

− (gρ ·B)m0] + b0 · ∇U −U · ∇b0, (6.14c)

(∂t − η̄4) b(1) = ρ−1
[
(gρ ·m(0))B −m(0) · ∇B +B · ∇m(0)

− (gρ ·B)m(0)
]

+ b(0) · ∇U −U · ∇b(0), (6.14d)

along with divergence constraints for each m(0), b(0), m(1), b(1). Here gρ ≡ χρĝ and I have

neglected second derivatives of U and ρ, as well as products of ∇B with χρ [these contributions

should vanish in the transport coefficients, since Eq. (6.7) illustrates that there is no contribution

to the resistivity from ĝ at linear order]. In addition, I neglect any terms that involve quadratic

products of U , Ω, and χρ [e.g., (gρ · U)m0], and assume terms are linear in space to take the

Fourier transport of Eq. (6.14) (see App. D.1).

While it may seem surprising that one requires terms two orders higher than m0 and b0, it is

straightforward to see that only considering m(0) and b(0) will not lead to contributions to E that

depend on products of B with U or Ω (these are the interesting terms in the dynamo, describing

the effect of rotation or velocity). With this in mind, the EMF is calculated as

Eij = 〈uibj〉 =
〈
ρ−1m0ib0j

〉
+
〈
ρ−1m0ib

(0)
j

〉
+
〈
ρ−1m0ib

(1)
j

〉
+
〈
ρ−1m

(0)
i b0j

〉
+
〈
ρ−1m

(1)
i b0j

〉
+
〈
ρ−1m

(0)
i b

(0)
j

〉
. (6.15)
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Despite the fact that all the terms in Eq. (6.15) give some contribution, there are also a large

number of terms that contain quadratic products of Uij , Ωi, χρ, or B, which are neglected. As

is evident, with background turbulence in both u and b there will be contributions to E from the

Maxwell stress (B · ∇b + b · ∇B) that one would expect to be of a magnitude similar to the

standard kinematic dynamo arising from the Lorentz force [∇ × (u×B)]. Note that this choice

of perturbation expansion is the natural generalization of RS06 to the case with b0 fluctuations

(although note that u(1) in RS06 has become u(0) in our notation such that u and b are treated on

equal footings). Results for the kinematic dynamo (b0 = 0) without density stratification agree

with RS06 aside from a single numerical coefficient (see Appendix D.2).

6.2 Outline of the calculation of E

The calculation follows the methods and notation in RS06, and a full explanation is given in that

work. Here I give a very brief outline, in particular the choices involved, with final results given in

Appendix D.2. The entire calculation was carried out in Mathematica using the VEST package to

handle abstract tensor manipulations (see App. E).

The two-point correlation of two fields v and w is defined as

φ
(vw)
ij (x1,t1;x2, t2) = 〈vi (x1,t1)wj (x2, t2)〉 . (6.16)

It is convenient to write such quantities in the variables

R = (x1 + x2) /2, r = x1 − x2, (6.17a)

T = (t1 + t2) /2, t = t1 − t2, (6.17b)
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giving

φ
(vw)
ij (R, T ; r, t) =

〈
vi

(
R+

r

2
, T +

t

2

)
wj

(
R− r

2
, T − t

2

)〉
. (6.18)

One then Fourier transforms in the small-scale variable r to obtain

φ
(vw)
ij (R, T ; r, t) =

ˆ
dk dω φ̃

(vw)
ij (R, T ;k, ω) ei(k·r−ωt), (6.19)

with

φ̃
(vw)
ij (R, T ;k, ω) =

ˆ
dK dΩ

〈
[v̂ (k, ω)]+ [ŵ (k, ω)]−

〉
ei(K·R−ΩT ), (6.20)

where v̂ (k, ω) and ŵ (k, ω) denote the Fourier transforms of v and w, and I use the [·]± notation

of RS06,

[f̂ (k, ω)]± = f̂ (±k +K/2,±ω + Ω/2) . (6.21)

As in RS06, I calculate

Eij (R, T ; 0, 0) =

ˆ
dk dω Ẽ ij (R, T ;k, ω)

=

ˆ
dK dΩ dk dω

〈
[ρ−1m̂i]+[b̂i]−

〉
eiK·R−iΩT

=

ˆ
dK dΩ dk dωρ−1

0

〈
[m̂i − igρj∂kjm̂i]+[b̂i]−

〉
eiK·R−iΩT , (6.22)

settingR, T → 0 only after extracting the coefficients ofBi andBij (i.e., the transport coefficients

aij , bijk).

With these notations defined, the starting point of the calculation is the substitution of the

linear forms for U , ρ and B and into Eq. (6.14), followed by a Fourier transform. This leads to

Eqs. (D.2)-(D.5). One then substitutes m̂(0)
i , b̂(0)

i into m̂(1)
i , b̂(1)

i to form explicit expressions for ûi,
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b̂i in terms of û0i, b̂i0. Defining

m̃ij = 〈[m̂0i]+[m̂0j]−〉 , (6.23a)

b̃ij =
〈

[b̂0i]+[b̂0j]−

〉
, (6.23b)

to specify the statistics of u0 and b0, one can form Eq. (6.15) in terms of m̃ij and b̃ij , neglecting

all terms that contain UijUrs, UijΩj , ΩiΩr, Uijχρ, Ωiχρ, (∇ ln ρ)2, or any products of Bi and Bij .

Recall that 〈u0b0〉 = 0 is assumed, implying that all terms in the expansion of Eij contain Bi

or Bij . In keeping with the expansion to linear order in background quantities, it is necessary to

expand [f(k)]± to first order inK in those terms that containBi (i.e., α coefficients). These lead to

terms involving the gradient of the turbulence intensity. Note that [f(k)]± → f(±k) for resistive

terms (coefficients of Bij) since these already contain a derivative of B, implying the expansion

should be carried out to zeroth order. Some useful identities in the above procedure are given in

RS06 Eqs. (33)-(35), which are needed to remove ∂/∂ki derivatives from u0i and b0i. Similarly, I

apply the identities

kim̃ij = −Ki

2
m̃ij, kim̃ji =

Ki

2
m̃ji (6.24)

(and similarly for b̃ji), which arise from the divergence constraints on m̂i and b̂i.

Extracting the coefficients of Bi and Bij in the expression for Ei = εijkEjk (0, 0), at this stage

one has large integral expressions for aij and bijk in terms of m̃ij and b̃ij and their spatial derivatives

[for example, RS06 Eqs. (39)-(40)]. Without further interpretation, such expressions are nearly

useless, and it is helpful to insert explicit forms for m̃ij and b̃ij . Assuming isotropy in the limit of

vanishing mean flow and rotation, I use

m̃ij =
1

2

[
δij −

kikj
k2
− 1

2k2
(kiKj − kjKi)

]
Wm (K; k, ω)− iεijl

kl
k2
Hu (k, ω) , (6.25a)

b̃ij =
1

2

[
δij −

kikj
k2
− 1

2k2
(kiKj − kjKi)

]
Wb (K; k, ω)− iεijl

kl
k2
Hb (k, ω) , (6.25b)
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where k = |ki|. Here Wm,b represents a nonhelical part and Hm,b a helical part of the background

turbulence (Rüdiger and Kichatinov, 1993; Kichatinov and Rüdiger, 1992). This form for Wm is

particularly convenient since to first order in the scale of density variation

Wm (x; k, ω) = ρ2(x)Wu (x; k, ω) , (6.26)

where Wu (x; k, ω) is a similar function specifying the statistics of u and Wm (x; k, ω) =
´
dKeiK·xWm (K; k, ω) (Kichatinov and Rüdiger, 1992). In this way,

∇Wm (x; k, ω) = ĝ(2χρ + 2χū)Wm (x; k, ω) , (6.27)

separating effects arising from density and turbulence stratification. Similarly, for the magnetic

fluctuations

∇Wb (x; k, ω) = 2ĝχb̄Wb (x; k, ω) . (6.28)

It transpires that all terms now depend on k only through k, and all of the integrals can be

substantially simplified using

ˆ
dk kikjf (k) =

1

3
δij

ˆ
dk k2f (k) , (6.29a)

ˆ
dk kikjkkklf (k) =

1

15
(δijδkl + δikδjl + δilδjk)

ˆ
dk k4f (k) , (6.29b)

where the integrals over k on the right-hand side of Eq. (6.29) are taken from k = 0 → ∞. One

then splits Uij and Bij using Eq. (6.5), putting Ei in the form given by Eq. (6.7). Following this,

transport coefficients, α(0)
H , . . . , α(Ω), . . . , β(0), . . . , can be straightforwardly read off the expression
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as integrals of the form

(
α

(·)
H

)
u,b

= 4π

ˆ
dk dω k2α̃

(·)
H (k, ω)Hu,b (k, ω) , (6.30a)(

α(·))
u,b

= 4π

ˆ
dk dω k2α̃(·) (k, ω)Wu,b (k, ω) , (6.30b)(

β(·))
u,b

= 4π

ˆ
dk dω k2β̃(·) (k, ω)Wu,b (k, ω) . (6.30c)

The full list of coefficients α̃(0)
H , . . . , α̃(Ω), . . . , β̃(0), . . . is given in App. D.2.

Finally, it is possible to carry out the integrals of the form in Eq. (6.30) for a specific form

of W and H , leading to explicit expressions for the transport coefficients in terms of the physical

parameters. For examining expressions and plotting, a convenient form is the Gaussian W used in

RS06,

Wu = ū2 2λ3
cτc

3 (2π)5/2

(kλc)
2 e−(kλc)2/2

1 + (ωτc)
2 , (6.31)

with a similar definition of Wb. With this choice, all integrals can be carried out explicitly without

further approximation. As in RS06, I shall put such expressions in terms of the non-dimensional

variables (and ρ0)

ε = b̄/ū, p = λ2
c/ν̄τc, q = λ2

c/η̄τc, Pm = ν̄/η̄,

Re = ūλc/ν̄, Rm = ūλc/η̄, St = ūτc/λc. (6.32)

Here Pm, Re, Rm, and St are respectively the magnetic Prandtl number, the fluid Reynolds number,

the magnetic Reynolds number and the Strouhal number. p and q are the ratio of diffusion times,

λ2
c/ν̄ and λ2

c/η̄, to the correlation time τc. Thus q → 0 denotes the low conductivity limit, while

q → ∞ denotes a high-conductivity limit (with a similar result for p and fluid diffusivity). A

sufficient condition for the validity of the first-order smoothing approximation7 (i.e., neglect of

7These conditions are only true in the absence of rotation and velocity shear. We also require Uij and Ωi be a small
perturbation to the background turbulence.
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nonlinear terms in the correlation equations) is Rm � 1 in the limit q → 0, and St � 1 in the

limit q →∞; see Brandenburg and Subramanian (2005) and Rädler and Stepanov (2006) for more

discussion of these validity regimes. The substitutions (6.32) allow all transport coefficients to be

written in terms of only q and Pm (equivalently q and p), multiplied by some prefactor involving

Rm and dimensional quantities (the coefficients have different units). This property makes the

form very convenient for exploration of the functional dependence of coefficients, and I shall use

these forms for plotting transport coefficients over a range of q at various Pm.

In practice, I have carried out the full sequence of steps detailed above in Mathematica using

the VEST package (Squire et al. 2014; App. E) to enable straightforward manipulation of tensors

in index notation. This has the obvious advantage of handling the very long expressions with

ease and making the calculation straightforward to generalize or modify. The sequence of steps is

essentially the same as that detailed above. I first definem(0),m(1), b(0), and b(1), insertm(0) and

b(0) intom(1) and b(1), then only later remove products that are quadratic in Uij , Ω, or χρ. It is then

straightforward to define [·]± operators, their associated product rules, and methods to in expand

in K. This allows the construction of the entirety of E in one step. Insertion of the explicit forms

for ṽij and b̃ij [Eq. (6.25)] and the partial integration using isotropy [Eq. (6.29)] is easily carried

out using replacement rules. Finally, replacement rules allow straightforward decomposition of

products of Bij with Uij , Ω, and ĝ into the form given in Eq. (6.7), enabling the coefficients

listed in App. D.2 to be simply extracted from the total expression. Finally, if so desired, these

can be directly integrated with the specific form of W [Eq. (6.31)] by carefully substituting the

dimensionless variables [Eq. (6.32)] and using Mathematica’s native Integrate function.

6.2.1 Agreement with previous works

The results agree with related works of other authors, including those utilizing different calcula-

tion methods. As discussed throughout the work, all results of RS06 are recovered in the limit
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∇ ln ρ = 0 (aside from one discrepancy, in (β(D))u ). This agrees with Rüdiger and Kitchatinov

(2006), many results of Pipin (2008) (see his App. B), as well as the shear quasi-linear methods

in Sridhar and Subramanian (2009) and Singh and Sridhar (2011). As is well known, there is a

discrepancy between these kinematic quasi-linear results and those obtained using the τ approx-

imation (Rogachevskii and Kleeorin, 2003, 2004), possibly due to a change in sign of ηyx with

Rm (Brandenburg et al., 2008a). The results also compare favorably to previous works without

velocity gradients but including magnetic fluctuations. As expected, the helical magnetic α effect

has the sign opposite to the kinematic effect, and there is no change to β(0) due to the addition

of magnetic fluctuations. In addition, the signs of δ(Ω)
u and δ(Ω)

b agree with the τ approximation

calculation of Rädler et al. (2003) (δ(Ω)
u < 0, δ(Ω)

b > 0, although there is not an exact cancellation

at ū = b̄ as in Rädler et al. 2003).

The α effects arising through stratification and inhomogeneity also show broad agreement with

previous works. Because of the linearity of the expansion in ∇ ln ρ, U , and Ω, the density strat-

ification contributes very little to the coefficients, aside from directly through ∇Wm [Eq. (6.27)].

This means χρ generally appears together with the turbulent gradient χū. The one exception to

this is the “turbulent diamagnetism” term, γ(0), which interestingly depends only on the turbu-

lence gradient, not the density gradient, due to a cancellation (this is in agreement with Kichatinov

and Rüdiger 1992). Again results without mean velocity broadly agree with the spectral τ ap-

proximation magnetic turbulence results given in Rädler et al. (2003); for instance, the fact that

(γ0)b = −(γ0)u and the opposing signs of the rotational kinematic and magnetic diagonal α effects

(αΩ
1 )u,b, with

∣∣(αΩ
1 )u
∣∣ > ∣∣(αΩ

1 )b
∣∣ (although one sees a strong dependence of these parameters on

Pm; see Sec. 6.4).
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6.3 Specific results for unstratified shear dynamos

In this section I discuss the results pertinent to our primary motivation for this work, the shear

dynamo in a Cartesian box. As shown in Eq. (6.8), in this geometry with a horizontal mean-

field average, the number of transport coefficients is significantly lower than the general case.

As in previous chapters, the sign of the ηyx coefficient is particularly interesting because of its

importance for dynamo growth due to its coupling with the shear [Eq. (6.9)]. Here I outline the

contribution to ηyx from velocity and magnetic fluctuations in the presence of shear, both with and

without rotation. This geometry is particularly relevant for the unstratified MRI, in which there is

strong flow shear, stratification may be subdominant, and there is no source of net helicity in either

velocity or magnetic fluctuations.

Utilizing Eq. (6.10) and the results in listed in App. D.2, one obtains, after some impressive

cancellations,

(ηyx)
S
u =

ˆ
dω dk

32πk2Wu(k, ω)ω2η̃2

15 (η̃2 + ω2)2 (ν̃2 + ω2)
, (6.33a)

(ηyx)
S
b =

ˆ
dω dk 8πk2ρ−1Wb (k, ω)

(
4ω4

15 (ν̃2 + ω2)3

− 2η̃ν̃3 + η̃2ν̃2 + 2ω2η̃2 + 3ω4

15 (η̃2 + ω2) (ν̃2 + ω2)2

+
4ω2η̃ν̃

15 (η̃2 + ω2)2 (ν̃2 + ω2)

)
, (6.33b)

(ηyx)
Ω
u = −

ˆ
dω dk

64πk2Wu (k, ω)ω2η̃2

15 (η̃2 + ω2)2 (ν̃2 + ω2)
, (6.33c)

(ηyx)
Ω
b = −

ˆ
dω dk

8πk2ρ−1Wb (k, ω) (ν̃4 − 12ω2ν̃2 + 3ω4)

15 (ν̃2 + ω2)3 . (6.33d)
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Figure 6.1: Transport coefficients (ηyx)
S
u (solid, blue), (ηyx)

Ω
u (dashed, blue), (ηyx)

S
b (solid, orange)

and (ηyx)
Ω
b (dashed, orange) as a function of q for (a) Pm = 1, (b) Pm = 10, and (c) Pm = 1/10.

Each coefficient has been calculated using the form given in Eq. 6.31 for W , and normalized by(
β(0)
)
u

with the magnetic diffusion time, λ2
c/η̄, held constant (equivalently τc = 1/q). (Note

that this choice is necessary because the coefficients have different units, and is chosen purely for
plotting purposes, since it reduces the variation of coefficients with q.)

Here ν̃ = ν̄k2, η̃ = η̄k2, integration over ω is from −∞ to∞, and integration over k is from 0 to

∞. I have defined each coefficient such that

ηyx = S
[
(ηyx)

S
u + (ηyx)

S
b

]
+ Ω

[
(ηyx)

Ω
u + (ηyx)

Ω
b

]
, (6.34)

to keep all signs consistent. Recall from Eq. (6.9) that with my definition of S, ηyxS < 0 is

required for a growing dynamo (note that this is the reverse of RS06). Since vorticity and rotation

are opposite (i.e., anticyclonic) when S and Ω have the same sign, for Keplerian rotation Ω = 2S/3.
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Let us first examine the coefficients for a kinematic dynamo, i.e., one with strong homogenous

velocity fluctuations [the coefficients (ηyx)u, Eqs. (6.33a) and (6.33c)]. Firstly, note that the con-

tributions from S and Ω have identical forms, and that the integrands are positive definite,8 see

Fig. 6.1. Thus, as is well known, one sees that (ηyx)
S
u , the “shear-current effect,” has the incorrect

sign for dynamo action within this quasi-linear approximation. Although the basic Ω × J effect

(also known as the Rädler effect) is well known, the explicit calculation of transport coefficients

including shear and rotation seems to have been mostly ignored, although there is discussion in

early literature on the subject (see, for example, Krause and Rädler 1980 and Moffatt and Proctor

1982). Given the identical forms of Eqs. (6.33a) and (6.33c), one can immediately write down the

result

(ηyx)u = (S − 2Ω) Ξ, (6.35)

where Ξ is the (positive) integral in Eq. (6.33a). Thus, one finds that the addition of Keplerian

rotation (Ω = 2S/3) (as relevant to turbulence in disks), will change the sign of ηyx to slightly

negative and a coherent dynamo instability should be possible. Indeed, this is seen in the work in

chapter 4 (in particular Fig. 4.4).

Turning to the coefficients for magnetic fluctuations I analytically confirm the conclusions of

chapters 4 and 5 that a magnetically driven dynamo is possible. In particular, as shown in App. D.3

and Fig. 6.1, the coefficient (ηyx)b is consistently negative and generally larger than the other con-

tributions, in particular (ηyx)
S
u . This implies that a dynamo can be excited by magnetic fluctuations,

themselves presumably arising from a small-scale dynamo process, or perhaps an MHD instability

of some sort. The addition of rotation renders the effect of magnetic fluctuations more complex,

and no simple result seems possible. In particular, the sign of the (ηyx)
Ω
b coefficient depends on the

8The result for (ηyx)Su is different to RS06, in particular only containing the first part of their Eq. (D5), and I am
currently unsure from where this discrepancy arises (it is not related to the addition of magnetic fluctuations). There
is one difference in the full transport coefficients (in the β(D) term; see App. D.2), but this difference alone does not
fix the discrepancy. In any case, the main conclusion – that (ηyx)Su has the incorrect sign for dynamo action – is
unchanged. Our expressions for (ηyx)Ω

u are identical.
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parameters, and is generally negative for large ν̄ and η̄ and positive at lower dissipation, although

smaller in magnitude than (ηyx)
S
b . However, given that the quasi-linear approximation becomes

less valid in this limit, it would be unwise to draw any conclusions about the high-Rm limit from

this behavior.

6.4 Specific results for stratified accretion disks

In this section I briefly outline how the general results apply to stratified sheared rotating turbu-

lence. The primary motivation is the upper and lower regions of accretion disks, where the turbu-

lence is stratified in density and intensity by the vertical gravity, perpendicular to the velocity shear.

Self-sustaining turbulence simulations in this geometry (for instance with shear-periodic boundary

conditions in the radial direction) exhibit a very coherent dynamo, with quasi-time-periodic be-

havior in By and Bx creating a “butterfly diagram” (Brandenburg et al. 1995; Gressel 2010; see

also chapter 1). Large-scale magnetic structures are seen to emanate from the central portion of

the disk, migrating upwards into the lower-density regions and becoming more intense as they do

so (Simon et al., 2012). This migration behavior would be characteristic of a dynamo driven by

αyy above and below the mid-plane; as shown in Eq. (6.12), growth of this type of “αω” dynamo is

always accompanied by dynamo waves since Γ is complex. Note that a negative imaginary part of

Γ is required for upwards migration of mean-field structures with ĝ = ẑ. This occurs for ayy < 0

and axy < 0, (ayx > 0) (Rüdiger and Pipin, 2000).

Utilizing Eq. (6.13) with the results listed in App. D.2, and setting Pm = 1 here for simplicity,

one obtains

(ayy)
S
u = 8πχρū

ˆ
dω dk

k2Wu(k, u)ν̃2 (5ν̃2 + ω2)

15 (ν̃2 + ω2)3 , (6.36a)

(ayy)
S
b = −4πχb̄

ˆ
dω dk ρ−1Wb(k, u)k2 7ν̃4 − 4ω2ν̃2 − 3ω4

15 (ν̃2 + ω2)3 , (6.36b)
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(ayy)
Ω
u = −64πχρū

ˆ
dω dk

k2Wu(k, u)ν̃2 (ν̃2 + 5ω2)

15 (ν̃2 + ω2)3 , (6.36c)

(ayy)
Ω
b = −64πχb̄

ˆ
dω dk

ρ−1Wb(k, u)k2ω2 (ω2 − 3ν̃2)

15 (ν̃2 + ω2)3 . (6.36d)

Finally, for the off-diagonal component, γ(0) = axy = −ayx, one has

(
γ(0)
)
u

= 4πχū

ˆ
dω dk

k2Wu(k, u)η̃

3 (η̃2 + ω2)
, (6.37a)

(
γ(0)
)
b

= −4πχb̄

ˆ
dω dk

k2ρ−1Wb(k, u)η̃

3 (η̃2 + ω2)
. (6.37b)

Here I use the notation χρū = |∇ ln(ρū)|, and again signs are defined such that

ayy = S
[
(ayy)

S
u + (ayy)

S
b

]
+ Ω

[
(ayy)

Ω
u + (ayy)

Ω
b

]
, (6.38)

with Ω > 0 for anticyclonic rotation.

It is first worth noting the sign of each coefficient given in Eqs. (6.36a)-(6.37b). With χρū, χb̄ >

0 it can be shown easily from the above expressions that

(ayy)
S
u > 0, (ayy)

S
b < 0, (ayy)

Ω
u < 0, (ayy)

Ω
b > 0. (6.39)

(Note that for the b components, it is necessary to integrate by parts over ω; see App. D.3). The

relations in Eq. (6.39) appear to also hold for Pm 6= 1 (although I have a proof of this only for

the Ω coefficients). This consistent difference in sign between contributions is rather inconvenient

for the application of SOCA results to stratified accretion disks. Since one expects χρū < 0 and

χb̄ < 0 (although possibly χū > 0) (Gressel, 2010; Bodo et al., 2014), we are left with the

situation where not only do the α effects due to u and b partially cancel, but also those due to

rotation and velocity shear! Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 6.2, the relative contribution of each

depends strongly on Pm. In particular, we see a dominance of (ayy)u over (ayy)b for Pm & 1, but
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Figure 6.2: Transport coefficients (ayy)
Ω
u (solid, blue), (ayy)

S
u (dashed, blue), (ayy)

Ω
b (solid, orange)

and (ayy)
S
b (dashed, orange) as a function of q for (a) Pm = 1, (b) Pm = 10, and (c) Pm =

1/10. Each coefficient is calculated using the form given in Eq. 6.31 for W , and normalized by(
β(0)
)
u

with the magnetic diffusion time, λ2
c/η̄, held constant (equivalently τc = 1/q). The dotted

(black) curve in each plot shows the total ayy with equal kinetic and magnetic turbulence levels for
Keplerian rotation, Ω = 2/3S [Eq. (6.38)], to illustrate the variability in these predictions.
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this can reverse at low Pm. Similarly, the relative contributions due to velocity shear and rotation

for the magnetic effect vary substantially with Pm, although the effect of shear seems generally

more substantial. While the ratio of kinematic shear and rotation contributions may be somewhat

more robust, the two are roughly equal in magnitude, (ayy)
S
u ∼ −(ayy)

Ω
u , and will approximately

cancel for Keplerian rotation. Finally, it is worth noting that to complement these uncertainties,

the signs of γ(0) seem to predict the opposite field migration pattern to the upwards transport seen

in simulation. In particular, for χb̄ < 0 and χū > 0, the kinematic and magnetic contributions

both enforce γ(0) > 0, leading to Im Γ > 0. However, in the use of the anelastic approximation,

buoyancy effects are not included, although these would be expected to change this aspect of the

calculation substantially (Kichatinov and Pipin, 1993; Rüdiger and Pipin, 2000), potentially even

through large-scale instability (Rozyczka et al., 1995).

Where does this leave us for understanding the dynamo in stratified accretion disks? We see

that claims that SOCA predictions are incorrect for the stratified regions of accretion disks are

unfounded. More accurately, one could say that SOCA predictions themselves are completely

inconclusive, even in the kinematic regime, since each contribution – kinematic, magnetic, rotation,

and velocity shear – has a tendency to cancel its partner. Such uncertainty seems at odds with the

robust dynamo “butterfly diagram” seen across a wide variety accretion disk of simulations.

Of course, one possibility is that the SOCA calculation carried out here, keeping only the linear

contributions due to Ω, S, and stratification, is not up to the task of calculating these coefficients,

and in reality there is a robust α effect. For instance, in Rüdiger and Pipin (2000), the authors

find that αyy has the correct sign (αyy < 0) for magnetic fluctuations in a compressible turbulence

model for Keplerian shear and moderate Pm [this is the sign opposite to that of Eq. (6.36b) but

since their effect vanishes in the incompressible limit, one should have no reason to expect agree-

ment]. While certainly a possibility, it would seem a little bizarre that a behavior that appears so

robustly in simulation could show so much variability across different calculation methods or rely

on nonlinear behavior of transport coefficients with Ω, S, or the stratification. A variety of other
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possibilities might be imaginable, for instance a dynamo driven primarily by the magnetic shear-

current effect up to relatively far from the mid-plane (Sec. 6.3), with upwards transport above this

caused by a large-scale buoyancy instability (not included here due to the anelastic approximation).

Another possibility could be that upwards field transport is caused by a small-scale magnetic he-

licity flux (Vishniac and Cho, 2001; Subramanian and Brandenburg, 2004) from the central shear-

current dynamo causing a (helical) magnetic α effect. Such an process could look rather similar

to a more standard α effect, although the basic cause of the dynamo would be entirely different

(Gressel, 2010). I note that although the large-scale fields themselves are nonhelical, the E · B

term driving the small-scale magnetic helicity (see Sec. 1.2) would lead to a magnetic α effect that

could cause growth of the large-scale on the edges of the stratified region, potentially causing a

butterfly pattern if this small-scale helicity was transported upwards. Note that magnetic helicity

fluxes have been found to be important in unstratified global MRI turbulence (Ebrahimi and Bhat-

tacharjee, 2014). Overall however, it seems that the underlying cause for the “butterfly diagram”

in stratified disks remains unclear and more work will be needed to arrive at robust mean-field

models of the process.

6.5 Discussion and conclusions

This chapter serves as an analytical confirmation of the results presented in the previous two chap-

ters. Using perturbative calculations within the second-order correlation approximation, the EMF

has been theoretically calculated in systems with mean velocity gradients, rotation, net helicity,

and stratification. In addition to the standard kinematic dynamo, I include the possibility of a dy-

namo driven by small-scale magnetic fluctuations, as might arise from the small-scale dynamo or

an instability. The main finding, in agreement with chapters 4 and 5, is that an off-diagonal resis-

tivity coupled to the shear can cause a dynamo instability in the presence of magnetic fluctuations.

As discussed, the potential importance of this effect lies in the interesting possibility of the small-
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scale dynamo enhancing the growth of a large-scale field, as studied numerically in chapter 5. In

some sense, this is the reverse of large-scale quenching (Kulsrud and Anderson, 1992; Blackman

and Field, 2002); rather than the small-scale magnetic fluctuations inhibiting the large-scale field

growth, they could actively aid field generation, with large-scale growth eventually halting due to

nonlinear changes to the transport coefficients, possibly influenced by secondary quenching effects

(Rogachevskii et al., 2006).

Importantly, the prediction that the magnetic shear-current effect is able to excite a dynamo

agrees with other transport coefficient calculation methods and simulations. In particular, the

spectral τ approximation predicts the linear magnetic effect to be much stronger than the kine-

matic effect (see Fig. 3 of Rogachevskii and Kleeorin 2004), just as was found in this work using

SOCA (Fig. 6.1). In addition, agreement is found with shear quasi-linear calculations (chapter 4,

which is the magnetic version of the calculations in Singh and Sridhar 2011), as well as perturba-

tive inhomogenous shearing-wave calculations (Lesur and Ogilvie, 2008a). This suggests that the

effect may be more robust than the kinematic shear-current effect and/or have less dependence on

Reynolds numbers.

The work presented in this chapter was motivated primarily by improving understanding of

the fundamental dynamo mechanisms in accretion disks. Consistent with the idea that two dy-

namo mechanisms might operate in disks (Blackman and Tan, 2004), their inner regions seem well

suited to be explained by the magnetic shear current effect (Lesur and Ogilvie, 2008b) – magnetic

fluctuations are generally stronger than kinetic fluctuations, rotation has the correct sign to enhance

the kinematic dynamo, and the turbulence is essentially unstratified and nonhelical. All results dis-

cussed in Sec. 6.3 for the low-Rm regime have been confirmed numerically in chapter 4. Firstly,

we observed the predicted qualitative change in the kinematic dynamo with the addition of rotation,

due to the change in sign of the ηyx transport coefficient. Secondly, we observed the magnetically

driven shear-current effect, both through direct driving of the induction equation (chapter 4), and at

higher magnetic Reynolds number where magnetic fluctuations arise self-consistently though ex-
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citation of a small-scale dynamo (chapter 5). The nonlinear saturation of these magnetically driven

large-scale dynamos exhibits a pleasing resemblance to self-sustaining unstratified accretion disk

turbulence simulations, with quasi-cyclic behavior of the large-scale By field.

Less clear have been our findings regarding the α effect as relevant to the stratified regions

of accretion disks. In particular, α coefficients arising from rotation and shear, and those arising

from kinetic and magnetic fluctuations, are each of opposite signs for anticyclonic rotation (Ω and

∇×U antiparallel), and thus would tend to cancel. Furthermore, predictions about which of these

terms dominate (thus determining the sign of the total α effect), depend strongly on the magnetic

Prandtl number and the relative levels of kinetic and magnetic turbulence. I thus conclude that

perturbative SOCA calculations give no useful predictions regarding the primary driver of the so-

called “butterfly diagram” pattern of large-scale field evolution seen in self-sustaining stratified

accretion disk simulations. Whether this is simply due to the inaccuracies of SOCA, or there is

some other more exotic effect operating, remains to be seen.



Chapter 7

Conclusions and outlook

In this conclusion chapter, I briefly restate the central results of this thesis and consider possibilities

for future work. The discussion is deliberately intended to be succinct, since conclusions are given

at the end of each chapter separately. I refer the reader to Sec. 1.3 of the introduction for a more

comprehensive overview of each chapter and their interrelation.

Much of the work in this thesis has revolved around exploration of the “magnetic shear-current”

as a viable mechanism to drive large-scale dynamos in nonhelical shear flows. The effect is based

on an off-diagonal turbulent resistivity ηyx, which enables the generation of radial magnetic fields

from azimuthal fields. When coupled with the large-scale velocity shear (which generates az-

imuthal fields from radial fields), large dynamo instability can result if ηyx is of the required sign

and sufficiently large (chapter 4). However, the magnetic shear-current effect is appealing not so

much for this field generation mechanism, but because it raises the interesting possibility that the

saturated state of the small-scale dynamo may drive large-scale field generation. Such behavior is

in stark contrast to standard α-quenching theory, in which the small-scale magnetic field, growing

over very short timescales, quenches large-scale field growth by canceling out the kinematic α

effect. The dire predications that accompany such a cancellation have caused some researchers to

question whether mean-field theory can reasonably explain large-scale field generation at all (Kul-

196
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srud and Anderson, 1992; Cattaneo and Hughes, 2009). The magnetic shear-current effect is, in

some sense, the reverse of this dynamo quenching: as the small-scale dynamo grows and saturates,

creating a turbulent bath of magnetic fluctuations, large-scale dynamo action is enhanced rather

than impaired (as shown numerically in chapter 5), with dynamo saturation arising later through

nonlinear changes to the transport coefficients. Given the pervasive presence of large-scale shear

flows in astrophysics, as well as the fact that the small-scale dynamo is always unstable above even

moderate Reynolds numbers, the magnetic shear-current effect may turn out to have a significant

impact on field generation across a wide variety of astrophysical objects.

In the introduction, I stated that one of our primary motivations was to improve understanding

of the MRI dynamo. What has been achieved towards this goal? The magnetic shear-current ef-

fect seems highly plausible as a dynamo mechanism in the inner unstratified regions of accretion

disks: simulations show that the turbulence has a strong magnetic component, and the Keplerian

rotation is favorable for enhancing the kinematic contribution to the dynamo (chapter 4). In ad-

dition, there are a number of other indications that this is indeed the case. Firstly, from driven

direct numerical simulation, we see that the nonlinear saturation of the magnetic shear-current ef-

fect can show cyclic behavior, with some resemblance to dynamo cycles in self-sustaining MRI

turbulence (chapters 4 and 5). Secondly, the importance of the ηyx transport coefficient has been

concluded previously from self-sustaining DNS (Lesur and Ogilvie, 2008b) (our suggestions are in

some sense an extension of the dynamo proposed in that work to formal dynamo theory). Thirdly,

the most significant ovservation is the similarity of the saturated state of CE2 calculations to MRI

turbulence, in particular the strong dependence on magnetic Prandtl number (chapter 3). Since

the magnetic shear-current effect is the only possible dynamo mechanism in these statistical cal-

culations – incoherent effects are necessarily excluded completely and the kinematic shear-current

effect is too weak – one is led to the conclusion that self-sustaining turbulence is likely to be also

strongly influenced by this dynamo. Thus, as one of the central conclusions of this thesis, I would
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tentatively state that the magnetic shear-current effect is the primary driver of the dynamo near the

mid-plane of ionized accretion disks.

In addition to the magnetic shear-current effect, a number of subsidiary results have been pre-

sented. The most important of these, listed in their order of appearance, include:

The relationship between local and global linear MRI (chapter 2) – Through the use of non-

modal stability theory, I have explicitly shown the connection between global eigenmodes

and the local shearing box for both axisymmetric and non-axisymmetric modes. This illus-

trates that, in many cases, local stability approaches will be more relevant than global eigen-

modes since the nonmodal structures can grow many orders of magnitude before the eigen-

mode predictions eventually become important. Thus we see that, from the linear standpoint,

shearing box boundary conditions are a very natural choice for the study of the MRI. In addi-

tion, the nonmodal approach clarifies that the strong dependence of global non-axisymmetric

eigenmodes on the chosen boundary conditions should not be a cause for concern, since

shearing wave structures generically appear independently of this choice.

Fast linear MRI growth over all scales (chapter 2) – Over short timescales, all shearing wave

MRI modes (ky, kz) grow at the same rate, which is the growth rate of the most unstable

MRI eigenmode (γMRI = q/2). The contrast between this result and eigenmode predictions

illustrates the importance of choosing a relevant timescale when evaluating the linear con-

tribution to MRI turbulence, and suggests that linear drive could be important in turbulence

over a wide range of scales, even when a number of spectrally unstable modes are present.

In addition, a comparison between the growth of static structures and shearing waves gives

some justification for why shearing waves are generically seen in the spatially dependent

nonmodal calculations.

Prandtl number dependence of the saturated large-scale MRI dynamo (chapter 3) – Despite

the very significant approximations in the derivation of the quasi-linear model, the saturated
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state of the MRI dynamo bears a strong resemblance to nonlinear MRI turbulence. Most

interesting is the non-intuitive dependence on Pm: at fixed magnetic dissipation, as the fluid

dissipation is increased, the level of turbulence increases. The prevalence of this trend in the

quasi-linear model illustrates the fundamental importance of the large-scale dynamo for this

scaling in MRI turbulence. We have seen that the basic aspects of the trend can be explained

through consideration of the electromotive force as a function of mean-field strength, so

long as the effect of the radial magnetic field on the fluctuations is included. This can be

seen as a simple extension to the model of Lesur and Ogilvie (2008a,b).

The importance of rotation for kinematic shear dynamos (chapter 4) – It has been shown

conclusively that the low-Reynolds-number shear dynamos presented in Yousef et al.

(2008a,b) are primarily driven by the stochastic-α effect. This mechanism involves temporal

fluctuations in the dynamo α coefficient about zero, and is essentially that suggested by

Vishniac and Brandenburg (1997) and Heinemann et al. (2011). However, rotation can

qualitatively alter this dynamo (despite statements to the contrary in Yousef et al. 2008a),

increasing its coherency and growth rate through the Ω × J effect (Krause and Rädler,

1980). This conclusion is completely compatible with the results of Yousef et al. (2008a,b),

and nicely explains aspects of their measured growth rates.

The α effect in the stratified regions of accretion disks (chapter 6) – The lack of homogeneity

in the stratified regions of disks enables a coherent α effect, which one might expect to be

responsible for the upwards field migration and amplification seen in stratified MRI turbu-

lence simulations (the “butterfly diagram”). However, using analytic calculations within the

second-order correlation approximation (SOCA) it was shown that the four possible α effects

– arising from combinations of shear and rotation, and kinetic and magnetic fluctuations –

have the tendency to cancel each other. Furthermore, the prediction for which effect should

dominate, thus determining the overall sign, depends strongly on Pm and the relative levels
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of homogenous kinetic and magnetic fluctuations. We thus conclude that SOCA can make

no prediction regarding the α effect in stratified regions of disks. While the inconclusive

nature of this result may simply be related to inaccuracies in SOCA, it seems more likely

that a fundamentally different mechanism is proving important in the stratified dynamo, for

instance a large-scale buoyancy instability or fluxes of magnetic helicity.

Throughout the aforementioned studies, a variety of interesting and novel techniques have been

applied to understanding the shear-current dynamo and MRI turbulence. Most notable are the sta-

tistical methods: direct statistical simulation (CE2), and the study of mean-field statistics using

ensembles of direct numerical simulations. Given the inherent resolution limitations of simula-

tions on even the most powerful computers, the extra information afforded by such methods – in

particular in measurement accuracy – may prove critical in extrapolating results to regimes of high

Reynolds numbers (Rempel et al., 2010).

7.1 Outlook

Inevitably, a wide variety of questions have been left unanswered in this work. Here I outline a

handful of those that I consider to be the most important, referring the reader to the conclusions of

each chapter for more thorough discussion.

The magnetic shear-current effect at high Reynolds numbers – While I have given evidence

for the excitation of the large-scale fields by the small-scale dynamo, the fate of such an

effect at higher Rm remains entirely uncertain. Two effects may be important here: the first,

a change of the transport coefficient with Rm for a given level of b0 fluctuations; the second,

a change in the intensity of the small-scale dynamo with Rm and Pm. Understanding each

of these in sufficient detail to extrapolate to astrophysical regimes is a very difficult problem,

but is probably necessary to robustly assess the capacity of the magnetic shear-current effect
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to drive large-scale dynamos in a variety of astrophysical scenarios (e.g., galatic dynamo,

solar dynamo).

Nonlinear saturation of the magnetic shear-current effect – The saturation characteristics of

the magnetic shear-current effect remain unclear, although a brief study was presented

in chapter 3 (see also Rogachevskii and Kleeorin 2004). This saturation is likely to be

fundamental to the cycles seen in unstratified nonlinear MRI simulations, and perhaps also

to the time-dependent “butterfly diagram” seen in stratified disk simulations. Understanding

the cause of the Prandtl number dependence of the saturation in more detail is of particular

significance, since this appears to be fundamentally related to the similar dependence of

MRI turbulence (chapter 3).

Self-sustaining MRI turbulence – The quasi-linear models cannot address the transition to self-

sustaining turbulence due to the mean-field average. However, this transition, in particular its

Pm dependence, is of fundamental importance for understanding MRI turbulence and its fate

in astrophysically relevant regimes. A viable approach to tackle this problem may involve the

use of the less restrictive azimuthal (rather than azimuthal and radial) average, as in Farrell

and Ioannou (2012). This would enable quasi-linear “turbulence” to self-sustain in a highly

simplified setting. Related to this, study of the transition to turbulence in hydrodynamic shear

flows using the quasi-linear machinery could prove very rewarding. Of particular interest are

the mechanisms that suppress subcritical transition as one moves away from the instability

boundaries set by the Rayleigh criterion (Lesur and Longaretti, 2005).

The stratified MRI dynamo – The stratified MRI dynamo has been explored very little in this

thesis, but is at least as important as the unstratified variety for formulating useful mean-field

disk models (Blackman, 2012). The result in chapter 6 that there is no well-determined sign

for the α effect is somewhat puzzling, and motivates study into other effects that could cause

the rising patterns of field amplification seen in simulation. If indeed the central regions of
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disks are primarily driven through the magnetic shear-current effect, it would be interesting

to understand the cause of the significantly increased coherency in cycle periods after the

addition of stratification (Simon et al., 2012) . Ideally, one might hope to formulate a simple

one-dimensional mean-field model, containing only physically motivated effects, that could

capture the differences and similarities between the stratified and unstratified MRI dynamos,

and thus be used to construct observationally useful disk models that include the effects of

self-consistent magnetic field generation.

Helicity effects in the MRI dynamo – Magnetic helicity and its transport are a cornerstone of

modern dynamo theory (Brandenburg et al., 2012) but have been explored very little in this

thesis. Given that strong helicity fluxes have been found in unstratified global simulations

(Ebrahimi and Bhattacharjee, 2014), it is critical to further explore these issues with both

DNS and analytic models,1 where analogies with previous work on “hyper-resistivity” in

reversed field pinches may prove very helpful (Bhattacharjee and Hameiri, 1986; Boozer,

1986). In particular, vertical stratification is likely to be important since various additional

contributions to the vertical helicity flux occur (Pipin, 2008), and these have yet not been

systematically explored (to my knowledge). This subject is expected to be intimately related

in various ways to the previous points on the saturation of the magnetic shear-current effect

and the stratified MRI dynamo.

Extensions to the MHD model – The MHD model is far from accurate in many situations with

low collisionality, and it is critical to understand how kinetic effects alter the fundamental

physics. A simple approach that has been pursued in a variety of recent works, mostly re-

lated to protoplanetary disks, is to make modifications to the MHD induction equation. The

most important effects include Hall MHD terms (Ebrahimi et al., 2011; Kunz and Lesur,

2013), which are also fundamental for plasma experiments (Collins et al., 2014), and am-

1Some work has been done using toy analytic models for the shear-current effect, see Rogachevskii et al. 2006.
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bipolar diffusion terms (Kunz and Balbus, 2004; Bai and Stone, 2013; Lesur et al., 2014).

Looking further, a fully kinetic description (Quataert et al., 2015) may fundamentally alter

the saturation characteristics of MRI turbulence. This subject is essentially unexplored at

the present time due to the prodigious computational requirements, but will almost certainly

become an important subfield in the future. Similarly, collisionless dynamos have hardly

been studied, yet may contain a variety of interesting physics that diverges strongly from

MHD predictions, with application across many astrophysical systems.

Of course, those subjects listed above only scratch the surface of interesting avenues for future

work in this area.



Appendix A

Appendix: Nonmodal stability of the MRI

A.1 Global linear MHD equations

For reference, here I give the global linear MHD equations in the Orr-Sommerfeld variables

[Eq. (2.17)], using the global equilibrium described in Sec. 2.3.1 (a Keplerian velocity profile has

already been assumed). For simplicity, I have not included dissipation terms (i.e., set ν̄ = η̄ = 0);

these terms become very complex (especially with the ν̄ appearing in the background velocity

profile) and the equilibrium is of mostly academic interest since compressibility is generally im-

portant in global domains. Note that when ν̄ and η̄ are non-zero, derivatives up to fourth order in

space appear in the equation for u. In practice, I derive these equations directly from the global

nonlinear MHD equations [Eqs. (2.11)] in Mathematica and insert them directly into the Cheby-

shev eigenspectrum solver. It was found empirically that the global MHD equations in this form

lead to a much cleaner numerical spectrum than in the original variables. This is very important

for pseudo-mode calculations since a large number of eigenmodes are often needed to form an

accurate pseudo-mode.
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With F ≡ mB0θ + kzB0z, the equations are

∂3

∂t∂r2
ur(r, t) +

3m2 + k2
zr

2

r (m2 + k2
zr

2)

∂2

∂t∂r
ur(r, t) +

[
m2 − r2k2

z

r2 (m2 + k2
zr

2)
−
(
m2

r2
+ k2

z

)]
∂

∂t
ur(r, t)

=
im

r7/2

(
m2 + k2

zr
2 − 7m2 + 3k2

zr
2

4 (m2 + k2
zr

2)

)
ur(r, t)−

im

r5/2

3m2 + k2
zr

2

m2 + k2
zr

2

∂

∂r
ur(r, t)

+iF

[(
m2 − k2

zr
2
)

+ 4k2
zmr

2B0θ/F

r2 (m2 + k2
zr

2)
−
(
k2
z +

m2

r2

)]
Br(r, t) +

iF

r

3m2 + k2
zr

2

m2 + k2
zr

2

∂

∂r
Br(r, t)

− im

r3/2

∂2

∂r2
ur(r, t) + iF

∂2

∂r2
Br(r, t)− 2ikzB0θη(r, t) +

2ikz
r3/2

ζ(r, t), (A.1a)

∂

∂t
ζ(r, t) = iFη(r, t) + 2ikzB0θBr(r, t)−

ikz
2r3/2

ur(r, t)−
im

r3/2
ζ(r, t), (A.1b)

∂

∂t
Br(r, t) = iFur(r, t)−

im

r3/2
Br(r, t), (A.1c)

∂

∂t
η(r, t) = − 3ikz

2r3/2
Br(r, t)− iFζ(r, t) +

im

r3/2
η(r, t). (A.1d)

A.2 Conversion between global and shearing box equations

Here I outline the method used to obtain the shearing box parameters from global parameters at

a chosen radius. The method is essentially that of Umurhan and Regev (2004) and involves non-

dimensionalizing all variables and considering a small box centered at r0. Specifically, insert

r = r0 (1 + δx) (A.2)
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into the global equations [Eqs. (A.1) including dissipation], where δ represents the size of the box

compared to r0 and x is the radial co-ordinate of the shearing box. Then, non-dimensionalize each

variable according to the length scale δr0 and the time-scale r3/2
0 ; that is,

ur = ũr
δ

r0

, Br = B̃r
δ

r0

, ζ = ζ̃
1

r
3/2
0

, η = η̃
1

r
3/2
0

, kz = k̃z
1

r0δ
, m = m̃

1

δ
,

B0z = B̃0z
δ

r0

, B0θ = B̃0θ
δ

r
3/2
0

, ν̄ = ˜̄ν δ2√r0, η̄ = ˜̄η δ2√r0, (A.3)

where the ·̃ indicates a non-dimensionalized quantity. Removing the background flow using

∂

∂t
→ ∂

∂t
− iu0(r0)

r0

m

δ
, (A.4)

and performing a series expansion in δ to first order, one obtains – after a substantial amount of

algebra – the shearing box equations Eqs. (2.20).

This link between the global and local equations leads to a straightforward method for obtaining

the relevant shearing box parameters at r0. With δ a necessary choice (representing the size of the

shearing box in comparison to the radius), the local parameters are given by

ky = (m)G δ, kz = (kz)G δr0, B0z = (B0z)G

√
r0

δ
,

B0y = (B0θ)G
r

3/2
0

δ
, ν̄ = (ν̄)G

1

δ2
√
r0

, η̄ = (η̄)G
1

δ2
√
r0

, (A.5)

where (·)G represents a global quantity. It is also necessary to rescale time by a factor of 1/r
3/2
0 .

As it transpires, the shearing wave equations are invariant under a rescaling by δ in exactly the way

it appears in Eqs. (A.5), meaning the choice of δ is irrelevant and we can set it to 1 for simplicity.
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A.3 Does the shearing box possess Floquet eigenmodes?

In the standard view prevalent in most of the MRI literature, non-axisymmetric eigenmodes are

possible (and important) in global domains because of the time independence of the system, while

the shearing box is limited to shearing-wave solutions since these are all that can be supported by

the boundary conditions. The main purpose of chapter 2 has been to argue against the former point

– while eigenmodes certainly exist, they may not be more important than localized shearing-wave

solutions. In this appendix, I argue against the latter point; that eigenmode-like solutions should

not exist for the shearing box. Indeed, the shearing box is a time-periodic system with period

TSB = Ly/ (qLx), and thus one should expect eigenmodes of the Floquet type; that is solutions of

the form,

U (x, t) = UP (x, t) eγt. (A.6)

Here U represents all variables of the solution, UP (x, t) is a TSB periodic function in time, and γ a

complex number. Such solutions are probably of no particular physical significance; however, the

idea provides a nice closure to the discussion in chapter 2 (eigenmodes are usually considered in

global domains, but shearing waves may be important; shearing waves are usually considered in

the shearing box, but eigenmodes may be found). Note that Floquet theory fits seamlessly into the

framework of nonmodal stability theory, as outlined in Schmid (2007), Sec. 3.3.

Consider the linear shearing-box system, written in the symbolic form

∂tU (t) = A (t)U (t) (A.7)

where the operator A (t) satisfies, A (t) = A (t+ TSB). Floquet’s theorem says that the funda-

mental solution matrix,

∂tΦ (t) = A (t) Φ (t) , Φ (0) = I (A.8)
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can be written in the form

Φ (t) = P (t) eBt, (A.9)

where P (t) is periodic in time with the same period as A (t). Then, with coordinate change

U = P (t) Ũ , the system becomes

∂tŨ = BŨ (A.10)

for time-independent B, implying the existence of solutions to the original system of the form

U (t) = P (t)Vie
γit (A.11)

where γi and Vi are the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the B matrix.

There are caveats to the above argument. Most importantly, for B to exist, the fundamental

solution matrix Φ(t) must be invertible, since eBTSB = Φ (TSB). The steps leading to Eq. (A.10)

also require the invertibility of P (t), but this is implied by the invertibility of Φ (t). Thus we are

left with the question: is Φ (t) invertible? In general, there is no obvious reason that it should

not be; however, Φ (t) is not invertible in the special case in which A is discretized using a finite

number of Fourier modes. The reason is that the shearing wave,

U (x, t) = U (t) eiqky(t−t0)x, (A.12)

is an exact solution to the shearing box system Eq. (A.7). More precisely, the initial condition

U (0) = eikx,maxx = (0, 0, 0, . . . , 0, 1) evolves to U (TSB) = ei(kx,max+2π/Lx)x by t = TSB, which

can obviously not be represented in any way by the finite number of Fourier modes. This leads to

a singular matrix Φ (TSB). Nonetheless, this is a rather specific case due to the fact that a Fourier

mode is advected to an another exact Fourier mode by t = TSB, and it seems that a different

discretization should allow a set of Floquet eigenmodes to be constructed (although perhaps this
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would be numerically challenging since the fundamental solution matrices are likely to be close

to singular). Presumably this could work with a finite-difference discretization (such as used in

nonlinear shearing-box codes; see for example, Balbus and Hawley 1998), or by using a Cheby-

shev discretization in x. Since this seems to be a relatively substantial effort for a rather esoteric

problem, I have not carried out such a calculation.

As some proof of principle that such solutions might exist, for the ideal hydrodynamic shearing

box without rotation it is straightforward to construct special case Floquet solutions with purely

imaginary γ. The equations of the system are

(
∂2
x + ∂2

y + ∂2
z

)
∂tu = −iqx∂y

(
∂2
x + ∂2

y + ∂2
z

)
u, (A.13a)

∂tζ = iq∂zu− iqx∂yζ. (A.13b)

This has an exact shearing-wave solution

unx (x, y, t) =
eiαyeiqαxteinxkx0x

α2 + (qαt+ nxkx0)2 , ζ = 0, (A.14)

for u with no z dependence and kx0 = 2π/Lx. Since these solutions decay to 0 sufficiently rapidly

at t = ±∞, one can form the infinite sum of these shear waves separated in time by TSB =

Ly/ (qkyLx), to obtain a time-periodic solution satisfying the shearing-box boundary conditions,

u (x, t) =
∞∑

nx=−∞

σnxunx(x, t), (A.15)

where σ is some complex number with |σ| = 1 that allows for γ = iω (rather than γ = 0).

Interestingly, this sum can evaluated exactly in closed form in terms of β-functions and leads to

solution with a discontinuous derivative (the position of which depends on the phase factor σ –

it is zero for σ = 1). While this discontinuity may be a little worrisome, eigenmodes of time-
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independent fluid systems often develop discontinuities in the ideal limit, so this does not seem to

constitute an obvious reason for discounting the solution.

Obviously, such a solution is of a very specific form, and its method of construction is not

easily generalized to other cases; nonetheless, it does at least illustrate that such solutions can

exist, and the presence of purely imaginary eigenvalues is expected in the ideal hydrodynamic case.

Without calculating such solutions for the more complicated rotating MHD system, it is not clear

how such modes would look, or whether unstable non-axisymmetric Floquet modes are possible.

Given the presence of unstable non-axisymmetric modes when hard-wall boundaries are used (e.g.,

Fig. 2.3), there does not seem to be any a-priori reason to exclude the possibility. Interestingly in

Brandenburg and Dintrans (2006) Fig. 4, the two highest-resolution runs appear to start growing

exponentially towards the end of the calculation, which would be observed if a Floquet eigenmode

were to start dominating. This could easily be a purely numerical effect however (for instance,

aliasing of some form), and I do not mean to claim that this is credible evidence for the existence

of unstable non-axisymmetric Floquet modes of the shearing box.
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Appendix: The MRI dynamo

B.1 Derivation of the equation for C(t)

In this appendix, I outline the derivation of the CE2 equation, Eq. (3.4b), governing the evolution

of C(t) under the action of a linear operator A(t). I shall consider A(t) as given; any dependence

on mean fields is subsumed within the operator’s time dependence. More information can be found

in Farrell and Ioannou (1993, 1994, 2003) and Tobias et al. (2011).

Consider the system

∂tui = Aij(t)uj + ξi, (B.1)

where ξ is a driving noise. This equation could represent a suitably discretized form of the quasi-

linear fluctuation equations. The solution is

ui(t) =

ˆ t

0

dsGir (t, s) ξr (s) , (B.2)
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where Gir (t, s) is the Green’s function (in the case of time-independent A, G (t, s) = eA(t−s) for

t > s and 0 otherwise). We are interested in

Cij (t) =
〈
ui (t)u

∗
j (t)

〉
=

ˆ t

0

ds

ˆ t

0

ds′Gir (t, s)G∗js (t, s′) 〈ξr (s) ξ∗s (s′)〉 , (B.3)

which, using 〈
ξi (t) ξ

∗
j (t′)

〉
= Qij (t) δ (t− t′) , (B.4)

becomes ˆ t

0

dsGir (t, s)G∗js (t, s)Qij(s). (B.5)

We can then differentiate this in time to give

∂tCij =

ˆ t

0

ds ∂tGir (t, s)G∗js (t, s)Qij(s)

+

ˆ t

0

dsGir (t, s) ∂tG
∗
js (t, s)Qij(s) +Qij (t)

=
(
AC + CA† +Q

)
ij
, (B.6)

using ∂tGij (t, s) = AirGrj(t, s) for t > s, and Gij (t, t) = δij .
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Appendix: Nonhelical shear dynamos

C.1 Stochastic-α shear dynamos: some notes on previously

proposed mechanisms

There has been a wide variety of literature on stochastic-α dynamos in shear flows. Here, I consider

the relationship between a number of these works, and explain some fundamental differences that

would have important consequences for their observation in simulations. This discussion seems

suitable for presentation as an appendix of chapter 4, since the primary purpose of this chapter has

been to propose an alternative to the stochastic-α mechanism for non-helical shear dynamos.

At least two fundamentally different dynamo mechanisms are possible from fluctuations in

the α effect with zero mean. The first – which has been explored for a variety of perspectives

in Vishniac and Brandenburg (1997), Proctor (2007), Brandenburg et al. (2008a), Bushby and

Proctor (2010), Heinemann et al. (2011), Richardson and Proctor (2012), Mitra and Brandenburg

(2012), and McWilliams (2012) – has the property (discussed in Sec. 4.2) that 〈B(t)〉 decays in

time, and only 〈B2〉 undergoes exponential instability. I shall term this the incoherent stochastic-

α mechanism. (I remind the reader that 〈·〉 refers to an ensemble average, while · refers to the
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mean-field average.) The second mechanism, which is in essence the Kraichnan-Moffat dynamo

(Kraichnan, 1976; Moffatt, 1978), has been explored in the context of shear flows in Silant’ev

(2000), Mitra and Brandenburg (2012), and Sridhar and Singh (2014), and does exhibit growth of

〈B(t)〉. I shall term this the coherent stochastic-α mechanism. Since the requirements on mean-

field evolution imposed by 〈B(t)〉 = 0 have been utilized as part of the argument for the prevalence

of a coherent dynamo in chapters 4 and 5, it seems worth explaining in more detail the coherent

stochastic-α mechanism and its relation to the incoherent variety.

In its absolute simplest form, the dynamo in Kraichnan (1976) and Sridhar and Singh (2014)

can be described as resulting from

∂tB = ∇× [α(x, t)B] + ηT∇2B, (C.1)

where α(x, t) is a spatiotemporal fluctuating α-effect, assumed to arise from smaller-scale fluc-

tuations, and ηT is the turbulent resistivity. One then specifies that 〈α〉 = 0, 〈α(x, t)α(x′, t′)〉 =

2A(x− x′)D(t, t′), and forms the equation for 〈B〉

∂t〈B〉 = ∇× (VM × 〈B〉) + ηK∇2〈B〉, (C.2)

where ηK ≡ ηT −A(0), and VM ≡
´∞

0
dτ〈α(x, τ)∇α(x, 0)〉. For sufficiently strong fluctuations

in α, instability arises for 〈B〉, because ηK becomes negative. Note that for such an instability,

the smallest scales of the mean field grow the fastest. Sridhar and Singh (2014) give a variety of

interesting extensions to this model, including the effects of nonzero α correlation time τα, and

shear (which changes the dynamo only if τα 6= 0).

Why is it that this dynamo is mean field in the true sense – that is, 〈B〉 grows exponentially

– while this is not true for the incoherent stochastic-α dynamo? This question is important for

understanding the shear dynamo, since a dynamo arising though this coherent stochastic-α mecha-
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nism will have very different properties. While it seems that all previous treatments of the coherent

stochastic-α dynamo have considered a spatiotemporal fluctuations in the α coefficient, this is not

the fundamental difference. In particular, if we simply assert that α(x, t) = α(t) the dynamo can

still exist with ηK ≡ ηT − A(0), although VM = 0. The answer to this question is given in Mitra

and Brandenburg (2012) Sec. 3.3, where they examine the effects of mutual correlations between

α coefficients. In particular (now considering specifically a horizontal mean-field average such

that we have only a 2-D system), they find that in the presence of mutual correlations between α

coefficients,

〈αij(t)αkl(t′)〉 = Dijklδ(t− t
′), (C.3)

the ensemble averaged mean-field 〈B〉 = (〈Bx〉, 〈By〉) satisfies the equation

∂t 〈B〉 =

 −k2(ηT +Dyxyx −Dyyxx) k2(Dyyxy −Dyxyy )

−S + k2(Dxxyx −Dxyxx) −k2(ηT +Dxyxy −Dxxyy )

 〈B〉 . (C.4)

Evidently, from Eq. (C.1), in the coherent stochastic-α mechanism, αxx(t) = αyy(t), while

αyx(t) = αxy(t) = 0. This implies Dxxyy = Dxxxx = Dyyyy , while all other Dijkl vanish. Therefore we

see exactly the same instability from Eq. (C.4), since ηT −Dyyxx can be negative.

We thus find that the coherent stochastic-α mechanism requires the rather specific situation of

strong diagonal α fluctuations, but very weak off-diagonal α fluctuations (since 〈αyx(t)αyx(t′)〉 =

Dyxyxδ(t−t′), and similarly for αxy). While the exact result Eq. (C.4) is only valid for α with no spa-

tial dependence, it seems almost certain that similar conclusions will hold if spatial variation is also

included. Is it realistic for the correlation between αxx and αyy to greatly exceed the fluctuations in

αyx and αxy (their difference must also overcome ηT )? Possibly, for instance if the fluctuations in

αij arose purely from fluctuations in small-scale helicity, but this situation seems unlikely. In any

case, more work, both numerical and analytical (e.g., inclusion of αyx and αxy in the much more

thorough calculations of Sridhar and Singh 2014), would be needed to thoroughly assess this pos-
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sibility. Overall, the confluence of factors that are unfavorable to the coherent stochastic-α dynamo

– the requirement for very strong α fluctuations, the significantly adverse effect of off-diagonal α,

and the fact that one would observe a mean field that grows much faster on the smallest scales –

leads to the conclusion that this mechanism has probably not been observed in previous numerical

experiments on shear dynamos.
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Appendix: Analytic transport coefficients

D.1 Equations formmm(0), mmm(1), bbb(0), bbb(1) in Fourier space

Here I give the set of perturbation equations for u and b in Fourier space, which result from

the Fourier transform of Eq. (6.14). The method is outlined in RS06, so I give very little detail

here. Since it is assumed that Ui (x) = Uijxj , ρ = ρ0 + χρĝixi, and Bi (x) = Bi + Bijxj the

Fourier transforms can be carried out exactly using x̂k∂lbj = −δlkb̂j−kl∂kk b̂j (where ·̂ denotes the

Fourier transform). I have also neglected products of χρ with Bij . In the momentum equations, the

projection operator δij − kikj/k2 is applied so as to remove the pressure.

Defining, as in RS06,

Nν =
1

iω − νk2
, Eη =

1

iω − ηk2
, (D.1)

the Fourier-space equations are as follows,
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m
(0)
i =Nν

[
−Uilm0l + Ulkkl

∂m0i

∂kk
+ 2

kikj
k2

m0lUjl − iνkrχρĝrm0i

+ iν
kikjkr
k2

χρĝrm0j + 2
krΩr

k2
εijkm0jkk + ikrBrb0i

− ikrBr
kikj
k2

b0j + Bilb0l −Blkkl
∂b0i

∂kk
− 2

kikj
k2

b0lBjl

]
, (D.2)

m
(1)
i =Nν

[
−Uilm(0)

l + Ulkkl
∂m

(0)
i

∂kk
+ 2

kikj
k2

m
(0)
l Ujl − iνkrχρĝrm(0)

i

+ iν
kikjkr
k2

χρĝrm
(0)
j + 2

krΩr

k2
εijkm

(0)
j kk + ikrBrb

(0)
i

− ikrBr
kikj
k2

b
(0)
j + Bilb

(0)
l −Blkkl

∂b
(0)
i

∂kk
− 2

kikj
k2

b
(0)
l Bjl

]
, (D.3)

b
(0)
i =Eη

[
ρ−1

0

(
ikrBrm0i −Bijm0j −Bjkkj

∂m0i

∂kk
+Biχρĝrm0r

+χρĝrBjkj
∂m0i

∂kr

)
+ Uijb0j + Ujkkj

∂b0i

∂kk

]
, (D.4)

b
(1)
i =Eη

[
ρ−1

0

(
ikrBrm

(0)
i −Bijm

(0)
j −Bjkkj

∂m
(0)
i

∂kk
+Biχρĝrm

(0)
r

+χρĝrBjkj
∂m

(0)
i

∂kr

)
+ Uijb

(0)
j + Ujkkj

∂b
(0)
i

∂kk

]
, (D.5)

Herem0i, b0i etc. refer to the Fourier-space variables for simplicity of notation. As a first step in the

calculation, Eqs. (D.2) and (D.4) are inserted into Eqs. (D.3) and (D.5) and expanded, neglecting

those terms that contain UijUrs, UijΩr, ΩiΩj, Uij χρ, Ωχρ, χ
2
ρ, BiBj , BiBij and BijBrs as higher

order in this perturbation expansion.
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D.2 List of all transport coefficients

In this appendix, I list all transport coefficients α(0) β(0), δ(Ω), . . . in the form of integrals over

the isotropic velocity and magnetic correlation functions, Wu (R, k, ω) , Hu (k, ω) ,Wb (R, k, ω) ,

Hb (k, ω). This parallels Appendix B in RS06 and there is some overlap; however, for completeness

I list all coefficients.

Analogous to the relations in Sec. 6.3 for the Cartesian case and RS06, I list the coefficient of

4πk2Wu,b or 4πk2Hu,b in the integrand of each transport coefficient; that is, α̃(·)
H , α̃(·) or β̃(·) in

(
α

(·)
H

)
u,b

= 4π

ˆ
dk dω k2α̃

(·)
H (k, ω)Hu,b (k, ω) , (D.6a)(

α(·))
u,b

= 4π

ˆ
dk dω k2α̃(·) (k, ω)Wu,b (k, ω) , (D.6b)(

β(·))
u,b

= 4π

ˆ
dk dω k2β̃(·) (k, ω)Wu,b (k, ω) . (D.6c)

I use the notation η̃ = k2η̄, ν̃ = k2ν̄, and∇ ln a ≡ χa ĝ (e.g., ∇ ln ρ+∇ ln ū = χρū ĝ).

D.2.1 Nonhelical α coefficients(
γ(0)
)
u

=
χūη̃

6 (η̃2 + ω2)
, (D.7)

(
γ(0)
)
b

= − χb̄ν̃

6ρ (ν̃2 + ω2)
, (D.8)

(
γ(Ω)

)
u

= − χρūω
2

3 (η̃2 + ω2) (ν̃2 + ω2)
, (D.9)

(
γ(Ω)

)
b

=
χb̄(ω

2 − ν̃2)

6ρ (ν̃2 + ω2)2 , (D.10)
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(
α

(Ω)
1

)
u

=

4χρūη̃ (2ω2η̃ (ν̃2 + ω2) + η̃2 (3ω2ν̃ + ν̃3) + ω2ν̃ (ν̃2 + 3ω2))

15 (η̃2 + ω2)2 (ν̃2 + ω2)2 , (D.11)

(
α

(Ω)
1

)
b

=
4χb̄ω

2 (ω2 − 3ν̃2)

15ρ (ν̃2 + ω2)3 , (D.12)

(
α

(Ω)
2

)
u

=
χρū
15

[
2ω2η̃ν̃

(
ω2 − 3ν̃2

)
+ 3ω2η̃2

(
ν̃2 + ω2

)
+2η̃3ν̃

(
ω2 − 3ν̃2

)
− 5ω4

(
ν̃2 + ω2

)]
×
(
η̃2 + ω2

)−2 (
ν̃2 + ω2

)−2
, (D.13)

(
α

(Ω)
2

)
b

=
χb̄(3ω

4 − 24ω2ν̃2 + 5ν̃4)

30ρ (ν̃2 + ω2)3 , (D.14)

(
α

(W )
1

)
u

=
χρū
120

[
4η̃5
(
11ω2ν̃ + 5ν̃3

)
+ 4η̃

(
11ω6ν̃ + 5ω4ν̃3

)
+8η̃3

(
11ω4ν̃ + 5ω2ν̃3

)
+ η̃4

(
12ω2ν̃2 − ν̃4 + 13ω4

)
− 4η̃2

(
5ω4ν̃2 + 3ω2ν̃4 + 2ω6

)
+ 5ω4ν̃4 − 5ω8

]
×
(
η̃2 + ω2

)−3 (
ν̃2 + ω2

)−2
, (D.15)

(
α

(W )
1

)
b

=
χb̄
120

[
4ω2η̃ν̃

(
ν̃2 + ω2

)2
+ η̃4

(
ν̃4 − 36ω2ν̃2 + 11ω4

)
− 4η̃3ν̃

(
ν̃2 + ω2

)2
+ 4η̃2

(
−11ω4ν̃2 + 5ω2ν̃4 + 8ω6

)
− 8ω6ν̃2 + 19ω4ν̃4 + 21ω8

] (
η̃2 + ω2

)−2 (
ν̃2 + ω2

)−3
ρ−1, (D.16)
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(
α

(W )
2

)
u

=
χρū
240

[
−4η̃5

(
3ω2ν̃ + 5ν̃3

)
− 4η̃

(
3ω6ν̃ + 5ω4ν̃3

)
+η̃4

(
44ω2ν̃2 + 13ν̃4 + 31ω4

)
− 8η̃3

(
3ω4ν̃ + 5ω2ν̃3

)
− 28η̃2

(
5ω4ν̃2 + 3ω2ν̃4 + 2ω6

)
+5
(
8ω6ν̃2 + 3ω4ν̃4 + 5ω8

)]
×
(
η̃2 + ω2

)−3 (
ν̃2 + ω2

)−2
, (D.17)

(
α

(W )
2

)
b

=
χb̄
240

[
28ω2η̃ν̃

(
ν̃2 + ω2

)2 − 28η̃3ν̃
(
ν̃2 + ω2

)2

+ η̃4
(
−12ω2ν̃2 + 7ν̃4 − 3ω4

)
− 4η̃2

(
17ω4ν̃2 − 5ω2ν̃4 + 14ω6

)
−56 ω6ν̃2 + 13ω4ν̃4 − 53ω8

] (
η̃2 + ω2

)−2 (
ν̃2 + ω2

)−3
ρ−1, (D.18)

(
α(D)

)
u

=
χρū
120

[
12ω2η̃2ν̃2

(
ν̃2 + ω2

)
+ 12η̃5ν̃

(
ω2 − ν̃2

)
+ 4ω4η̃ν̃

(
ν̃2 + 7ω2

)
+ 8η̃3

(
5ω4ν̃ − ω2ν̃3

)
+ 5ω4ν̃4 − 5ω8

−η̃4
(
20ω2ν̃2 + 9ν̃4 + 11ω4

)] (
η̃2 + ω2

)−3 (
ν̃2 + ω2

)−2
, (D.19)

(
α(D)

)
b

=
χb̄
120

[
−4ω2η̃ν̃

(
6ω2ν̃2 + ν̃4 + 5ω4

)
− η̃4

(
12ω2ν̃2 − 5ν̃4 + ω4

)
+ 4η̃3ν̃

(
6ω2ν̃2 + 5ν̃4 + ω4

)
+ 4η̃2

(
−3ω4ν̃2 + 3ω2ν̃4 + 2ω6

)
+ 7ω4ν̃4 + 9ω8

] (
η̃2 + ω2

)−2 (
ν̃2 + ω2

)−3
ρ−1, (D.20)
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(
γ(W )

)
u

= −χρū
120

[
−8ω6η̃ν̃ − 16ω4η̃3ν̃ − 8ω2η̃5ν̃

−η̃4
(
8ω2ν̃2 + ν̃4 + 7ω4

)
− 4η̃2

(
7ω4ν̃2 + 3ω2ν̃4 + 4ω6

)
+ 12ω6ν̃2 + 5ω4ν̃4 + 7ω8

] (
η̃2 + ω2

)−3 (
ν̃2 + ω2

)−2
, (D.21)

(
γ(W )

)
b

=
χb̄
120

[
4η̃2
(
−3ω4ν̃2 + 2ω2ν̃4 + 3ω6

)
−8ω2η̃ν̃

(
ν̃2 + ω2

)2
+ η̃4

(
−12ω2ν̃2 + 3ν̃4 + ω4

)
+ 5ω4ν̃4 + 11ω8

] (
η̃2 + ω2

)−2 (
ν̃2 + ω2

)−3
ρ−1, (D.22)

(
γ(D)

)
u

= −χρū
120

[
9η̃4
(
ω4 − ν̃4

)
+ 8η̃5

(
5ω2ν̃ + 6ν̃3

)
+8η̃

(
3ω6ν̃ + 4ω4ν̃3

)
+ 16η̃3

(
4ω4ν̃ + 5ω2ν̃3

)
+4η̃2

(
13ω4ν̃2 + 3ω2ν̃4 + 10ω6

)
+ 5ω4

(
4ω2ν̃2 + ν̃4 + 3ω4

)]
×
(
η̃2 + ω2

)−3 (
ν̃2 + ω2

)−2
, (D.23)

(
γ(D)

)
b

=
χb̄
120

[
−16ω2η̃ν̃

(
3ω2ν̃2 + ν̃4 + 2ω4

)
+ η̃4

(
12ω2ν̃2 + 19ν̃4 − 23ω4

)
−8η̃3

(
3ω4ν̃ + 4ω2ν̃3 + ν̃5

)
+ η̃2

(
52ω4ν̃2 + 56ω2ν̃4 − 36ω6

)
+ 40ω6ν̃2 + 37ω4ν̃4 − 13ω8

] (
η̃2 + ω2

)−2 (
ν̃2 + ω2

)−3
ρ−1, (D.24)

D.2.2 β coefficients (
β(0)
)
u

=
η̃

3 (η̃2 + ω2)
, (D.25)
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(
β(0)
)
b

= 0, (D.26)

(
δ(Ω)
)
u

= − ω2

3 (η̃2 + ω2) (ν̃2 + ω2)
, (D.27)

(
δ(Ω)
)
b

=
ν̃2 − ω2

6ρ (ν̃2 + ω2)2 , (D.28)

(
δ(W )

)
u

=
η̃2 − ω2

12 (η̃2 + ω2)2 , (D.29)

(
δ(W )

)
b

=
ν̃2 − ω2

12ρ (ν̃2 + ω2)2 , (D.30)

(
κ(Ω)

)
u

=
2ω2 (11η̃2 − 5ω2)

15 (η̃2 + ω2)2 (ν̃2 + ω2)
, (D.31)

(
κ(Ω)

)
b

=
9ν̃4 − 48ω2ν̃2 + 7ω4

15ρ (ν̃2 + ω2)3 , (D.32)

(
κ(W )

)
u

=

η̃4 (23ω2 − ν̃2) + 12η̃2 (ω4 − ω2ν̃2) + 5ω4 (ν̃2 + ω2)

30 (η̃2 + ω2)3 (ν̃2 + ω2)
, (D.33)

(
κ(W )

)
b

=

3η̃2 (−12ω2ν̃2 + ν̃4 + 3ω4)− 20ω4ν̃2 + 15ω2ν̃4 + 13ω6

30ρ (η̃2 + ω2) (ν̃2 + ω2)3 , (D.34)

(
β(D)

)
u

=
1

30

[
2η̃5ν̃

(
5ν̃2 + ω2

)
+ 16ω2η̃3ν̃3 + 5ω4

(
ν̃2 + ω2

)2

+η̃
(
6ω4ν̃3 − 2ω6ν̃

)
− η̃4

(
10ω2ν̃2 + 3ν̃4 + 7ω4

)
− 2η̃2

(
8ω4ν̃2 + 3ω2ν̃4 + 5ω6

)] (
η̃2 + ω2

)−3 (
ν̃2 + ω2

)−2
, (D.35)
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(
β(D)

)
b

=
1

10

[
4η̃3ν̃3

(
ν̃2 + ω2

)
+ 4η̃2

(
ω6 − 3ω4ν̃2

)
−4ω2η̃ν̃

(
3ω2ν̃2 + ν̃4 + 2ω4

)
− 6ω6ν̃2 − ω4ν̃4 + 3ω8

+ η̃4
(
−6ω2ν̃2 + ν̃4 + ω4

)] (
η̃2 + ω2

)−2 (
ν̃2 + ω2

)−3
ρ−1, (D.36)

(
κ(D)

)
u

=
1

30

[
2η̃5ν̃

(
5ν̃2 + ω2

)
+ 16ω2η̃3ν̃3 + η̃

(
6ω4ν̃3 − 2ω6ν̃

)
+η̃4

(
10ω2ν̃2 + 3ν̃4 + 7ω4

)
+ 2η̃2

(
8ω4ν̃2 + 3ω2ν̃4 + 5ω6

)
− 5ω4

(
ν̃2 + ω2

)2
] (
η̃2 + ω2

)−3 (
ν̃2 + ω2

)−2
, (D.37)

(
κ(D)

)
b

=
1

30

[
−4η̃3ν̃3

(
ν̃2 + ω2

)
+ 4ω2η̃ν̃

(
3ω2ν̃2 + ν̃4 + 2ω4

)
+η̃4

(
−6ω2ν̃2 − 3ν̃4 + 5ω4

)
+ 4η̃2

(
−7ω4ν̃2 − 4ω2ν̃4 + ω6

)
−ω4

(
22ω2ν̃2 + 13ν̃4 + ω4

)] (
η̃2 + ω2

)−2 (
ν̃2 + ω2

)−3
ρ−1, (D.38)

Helical α coefficients (
α̃

(0)
H

)
u

=
2η̃

3 (η̃2 + ω2)
, (D.39)

(
α

(0)
H

)
b

= − 2ν̃

3ρ (ν̃2 + ω2)
, (D.40)

(
γ(Ω)

)
u

= 0, (D.41)

(
γ(Ω)

)
b

= 0, (D.42)(
γ

(W )
H

)
u

=
η̃2 (ν̃2 + 3ω2)− ω2ν̃2 + ω4

6 (η̃2 + ω2)2 (ν̃2 + ω2)
, (D.43)

(
γ

(W )
H

)
b

=
η̃2 (ω2 − ν̃2)− ω2 (3ν̃2 + ω2)

6ρ (η̃2 + ω2) (ν̃2 + ω2)2 , (D.44)
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(
α

(D)
H

)
u

= − 1

15

[
3η̃4
(
ω4 − ν̃4

)
+ 4η̃5

(
5ω2ν̃ − 3ν̃3

)
− 8ω2η̃3ν̃

(
ν̃2 − 7ω2

)
+ 4ω4η̃ν̃

(
ν̃2 + 9ω2

)
+ 4η̃2

(
11ω4ν̃2 + 6ω2ν̃4 + 5ω6

)
− 5ω4

(
4ω2ν̃2 + ν̃4 + 3ω4

)] (
η̃2 + ω2

)−3 (
ν̃2 + ω2

)−2
, (D.45)

(
α

(D)
H

)
b

= − 1

15ρ

[
η̃4
(
−24ω2ν̃2 + 7ν̃4 + ω4

)
−4η̃3

(
3ω4ν̃ + 2ω2ν̃3 − ν̃5

)
+ 4η̃2

(
−11ω4ν̃2 + 2ω2ν̃4 + 3ω6

)
−4η̃

(
11ω6ν̃ + 18ω4ν̃3 + 7ω2ν̃5

)
+ω4

(
−20ω2ν̃2 + ν̃4 + 11ω4

)] (
η̃2 + ω2

)−2 (
ν̃2 + ω2

)−3
. (D.46)

All of the listed nonhelical kinematic transport coefficients agree with those given in RS06, with

one exception. This is the
(
β(D)

)
u

coefficient, which contains a factor 1/30, rather than 1/60.

D.3 The sign of (ηyx)Sb

In this appendix, I argue that the sign of (ηyx)
S
b is always negative, given reasonable assumptions

about the form of Wb (k, ω). I have not been able to find a general proof that this is the case due to

the complexity of the expression Eq. (6.33b), but instead analyze the cases Pm = 1, Pm� 1, and

Pm � 1 separately. In addition, plotting (ηyx)
S
b for the Gaussian Wb [Eq. (6.31)] across a range

of Pm (e.g., Fig. 6.1) leads to the same conclusion for this specific Wb. [Note that (ηyx)
S
b depends

nontrivially on only Pm and q when written in the dimensionless variables given in Eq. (6.32),

meaning it is straightforward to observe positivity by plotting (ηyx)
S
b against q over a range of

Pm.]
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Pm = 1

Inserting ν = η into Eq. (6.33b) leads to

(ηyx)
S
b =

ˆ
dω dk k2Wb (k, ω)

8π (ω2 − η̃2) (3η̃2 + ω2)

15 (η̃2 + ω2)3 . (D.47)

An integration by parts in ω yields

(ηyx)
S
b =

4π

15

ˆ
dω dk

[
1

η
tan−1

(
ω

η̃

)
dWb

dω
+

5η̃2 + 3ω2

(η̃2 + ω2)2ω
dWb

dω

]
. (D.48)

Under the reasonable assumptions that ω dW/dω ≤ 0 and tan−1 (ω) dW/dω ≤ 0, each term in the

integral must be negative. (Note that the tan−1 (ω) dW/dω ≤ 0 condition, although it may appear

less familiar, is just as restrictive as ω dW/dω ≤ 0, given the odd nature of the tan−1 function.)

Pm� 1

Inserting η = ν/Pm into Eq. (6.33b), one carries out a series expansion about Pm−1 = ∞ of the

resulting expression. The reason for this expansion (rather than the more obvious expansion about

Pm = 0) is to enable study of the low Pm limit with large η, rather than that with ν → 0, since the

SOCA looses applicability as ν,η → 0. The series expansion to first order in 1/Pm−1 is

(ηyx)
S
b ≈ −

8π

15

ˆ
dω dkWbk

2

[
3ω2ν̃2 + ν̃4 − 2ω4

(ν̃2 + ω2)3

+
4ν̃2

15 (ν̃2 + ω2)2

1

Pm−1 + . . .

]
. (D.49)

The first term is independent of Pm, persisting as η → 0, and the existence of this is not surprising

given the fact that the dynamo can arise from theB · ∇b+ b · ∇B term in the induction equation.

This term can be shown to be negative using the same integration by parts method used to obtain
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Eq. (D.48), with the requirement ω dW/dω ≤ 0. The Pm-dependent second term is obviously

negative due to the positive definiteness of the integrand.

Pm� 1

Inserting ν = Pm η into Eq. (6.33b), and carrying out a series expansion about Pm = ∞ (see

previous paragraph), one obtains

(ηyx)
S
b ≈

16π

15

ˆ
dω dkWbk

2

[
1

Pm

(ω2 − η̃2)

(η̃2 + ω2)2 + . . .

]
. (D.50)

As expected, there is no contribution to the transport as ν → 0. Again using integration by parts,

one can straightforwardly prove negativity of the integral, provided ω dW/dω ≤ 0.
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Appendix: The VEST package for tensor

calculus in Mathematica

In this appendix, I give brief details of the VEST (Vector Einstein Summation Tools) package,

which performs abstract vector calculus computations in Mathematica. Through the use of index

notation, VEST is able to reduce three-dimensional scalar and vector expressions of a very general

type to a well-defined standard form. In addition, utilizing properties of the Levi-Civita symbol,

the program can derive types of multi-term vector identities that are not recognized by reduction,

subsequently applying these to simplify large expressions. For the work presented in this thesis, the

package proved very useful for automating the transport coefficient calculation presented in chap-

ter 6. More details about the package, in particular its more advanced simplification capabilities,

can be found in Squire et al. (2014).

E.1 Introduction

Many problems in the physical sciences and engineering involve substantial amounts of vector

calculus; the manipulation of expressions involving derivatives of smooth scalar, vector and ten-

228
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sor fields in 3-D Euclidean space. While multiple popular computer algebra systems include some

basic native vector operations as well as external vector packages,1 almost all emphasize the expan-

sion of expressions into components. Although this can be an important tool, particularly when

performing calculations in non-cartesian coordinates, the results obtained from this approach to

simplification cannot be easily translated into a coordinate independent form. A natural way to

overcome this problem is to encode the properties of vector operators such as ·, ×, and ∇. Due

to the nontrivial nature of these operators, expressions can often be greatly simplified without ever

considering the underlying coordinate representation.

VEST (Vector Einstein Summation Tools), is designed to deal with such situations, and with a

handful of additions, became a very practical tool for the calculation of turbulent transport coeffi-

cients given in chapter 6. Functions were designed to be simple and intuitive to use, in the hope

it would be a practical tool for anyone working with vector calculus, both for simple checking of

work and for more substantial computations. A thorough illustration of the capabilities of VEST

can be found in Burby et al. (2013), which presents the first automated calculation of high-order

guiding-center Lagrangians. Much of the functionality of VEST is made possible through the use

of abstract index notation for internal manipulation, rather than standard vector notation. This al-

lows VEST to derive vector identities, both through a systematic reduction to standard form and by

inserting pairs of the Levi-Civita symbol, rather than relying on the relatively limited set found in

standard reference (for instance, Huba 2009). The obvious advantage of this is that even for expres-

sions and operations that are rarely used (e.g., higher order derivative tensors), a full simplification

may still be performed without the necessity of hard-coding identities into the package. Of course,

in principle one of the many existing abstract tensor manipulation packages designed for general

relativistic calculations (e.g., MacCallum 2002; Wang 2013; Parker and Christensen 1994; Peeters

2007; Martín-García 2002–2012; Gouyet et al. 2008; Maple 2015) could be used for these types

1For example, Mathematica (2015); Eastwood (1991); Yasskin and Belmonte (2010); Fiedler (1997); Wirth (1979);
Liang and Jeffrey (2007); Qin et al. (1999); Maple (2015).
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of computations; however, the increased generality required for curved spaces in any dimension

necessitates features that would be very cumbersome for vector calculations (a possible exception

is Gouyet et al. 2008, which is designed for continuum mechanics). For example, in Euclidean

R3 there is never any need to store properties of the Riemann or torsion tensors and one may elect

to use the identity metric. In addition, since the Levi-Civita symbol plays such a prominent role

in vector calculus, it is desirable to have its expansions and contractions incorporated directly into

routines. Indeed, the multi-term simplification functions are certainly the most novel feature of

VEST. While such capabilities could have been added as an extension to an existing tensor manip-

ulation package, with the addition of efficient tensor canonicalization functions in Mathematica

9.0, there seemed to be little to be gained through such an approach.

There are only a handful of previous software packages that are designed for working with ab-

stract vector expressions. As well as some of the new functionality in Mathematica 9.0 and func-

tions in the Maple Physics package, the packages detailed in Fiedler (1997), Stoutemyer (1979),

Wirth (1979), Qin et al. (1999), and Liang and Jeffrey (2007) include some abstract simplification

capability (but only Liang and Jeffrey 2007 provides examples of simplifications that would be

difficult to carry out by hand). Out of these previous packages, VEST is the first to work with gen-

eral rules for gradient tensors and thus provide nontrivial simplifications of expressions involving

gradient, divergence and curl. In addition, all of the vector algebra examples given in Liang and

Jeffrey (2007) can be simplified, see Fig. E.1 for a selection of these. Note that all but one of the

aforementioned examples are verified through reduction to standard form, without necessitating

the use of the multi-term simplification capabilities of VEST. Utilization of these capabilities al-

lows VEST to derive in real time many types of vector identities that have not (to my knowledge)

appeared in any previous publications.

The remainder of the appendix is organized as follows. In Sec. E.2 I outline the foundations

of the VEST package, including the use of abstract index notation and definition of a standard

form. I then describe the function ToCanonical, which reduces any vector or scalar expres-
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sion to standard form and is the main workhorse of the VEST package. Several relevant ex-

amples are given, illustrating various standard vector properties as well as more complex exam-

ples from the literature. While ToCanonical usually provides a thorough simplification, there

are more complicated multi-term identities that are not recognized, and in section E.3 I explore

some methods to provide further simplification of expressions. I briefly mention the function

FullSimplifyVectorForm, which expands pairs of Levi-Civita symbols to generate iden-

tities for all terms in an expression (see Squire et al. 2014 for a more thorough description). A

more general method of deriving vector identities based on symmetry properties is then given,

with the idea that a similar technique will be implemented in a future version of VEST. Finally,

in section E.4, I describe some additional tools provided in VEST with the aim of improving the

usefulness of the package. These include: simple but very general input and output, explicit equal-

ity checking through expansion of sums, substitution capabilities, and automatic unit vector rule

generation and simplification.

E.2 Index notation as a tool for vector calculus

While adequate for simple calculations, standard vector calculus notation [A×B, (b · ∇) b, etc.]

has numerous deficiencies when more complex expressions are involved. For instance, the mean-

ing of the dot product can become ambiguous for higher rank tensors (e.g., derivatives) and seem-

ingly disparate rules or "vector identities" (Huba, 2009) are needed to deal with specific cases

of the cross product antisymmetry. To illustrate this latter point, although the exact correspon-

dence between the identities ∇ × (a× b) = a∇ · b − b∇ · a − (a · ∇) b + (b · ∇)a and

a× (b× c) = b (a · c)− c (a · b) is not entirely clear, both are simply expansions of the double

cross product. In contrast, with a representation of vector objects in index notation using the Ein-

stein summation convention, there is no trouble whatsoever with higher-rank tensors. In addition,

many simple vector identities are an obvious consequence of the product rule and properties of
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the Levi-Civita symbol, εijk. This systemization makes index notation far more convenient for a

computer algebra system. For the sake of input and output, it is straightforward (where possible)

to convert between indexed and vector expressions using

a · b⇐⇒ aibi, ∇ · a⇐⇒ ai,i, (E.1a)

a× b⇐⇒ εijkajbk, ∇× a⇐⇒ εijkak,j, (E.1b)

a · ∇b⇐⇒ aibj,i, ∇b · a⇐⇒ aibi,j, (E.1c)

∇γ ⇐⇒ γ,j, (E.1d)

for a, b vectors and γ a scalar. VEST includes functions to automatically perform the above con-

versions for both input and output. Note that, since by definition vector calculus is confined to

Euclidean space, there is no need to distinguish between covariant and contravariant indices. I em-

phasize that this is not a restriction on a subsequent expansion into a curvilinear coordinate system,

although an indexed expression cannot be interpreted in the literal sense (i.e., a sum over compo-

nents) if a non-cartesian system is used. VEST also allows the use of a derivative with respect to a

second coordinate (labelled v), since this functionality is useful in a variety of situations (for the

transport calculation in chapter 6, this coordinate is used for ∂/∂ki derivatives). For compactness,

I shall notate this in a non-standard way with a semi-colon ∂vA⇐⇒ Ai;j , since it is not necessary

to distinguish between the covariant and partial derivatives in Euclidean space.

E.2.1 Reduction to standard form

I now describe the ToCanonical function in VEST, which reduces expressions to the standard

form defined by:

1. The expression is expanded into a sum of monomials.

2. There are no products inside partial derivatives and no nested derivatives.
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3. Each term contains either no Levi-Civita symbols or one Levi-Civita symbol and no δij

(always possible for vector or scalar expressions).

4. The dummy indices in each monomial are reordered according to symmetry properties en-

suring like terms appear as such. As a simple example of this type of reordering, εjikbjak

becomes εijkajbk due to the antisymmetry of εijk.

Note that this is not a canonical form, since it is unique only for sufficiently simple expressions.

The function name ToCanonical was chosen because the dummy reordering process (step 4)

ensures that each monomial is in canonical form. Multi-term vector identities can lead to multiple

polynomials being nontrivially equal after application of ToCanonical, motivating the imple-

mentation of VEST’s simplification functions (see Sec. E.3).

To bring an expression to the standard form defined above, ToCanonical uses the following

sequence of steps:

1. Expand out products in partial derivatives and concatenate nested derivatives. For example,

(ai,jbj),i
expand−→ (ai,j),i bj + ai,jbj,i

concatenate−→ ai,ijbj + ai,jbj,i.

2. Expand expression and find all dummy indices in each term. Check that these occur in pairs

and free indices match across sum. Rename dummy indices in a consistent internal form so

the procedure is not limited by the set number of user defined indices. Detailed information

on the internal representation of objects and indices can be found in the tutorial supplied

with VEST.

3. Expand pairs of Levi-Civita tensors according to

εijkεlmn = δil (δjmδkn − δjnδkm)− δim (δjlδkn − δjnδkl) + δin (δjlδkm − δjmδkl) . (E.2)

4. Remove all δij using aiδij = aj .
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5. Apply user-defined rules. As a special case of this, rules associated to unit vectors are auto-

matically derived and applied to relevant objects (see Sec. E.4).

6. Reorder dummy indices into a canonical form for each monomial in the expression. The

problem of permuting indices can be very complex in large contractions and has historically

been a major difficulty for tensor manipulation software, see for instance Martín-García

(2008) and Manssur et al. (2002). VEST uses the Mathematica function TensorReduce

(new in version 9.0), which has proven to be very reliable and efficient for our needs.

7. Print objects and dummy indices in a user-friendly output format (see Sec. E.4).

ToCanonical is relatively efficient and handles very large vector expressions with ease. As

an example, a direct calculation of the guiding center Poisson tensor, which involves up to 1500

terms (after expansion of Levi-Civita symbols) and returns over 100 terms, takes approximately 15

seconds on a 2.26GHz Intel Core 2 Duo. If desired, parallelization would be straightforward.

The procedure detailed above effectively contains all of the most common vector identities

(for instance all identities in Huba 2009), as well as many more complex identities. In Fig. E.1, I

give some examples of the operation of ToCanonical on various vector expressions. Note that

input and output can be in standard vector notation, indexed notation, or a mix of both. Several

vector algebra examples have been taken from Liang and Jeffrey (2007), Cunningham (1969),

Patterson (1968), and Stoutemyer (1979), with some examples involving gradients taken from

Wimmel (1982).

E.3 Simplification through Levi-Civita expansions

The canonicalization of individual terms as carried out by ToCanonical does not recognize

certain types of multi-term vector identities. In many cases, these can lead to substantial simplifi-

cation of large expressions. Very few instances of this type of identity have been given in previous
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Load package and define objects and indices.

<< VEST`

DefIndices@8i, j, k, l, p, q, r, s, m, n, t, u<D;
DefObject@a, 1, 8True, False<, "a"D
DefObject@b, 1, 8True, False<, "b"D
DefObject@c, 1, 8True, False<, "c"D
DefObject@d, 1, 8True, False<, "d"D
DefObject@T, 2, 8True, False<, "T", Symmetric@81, 2<DD
DefObject@Γ, 0, 8True, False<, "Γ"D

Some very simple canonicalization examples. Output can be printed in vector notation.

ToCanonical ��
9 b Ó́ a, -b •Ó Ic Ó́ aM, div@Γ aD, div@curl@aDD, curlAÑÓΓE, Γ a + curl@Γ bD, T@j, nD b@jD=

vectorForm �� %

9-ai bj ¶n i j, -ai bj ck ¶k i j, ai Γ ,i + ai,i Γ , 0, 0, -bi ¶n i j Γ ,j + an Γ - ¶n i j bi,j Γ , bi Tn i=

8-Ha ´ bL, -Hc × Ha ´ bLL, Ha × Ñ ΓL + Γ HÑ × aL, 0, 0, -Hb ´ Ñ ΓL + HÑ ´ bL Γ + a Γ , bi Tn i<

Some vector algebra examples from [Liang and Jeffrey 2007].

ToCanonical ��
9 a
Ó́ Ib Ó́ Ic Ó́ dMM + b Ó́ Ic Ó́ Id Ó́ aMM + c Ó́ Id Ó́ Ia Ó́ bMM + d Ó́ Ia Ó́ Ib Ó́ cMM - Ia Ó́ cM Ó́ Ib Ó́ dM,

IIa Ó́ bM Ó́ Ib Ó́ cMM •Ó Ic Ó́ aM - Ia •Ó Ib Ó́ cMM Ia •Ó Ib Ó́ cMM,

IIa Ó́ bM Ó́ cM Ó́ d + IIb Ó́ aM Ó́ dM Ó́ c + IIc Ó́ dM Ó́ aM Ó́ b + IId Ó́ cM Ó́ bM Ó́ a =

80, 0, 0<

Some identities involving Ñ from [Wimmel 1982].

vectorForm �� ToCanonical �� 9 Ia •Ó ÑÓbM Ó́ c + c Ó́ IÑÓb •Ó aM - c Ó́ Ia Ó́ curl@bDM,

Ia •Ó ÑÓbM •Ó c - Ic •Ó ÑÓbM •Ó a - Ia Ó́ cM •Ó curl@bD,

a •
Ó
Ñ
ÓIb •Ó cM + c •Ó ÑÓIb •Ó aM - b •Ó ÑÓIa •Ó cM +

Ib Ó́ cM •Ó curl@aD + Ib Ó́ aM •Ó curl@cD + Ia Ó́ cM •Ó curl@bD =

80, 0, 2 Ha × HÑ b × cLL<

Figure E.1: Various examples of the action of the VEST function ToCanonical.
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literature; two examples are

d (a · b× c)− a (b · c× d) + b (c · d× a)− c (d · a× b) = 0, (E.3)

which is relatively well known, and

(a× c) · ∇b−∇b · (a× c)− a (c · ∇ × b) + c (a · ∇ × b) = 0. (E.4)

There are in fact whole families of similar relations, including those involving more than one

gradient tensors and more than four monomials.

Simplification of vector and tensor polynomials [e.g., Eqs. (E.3) and (E.4)] is provided by the

VEST function FullSimplifyVectorForm. The basic mechanism is to insert products of

Levi-Civita symbols using the identity

1

2
εirsεjrs = δij (E.5)

into monomials, subsequently expanding out products of Levi-Civita symbols in a different

orders. By generating a list of equivalent forms for each monomial and judiciously choos-

ing forms from this list for each term in the polynomial, large simplifications can be found.

Some identities found by FullSimplifyVectorForm have been quite nontrivial and appar-

ently previously unpublished. Although these capabilites proved critical in other work (Burby

et al., 2013), because the final result of the calculation in chapter 6 involved scalar quantities,

FullSimplifyVectorForm did not prove necessary for the work presented in this thesis. For

this reason I refer to Squire et al. (2014) for details on these features of VEST.
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E.3.1 More general methods for automatic generation of vector identities

While the method currently implemented in FullSimplifyVectorForm can easily and reli-

ably generate many vector identities that have not appeared in previous literature, there are certain

more complicated identities that cannot be recognized. Specifically, any nontrivial polynomial

identity with no Levi-Civita symbols (i.e., involving only dot products) will not be identified by

the above technique (I refer to Squire et al. 2014 for more explanation). Such relations are almost

always rather long (an exception is when one or more of the vectors is a unit vector); however, they

occur regularly in certain calculations – for example, the guiding center expansion at second order

(Burby et al., 2013) – and are usually very difficult to recognize. Application of such identities

was also unnecessary for the work in this thesis; nonetheless, I include some details here because

the method used to generate the relations is interesting, nonintuitive, and very general. The method

encompasses previously unknown relations such as Eqs. (E.6) (see below), as well identities with

cross-products [e.g., Eqs. (E.3) and (E.4)]. The hope is that simplification capabilities that rely on

application of these identities will be included in a future release of VEST.

Let me start by giving an example. With up to two derivatives and without involving unit vector

properties, the shortest such identity is given by

0 =
(
a2c2 − (a · c)2)∇ · b2 −

(
a2c2 − (a · c)2) bi,jbj,i + 2a2 (c · ∇b · ∇b · c)

+ 2 c2 (a · ∇b · ∇b · a)− 2 (a · c) (a · ∇b · ∇b · c+ c · ∇b · ∇b · a)

+ 2 (a · c)∇ · b (a · ∇b · c+ c · ∇b · a) + 2 (a · ∇b · a) (c · ∇b · c)

− 2 (a · ∇b · c) (c · ∇b · a)− 2∇ · b
(
c2 (a · ∇b · a) + a2 (c · ∇b · c)

)
, (E.6)

for general vectors a, b and c. For this collection of objects (two of each a, ∇b and c), there also

exists a slightly longer, very similar identity of 17 monomials. When unit vectors and/or more
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derivative tensors are included, much shorter identities exist; for instance

− bi,jbj,kbk,i +
3

2
bi,jbj,i∇ · b−

1

2
(∇ · b)3 = 0 (E.7)

is given in Littlejohn (1983) for a unit vector b, and can also be derived through the method detailed

in this section.2 As another example, Eq. (E.6) reduces to 8 terms when a or c is set to b and this

is set as a unit vector.

The overall approach is based on the idea that antisymmetrization of an n-dimensional tensor

over n+1 indices will automatically give a tensor polynomial that is identically zero. Such a poly-

nomial is necessarily of relatively high rank, so the construction of interesting identities entails

contracting over various pairs of indices. Note that almost all such contractions trivially canoni-

calize to zero and finding identities in this way by hand would be a very arduous task. The method

is essentially an application of Lovelock’s "dimensionally dependent identities" of the Riemann

tensor (Lovelock, 1970) to tensor products of vectors and their gradients.

To be more precise, consider a general tensor Ti1...ik , where the ik represent an arbitrary number

of indices (note that I work in 3-D Euclidean space with all lower indices). For the cases I shall

consider Ti1...ik , will be the product of vector objects, e.g., aibjckdlεrsq. Representing antisym-

metrization by [ ] around relevant indices, the identity

Ti1...ij−1ij+1...ik[ij δ
b1
a1
δb2a2δ

b3
a3] = 0 (E.8)

must hold for for all 1 ≤ j ≤ k, since the tensor is antisymmetric over four indices in three

dimensions. In Eq. (E.8), δji is simply the standard Kronecker delta δij; I write it with an “up”

2Eq. (E.7) was derived in Littlejohn (1983) by noticing that it is nothing but the Cayley-Hamilton theorem for
matrix bi,j satisfying det (bi,j) = 0. This method cannot be generalized to obtain other multi-term identities, but an
interesting point is that the Cayley-Hamilton theorem is a simple consequence of the antisymmetrization procedure
detailed in this section. Eq. (E.7) is the sole vector identity found in previous literature that cannot be recognized by
the current version of FullSimplifyVectorForm.
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index to more clearly show the antisymmetrization (note the non-standard use of this notation).

One can also antisymmetrize over more indices of T (and fewer δij) if desired, but the resulting

identity will involve only the relevant antisymmetric part of T . Of course, in the case where T

is already antisymmetric in some set of indices (in our case due to εijk), an identity involving the

entirety of T with fewer δij can be obtained by antisymmetrizing over these indices. For example,

with T antisymmetric over {i1, i2, i3},

Ti4...ik[i1i2i3 δ
b1
a1] = 0. (E.9)

This insight explains why vector identities that involve εijk can be so much simpler than those that

do not; any tensor with antisymmetry will naturally have identities with fewer terms than those

without antisymmetry, since nontrivial identities in the form of Eq. (E.8) can be constructed with

fewer indices.

The ideas of the previous paragraph can be used to automatically generate vector identities

from a given set of vector objects. Although certainly not the most efficient method, a simple

algorithm goes as follows:

1. For a given vector monomial, consider the tensor obtained by removing all contractions

between dummy indices e.g., for aiajbiblbj,lbk,k this is aiajbkblbr,sbp,q.

2. Choose an index over which to antisymmetrize and form the polynomial given by Eq. (E.8).

If one of the objects from step 1 is εijk, construct Eq. (E.9) instead, antisymmetrizing over

the indices of εijk (the reason for this is simply to generate shorter identities). For instance,

with the tensor example given in step 1, one could use aiajbkblbr,sbp,[qδbaδ
d
c δ
f
e].

3. Contract the polynomial between index pairs. Aside from those contractions that are known

a priori to give identically zero (see Edgar and Hoglund 2002) all possible contractions

should be evaluated. For example, aiajbkblbr,sbs,[qδ
q
i δ
j
rδ
k
l] is the scalar formed by contraction
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of the tensor given above between the index pairs

{{1, 9} {2, 12} {3, 14} {4, 13} {5, 11} {6, 7} {8, 9}}. If one wishes to generate only those

identities involving the original scalar monomial (i.e., aiajbiblbj,lbk,k in the running exam-

ple), consider only the set of contractions that have a possibility of generating this.

4. Canonicalize the resulting list of scalar or vector expressions to remove δij and cancel rele-

vant terms.

This procedure has been applied to various forms, systematically generating identities that in-

volve a given set of objects, both with and without the Levi-Civita symbol. For instance, ap-

plying the method to the objects {a, b, c,d, ε} (i.e., the tensor aibjckdlεrsq at step 2) gener-

ates Eq. (E.3), Eq. (E.6) is generated with {a,a, c, c,∇b,∇b}, and Eq. (E.7) is generated with

{b, b,∇b,∇b,∇b} (followed by an application of various unit vector identities). There are of

course many other similar relations that are not listed here.

The Invar package Martín-García et al. (2007) uses a similar antisymmetrization-based method

as part of its algorithm to generate scalar invariants of the Riemann tensor.

E.4 Additional VEST functionality

In addition to the functions described in Sections E.2 and E.3, VEST contains several other features

than can be very useful when carrying out large calculations. In this section I briefly describe some

of this functionality.

E.4.1 Intuitive and user friendly input and output

While very precise and straightforward to interpret, index notation can be inconvenient for the user,

since expressions often look jumbled and confusing. As illustrated in Fig. E.1, VEST includes

several features to facilitate user input and output, both in index and vector notation. Expressions
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can be input in standard vector notation omitting indices (e.g., curl[a]), full index notation, or a

mix of both (e.g., div[b[i]v[i]b[j]] + a � (T[i, j]b[j])). This allows for fast and reliable user input

with the ability to represent more complex expressions when vector notation becomes ambiguous.

In addition to coloring dummy index pairs so contractions are more immediately obvious, the

function vectorForm prints expressions using vector notation where possible (up to first order

derivatives); see Fig. E.1.

E.4.2 Checking expression equality

The function CheckTensorZero provides a very reliable check of whether an expression is

identically zero. This is useful both for when one is not confident that FullSimplifyVectorForm

has reached the shortest possible form and for rapid verification of results. The function works in

a very straightforward way by expanding an expression into Cartesian coordinates, which amounts

to explicitly evaluating all sums over dummy indices.

E.4.3 Substitutions

A very common application of a computer algebra package is the substitution of some explicit

expression into a given form; i.e., given a specific a, calculate f (a). While this is a very simple

process for standard algebraic expressions, the task becomes more awkward when the substitution

involves indexed expressions. To illustrate this, consider as a basic example the evaluation of

aiaj,kbjbk, with ai = bjdjdi. (E.10)

There are two issues that arise if one attempts a naive substitution of ai: first, the free index of

ai = bjdjdi must be replaced with the correct indices in aiaj,kbjbk; second, one must ensure that

dummy indices in the substituted ai do not conflict with those in aiaj,kbjbk. While these issues are
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in principle not complicated, forcing the user to keep track of all indices would be a particularly

inconvenient characteristic that would significantly reduce the utility of an index notation based

package.

In VEST substitution of arbitrary expressions is handled through a new assignment operator
ind
= , which automatically manages assignment of free indices and ensures dummies do not overlap.

Rather than simply assigning an expression to the left hand side, ind
= assigns a call to the function

FindDummies, which is used in step 2 of ToCanonical (see Sec. E.2.1) and can generate a

new set of indices at every call. After assignment with ind
= , an object can be used in exactly the same

way as a standard indexed object without the user having to worry about its underlying structure.

To illustrate with the example of Eq. (E.10), after assigning a
ind
= b[j]d[j]d[i], evaluating aiaj,kbjbk

in the standard way will generate a valid indexed expression.

These capabilities and the ind
= operator were used extensively in the calculations presented in

chapter 6.

E.4.4 Unit vectors and user defined rules

As examples earlier in the text have illustrated (e.g., Sec. E.3.1), unit vector identities can pro-

vide very substantial simplifications and it is important to make provision for these. Repre-

senting an arbitrary unit vector by bi, VEST automatically generates identities by differentiating

bibi = 1 up to a user-specified order and applies these rules as part of ToCanonical and

FullSimplifyVectorForm. A related feature is the ability for the user to define rules that are

applied as part of ToCanonical. This is very useful both when nontrivial relationships between

objects need to be identified (e.g., εijkDjlĝlBk = (ĝ ·D) × B was used to extract scalar trans-

port coefficients in chapter 6) and when working with expressions that involve nontrivial scalar

expressions in the denominator.
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